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Origins of Life

The discoveries of geology have offered to us, and continue to
do so, every time stronger, unquestionable truths regarding the
cosmos and our planet, incredible for many people. Our prejudices
as regards the origin of the universe–what was taught to us at home–
have become gradually unacceptable, to such an extent that what
science itself, in its constant investigation, has been adding to its
large number of knowledge, cannot deny anymore. No feelings or
passions are applicable either.

For a better simplified understanding, merely globally conceptual,
we may resume the fundamental, basic knowledge in a few words:

• The Earth, as part of the universe, has taken millions of years in
being formed as such.

• The process of its development, because of the law of necessity,
has been quite slow. It had to go through infinite stages of causes
and effects, impacts between opposing forces, qualitative and
quantitative changes, destructions and new constructions. In any
case, the movement and the occurrences in the run-up to the
above-mentioned process were motivated by laws inherent to the
evolutionary substance itself.

• The initial chaos is understood as a burning space of fire containing
nebulous substances, slowly decipherable.

Clearness in the remote distance
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• The igneous mass in rotating movement, resulting from physical
chemical reactions, had to crack, as it evidently happened.

• A cosmic cataclysm, a possible explosion, unthinkable even in its
magnitude and consequences, destroyed the general mass, and
the solar systems were formed. Upon expulsing masses, the cosmic
impulse produced rotations therein.

• This is the origin of the planets. The force of their rotation made
them become spherical and their gradual cooling gave them the
present, final shape.

Such is the first cosmic prodigy: the wonderful apparition of
planets in the universe, and especially ours. However, it all formed
an evolutionary process of geology, both physical and chemical,
merely material.

If we would let our planet talk, it might be said that the Earth
was beginning to find itself, discovering the ingredients it had–
elements of which antagonistic factors opposed each other (as stated
by the Greek philosopher Empedocles of Agrigento)1 and provoked
new advances in the process.

Nothing was still; everything changed; everything flowed (as
stated by the Greek philosopher Heraclitus of Ephesus)2 because
dynamism was inevitable.

Other millions of years of interaction between the already
mentioned physical-chemical forces of our cooled celestial body (the
Earth) had to elapse for a new cosmic prodigy to occur. Such effect
is produced when ingredient-denominated hydrogen is mixed with
the oxygen and forms the waters of oceans and seas. A long time
afterwards, lakes, rivers, springs and others appear, covering two
thirds of the planet.

When that result of evolution, called water of oceans and seas,
operates on its physical base and surface, nourishing it with mineral
elements, the first forms of existence begin to generate. Those
wonderful forms may be summarized in one concept: life. Vegetal
cells appear.

1 The struggle between the Greek denominations Philia (love) and Neikos (hatred)
created and destroyed, as Empedocles stated (he had to use philosophy).
However these forces were inevitable in the process and what they really
represented was what is positive against what is negative.

2 Heraclitus stated that everything is an eternal fire, always changing.

GLOOMY PANORAMA OF THE PLANET
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It looks like the Earth wished to live; it looks like it desired
LIFE. Therefore, the generated cells start multiplying themselves
infinitely and they develop, gradually modifying their simple
structure towards more and more complicated structures

Quantity is transformed into quality! Such is the dialectic law
of the evolutionary process. Multiplied beings acquire qualities
which they transmit to their offspring via reproduction.

Quality is transformed into quantity! Such is another law of
the evolutionary process. Those modified beings, on their turn,
multiply themselves infinitely and transmit again their new organic
and anatomic qualities.

However, processes repeat themselves. Cells become organisms
and organisms become other more complicated organisms; very
small and microscopic vegetal cells result in the origin of mother
algae, then plants, then shrubs, and finally trees of all kinds.

Thus, the beginnings, rudiments, and initiations gave rise to
the vegetal biological life. What was simple became complex.

This is the second cosmic prodigy: the apparition of vegetal life
and, with it, prairies, forests, jungles, plants, fruits, and all the rich
and infinite variety of botany, grandiose present immensity!

Prodigies, however, occurred in chain. Now is the turn for the
animal biology to appear; it is born with the first unicellular
organisms, for which principles of development are the same as the
ones for the vegetal biology.

Such is the third cosmic prodigy, which produces the infinite
fauna, starting from the bacterium to more complex organisms of
primitive animals.

Millions of centuries continue to elapse and both biologies
combined; create the basis for an already superior nature with
infinity of small beings and other gigantic ones (discovered by
archaeology): dinosaurs, brontosaurs, pterodactyls and ravenous
species which populated all our continents and became the most
powerful beings on earth.

The former ones disappeared due to conflicts of natural
catastrophes and exaggerated heat.

And man? Here is the fourth cosmic prodigy: he appeared later
(with the evolution of the primate species).

CLEARNESS IN THE REMOTE DISTANCE
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It is as if the evolution of LIFE, impossible to be stopped, would
have reserved for him a special destiny.

If we all result from the Earth and of the evolution of the
cosmos, it is fair for us to accept a few truths (which perhaps many
people will refuse to believe):

• That man, even though with all his intelligence, is as small as a
cell when forming part of nature.

• That the difference between man and animals fundamentally lies
in his intelligence.

• That intelligence, as man’s own natural gift, serves for him to
understand things and to use fair reason in his dominion of nature.

• That if man built a civilization along the centuries, as an almighty
Lord, he had to impose upon his fellowmen the care for their
physical basis of sustenance.

Has man complied with this duty, which originates from his
own rationality and his responsibility as user of the Earth?

Has he not rather become a rodent thereof?
This book has been written with the purpose of finding out

the result. However, one thing is evident and anticipated: the Earth
has endured during centuries and centuries–millions of years–a
large number of long-lasting sufferings (symbolically we may say
pains) that mean the parturition of man.

As a good mother, the Earth gave to his children all the best
she could offer.

First Times of Man

When man made his appearance on earth, his life was lonely
and isolated–consequently unbearable, given the instinctive fear of
things from his surrounding world. His understanding was
incipient; however, he had enough intelligence to distinguish things,
to think (although rudimentarily) and even to make decisions.

The same way as instinct links species and gathers them, it
entailed primitive human beings (after they had met and recognized
each other) and assembled them in different herds. It was then
when mutual support and the fact of living together made possible

GLOOMY PANORAMA OF THE PLANET
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for them to know and rule nature, changing things, different until
then.

Man’s life became paradisiacal.
It is not an invention or a story that primitive man lived his

golden age in a community where he did not have to work, or the
idea of’“labor” was known. He fully enjoyed good health; moreover,
his natural environment was pleasant.

Numerous Greek and Roman writers of ancient times–Hesiode,
Democritus, the sophists in Athens, Greek and Roman stoics, the poet
Virgil and so many others later, such as Dante Alighieri, as well as
European jurist-naturalists (English, Dutch and Germans and,
especially, starting from the sixteenth century) state the same.

Nature constituted an Eden for man. With great generosity, it
offered to its inhabitants all the best it had:

• The air was pure, much too pure! It was a pleasure to breathe it,
without carbon toxic or infectious viruses in human environment.

• Rivers produced musical, pleasant murmurs. Besides they were
crystalline and their waters were not harmful; they inspired and
made man kind.

• An immensity of climates, natural relief and inspiration landscapes
allowed the first communities to live in different sites.

• The flora was not only varied in its species, but it was also infinite
and exuberant.

• The fauna was equally magical. Animal species resulted in
different sizes, colors, shapes, qualities and behaviors that
primitive man studied, and even learned from (as we will see
hereafter).

• Fruits were exotic in their color, shape, flavor and variation. They
also existed abundantly and their flavor was excellent. There was
more than enough food for everybody, and hunger or misery was
not known.

Gold and precious metals had no value and nobody thought
of keeping them or monopolizing them for speculations.

Garments were simple and without the slavery of fashion. They
were obtained from dead animals and from some plants.

Dwellings consisted of caverns in winter, trees during summer.
Nobody was audacious or dared to knock down trees to build a
house.

CLEARNESS IN THE REMOTE DISTANCE
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Since no civilizations existed, illness was not known. However,
men cured accidents with some products from the vegetal kingdom.

A minimum of good criterion allows us to understand that
primitive human mind understands or, so to say, feels lead by instinct
and values everything it receives from its external environment.
For this reason it honors, admires and adores the forces of nature
that it has already discovered, and towards which it is absolutely
respectful and thankful.

Forces admired by the primitive mind were, of course, the ones
it witnessed and which existed in its environment. All of them were
physical:

• Rain, because it made plants grow; it regulated the temperature
of the environment; it also satiated thirst and caused joy when
getting wet. It was sacred.

• Snow, because it was part of the splendid environment; it showed
the magnificence of natural beauty. It was sacred.

• Air, because it was pure; breathing it inspired health and pleasure.
It was also the life condition for the flora and fauna to exist. It was
sacred.

• The sun, colossal king of the celestial bodies, because it irradiated
the splendid heat for Earth’s inhabitants and insufflated its
strength for the existent beings to grow and develop. Moreover, it
did not cause cancer. It was sacred.

• Waters from rivers and springs were crystalline and not turbid.
Waters from the lakes were sky blue as the purity of life; the seas
were not obscure, but emerald. All waters were sacred.

• Many other realities and forces of nature were also sacred;
respectful and conscious worship was rendered to them,
harmonizing in a whole.

Primitive society was an exemplary model for our present
contemporaneous society that presumes itself of being civilized. Its
natural religion was pantheism, without complicated dogmas to
understand.

Such is the exquisite model of a few attitudes that are not taught
from above. Nobody indoctrinated primitive man in the idyllic life
he shared with nature:

• he beheld beauty in mental fusion with the object beheld; it was
an ecstasy of love towards the environment;

GLOOMY PANORAMA OF THE PLANET
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• honest sincerity when kneeling or leaning, without the burden of
a duty towards others, or hypocrisy in his behavior;

• sweetness in his daily attitude, where no cement walls exist to
separate man from the Earth.

Dominion of One on the Others: Its Effect against the Earth

The disasters of life begin when man starts dominating other
men who are less strong than himself and makes them work for his
own benefit, thus creating an economy of accumulation. Man begins
to enslave his fellowmen and for that purpose he associates with
other men.

The force of said dominion turns into authority, and on its turn
authority–with population growth–becomes the state. This state, a
spontaneous creation of the economy of exploitation, strengthens its
authority with sufficient and adequate mechanisms of a public force.

Once economy has disappeared from the primitive society (it
would be more proper to say it in plural: primitive societies), the
economy of pro-slavery societies focuses its attention on the
individual profit of resources from nature. All the former primitive
past makes no sense at all for the economy, utilitarian and materialist
as it is. The former spontaneous culture is not interesting in the
least. It must be changed without caring what the mind might suffer.

Consequently, the era of a severe amnesia regarding man’s
worship of nature was born. Since the past was not interesting
anymore, it is better and more convenient to forget nature in order
to better exploit it.

The old romantic nostalgia that showed the planet as an honest
environmental home, shelter for men, a common house, a safety
place for everybody, had no meaning at all.

Primitive values were lost! The concept of beauty changes, as
well as the concept of the natural worship to the mother house that
was once adored. In their stead, miserable behaviors originate, imposed
upon by the practical plundering of the economy: profit and benefit.

The Earth became a long-suffering slave even more, without a
past or origin (all was lost in the minds of human beings), because
the new uninterrupted era, which elapsed up to present times, had
to obtain a maximum profit from all resources. The authentic

CLEARNESS IN THE REMOTE DISTANCE
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economy is merciless; it presses out to the last drop; it accumulates
profit, exploiting the planet with endless squandering; it uses
everything that can be used.

There was not much difference between the exploitation of
slaves and the exploitation of the earth. Both of them were objects
of sacrifice, even though at least the slave has a limit of performance
in his working day, while the Earth suffers and will continue to
suffer from irrational exploitation.

Let us conclude this part with the express statement that it is not
so difficult to destroy something, but it is very difficult to build it.

If we remember that it took millions of years for the Earth to
be built, it is not difficult to conclude, by inverse reasoning, that it
shall be destroyed in an insignificant time in magnitude: the few
centuries of the so-called civilization.

Shifting Times

Universal culture has taught us things which we cannot doubt
anymore, especially that mankind has gone through certain stages
with their own typical characterizations: primitive society (community),
ancient society (pro-slavery), medieval society (feudal), modern
society (formation of capitalism) and the contemporaneous society
(present hyper developed capitalism). However, even though they
have a different historic level, all of them (except socialism) have many
important elements in common as a whole:

• They have the agglutinating factor that their economic base is
constituted by private property on production means.

• Since private property exists, land has been parceled, not only as
a physical territory, but with infinite forms of appropriation of
wealth (agriculture, cattle rising, mining and other forms of profit).

• The consequence of such structure is clear and consequent:
absolute freedom, not only for production but also for productive
unruliness (higher profit than normal).

• Especially in the contemporaneous society, with activities of the
economy becoming more complex and having multiplied, the
activities which have no degree of guilt–either direct or indirect–
in the destruction of the planet are very few.

GLOOMY PANORAMA OF THE PLANET
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We may say, quite clearly, that all along the former epochs
mentioned above, the Earth continued to suffer a slow depredation,
although accelerated with wars that had always resulted to harmful
consequences for the environment. However, centuries elapsed,
repeating the destructive habit.

Even though governments and privileged sectors in social
classes stated that mankind was in progress, in reality it was they
who progressed For these optimists, progress centered its attention
on improving the production of goods, the shapes of dwellings and
drawing up cities.

The progress of these forms of production resulted rationality
for the economy, because they were profitable, but these forms also
produced changes in the ways of living they generated as a natural
consequence.

The so-called progress was such only for those who had access
and possibilities for wealth and their excess through principles of
accumulation and exploitation. This is how they became owners of
the Earth.

Definitively, progress neither existed for the immense majority
of mankind nor for the Earth (because of its permanent degradation).
Maybe a mathematical formula could establish the truth of this
inverse relation: to a larger progress of the production media, a larger
degradation of the planet.

The inevitable conclusion shall give as a result that the best
destroyer of the Earth at all times is the capitalist system. For this
reason we live the worst epoch of destruction.

Times have elapsed and everything has been transformed.
Population has multiplied alarmingly.

With no fear for said population, indigent in its majority, we
continue our boasting–arrogance of power and ostentation–of the
curious, contemporaneous, civilized “progress” in this era that has
entered the third millennium.

The dominating system (which is responsible for it) plus the
other circumstances have also turned that indigent majority of
mankind into an unconscious destroyer. Since they own nothing and
live in helplessness, they live in insalubrious conditions and they
contribute to contaminate nature.

The destroying plague has increased with it, and unhealthful
dirt continues to increase on earth. It is like a dirty slave.

CLEARNESS IN THE REMOTE DISTANCE
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As we have said before, life has been formed during millions
of years with all the magnificence of gifts produced and–strangely
soon–it will suffer a bitter end. Such is the gloomy result of so much
planetary sacrifice, from its beginning until its final shaping.

In our times very few listen to the word “careful”! Few
understand the meaning of the holocaust which is coming, because
we live the typical epoch of human madness that does not listen or
feel the warning. Some of them do not want to, some are not
interested in it, and others can do nothing.

Said warnings are not prophetic or romantic; they are scientific
conclusions.

Things seem to have attained their red-hot moment. We cannot
and must not wait any longer.

Doleful wailing only produces disillusionment, indignation
and confusion. With its aspect, the Earth claims for rational attitudes;
only thus the situation may change to some extent.

We who love our planet, our common house, must awaken
the conscience of indecisive persons so they may be incorporated
to the arduous combat needed, with no fear for failure at all.

It becomes necessary to insufflate many people with energy and
courage, so they may overcome their weakness and indecision. Every
human being, with a minimum of affection and respect for the earth
he treads, must be an ecologist and act as such without delay.3

3 Eco Noticias, a publication of the Instituto de Ecología Política of Chile, still optimistic
as regards the destiny of the planet, states as follows:
Why become an ecologist?
Nonconsumers should not be indifferent in facing twenty-first-century
challenges to save our planet while there is still time to do so.
The environmental problems and preservation of the environment are subjects
of domestic and worldwide interest, because the present situation has already
reached an alarming degree of seriousness, caused by irresponsibility and by
a mistaken economic development. Every minute, 21 hectares of tropical woods
are destroyed, 34,125 oil barrels are consumed, 50 tons of fertile land are washed
or destroyed, and we add 12,000 tons of powder which contribute to overheat
our atmosphere.
Every hour, 658 hectares of productive land become deserts, 1,800 children
die due to malnutrition or hunger, 55 persons are poisoned by pesticides and
5 of them die for that reason.
Every day, 25,000 persons die of thirst or due to contamination, and 10 tons of
nuclear debris are generated by 360 nuclear plants.

GLOOMY PANORAMA OF THE PLANET
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Honor to Forces and Gifts from Nature

Greece, source of the culture of humanity, could not stay behind
regarding the respect that all of us have for nature.

Ancient Greek naturalists Hesiode, Thales of Miletus, Democritus,
Anaxagoras and Epicurus teach us how to understand the laws of
nature, to love it more, and to live in accordance with it.

Hesiode from Beotia (eighth century BC) wrote in his book Works
and Days a true poem to agriculture and honor to the earth.
Philosopher Thales of Miletus (fifth century BC) made a culture of
cosmos and water; he attributed to the latter the origin of things.
Democritus of Abdera (fourth century BC), being a good naturalist,
knew already about the atoms and he studied how the animals’
behavior influenced human behavior. Anaxagoras of Klazomene
(fourth century BC) had a clear understanding of biology, because
of his dedication to this field. Epicurus (third century BC) was a
cosmic naturalist. He opposed the licentiousness of persons in
pleasures.

Roman naturalist Lucretius Carus, follower of Epicurus and lover
not only of the Earth but of the cosmos, explained the world both
physically and scientifically (for his time) without prejudices or
superstitions. Virgil, with all his fineness and in sweet poetry,
honored nature.

Both Greeks as well as Romans (their followers) acknowledged
a multiplicity of gods and goddesses, not guided by a degrading
comedian or humorous eagerness, but because interpreting the
feeling of mankind, these accepted beings represented all the world
of valued natural forces, generous towards human beings.
Something different is that the subsequent practice of the dogmatic
religious worship has suffered material deformations.

Benefactor gods had deep meanings:

Besides, every day 250,000 tons of sulfuric acid falls on earth as acid rain in
the Northern Hemisphere, killing thousands of lakes and millions of hectares
of woods; 60 tons of plastics and 372 fishing nets are dumped to the sea by
fishing companies, killing thousands of fish, sea birds and mammalians. As if
this would not be enough, there are well-known red tides which reduce the
oxygen from the water, killing all marine life. Moreover, 6 million tons of oil
are being poured out to the sea by oil vessels.

CLEARNESS IN THE REMOTE DISTANCE
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• The goddess Ghea represented the first cosmic creation: the Earth,
Universal Mother.

• Rhea, her daughter, symbol of fertility.
• Demeter in Greece, also called Ceres in Rome: agriculture, wheat.
• Poseidon in Greece, also called Neptune in Rome: seas and waters.
• Hephaestus in Greece, also called Vulcan in Rome: volcanoes.
• Dionysius in Greece, also called Bacchus in Rome: wine! Fruit of its

greatness.4

• Hades in Greece: the underground world.
• Helios: the sun.
• Selene: the moon.

All these gods were respected, loved and understood because
they had a grandiose meaning: the powerful force of life!

It is interesting to read Voltaire on this subject: “Deism is a
religion spread all over the religions; it is a metal which is alloyed
with other metals; its veins extend under the earth” (Philosophic
Dictionary).

However, in the rare days of the lapse of time, man–haughty
and already arrogant–forgets his natural origin and surrenders to
the depredation of the world5 in which we live, in a clear offense to
the sacred gods, that is to say, the earth itself.

4 The great poet Omar Khayyam (twelfth century of our era) praised and admired
wine until his death. His exquisite work Rubaiyat has been continued by other
poets.

5 Voltaire (Candid) in one of the dialogues of this magnificent work, where the
characters speak opposing each other, he writes: “Candid: Men stain
everything without being able to avoid doing so.
Martin: Then it’s not their fault.”
Author’s Note: So far we can appreciate how man justifies everything, one
way or another, maintaining hisrare optimism for progress, which Voltaire
himself, in the same book (which has been written almost two and a half
centuries before), makes Candid define thus: “It is but the persistence in
affirming that everything is magnificent, as much as everything is wretched.”
Our world is most wretched, but all the same, sluggish optimistic justifiers
appear, quite sure of what they state.
The following sentence of the philosopher Bertrand Russell fits them well: “The
problem with the world is that stupid people are sure of everything, while
intelligent people are full of doubts.”

GLOOMY PANORAMA OF THE PLANET
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Destruction of the animal kingdom

Criminal Offenses against Animal Species

Risking efforts and sometimes their lives, heroic adventurers
of animal destruction, greedy to make a fortune in a short time,
undertook the criminal feat of killing in aggregate different wild
species of the animal kingdom when they realized that some parts
of the animals are more valuable than their whole body. They needed
no further investments or machinery for their fearless undertaking
against this kingdom of nature; they only needed to have a vocation
of murderers, without any feelings for other beings.

The purpose was to hunt species in large quantities; the
physical size of the specimen as such did not matter. What mattered
was to attain the purpose of generating a quick fortune by means of
an intensive proceeding:

• Innumerable gangs of adventurers went to the sites of wildlife in
Africa, in order to kill elephants. For this purpose they did not
use shotguns, rifles or guns. They used machine guns! Thus, they
assured the effective death of those animals.
It was not important if the elephants were big or small. What
mattered was that they carried something most valued, which
enraptured to crime: a pair of tusks (for the ivory they contained).
Nothing else was valuable in those animals. Therefore, the so-
called hunters (their correct denomination given is “murderers”),
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once they had achieved their purpose of removing the tusks,
abandoned the animals at the same site where they had been killed.
Since the collective assassination was in aggregate, a pitiful show
remained on the ground: dozens of dead pachydermatous,
proximate to rot and deteriorating the environment. Nobody was
strong enough to pick them up and bury them.
These hunts were customary in all the countries of Central and
South Africa, an area rich in pachydermatous. Thus, they were
being extinguished at a high natural cost, without paying attention
to complaints from natives and, even less, from foreign and local
organizations of protection to the fauna.
The power of money was quite effective because it silenced all
protests. Ivory continued to be purchased at high prices, both in
Europe as well as in the United States. On its turn, an increasing
demand motivated the genocide of elephants to continue.
However, they were not the only victims. Hunters of all kinds
proliferated.

• Adventurers of cold areas went to Canada, the Antarctic and the
Arctic to take possession of seals. Since their pelt was highly
valued, the perforation made by bullets had to be avoided;
therefore they were slashed to death, and in order to avoid
transportation of the bodies to other areas, their valued pelt was
removed at once with the same instrument, leaving the animal to
rot on the ground. (However, it was not easy for them to rot, given
the prevailing cold weather.)
Let us also remember that seals are intelligent beings; they did
not deserve such a treatment. However, garments of personal use
and pieces made of seal pelt circulated all over the world, as silent
witnesses of their doleful death.

• Gamblers, with opportunities that don’t have any moral regarding
nature, exist everywhere. Also in South America this new species
of fortune seekers appeared, as criminal as in any other part of the
earth. They dedicated themselves to hunt the vicuña.
This species, camelus type, but with a highly superior quality of its
fleece (which is called “fur”), is the most expensive worldwide.
Because of its softness, it does not produce itching; it does not cause
electric effects. In winter, it keeps the body in a pleasant temperature.
For many years, England was the main purchaser of the product,
given its ancient tradition in textiles. England purchased the fleece
at very high prices due to the exaggerated demand.
Worldwide alarm for the swift disappearance of the vicuña, an
animal which cannot live in captivity, because its nature is not
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wild and lives in the mountain snows, motivated international
agreements, which prohibit the purchase of this fur. Even more, a
severe legislation was introduced to repress all hunting. However,
the slaughtering continued, and it secretly continues.
It must be outlined that it is impossible to tame the vicuña, so to
easily remove its fleece, as with sheep. For this reason, its fatal
destiny was to be killed. The removal of its fleece, in order to
obtain a maximum profit for its price, became a virtual shaving.
The animal was left to rot on the ground as if it would be naked.
I would like to make clear that the putrefaction process was very
slow, since this is an exceedingly cold habitat.
Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, Chile and Colombia were South American
countries where, due to scarce interest from authorities or lack of
control, since the sites were distant, this situation was aggravated
until the almost extinction of this species.

• Tropical specialists in slaughtering alligators went into jungles,
towards rivers, ponds and lakes where this wild fauna lives.
Similarly, they took possession of the animals, which were of all
sizes, especially the black alligator, today virtually extinguished.
Since there was no control in such distant places, they used all
kinds of techniques to kill alligators. Their pelt was removed at
the site of the killing itself, and in order to hide the evidence of
their robbery, they submerged what remained of the animal in
the bottom of rivers or lakes with ballast.
Once the theft was made, they did not care to contaminate the
waters with the unavoidable rotting of the meat lying bare.
Sometimes the critical mind meets a large number of contradictions;
it gets beclouded and does not find an appropriate conclusion. It
staggers, doubts, and as in the present cases which are being
reported, it has no clear certitude of who is guilty: the criminal
who slaughters or the criminal who purchases.

• The turn was for the hunters of ophidians, who filled the world with
varied pelts of cobras, serpents, boas, vipers and infinite varieties
of these reptiles for several luxurious uses, also at expensive prices.
The turn was also for collective death penalty for certain rodents
which had the natural misfortune of having a fine, the finest pelt.
For society, that became a symbol of wealth, conceited ostentation
and power. Some of them were otter, mink, chinchilla, marten
and other species with different names. At social events, such as
concerts and others during winter recreation, wealthy ladies wore
excessively expensive coats made of pelts of these small animals.
They not only looked ostentatious, but were a real luxury.
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Naturally the purchaser did not care if each pelt coat had fine
sewing that grouped at least twenty animals sacrificed for its
conceited enjoyment (which provoked envy). They could not care
less for the manner in which the victims had been captured, or
how the desiccated pelts had fled off from other countries, to be
treated.
The only thing that mattered was that the most expensive show
windows in the world–called furrier’s shops–offered to those who
had more than enough money, beautiful samples of garments,
which, rather than to keep them warm, have served and still serve
for show-off.

• An extensive report of the sacrificed animals would not easily
come to an end. On this regard, on a simple view and objective
criterion, it may be stated almost with certainty that none of them
was saved from being immolated.

All kinds of beings in the animal kingdom were sacrificed,
without thinking of the consequences: rabbits, hares, partridges,
mountain hogs, deer, the beautiful bears … and it was not even
done to satisfy needs. Hunting became an entertainment, as a target-
shooting sport, a stimulant favorable for those who had the illness of
slaughtering.

Thus, the so-called human beings showed their morbid
behavior of killers, with the low instinct of shooting for the pleasure
of doing so.

The refined Nicaraguan poet Ruben Dario said in one of his
verses:

“It was not for hunger that they went hunting.”

Other Varieties of Crimes against Animals

The behavior of numerous men against these beings of nature,
as if they would be adversaries or enemies, showed their cruelty to
a larger extent.

Those who did not risk mass assassination discovered that they
could very well obtain a profit from some qualities of the animals
in order to get economic advantages without the need of becoming
collective butchers.
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Thus, another variety of individuals appeared, unscrupulous
and shamefaced, who negotiated with the animal’s pain, using
torture in their games of fearless mischief. They did it and continue
to do it so well that the public became and becomes an addict to
said shows, with a contagion of their wickedness and virtually with
their minds alienated:

• Bullfights: In Spain and so many other countries, bullfights were
and are the savage show that reminds us of the ancient Roman
circus, in which the fights of ones against the others were
compulsory. Thus, the bull was and is provoked to fight against
bullfighters who inflicted and inflict the bull–besides mockeries–
with pains that they on their turn would have never been able to
bear. Finally, the obligated sorrowful death penalty arrives.
The public becomes every time more sadist: It demands more
wickedness. It has lost all moral and sensibility as regards the
pain of those quadrupeds, which are also of the earth (God’s beings
in Roman Catholic Spain). The public enjoys watching the torture
at the bullfight and pays to attend, requesting to have good seats.
It is most regrettable that bulls cannot speak, tell their story or
their protests against the wretched occupation of human beings.
They call it “art” and the shrewdest and more skillful bullfighter
is called a “diestro”.
Spectators celebrate the six darts pierced on the back of the bull
by the so-called banderillero, goads with punches from other
executors and painful punches with spears from horsemen (horse
breakers). It is much better if the stab from the main bullfighter
succeeds at the first attempt, in order to provoke the artistic death
of the bull.
The “artist” who has killed the bull becomes a “hero.” His
afternoon is called “an afternoon of glory.” For this purpose the
criminal show, important business for tauromicides, has been
adorned with stupid ceremonies, illusions and myths to make it
“more elevated” (to obtain more profit therefrom).
On this regard, the entity called El Colectivo Antitaurino y Animalista
de Bizkaia (Spain), a vigorous enemy of such a practice and
promoter of demonstrations of protest at the city of Bilbao (Basque
country), states in its manifest:
“Bullfights are a symbol of human wretchedness, of the
anthropocenter evil which, from our childhood, teaches how to
cut small lizards into logs, to drown cats, to throw stones at dogs,
to fling down goats, to behead geese, to cudgel oxen, to lynch
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heifers. … We wish to abhor from said ferocity, from that abjection
in this twenty-first century, at the same time that we denounce
the infamous political class and communication media who, except
for honorable exceptions, continue duped to the taurine rogues,
insensible to the suffering of those animals.”
Finally, in this chapter it is useful to be informed of what has been
passed on this subject by UNESCO (United Nations Organization for
Education, Science and Culture): “Bullfighting is the INFAMOUS and
commercialized art of torturing and killing animals in public, in
accordance with some rules. It produces a trauma on children and
sensible adults. It aggravates the condition of neuropaths attracted
by such shows. It denaturalizes the relation between persons and
animals. This constitutes a most serious challenge to moral,
education, science and culture.”

• Cock fighting is another shameful story of vices that pretend to
make money at the expense of the sufferance and life of those
birds. These are painful and sickly experiences for those who have
minimum sensibility against the gloomy show because, on the
one hand, we see broken wings, cocks left one-eyed, blood spilled
and figures of despair, hatred and fury. On the other, for the public,
we hear exclamations, laughter, outbursts of laugher; we see
deformed faces–some of them show a great satisfaction; all of it
in front of the animal’s pain, while one of them is killed and the
other is damaged.
Why such cruelty? For the vice of betting for money, which
acknowledges no feelings, but only miserable economic interests.

• However, the story of cruelties against animals continues, even
in countries that consider themselves as cultured. Otherwise it
cannot be explained why drugged mastiffs are obligated to combat
to death in Italy, a country where the sinister Mafia has made
available the cruel and exciting show, plus the succulent game of
gambling.

• In Argentina there is the game of the duck, a hideous barbarity of
the gauchos. The game of the duck is a competition between two
contrary teams of players on horseback. The ball is a duck captured
in a net, which the players dispute. They hook it with their fingers
and throw it into the air, to put it in a basket (as in the basket ball).
The game ends when the duck is dead.
Reader: Would you like to be that duck? Would you like to be
treated as a competition ball?

• The truth is that such sadism is innumerably multiplied worldwide,
where animals are obligated to fight against each other. Such
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pathological mental cases do not even dissimulate their criminal
instincts; torture represents a succulent business that must be
exploited.

• Torment of animals, silent beings of this world (since they do not
speak and they cannot complain), becomes a source of profit for
those who are not interested in an honest work, which dignifies
persons.

The lesson we learn in this chapter is unforgettable: In numerous
countries of the world, animals are abused in order to make money
at their expense. Those who have human sentiments must not
exclude animals from such feelings.

It must not be forgotten that animals are the primary genesis
in natural history, which constitutes the origin of man.

The following sentence has been attributed to Pythagoras,
distinguished philosopher of ancient Greece (fifth century BC): “As
long as men continue to torture animals, they will kill each other,
because those who sow crime and pain cannot reap happiness and
love.”

Let us conclude the subject transcribing a similar thought from
other philosophers, who have also condemned the animals’
maltreatment:

If a being suffers, no justification can exist to refuse taking said
sufferance into consideration. The nature of a being does not matter.
The principle of equality requires that its suffering be considered equal
to the similar suffering of any other being … Probably the day will
come when the rest of the animal creation will acquire those rights
which should have never been denied to them, unless because of
tyranny. (Jeremy Bentham, English philosopher)
Pity towards animals is intimately linked with a kindness of character,
so certainly it may be stated that he who is cruel with animals cannot
be a good person. Compassion for all living beings is the strongest
and most reliable evidence of moral behavior. (Arthur Schopenhauer,
German philosopher)
The deepest minds of all times have been compassionate with animals.
(Friedrich Nietzsche, German philosopher)

The well-known French movie star, Brigitte Bardot, who
donated her wealth to a foundation in favor of animals, upon having
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knowledge of the suffering bulls had in Spain, at cruel “bullfights,”
sorrowfully stated in a letter sent to the mayoress of Pamplona:
“What have they done to deserve this?”

Diverse Sadists against Animals

It is necessary to bear in mind that animals, authentic slaves of
human beings, have always been subject to the purposes of the latter.

Animals have been used as instruments to carry loads,
instruments for labor, instruments for garments, instruments for
food, and even as instruments for sex. They have also been used as
instruments to obtain profits.

Given the aggravating fact of the extermination of species or
tortures inflicted to animals, there were those who undertook the
task of training them to acquire skills. So they may achieve said
skills, it was also necessary to train them through sufferings, severe
punishments and tortures, although they were not slaughtered.

Naturally the public is its market, always seeking new or
formidable things (prodigies).

This is how the circus6 appeared, as well as other show rooms,
of which characteristics are resumed as follows:

6 Edna, a little lady who writes for the Resistencia Natural, an organization in
Colombia, states as follows regarding the circus:
THE MAGIC OF THE CIRCUS. Behind the magic of the circus, a world of
sufferings and inevitable pain is hidden. The life of animals which make part
of these shows is quite miserable.
The tradition originates from Roman times. During the most sordid and cruel
epoch of the Roman Empire, it was nourished by shows where animals were
deprived of their rights. From those times it is believed that animals exist
only to satisfy human needs, being treated as slaves and deprived of their
freedom. The first Roman circus, the “Circus Maximus,” originates from the
year 29” BC. It was located at the narrow valley between the Palatine and the
Aventine Hill. It was a big stadium surrounded by sand; it had a platform or
podium where the most distinguished guests had seats, such as senators and
gentlemen; the imperial box was reserved for the emperor and his friends,
and at the rear part Roman masses were located on the gradins and terraces.
In the middle of the arena coach races took place, another showy parallel of
the circus of our times. There was a deployment of bold horsemen who, with
acrobatic skills on their horses, amused the public. Undoubtedly the most
famous circus was gradually distinguished along the empire. In 7 BC, under
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• Animals are trained to develop a skill; however this skill is not
unimportant.

• Necessarily the skill must be extraordinary; it must strike the
attention and deserve admiration.

• The corrective entry regarding the cost of teaching is the hardness
and rough treatment with animals, so they may discover the
planned skill and show it.

the supervision of Julius Caesar and Augustus, the Circus Maximus was renewed.
Dyonisios declared it one of the wonders of Rome. In AD 4, under the empire
of Constantine, the circus becomes a construction with 610 meters length by
183 meters width. About 200,000 persons could be assembled therein. At that
epoch coach races and acrobatics on horseback were sensational; the public,
electrified with happiness, enjoyed the fatal tumbles on the arena and the
continuous accidents which occurred at said shows. They could often see how
slaves were persecuted and mutilated as part of the show. They were not
considered as humans, but as animals, animals that could not feel and had to
suffer a punishment.
This showy deployment of human power over nature was evident not only
on the arena of the circus. Soon whole woods were razed in order to feed the
Roman voracious economy. A green landscape was changed into a desert,
lands occupied or scorched by numerous battles, a fauna massacred for no
other reason than the obsessive need to show the supremacy and vigor of the
empire.
But well, let us return to our times. It looks like centuries have not elapsed,
man does not evolve; man continues to be full of cruelty and finds pleasure in
making others suffer. In this case, at the circus, animals suffer. They are pulled
out from nature, then obligated to participate of human cultural activities and
must get used to a life of captivity, far away from others of their species and
habitat.
Let us think for one moment in all the things these animals have to go through,
in order to perform a profession which has no sense at all. Said circus
contributed to fauna traffic, which is the third illegal business in the world for
the volume of money involved therein. This comprises destruction of species,
extinction of families of animals and condemns to death or slavery the ones
which are captured.
Animals do not ride bicycles naturally; they do not stand head first, or go
through fire rings in order to amuse the attending public. In order to achieve
this, an animal has to undergo several stages of pain.
First, the trauma it lives, being deprived of its parents, its environment, of the
pleasure of living free in the woods, not being able to enjoy its freedom, to
run, to take a bath in one lake or another, to climb trees wherefrom it takes the
small fruits that nature offers as a gift, learn how to hunt, fight for its territory,
enjoy the wonderful courtship, protect and take care of their offspring, in
summary all those functions, which supposedly all animals have a right to,
are truncated when suddenly supposedly superior, evolved, rational animals
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• Hardness is shown in the manner how the learning takes place:
physical torture to the animal, hunger and wicked energy, and
even little food.

• The result, if successful, is that the owners reap stupendous profits,
fruit of their patience, but most of all at the expense of suffering
of and cruelty with the animal.

lock them up in inhospitable cages (4 x 6 x 5 feet for tigers and lions); take
them to ominous circus where subsequently they shall have to undertake the
most feared profession by any animal. Now they will have to learn, with the
help of a cruel trainer, performances which shall be fun for more than one
innocent child, who ignores what is hidden behind the magic and color
exhibited by the circus.
This is how, for instance, in order to better train a beautiful bear, they perforate
its nose and lip, to pierce a ring and an iron chain. So it may dance on its two
feet, they put it on hot firebrands at the rhythm of music. Of course the tender
bear does not resist having its feet burnt, and then it stands on its rear feet,
which it starts moving, not in order to dance, but to get rid of such a heat. In
the show, they play the music it heard when it suffered so much pain; then the
animal remembers the sufferings it went through and begins to “dance.” Then
the cruel trainer receives the applause from the ignorant attendance. A funny
chimpanzee does not understand why it does not have its incisor teeth
anymore. They have been pulled out through a surgical operation. Besides, it
frequently bears blows from its master (trainer) who, with a stick and having
tied the animal to a collar, tries to persuade the chimpanzee to perform the
show. (Of course nothing like this occurs in the presence of spectators.)
Not to mention the gigantic and wonderful elephant, punched with an
“ancush,” a two-end metallic instrument which is pricked behind its ears, in
its belly and in its genitals. Frequently, as with the chimpanzee, his tusks are
removed (they certainly cost a lot of money).

“Regrettably we had to apply lacerations in order to avoid accidents which
were frequent, most of all with felines, when their claws were intact. Genetically
the feline is prepared to tear and until these techniques were not used, terrible
accidents occurred, with many trainers severely injured.” (Source: Daniel
Mudrovici, circus veterinarian in Argentina)

Once I read a story, the story of an elephant. The author, “N.N.,” comments
that when he was a child, he like to attend the circus, but did not understand
how the elephant, an animal so big and strong, was held after the show only
by a chain fastened to one of its feet from a small stake nailed to the ground.
An animal that could root out a tree, why did it not free itself from such an
insignificant tie? … The child asked adults why they had to tie the animal, if it
was tamed, but he does not remember having received a coherent reply. Some
time ago the author found the answer to his question. He imagines that the
elephant, when it was of tender age and was tied for the first time, must have
made efforts to get rid of it until it was exhausted. It must have tried for several
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Wretched are human beings who, for enjoyment of others
equally wretched (who do not think of the causes), use animals as
an instrument and wickedly make an artist of it:

• elephants that stand on their two feet and salute with their forefeet;
• elephants that stand on their upper extremities, head to floor;

days, until finally one day it accepted the terrible and cruel reality of his fatal
destiny, and since then it did not try anymore.
For a long time, physical punishment has been a normal training for circus
animals; some of them do not easily adapt themselves to, say, techniques as
others do; therefore they must suffer great tensions during training. Many of
them are narcotized in order to be trained easily.
Now, if we speak of dolphins, in the aquariums where grampus, whales of
unique beauty, attract numerous public, we observe that people deeply admire
the leaps, ball games, trainers dancing on them, and in summary numberless
martyrdom shows. These unfortunate animals look like happy beings to the
spectator, but the reality is that they have been deprived of the fantasies of the
sea; their space is reduced to narrow and shallow pools. In the case of circus,
they are carried and kept in the worst situations: pools where the animal
scarcely can move. Not long ago in Bogota, I visited two cruel circuses: one of
them had a couple of seals–in a plastic pool of approximately 2 x 2.5 x 1 meters.
In the other circus, the seal was kept simply on the pasture, with a piece of
wet plastic to be refreshed. Is this possible? Are the rights and the comfort of
an animal protected in these pirate circuses?
These life conditions–added to long hours of journey, climatic changes with
which they have to endure, the type of food offered to them, bars, whips,
punishments, scolding, blows, etc.–lead me to continue fighting for the rights
of these and of all animals in general.
A clear example of an animal’s nonconformity in front of these situations is
given when we hear that an animal attacked so and so in the X circus. These
cases are the first ones we hear. Then people say: “Oh! Such dangerous animals!
All of them are dangerous! We are an easy prey! They are wicked! We must be
under warning! They want to attack us! Let them be put in cages, let them be
killed!” Is this true? No. If we simply let them alone, in their habitat, with
their flock, they would not have a reason for attacking us; they would not be
subject to extinction. We are not an easy prey; we are rather the most dangerous
animals existing on earth, the worst predators; we have the best tools for
defense, and I don’t mean weapons, I mean our brain. If we are thinkers then
why, instead of trying to dominate the world, cannot we try to preserve, take
care of, respect nature and thus ensure our stay therein, and the one for future
generations?
I dream of the day in Colombia when they shall prohibit all these kinds of cruel
shows, in which animals are being exploited and their lives are a matter of
games. Countries such as Finland, Israel, Sweden, 19 cities in Canada, and
starting from the year 2002, Singapore, prohibit the use of animals in circus–an
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• gorillas that turn around driving a motorcycle;
• tigers, leopards and panthers (stimulated by the “affection” of a

whip), leaping through fire circles;
• horses dancing in groups, at the compass of music from the

orchestra;
• dolphins that became clowns;
• chimpanzees confronted in fights, with box gloves and boxer suits;
• dogs floating in water ski.

Animal training and the persistence of teaching with the use
of unbearable proceedings is endless.

Also ignorance from the public, who enjoys in admiration and
in ecstasy the animal (or animals) skills, is unforgivable. Their
intelligence does not realize the barbarous treatment inflicted to
these beings to show their skills. For instance, the public does not
realize that the elephant staggers when standing on its forefeet or is
requested to perform twice on the same day.

The purpose is clear as well as economic and has been
mentioned already: obtain advantages with a successful training
and multiply profits, by multiplying shows.

A minimum of reflection for sensible human beings shall make
them realize or question themselves if the “master” (animal
exploiter) would charge the same price he collects from the public
if he would have to do the same nasty trick the animal is obligated
to perform, for instance, to stand on his two hands. Simply he would
earn nothing.

In order to better illustrate the degrees of cruelty, we transcribe
the report from the Colombian Vegetarian Society which, even though
written in regional Spanish terms, provides larger information as
regards treatment suffered by circus animals, virtually beaten
artists:

example to be followed, is it not? In the meantime, until these kinds of laws
are approved in your country, it is important that:

• You don’t attend to this kind of shows.
• Teach children the real face circus have.
• When a circus arrives to your city in a tour, organize protests, send letters to
the sponsors, and state your disagreement.
• Let the community be informed of such cruelty, spread information fliers,
educate your people.
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CIRCUS: CRUELTY IS NOT ENTERTAINMENT. In contrary to many
children dream of running away from their homes to join a circus,
the animals therein, obligated to perform and make different shows,
dream of running away from the circus and return to their homes.
Colors and music from the circus distract from the fact that animals
in the circus are trapped and are forced to perform unnatural and
painful shows. Circus would lose their entire splendor if the details
of their maltreatment, capture, training and “retirement” were known.
In the circus, animals spend long years with their feet enchained.
Frequently they are forced to sleep standing on narrow trucks; they
must perform even though they are ill, and they constantly receive
threatens of punishment with big sharp-pointed hooks stuck into their
sensible skins, in their faces, in their toes and behind their knees.
Elephants are trained using force. Part of the practice is to beat them,
hit them, scare them, enchain them and whip them to make them
perform stupid tricks which they cannot understand. In order to
“tame” recently captured baby elephants, they must be tied and beaten
daily for one month.
From being free in Africa, to being enchained: In their natural habitats,
elephants are most sociable, stirring in search of food, breeding their
offspring, taking long strolls and playing all together. The circus
deprives them of their freedom and family life.
NO RESOURCES, NO FUN. Many circuses don’t have much money and
as a result thereof, the animals they use suffer an inadequate care.
Many of them, which are big and naturally active, are forced to spend
most of their lives in small cages which they only leave for short time
periods, to be trained or perform. A defender of animals, who secretly
worked for a circus on tour, was surprised to see that they did not
even give enough water to the animals. This kind of “rolling” circus
visits approximately 150 cities per year, and a provision of clean water
is not always found at every location. As a result, water is limited for
animals. Cleaning their cages is not a priority. Animals such as
elephants suffer much pain, since they like to bathe constantly. Food,
as well as water, is scarce.
Climatically, the environment of a circus is quite different from the
one of the habitat animals have. A hot summer may be especially
hard on animals such as bears, while lions, for instance, suffer a lot in
the cold winter. George Lewis, who traveled with the famous Ringling
Bros. Circus, commented: “When we went to clean the elephants’
cages, we found out that the long trip had caused ravages in one of
them; the elephant was lying on the floor, dead in the cage.” Qualified
veterinarians to treat this kind of animals are not always on site, and
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animals have to suffer and die for lack of medical care. As always,
animals are the only ones to pay the consequences.
During winter, when circus are out of season, animals are kept in the
cages in which they were carried, or in many cases in trucks. Many
circuses have no resources or desire to invest much money in
comfortable shelters for the animals in winter, when they are out of
season. This confinement causes an important physical and
psychological damage in the animals.
UNNATURAL ACTS. For a long time, physical punishment has been
the classic method for training in circus. Many species are less capable
of adapting themselves to techniques of training than others, and as
a result thereof, they suffer deep nervous tension during those lessons.
Some animals are drugged so they may become more “docile,” their
teeth are removed from others.
Animals’ trainer Pat Derby says:’“After 25 years I spent watching
and documenting circus, I know there are no kind trainers.” Many
times circus sponsors are surprised, as in the case of the famous trainer
Gunther Gebel-Williams, who has been filmed on many occasions
whipping the animals.
A former employee of Ringling Bros. Circus told the committee how
the circus had treated one of the animals. “It was an innocent brown
she-bear that never harmed anyone, but on some occasions it was
very difficult for it to keep its balance on the dancing rope. Then as a
punishment she was beaten with long metal sticks while it yelled
and bled. It became so neurotic that it hit its head against the bars of
her small cage. Finally the she-bear died.”
A reporter from the Hudson News who traveled with Ringling Bros.
reported in an article dated August 8, 1986, regarding the “training”
of a chimpanzee: “It was repeatedly hit with a heavy stick. The blows
could be heard from outside the arena, and the yelling of the animal
even farther.”
The acts which animals are forced to perform, such as bears balancing
on balls, monkeys on motorcycle, elephants standing on two feet, are
acts physically uncomfortable and definitively unnatural. Whips, tight
collars, electric instruments to prick, metal hooks and other tools used
in the show, are a reminder of the fact that animals are forced to act.
These “performances” teach nothing to the public as regards the animals
or their natural behavior. Animals are always shown in the circus as
ferocious or stupid when compared with the courage and command
of their human counterparts; their real nature is never shown.
A LIFE OF LONELINESS. When animals are no good for performing
anymore, they are permanently relegated to be isolated in cages or
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they are sold to circus without money, zoos, target shooting fields
(where hunters practice shooting at them) or they are sold as “exotic”
meat. Thus, their lives come to an end without having spent one
moment of peace or comfort, always locked in, intimidated and in
misery.
AN INDUSTRY THAT IS COMING TO ITS END. Gradually, as more people
are being informed of the existing cruelty towards animals, many
circuses are beginning to find less sites where to raise their big canvas
tents. The use of animals for entertainment has been restricted and
even prohibited in some countries such as Sweden, India, Finland,
the Netherlands and Denmark. In England, circuses are regularly
denied permissions, and in the United States many governors have
prohibited performances with animals.
(Press release of the newsletter Resistencia Natural of Colombia)

Other Sadisms (Scientific Sadists) against Animals

A large part of the world does not know that tremendous
barbarities take place against animals in laboratories, under different
pretexts. Mice, rabbits or other species are not spared.

Gaiaxxi, a newsletter from Vigo, Spain, refers to vivisection as
follows:

We carry out the following experimental model in order to study the
prolonged deprivation of maternal care on babies. We built models
of rag doll mother monkeys programmed to release a discharge of
compressed air upon receiving an order. This discharge almost tore off
the skin of the little monkey. What did the baby monkey do? He simply
got hold of the mother strongly. We did not get any psychopathology
at all. But we did not give up. We built another substitute monster
mother which moved so violently that the baby’s head shook and its
teeth chattered. All the baby did was to strongly cling to the substitute
mother. In the third monster-mother we installed a metal frame that
jumped forward, expulsing the baby from the ventral surface. The
baby waited for the springs to stretch and again it strongly got hold
of the substitute mother. Finally we built a hedgehog mother. Upon
receiving the order, this mother drew out sharpened metal thorns all
over the ventral surface of its body. Even though the babies were
grief stricken at these acute expulsions, they simply waited for the
sharpened thorns to draw back, and again they grasped the mother.
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The result is not surprising; the only resource of the baby that has
been hurt is to grasp the mother.

Sadist and cruel experiments carried out by prestigious
“scientists” as told by Professor Harry Harlow are not a rare or isolated
case, and all this with the support of laws, which allow for more than
250 millions of animals to die in the name of science. Dogs that receive
hundreds of electric discharges every day, cats with electrodes directly
inserted in their cerebrum, etc., are part of aberrations that animals
have to suffer behind the walls of vivisection laboratories:

Power centers of official medicine and almighty pharmaceutical
corporations spread the idea that suffering inflicted to animals is
inevitable if we want to save human lives and combat illnesses. It has
been estimated that a 3.5% decrease in mortality between the years
1900-1990 was due to the introduction of vaccines and pharmacological
treatments, which were not discovered at the expense of experimenting
with animals. The Asociación Antiviviseccionista de Médicos Suiza
prevents that not only no advance in medicine is produced by
vivisection, but that on the contrary; this delays medical progress,
since it is in an anti-scientific method as stated by the following
reasons:

– Scientific reasons

Data provided by experiments with animals are false, chaotic, not
trustworthy, and cannot be extrapolated from human animal or other
animals. Even a defender of vivisection, such as the powerful American
Medical Association acknowledges that “frequently, studies made with
animals result in little or nothing, and it is very difficult to transfer
them to human beings.” This is due to the following:

• Illnesses provoked in laboratories have nothing to do with the
ones humans and nonhumans suffer in a natural form.

• Different animal species react differently to the same substances.
Hundreds of medicines given have shown no sign of toxicity in
tests with animals, and subsequently they have been withdrawn
from the market for having caused death or severe disturbances
in thousands of persons. Other medicines, such as penicillin,
would have never been traded if tested with guinea pigs and other
animals, for which it is a mortal poison in small doses.
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Stress, anguish and fear to which animals are subject in a laboratory
alter their reactions, and no kind of conclusion may be drawn
from their reactions.
In spite of this, the law permits to experiment medicines and other
substances in animals, with no scientific ethics at all. It might be
said that the purpose of the law is not the health of a patient, but
the benefits obtained from experiments:

A) The pharmaceutical industry, which covers itself thus, when
facing demands from intoxicated patients, since their products
have passed all legal controls;

B) Investigators and institutions appearing on the name list of
the pharmaceutical industry;

C) Hunters, traffickers and caretakers of laboratory animals,
etc.

– Ethical reasons

Almost no social benefit or considerable medical advances originate
from experiments with animals; but only the profit of a few
multinationals. Pain and suffering of these animals is unjustified for a
society that considers itself civilized. Ethics also concern nonhuman
animals; they are also living beings which suffer, understand and feel.
Now we can understand why the long-suffering ecologist Barry
Horne, sacrificing his life, work and family, undertook a personal
vengeance against vivisection laboratories in England, provoking fire
therein, as well as all kinds of damages. His life ended in a public jail.
This subject shall be examined further on.

Barbarism against Animals in Industrial Breeding

The more modern the world is, the crueler it becomes because
the parameters which inspire people’s behavior, especially
businessmen, are only based on an economic interest: profit–and by
no means on moral basis for their behavior towards animals.

This lack of moral in behavior not only reaches a mere abuse,
but perversity against the animal kingdom, taking advantage that
nobody sees or knows what they do, except the operator.

The so-called industrial farmhouses are guilty for all this. With
an ensemble every time bigger and more powerful, the purpose of
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industrial farmhouses is to exploit and to profit of the human desire
that exists of animal meat as food, and they try to cover a vast market.
These breeds–“modern” in their techniques, “cruel” in their content–
constitute evidence that barbarism has not come to an end, it continues:

• The fundamental principle of their economy consists of the fact
that everything must be used; nothing must be cast off, in order
to produce more profit. Everything serves: the delicate meat,
bones, skins, feathers, also eggshells.

• Feeding is mostly artificial, from the birth of the animal until its
death. All this must be ignored by the consumer.

• The means must also be artificial. For the birds to see the day
several times, nights must be created. This means that it is not the
sun they see, but rather electric light, which is put on and off as
“technicians” deem convenient. The effort that animals’ organisms
must suffer is not important. They suppose that this effort is
compensated with a dose of food based on vitamins to strengthen
the body and endurance of the organism.

• The result of this purpose may be appreciated from afar: multiply
the egg production; their quality does not matter, but the profit
obtained does.

• It has been evidenced that depriving birds of their freedom and
their natural environment provokes hormonal reactions, which
make their own natural organic defenses decrease.7

7 Commenting the cruelty of the “Kentucky Fried Chicken” fast-food chain, PETA
(People for Ethical Treatment of Animals) tells us:
Chickens are curious and interesting animals, and they are considered to be,
at least, as intelligent as dogs or cats. When they are in their natural environment,
not in intensive farmhouses, they establish social relations and hierarchies,
they recognize each other, show affection for their offspring and they like to
enjoy life in full, taking sand baths, building nests, perching on trees, etc.
Chicken bred by KFC can do nothing of the sort. They are piled up by dozens
in the middle of aisles which stink with ammonia from emanations of
accumulated residues. They have almost no space to move about (each bird
has the vital space equivalent to a sheet of paper).
They frequently suffer bone fractures because they are bred excessively,
fattening them to a maximum, or by the heartless handling from workers (they
get hold of chickens by their legs and they squeeze them in cages), or because
they are hanged head to floor in slaughterhouses.
Chickens are still conscious in many cases when their necks are cut, or when
they are thrown into tanks of boiling water, to be plucked. When they are
killed, chickens are still babies; they are not even two months old, while their
average life prospect is from 10 to 15 years.
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• A deep inversion of things may be appreciated, particularly with
quadrupeds. Those who experiment the adventure do not realize
that they make suffer and they make fun of biological laws in
front of fearless technologic experiences.

• Castrating the male is a cruel, inhuman and merciless punishment.
Its purpose is to fatten the specimen so it may produce more meat
and of course, more profit for the owner. Really, the meat of those
unfortunate pigs, bulls and other castrated species becomes swollen
in volume and increased in weight upon lack of sexual stimulation.

• The horrendous pain inflicted when the fact is made without the
appropriate technical surgery or anesthesia to mitigate its suffering
is unimportant. A violent and efficacious cut with a knife is
enough. And the hemorrhage? Never mind, it will stop.

• Adventurers discovered that feeding with hormones and other
chemical products contributes to the growth of species, without
caring for the consequences it may produce.

• In a press release, the European Commission, depending of the
European Union, has acknowledged the risk of danger existing for
health, including cancer. Its superior entity, the executive power
of said community, has forbidden the use of such hormones.

• That mischief with hormones quickly produced severe changes
in those who had the misfortune of being fed with those products.
It is not necessary to make big efforts, to obtain this sort of information.
Newspapers and television have shown five-year-old girls with
their breasts as big as those of adult women, because of the effect
from hormones ingested in the meat.

• Bleeding to death cows alive so the meat may have a better taste
is a fearless measure, risky, besides being cruel, but real. The
chemistry of our body is telling us that if these beings suffer a
torment, they segregate adrenaline which, on its turn, intoxicates
its own flesh and enters into the consumer’s body in that
condition.

• As a sort of punishment for what has been forced, nature itself
impregnates the flesh with a certain degree of poisoning, by
segregating adrenaline. Of course, the public does not consume
healthy meat, but a toxic one.

• Similar situations are provoked when at industrial farmhouses
mother cows are prevented from living together with their calves
and are separated from them. The unfortunate calves lose their
mother’s affection, although they forebode it and miss it.

• It is not necessary to know too much, to understand that those
unfortunate calves spend a sad life in small spaces which are real
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body prisons, where they are not even able to walk. They are fed
therein, and afterwards, when they have grown up, they kill them
for consumption.

• If a being suffers since it is born, moaning with permanent moos
which accuse its unhappiness, how can one think that the meat it
produces shall be good, and most of all healthy for human feeding?

• Physicians have indicated that they have also discovered
psychological problems in persons who consume said meat. Could
it be good to consume meat produced by the being which has
suffered all its life?

• It is time for everybody to realize the existing danger. When one
day somebody wakes up with a cancer and then feels it, suffers it
and endures it, whether of the breast, prostate or intestine, he must
not blame the malediction of destiny, but simply think that the
meat he consumed contained also anabolic chemicals. The latter
are used to accelerate the growth of a captive animal.

• Those feared chemicals, which have recently begun to cause panic
in consumers from Europe and from the United States, provoke
loud and painful moans in those unfortunate captive calves, which
have no strength to stand up.

We have reached these and other misfortunes we ignore,8 in
which man virtually poisons his fellowmen, with the incentive of
economic profit in mass production of meat.

The industrial technique, most efficient for obtaining a mass
production without a minimum of moral or scruples, determines

8 The well-known entity for the protection of animals PETA, with a seat in New
York, VA, USA, outlines the following truculent information in its magazine
Animal Times, No. 1:
INDUSTRIAL FARMHOUSES. The idyllic scenes of poultry yards and barns
depicted in books for children have been replaced by metal cattle barns, wire
cages, very small boxes and seats.
Cows are branded with fire; their horns are cut off; bulls are castrated, all of it
without anesthesia. At the slaughterhouse, they are hanged head to floor; their
necks are cut off, frequently while they are fully conscious.
Pigs are locked in filthy stalls. Their tails are cut off, their teeth are removed
with pincers and they are castrated; all of it without anesthesia. They are boiled,
hanged head to floor and they bleed to death.
Chickens and hens are heaped up in groups of dozens of thousands in deposits
without fresh air or light. They suffer respiratory illnesses, deformations in
their feet, heart attacks and other serious maladies. To slaughter them, their
throats are cut; also they are thrown into boiling water.
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basic parameters for production, which they are not willing to
relinquish:

1. Achieve the miracle of having very low costs, with high
investments.

2. Use and profit everything, even residues.
3. Keep silent on chemical adulterations in animal feeding.
4. The meat produced must have considerable volume and

weight.

What shall readers say on these revelations we give? Shall they
continue to believe in the excellence of the products they purchase,
in elegant and transparent boxes, with impressive devices and
trademarks of false quality? Shall they have a favorable opinion as
regards industrial farmhouses, saturated with advertisement
regarding the excellence of their products, in fine brands?9 Watch
out! Long ago we have returned to the sentence of Thomas Hobbes,
English philosopher of the sixteenth century: Homo hominis lupus
(man is the wolf of men).

In its greedy hunger and desperation for profit in series, this
phenomenon is also devouring the personal and family environment.

9 PETA, this time not in general terms, outlines an individual event from the
endless ones, which daily occur:
THE FALLEN COW. The cow arrived one morning to Walton Stock Yards. After
the other animals were brought down from the truck, it was left alone, unable
to move. In order to make it go down, the employees hit it, kicked it and gave
electric discharges in its ear. Finally they put a rope around its neck, they tied
the other end to a pole and they set the truck in motion. The cow slid from the
floor of the truck and fell on the ground on its rear feet, with its pelvis broken.
There it remained abandoned, under a torrid sun, yelling in pain. The only
care it received was some water Jessie Pierce gave to it. Jessie, an activist for
animals’ rights, had been contacted by a woman who witnessed the incident.
The operator of the stockyard told Jessie that he himself would kill the cow
after Jessie would be gone. When she went back to the site, the stockyard was
empty but the cow was still alive, surrounded by dogs which were teasing it.
Somebody had removed the water. Jessie contacted the state police. An officer
of the mount guards wanted to shoot the cow, but they told him that only a
veterinarian could do it. Walton Stock Yards veterinarians refused giving
euthanasia to the cow with the argument that, in order to preserve the value
of the flesh, it could not be destroyed. Finally the slaughter man arrived at
7:30 p.m. and shot the cow with a fire gun.
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Besides ambition, there is also the factor cruelty.10

However, it must be considered that these atrocities not only
occur in the so-called industrial farmhouses destined to human
feeding. They happen in any industrial breeding for animals, even
in the ones whose purpose is luxury.

Planeta Ecológico, an educational orientation and informative
media, in an article written by Marlon E. Baez, questions: “Do you
want a fur coat?” Here is the answer:

I know there are many people who justify the use of furs, because
animals are bred in farmhouses. I believe that this opinion is due to
ignorance, since these animals are kept all their lives in cages wherein
they can hardly move, so as not to damage their pelts or fleece. They
become insane before they are killed electrocuted, by asphyxia or by
a blow in their head, besides females are forced to procreate
continuously and without rest.
What sense does it have to buy a coat which is manufactured at the
expense of torture and sacrifice of many animals and which also is
highly expensive? Why not having a wonderful cotton coat, or a coat
of any other material? Simply because as long as we live in a society
where persons are valued for their coats, cars or by the square meters
their houses have, fur coats shall continue to exist. The important
thing is to have more than your neighbor, no matter what.
ASTRAKHAN: It originates from offspring of sheep from Afghanistan.
When they are still alive, their fleece is torn off, beginning from a rear
foot and introducing a bamboo cane to blow it, in order to better rip

10 On this same subject, PETA states, “What is wrong with leather?”
Most of the millions of cows, pigs, sheep and goats which are sacrificed to get
their pelt or fleece have horrors to suffer at the industrialized farmhouses.
Animals are squeezed and suffer depravation of stimulus, castration without
anesthesia, they are branded with red-hot iron, and they cut their tails as well
as their horns. At the end of their short and miserable lives, they are given
electric discharges; they are skinned, hanged by their feet and bled to death.
Meat industry depends on the sale of furs and pelts to be profitable. Buying
leather is a direct contribution in favor of industrialized farmhouses and
slaughterhouses, since pelts and furs represent 55% of the value of animals’
by-products.
Every time you buy a leather jacket or leather shoes, you are sentencing an
animal to a whole life of sufferance. Join the millions of consumers who have
realized that “fur without fleece” is something they do not need. You can find
many styles and models of garments, shoes, belts, purses and wallets which
are not made of leather. Fashion should be amusing, not dreadful!
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off the fur while the animal still moves. Thirty-five animals are needed
to manufacture a coat. About 30 million are slaughtered per year for
that purpose.
MINK: They spend “all their lives” in 40 x 40 x 50 cages wherein they
can only turn around but not one step. They become insane.
FOX: They spend their lives in 0.6 m cages with lattice floors. Due to
stress, many of them refuse to eat, they turn around incessantly and
they even eat their tail to the bone (let us think if it would be our
dog).

Breeding and exploitation of these animals lacks sensibility to
such an extent that their holders, businessmen, state that suffering
and torture are unimportant, with the argument that they have been
bred for that purpose. The same thing happens with those who
purchase furs. A lady said on television: “I feel sorry for those
animals, but coats are so pretty!”

Let us remember well the barbarity: They are electrocuted through
the rectum and through the mouth so as not to damage their fur. Is such a
torture worth the profit?

Effects of Industrial Farmhouses in Human Feeding: Mutation
of the “Rational Animal” towards Degradation

Aristotle, the Greek philosopher, said in his book, Politics, that
man is a rational animal. Let us see if in the twenty-first century he
behaves as such.

The purpose of industrial farmhouses, on which we have already
commented, is to sell large quantities of food to the public, especially
in countries with numerous populations. Food is prepared, cooked
and sold in attractive premises of the so-called fast food. They carry
their respective logos, colors and culinary specialties. People attend,
shrewdly attracted by advertisements with the contemporaneous
technique called “marketing” (know how to sell). They endeavor
themselves in donating coupons (a bait for discount in new
consumption); they organize contests and offer incentives and
prizes, small gifts for children, etc.

The effects produced on the public’s food are not an invention
or a fantasy created by someone to impair their reputation.
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Authorized technical bodies have rated them as it corresponds, and
they have deserved the denomination of junk food.

In Spain, the newsletter Giaiaxxi, rating as “thriller” the
following report as regards practices of food corporations, outlines
a total lack of scruples:

“BUT … WHAT DO WE EAT AT MCDONALD’S?” If you believe that what
you eat at those fast-food restaurants is horse meat or “soybean meat,”
after you read what follows you shall wish you had eaten the
nutritious “soybean meat” and the nontoxic horse meat.
According to authorized sources from Michigan State University, the
meat used by McDonald’s for its hamburgers originates from authentic
bulks with no feet and no horns, fed through tubes connected to their
stomachs. In fact they have no bones, but some cartilage which never
develops.
Those who have seen them assure that they are most unpleasant things
since, besides remaining motionless all their “lives,” they have no
eyes, no tail, and practically they have no skin. In fact, their heads are
the size of a tennis ball and the only thing that stands out is what
remains of their “mouth.” The genetic manipulation, from which they
result, makes them really inanimate things with a horrible gelatinous-
like appearance. When the government tried to force them to
withdraw their advertisements stating that their food contained cattle
meat (carne de res), they raised the argument that in Latin, RES means
THING, and that they produced a THING meat, so they sustained that
they did have carne de res (cattle meat).
Even though the argument is quite refutable and fraudulent, it has
been said that with all the financial power that supports them they
would have bribed many people, at different positions, at very high
government levels. That is why McDonald’s allows itself the luxury
of announcing that what they put in their hamburgers is 100% carne
de RES (cattle meat), that is to say a “THING” meat: those bulks they
grow in pseudo cattle barns and with doubtful ethical proceedings.
You shall never see a device or advertisement wherein McDonald’s
says that it uses meat of bovines, which is the appropriate name to
generically designate bulls and cows. What is even worse than using
genetic manipulation in order to achieve a larger production is the
fact that said meat produces secondary effects in health. The
substances and toxins developed by the “THINGS” bred by McDonald’s
produce long afterwards irreversible damages in health. The first
effects take place the day after having eaten those hamburgers. A large
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number of persons suffer indigestion and colitis. You might think
that those symptoms are unimportant, but as years go by, the effects
manifest themselves as real and irreversible ones, a phenomenon
similar to AIDS, since it is incubated and remains hidden for many
years, until it gradually appears. If we insist, we shall succeed in
demanding them to use bovine meat and not a “THING” meat.
Even though still the number of persons affected is not large, it has
been known that in countries such as Canada, the United States and
Australia, groups of scientists specialized in the subject, relate
hamburger consumption with the Alzheimer’s disease syndrome
(remember Ronald Reagan) among many other sufferings.
If you believe that this was all, you must know that McNuggets and
McChicken are manufactured with the surplus of KFC (former Kentucky
Fried Chicken). Many people, devoted to the American tradition, eat
religiously at KFC every day. But … do they know what they are really
eating? During a recent study on KFC carried out at the University of
New Hampshire, they discovered some most annoying facts.
First: Has anyone observed that recently the company has changed
its name? Kentucky Fried Chicken has become KFC. Does anyone know
why? The reason why it is called KFC is because they cannot continue
to use the word chicken. We ask ourselves … Why? Because KFC does
not use “real chicken.” Presently they use genetically manipulated
organisms. These, which they denominate “chicken,” are kept alive
through tubes inserted inside their bodies to pump blood and nutrients
through their structure. They have no beak, feathers or feet. They have
been dramatically reduced in order to obtain more meat from them.
This is most advantageous for KFC, since costs are low, in view that
they don’t have to pluck them or remove their beak and feet.
The government has ordered them to change the word “chicken” in
their menus. This is quite unpleasant. I hope people starts realizing
and let others be informed thereof. PLEASE PASS THIS MESSAGE TO AS
MANY PERSONS AS YOU CAN. Union makes strength. We cannot let
these monopolies of “trash food” destroy our country.
EGGS WITH OR WITHOUT CRUELTY, YOU CHOOSE. The so-called
farmhouse fresh eggs (battery) are thus produced: Breeding hens are
in cages and huddled up, day after day, on inclined wires, each of
them not even with the space of a DIN A4 paper sheet. Their beaks
are reduced with red-hot blades to minimize the harm they inflict
each other.
They are kept in feebly illuminated sheds with no windows. Their
continued suffering is the direct result of the search of avian industry
for quick benefits.
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Millions of them shall be taken to slaughterhouses, suffering the
unbearable agony of having their bones broken due to one-year
exploitation and jail; bones which are broken when their captors pull
them out from their cages.
This is the crude reality: the only thing a breeding hen sees from the
outside world is the journey to a brutal slaughter.
What can we do on this regard?
WE MUST PUT AN END TO SUCH A BRUTALITY. Ecological (or scrape)
eggs are laid by egg-laying hens fattened in the open air (a unit of ten
square meters per bird), at fields supervised by the regulating
Congress, and receive daily feed produced with cereals of ecological
production and under the sanitary control of expert veterinarians.
Presently only eggs produced without cruelty are labeled as
“biological” or “ecological” eggs (identified with the seal of the
authority which controls the ecological production in each
community) or as eggs of “hens in the open air.”
Let us get together to prevent the mass exploitation that presently
exists in these breeding farmhouses. Animals must be treated in a
civilized manner because we are persons, not beasts.
Don’t buy farmhouse chicken or eggs, or what is called “farmhouse
fresh eggs,” because if you do, you shall contribute to the apogee of
this pathetic industry, which exploits hens in an unthinkable manner.
Every time you eat these eggs or filets of those chickens, your
conscience shall cause you remorse. Hens have a life and we must
see that they spend it in the best possible way. Must we turn their
lives in pure suffering?
“It is possible. We can do it.”

*****
Given such a situation, the effects cannot be rosy. It has been

evidenced that many people in the United States have put on weight
in a disproportionate manner, having consumed this kind of food.
On the streets we can see the result reached by this kind of feeding.
We observe mutants of human races to a quite degraded situation
(inverse mutants): their bodies have a triple volume and even more
(including the abdomen, thorax and pelvis). Their legs and arms have
a fleshy matter that shakes as jelly when they walk. They have to
make serious efforts to take a seat, go to bed or stand up. Life becomes
a torment for themselves and for their families. No transportation is
comfortable for them, and they have no positive performance for
physical work (they have become useless for that kind of activity).
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Judicial actions taken against fast-food companies by several
persons injured for having consumed fast food are justified.
However, for mankind this is a gloomy show of species involved
that had the misfortune of resulting damage because nobody warned
them previously as regards said danger.

It is not known if someone has returned to normal conditions.
However, things do not end there. With the intention of

showing a good face for its consumers, and as per information
obtained, McDonald’s of Germany, through its executive Mathias
Baumgarten, has taken the decision to eliminate transgenics from
the food for chickens. Some time later, Monsanto–from the United
Kingdom–issued a press release informing that they were withdrawing
from the market the New Leaf, their genetically modified potatoes,
which have incorporated therein a toxin which pretends to combat
potato beetle.11 Later it was known that in Europe, McDonald’s
adopted the same decision.

Writer Gerardo Iglesias, from’Rel-Unita’Magazine (Montevideo,
Uruguay), comments on this behavior as follows:

McDonald’s has withdrawn its genetically modified products from its
premises in Europe. Regrettably it has not done the same in our
latitudes. Consequently, we face a “global undertaking,” but one
which admits to have clients of first and second categories. “Our
absolute priority is the reliance our clients have on us,” states Mr.
Baumgarten (provided clients are German, we add).
How can we explain”McDonald’s policy in Europe? Simple, it is a
marketing matter and, if you wish, advertising skill. It is there, in Europe,
where ecologist groups, labor unions and consumer organizations have
opposed transgenics most vigorously. Also, the problem explodes there
as regards dioxins, the malady of crazy cows, foot-and-mouth disease
fever and where people demand–more than in any other country–
healthy food. Let nobody think candidly that in this policy undertaken
by McDonald’s the least social compromise exists.

In these times of food crisis, when many people in media have
denounced “junk food” or “scrap food,” given the complexity of
the phenomenon, consumers should realize and be conscious that

11 The activity of this powerful syndicate, in the field of transgenics, shall be
examined later on.
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a large number of irregularities exist, originated from the start of
the productive phases of nourishment until the moment on which
the person puts food in their mouth, in the attractive fast-food
premises.

Avoiding extending on facts, in order to concentrate the
attention in the essence of things, we can discompose some of those
phases:

1. Life in breeding places as such. We have already examined
the critical conditions for animals sheltered therein, suffering since
they are born until their horrible slaughter.

It would be stupid to deny the biological consequences, harmful
for humans who ingest food originated from animals that have
suffered. Can it be admitted that the meat of an animal that has been
martyrized has no negative chemical reactions, as an effect of the
suffering, fear, sadness endured both by its psyche as by its organism?

So far we have only considered the psychical aspect of the
consumed animal and the effects it has on human nourishment.

2. Food for the occupants of breeding places. We have also
examined the existing danger if they contain hormones or other
chemicals. However, there is one more danger, if we are dealing
with vegetables which, being ingested as food, would have been
the subject of genetic modifications (transgenics). We merely
anticipate it. This subject shall be examined later on.

However, the problem continues. Eric Scholster, United States
journalist of German origin, and author of the book Fast Food: The
Obscure Side of Fast Food, as per the same former source Rel-Unita,
denounces that “the residues of avian plants, including sawdust
and newspapers used as layer, are also used to feed the cattle.”

We must suppose that the meat of an animal which has been
unduly fed shall somehow affect the person who consumes it.

3. Hygiene in breeding places. It cannot be ignored. Many
people have denounced that bovines live heaped up on their own
excrements. Modern cattle barns have become a mechanism that
also accumulates manure to give another use to it and recycle it.

4. Meat prepared in breeding places. Once the animal is dead,
meat must be prepared. The same accuser tells us that “meat can be
contaminated in tasks such as its extraction from the animal’s
digestive system, which is carried out by hand. The speed of present
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production chains makes inevitable for the content of the animal’s
stomach to be spilled now and then. In accordance with a study,
this occurs in one from five extractions. The consequences of one
sole mistake quickly multiply, since meat of different animals is
mixed and it is distributed all over the country.”

“A study made by the Department of Agriculture of the United
States in 1996 revealed that 7.5% of the samples of bovine chopped
meat taken from processing plants were contaminated with salmonella;
11.7% with listeria monocytogenes; 30% with staphylococcus aureus,
and 53.3% with clostridiumperfringens”.

“Each one of these agents can make a person ill. Another study
of agriculture revealed that 78.6% of bovine chopped meat contained
microbes that propagated most of all through fecal matter. Why
eating a hamburger can make us ill? Because there’s shit in the meat.”
(We respect the expression.)

5. Food ingredients in fast-food restaurants. Many people,
bewildered by pleasant flavors, enjoy them and even consume them
again. Of course, they don’t think of what they ingest; they even
ignore it if other products, served as accompaniment, are noxious.

For instance, in this world of food complications, it becomes
concealed to know if those products served as accompaniment
–especially potatoes and different kinds of vegetables: lettuce, radishes,
cucumbers, bread flour and so many others–have not been genetically
modified.

6. Hygiene in fast-food restaurants. And what about hygiene in
“fast-food” premises, where fast food is prepared? Let us quote Dr.
Eric Scholster once more: “An employee of Taco Bell told me that
frequently the food which falls on the floor is picked up and served.
An employee of Arby’s told me that one of the cooks never washes
his hands after he has repaired his car’s engine. Several employees of
McDonald’s of Colorado Springs, independently provided details
regarding the milk shakes machine which is infested by cockroaches,
and the armies of mice that urinate and defecate in the hamburger
tubes they leave every night at the kitchen to defrost.”

However, this is not the only denunciation and there is no
intention to impair anyone. Other persons, with serious fundaments,
give more details on this case. Journalist Nuria Navarro, from Madrid,
in an interview held with the same writer, tells:
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– Another legend: workmen spit on salads
When workmen are not well treated, and they are in charge of
preparing your food, anything can happen . … Do you know why
policemen don’t go to “fast food” in the United States? Because many
adolescents who work there hate them and put strange sauces in their
hamburgers. During my investigation, workers told me thrilling
things.

– Tell me one of them
In May 2000 three employees of Burger King were dismissed for having
spit, urinated and put oven cleaner and lye in the food for eight
months.

– Were they paid so badly?
The problem lies in the work system. Employees have little liberty in
decision. There is no pride or skill in what they do. Food is precooked
and frozen, machines reheat it and lights warn when it is ready.
Employees are part of the machine. But at the slaughterhouse, things
are worse…

7. Additive flavorings at fast-food restaurants. Even though
this point does not correspond to this chapter but to a subsequent
one, we would like to mention that the different kinds of additives
and flavorings that many times are served as accompaniment at fast-
food restaurants are chemical compounds rather than natural flavors.

For the last time, we transcribe our writer:

The chapter regarding creation of artificial flavors resumes all the
industry of commercial food. Absolutely nothing of what arrives to a
modern commercial food factory has its own identity; the flavor of
each product is the result of a complex chemical formula. For example,
the typical strawberry flavor may consist of amilacetate, amilbutyrate,
amilvalerate, anetol, anysile formiate, benzyl acetate, benzyl
isobutyrate, butyric acid, cynamile isobutyrate, cynamile balerate,
essence of cognac oil, diacetyl, dipropylcetone, ethyl acetate, ethyl
amylcetone, ethyl butyrate, ethyl butyrate, ethyl cynamate, ethyl
heptanoate, ethyl heptylate, ethyl acetate, ethyl methylphenylglicidate,
ethyl nitrate, ethyl propionate, ethyl valerate, heliotropine,
hydroxipheyl-2-butanone (10% solution in alcohol), _-ionone,
isobutylantranilate, isobutylbutirate, essence of lemon oil, malthol,
4-metylacetophenone, methyl antranilate, methyl benzoate, methyl
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cinamate, methyl heptincarbonate, metylnaftylcetone, methyl
salicilate, essence of mint oil, essence of neroli oil, neroline,
nerylisobutyrate, orris lard, phenetylic alcohol, rose, rhum ether, _-
undecalactone, vanilla and solvent.”

“People dedicate hours to choose their car, but do not think for one
minute in what they put inside their mouth.”

* * * *
Even though this chemical description is cumbersome, we

wanted to give an adequate summary of the subject. There is a severe
and cumulative risk for human health, in all forms of the prefeeding process,
fundamentally against ingested meat. If only it could speak … how many
things it would tell us?

Balance of Animal Plunder

It is quite difficult, not to say impossible, to make a balance of
the plunder from the abundant, as well as varied, animal kingdom;
in spite of it, we have to let people know about the barbarities that
have been and are being committed. It is necessary to give at least a
general idea of the panorama:

• BIRDS. The hunt of infinite varieties of birds in jungles and woods
has extinguished many species; this has been evidenced by
scientists, particularly ornithological societies.
Historian Charles Seignobos tells that already in ancient Imperial
Rome, emperors requested the hunt of exotic birds, to be fed with
their brains and–they believed so–acquire properties of beauty
those birds had. Since the brains were quite small, let us imagine
now the quantity they ingested!
It is well known that presently the zoos of this specialty, more
properly denominated ornithologists, have classified lists of the
species of birds in danger of extinction.12

12 Audubon, a well-known private entity specializing in birds and also engaged
in nature restoration programs, informs through a press release:
The white headed eagle, symbol of the United States, nearly disappeared.
(New York, AP) – One of every four species of birds in the United States is in
descent or in danger of extinction, in accordance with a new report from
Audubon Society.
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• WHALES. Intensive whale slaughtering was a full-profit, succulent
marine business, mainly in the northern world. More than any
other, Norway was the country where most of these gigantic
specimens were slaughtered, and in order to produce better profits,
a technology was developed so that the exploitation process would
take place immediately on the same vessel, without having to wait
for taking them onshore.
The whaleboat itself constituted the industry.
Oil was used. Of course, given the considerable size of the whale,
it was produced in large quantities. Meat was treated in different
forms; they even obtained salami from the whale; the skin was a
subject of numerous uses in expensive garments, their osseous
system served for nourishment in many ways.
Everything was used.
That important undertaking of modern pirates, who with only
one shot from their harpoons hunted a fortune, had to have a
valued justification so they would remain undamaged. The pretext
was that whales made fish disappear, and that the latter had to be
protected.
Otherwise said, they pretended to protect fish from “criminal”
whales that were guilty of consuming fish.

The group, specialized in birds, calculates that 201 species are threatened by
destruction of their habitat, contamination, illnesses and other dangers. One
of the species in danger is the Asio flammeus owl, its population has been reduced
to 70% since the sixties, due to ingestion of poisoned rodents, said John Bianchi,
Audubon spokesman. Some 100,000 specimens of these birds remain in the
United States, he stated.
The population of Silvido cerúleo, a bird whose color is blue, used to be quite
common in the valleys of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. It has been 70%
reduced and we don’t know how many of them presently exist, said Bianchi.
The situation of the birds, in itself quite preoccupying, must be considered as
an indication as regards the health of the ecosystem of this country, in spite of
the recovery of species such as the white headed eagle and the migrating falcon.
Birds warn us as regards illness, warn us on the quality of our coasts, oceans
and woods, as stated in a press conference by Frank Gill, scientist director at
Audubon. The society was established in 1905 for the protection of birds and
their habitat. Authorities from Audubon admonished to reduce the use of
pesticides and other poisons, and to use more native plants in gardens, in
order to provide birds with more nourishment and shelter. This society
estimates that more than 800 species of birds exist in the United States. Its list
of species in danger is twice as large as the one of the federal government. Jeff
Wells, preservation director of said society, said that many species did not
appear on the government list due to environmentalist disputes, federal
regulations and groups with diverse interests.
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This argument, pertaining to whale fishermen fauna, has a very
poor support simply because it ignores that nature itself
determines the growth balance of its species, without requiring
the assistance from polite exterminators.13

13 Olemail Whales from Spain thus contributes to the view of this panorama:
EXTINCTION. No doubt, the most important whale predator is man himself.
The same as it happened with so many other species, we have not been able
to stop on time, and we have nearly completely extinguished them, thus
provoking another massacre which we cannot be proud of. This does not mean
that we cannot make use of this biological resource, but only if we take care
thereof at the same time since, as it occurs with other natural resources, it also
drains off and then comes the time for wailing.
Thanks to many scientists and other noninterested associations, protection
measures adopted by the International Whale Fishing Commission (more than
50 whale fishing countries form part thereof) allow the maintenance and even
development of certain rorqual populations. Its purpose is not so much to
protect whales, but to ensure future long-term business. This is a first step in
preservation of those animals.
Since an agreement took place years ago, captures decreased, due to
disappearance of these animals rather than due to laws established. Only in
1960, more than 60,000 whales were slaughtered. Maybe the fate of whales
lies in the chemical industry which is gradually synthesizing products which,
until now, were elaborated from whales. Another factor which cooperated to
this conservancy was that in 1975 the IWC itself, upon insistence of ever
increasing ecological world associations, changed from a whale fishing club
to a genuine ecologist association.
It was not until 1986 that the IWC itself approved an international prohibition
to trade by-products of these animals. Unfortunately, not all countries accepted
said decision. Norway, Island, Korea and Japan have submitted excuses in
order to continue slaughtering whales. Norway and Japan kill from 600 to 650
whales every year “with scientific purposes.”
DEATH IN MARINE LITTORALS. The number of whales which have died on
the shores all along History is unknown. However, it is being evidenced that
this tragic phenomenon is accelerating and this is preoccupying. If groups of 30
to 40 marine mammalians “stranded” before, now they reach groups of 300.
The same happens with the place. If the stranding continues in Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa, they happen anywhere in the coast at present. The
mystery is there.
A couple of decades ago massive whale stranding in the marine coastal was
registered. The term “register” is well chosen. The truth is that little is known
of the number of marine mammals that have died in the beaches along the
History. However, all experts coincide in the fact that progression accelerates.
There are more stranded whales, it happens more frequently, and it occurs at
the oddest sites. Traditionally, stranding of whales has been recorded in
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. Since some years ago, any shore is
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The international pressure exerted on these hunters (who, as per
information obtained, seem to be European and Asian, including
Spanish) was so strong that they were forced to suspend their
operations. However, the pressure they exert to continue with the
profitable business is becoming stronger. Some of them (Norway

good enough to die. Before, 30 or 40 of them died at the same time. A few
weeks ago, more than 300 cetaceans died at the south of Australia.
Why does this happen? There are natural cases, as stranding of 300 dolphins
some years ago at the Galician littoral while they were running away from
grampus that attacked them. Contamination from toxic algae also makes these
animals search for shallow waters. They hardly have the strength to go out
and breathe, they get nearby the littoral and sometimes they are trapped and
with no possibility of moving backwards.
Scientists and experts do not agree on the rest of the cases. They all coincide in
the fact that generally, the direct cause thereof is that they are disoriented.
Most cetaceans are gregarious and they travel throughout oceans following
the route determined by the group leader. If one of them gets lost, all of them
get lost. And which is the failure, for an animal with a cerebral capacity not so
different from human capacity not to be able to find its way? Whales use an
ultrasound orientation system which, to a certain extent, is similar to the one
used by bats. They issue a screech and it rebounds on obstacles. They have a
fat cavity, called melon, which serves to interpret back said ultrasounds and
vibrations. The melon is located in its head and its fat fluid is extremely sensible
to any vibration, even though it may be small. A bad nutrition or an infection
may affect the animal’s reserves of fat. Thus, when their weakness is extreme,
orientation is not secure.
Ocean contamination also influences. Debris dumped into the sea confuses
marine species, or become garbage forming part of their diet. One year ago, in
November 1997, a whale stranded at the shores of Santander. The necropsy
discovered a 50-kilo plastic ball which had obstructed its stomach, had caused
its weakening and had made it go too close to the shore. It arrived alone.
Luckily it was not a group leader.
RADARS AND STORMS. However, there are other reasons, most of them of
human origin. Direct alterations in navigation system: military radars and
sonar disturb marine ecosystem, sending forth what for whales and their fat
magnetic compass are false signals. Storms also alter magnetic fields, the same
as electric discharges of marine oil exploitations. Chemical substances dumped
into the sea also affect internal hearing and perception of ultrasounds, besides
provoking genetic kinds of defects. Some cetaceans have even changed their
migration routes because of overexploitation and increase of marine traffic.
Experts of Adena WWF believe that historic ratings are being attained as
regards number and frequency of stranding. Miguel Angel Valladares,
spokesman of said ecologist association, has stated that the behavior of marine
mammals is not very well known, although he blames man for the fact that
the number of specimens is always smaller. He sets an example: “It has taken
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and Japan) are insisting on a change and they go back to their
runabouts.14

Argenpress transmits the following information (March 5, 2003):
“MARINE DEPREDATION, A BIG BUSINESS. During its participation of
the twenty-fifth session of the Fisheries Committee of the United
Nations Organization for Agriculture and Food (FAO), Japan insisted
that imposing a time when whale hunting be prohibited would
provoke an unbalance in the ecosystem. Hiroshi Hatanaka, director
of the Investigation Agency of Fisheries of Japan, raised the
argument that establishing a time when whale hunting be prohibited
would unbalance the ecosystem, because these cetaceans consume
a large number of fish. The officer submitted at the FAO seat a report
according to which fisheries and whales could compete for the same
species of fish and he stated that cetaceans in the northern part of
the Pacific Ocean have increased  ‘more than it was expected…’”
This position was largely refuted by Greenpeace on the one hand,
and by the Mexican representative on the other.

• BUFFALOES. Reports reveal that when the United States of North
America became an independent nation, millions and millions of
wild buffaloes existed (in herds). It is quite regrettable to ask how
many of them are left now, from the numerous existing buffaloes.15

more than 40 years for us to know data as simple as gestation period of the
Blue Rorqual, but clearly the work of a human being lies behind most of the
cases of whale stranding. Long ago, we simply hunted them. Now the menace
is more subtle. We attack their environment with our progress.” Same thing
occurs with sites. If stranding occurred exclusively in Australia, New Zealand
and South Africa, presently they take place in any distant place of the coast.
The mystery is open.

14 Not to speak in abstract terms, we enclose hereto a list of companies which
slaughter whales:
– JAPANESE COMPANIES: (1) Sony Corp. Multinacional Electrónica, Imagen y
Sonido; (2) Toyota Motor Corp. Multinacional de Automóviles; (3) Fujitsu Ltd.
Multinacional Electrónica; (4) Marubeni, Multinacional de la Construcción, Energía
y Papel; (5) Canon Inc. Multinacional Electrónica y Ordenadores.
– NORWEGIAN COMPANIES: (1) STATOIL Multinacional Energética; (2)
NORSK HYDRO AS Multinacional Química y farmacéutica; (3) ORKLA
Multinacional de Alimentación; (4) NCL HOLDING.
Líneas de Cruceros Noruegos; (5) ALPHARMA Multinacional de la
Alimentación y Química.
As it may be clearly observed, these are wealthy capitals; this lets us infer the
magnitude of their own destructive equipment. (Source: Algora Ya, Spain).

15 Dr. Margarita Gascón, narrator of the book The Ecological Indian, written by
Prof. Shepard Krech III of the United States, attributes to the latter a report
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Indian tribes were zealous caretakers of buffaloes. In the nineteenth
century, the remarkable Indian chief Seattle, with the greatness of
a naturalist, protested against the slaughter of those animals,
denouncing that white men used to shoot them from railroad cars
and killed them without scruples. The dead animals remained at
the prairies to rot. We shall return on this subject later on.16

regarding the vast existence of buffaloes as follows: “In 1884 they declared
the extinction of herds of buffaloes which one hundred years before–as stated
by an agent of The Hudson Bay Co. formed such a compact mass that it took 10
days for him to get away from it. There were so many of them that he could
not see the ground for several leagues around.”

16 Mexican writer Eduardo del Rio (Rius) comments in his book How to Commit
Suicide in 30 Lessons (one of the most beautiful, extremely passionate works in
favor of nature):
Buffalo Bill Cody, an explorer of the Yanquee army and murderer of Indians,
had the highest record of buffaloes killed. He alone killed 4,280 and publicly
presumed so; a perfect imbecile with a shotgun… Other people call Buffalo Bill
an “excellent hunter” of wild beasts, a “legendary hero of the desert” … but he
was only an imbecile, a cold-blooded murderer of animals at 300 meters …
The year 1800 in North America, 60 millions of buffaloes grazed on its plains.
From 1820 to 1890 most of them died, killed by hunters and other kinds of
imbeciles with a rifle… Railroad companies organized special trips so that
hunters would feel important by killing buffaloes… On foot? No, from the
windows of railroad cars, with no danger at all for those “sportsmen”…
Today the buffalo or American bison is almost extinct, but the few ones left
continue to be killed: the law of the State of Arizona allows each man to hunt
only one buffalo … For what purpose? … To show the world that there are
more than enough imbeciles…
The example of murdered buffaloes is the worst evidence of how man is
destroying the planet because of his imbecility. Before white man arrived to
the prairies in North America, Nature had developed during millenniums an
excellent balance, with thousands of beings which used to compete with others
for survival, but all of them depending on each other … for instance, flocks of
wolves kept huge herds of buffaloes in movement, decimating them and also
preventing them from standing still in one site and damaging pastures due to
excess of consumption… Smaller animals (squirrels, hares), with a propensity
to multiply, did not surpass a limit because bigger ones (coyotes, wolves)
devoured them. Thus the balance established by Nature was maintained. It
was respected by Indians, who only killed the necessary animals for their
feeding… And in doing so, they risked their lives…
But white colonizers like Buffalo Bill or David Crockett saw that prairies could
produce the huge fur business. They initiated the slaughter … and hit the belfry
of the formidable balance set by Mother Nature! How? Once buffaloes had
disappeared, as well as small rodents (poisoned), birds died on their turn …
and insects and other rodent vermin multiplied, with no one to decimate them
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• PANDA BEARS. China has numerous and unaccounted panda bears.
How many of them are left? Now you can count them with your
fingers.17

• LIONS, TIGERS, LEOPARDS. They disappear as if by magic, and even
in spite of legal prohibitions imposed in Africa.

• BLACK ALLIGATORS. The same as with panda bears, you can count
them with your fingers.

The tragedy of animal extinction is not a subject on which their
destroyers meditate; they suppose that nothing has happened. They
do not understand that each species must accomplish a determined
function, and that if it disappears, misfortune shall take place, even
though the damage may be attributed to unknown causes.

The truth is that if alligators disappear, most certainly piranhas
shall proliferate and such undue proliferation will increase the
danger against human beings themselves. Alligators are fed with
piranhas, and if they are killed, piranhas shall have an uncontrolled
and noxious reproduction.

Similarly, if toads, salamanders or small lizards are liquidated,
all kinds of insects shall proliferate with the corresponding natural
danger for human health. Such is the punishment from nature for
those who break established balances.

Having reached so far, we can now understand that the tragedy
of man is somehow linked to the tragedy of animals.

The ignorance of human beings is so severe that, even though
he has made progress in conquering the sidereal space, he ignores–or
has forgotten–that human progress is somehow linked to animals.

If somebody doubts it, let him reply if it is true or not that men
have learnt many things from animals.

Is it not true that men have learnt how to build houses from
swallows? From spiders how to weave? From eagles how to fly?

… so they destroyed the pastures, and erosion changed into a desert what
used to be a prairie.

17 The panda bear, one of the most valued animals in zoos all over the world,
forms part of the long list of animals in danger of extinction. This occurs
because in China, where most of the animals of this species live, the bamboo
cane, its basic nourishment, has been deforested without control. For this
reason, only a few more than one hundred panda bears remain in captivity,
and a few thousands in the forests. To this, the problem of low fertility in
these animals must be added. (Nuria Lopez, Uno Contenidos)
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From swans how to sing? From bucks how to run? From monkeys
how to jump? From fish how to swim? From ants to work orderly?
From owls to meditate?…

May God wish that the prediction of journalist Christian Sellés,
from Agencia de Información Solidaria (transcribed by Barrameda),
never becomes true:

In 20 years more, children shall refer to gorillas as a myth, a legend,
since they shall only see them photographed in books to have an idea
how they looked like. Tigers, with their beautiful coats, shall represent
a cartoon. When children ask for the so-called millenary turtles, it
will be explained to them that man destroyed thousands of years of
life in two centuries. But few seem to be alarmed by the largest
destruction of natural life in millions of years of the planet.
Well known for their coats and their presumed curative power, tigers
have gradually abandoned Asiatic jungles in cages and flasks.
Presently there are more tigers in zoos than in their natural habitat,
about 5,000 of them. In China and in the southwest of Asia it is believed
that the best invigorating that may be found is a powder composed
by deer horns and triturated tiger bones. The best medicine for arthritis
is a tiger rotula macerated in alcohol. We laugh at such recipes, but
1,200 million people don’t. This animal’s traffic moves millions of
dollars per year. In Asia, a dead tiger has a price of US$7,000–its coat
alone is US$5,000–worth, and consumers pay more than US$2,000
for a kilo of bone at Beijing or Djakarta markets.
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Accelerated Degradation of Waters

With the pretext of progress, the so-called modern world
wretchedly justifies the pitiless destruction of the planet. This can
be clearly observed even in the most insignificant facts of business
behavior as regards exploitation of resources.

However, being daily and frequent, dumping of considerable
oil residues and filthy, already-used fuels into waters of rivers, seas
and lakes from the combustion of navigation engines is also dramatic.

Oil that had overflowed from marine vessels has contaminated
almost all waters that were crystalline before, and the little fauna
that remains gradually finds a horrible death.18

Destruction of the mineral kingdom

18 The Ecological Dictionary by Engineer Nicolas Gillari, a well-known Argentinean
investigator, illustrates the subject:
POLLUTION AT THE SEAS: Deterioration of the sea, one of the most important
ecosystems in the planet, may be caused by urban problems (harbors, dikes,
domestic and industrial discharges, dredging, depredation of flora and fauna,
etc.) or by exploration, extraction and transport of crude oil. It has been
calculated that from 5 to 10 million tons of hydrocarbons are dumped annually
into the seas, in the process of cleaning freight vessels. Pitilessly, crude oil
operates on the flora and fauna: it prevents animals from being saved because
it dissolves the fat cover which protects them from cold temperature. In
Argentina, Chile, Brazil, South Africa among others, masses of oil stained
penguins may frequently be observed at the southern shores. Even though
strong efforts are being made to save their lives, mainly by nongovernment
entities, most of them die due to cold temperature or inanition.
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Fish, turtles, sharks,19 dolphins and so many other unknown
species, as well as numerous aquatic vegetation, are gradually
disappearing without remedy.

In the particular case of sharks, this situation reaches the
extremes of perversity. Since the Asian market appreciates so much
shark fin soups and there is an excessive demand–at good prices–

19 Speaking about sharks, considered predators, their existence is also in danger,
as per the following press release:
IN ACCORDANCE WITH A STUDY, THE EXISTENCE OF SHARKS AT THE
NORTHERN ATLANTIC AREA IS IN DANGER. (Washington, AP) – The
population of sharks at the northern Atlantic area has decreased in more than
50% in the last 15 years, and some species shall never recover due to intense
fishing and international indifference for the fate of this feared predator of the
oceans, as determined by a study. A press release published last Friday by Science
magazine stated that in many cases fishermen in search of tuna fish and
swordfish in the Atlantic Ocean and adjacent waters kill white sharks, hammer
sharks, tiger sharks and hunter sharks. This coincides with other studies which
show a decrease in the number of sharks existing all over the oceans.
A group of investigators of Dalhousie University have analyzed records of fishing
fleet from 1986 until the year 2000 and they have found a severe descent in the
number of sharks which died while fishing tuna fish and swordfish took place.
“We calculate that the species of sharks recorded, except for makos, have declined
more than 50% in the last 8 to 15 years,” investigators said.”
“This is a phenomenon that occurs all over the world,” stated Ransom A. Myers,
a professor of biology at Dalhousie and co-author of the study. “There are only
a few areas in the world wherefrom we have reliable information, but wherever
we go, they evidence the same thing: sharks are in a dramatic decline.”
The study indicates that the existence of hammer sharks decreased in 89% at
the Atlantic, while tiger sharks showed a 65% decline, 60% for blue sharks
and thrasher sharks in 80%. The tendency of white sharks–the ones represented
in the film Shark–have decreased in 79%. The study mentions that in at least
two fishing areas, no white sharks were found since the beginning of the
nineties. Myers said that sharks are particularly threatened by an intense
fishing, because the animal does not procreate at an accelerated rhythm. “They
are like human beings,” he outlined. “It takes a lot of time for them to reach
maturity and they have relatively few offspring. Big sharks only have four
offspring per year. This makes them more vulnerable than other big fish.”
Sharks are hunted in some parts of the world, but at the northern Atlantic
area they are victims of fleet in search of other fish. Myers said that sharks
might be protected if the styles of commercial fishing would be changed. For
instance, some sharks tend to migrate towards some sites at determined times
of the year. Shark hunt could be avoided if fishing is prohibited during those
periods in migration areas, he stated. Also, if shelters are created wherein
fishing would be prohibited, this would give sharks, as well as other fish, a
safe place where they would be fed and they would safely reproduce.
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European fishermen have no scruples in causing a torture to the
squaliforms: they remove their fins while they are alive and they
throw them back to the sea, because their meat is considered hard
and it has no commercial value.

The Reuters press agency informs that “in China, the fins of
some species can reach a price of up to US$15,000. Shark fin soup is
a very common dish at wedding banquets in China, for instance, as
a symbol of generosity and wealth. Up to 40 sharks can be sacrificed
to serve fin soup to table companions at a wedding.”

“Environmentalists say that nearly 100 million sharks are
trapped all over the world every year, most of them only to obtain
their fins” (March 28, 2003).

It cannot be denied that the European Union is taking measures
to control shark slaughter. The European Parliament has proposed
the following regulation: Any vessel registered with the E.U. can
fish sharks, on condition that it uses and profits all of it. However,
this measure does not solve the survival problem for this species.

Those who feel affection for the world in which they dwell
cannot be indifferent at such a calamity and the others that exist.
The view of species that come out directly from the sea–only to
suffer interminably, agonize and then die with nobody doing
anything in their favor–causes despair.

Audiovisual communication media, as well as newspapers and
magazines, have reproduced scenes in which whales, dolphins,
sharks and fish that reach the coasts, writhe, leap strongly and
otherwise evidence horrible deadly pain.20

“Sharks are in descent now, I see no reason to believe that they shall not recover
if we fish in a responsible manner,” he outlined. (Copyright 2003, The Associated
Press)

20 Olemail Whales from Spain tries to explain this situation:
Some theories focus alteration in the sense of orientation cetaceans have, as
maybe provoked by changes in the planet’s magnetic fields to which whales
are sensible, as it is well known. Anyway we must think that whales are
intelligent beings which do not travel guided only by their instinct; therefore
they can react at the sight of a bottom which is too shallow for their voluminous
bodies.
Another possibility is that stranding may occur due to a panic situation. We
all know that, in these cases, not all humans can react in a coordinate and
intelligent manner; therefore it is not rare that a whale harassed by man or by
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Poseidon, god of the seas in ancient Greece, has been offended
by such an affront.

Adventurers, who do what they do, even knowing that it is
wrong–and ignorance–accelerate the contamination process
poisoning this god’s marine kingdom that had been respected in
ancient times, as if they would like to destroy him or to humiliate
his kingship.

The sorrowful reality is that human beings, rich or poor, white
or black, yellow or any other color, here and there, are changing
healthy waters given by nature into a despicable filth that attempts
against their own health. Even worse, if we add the fact that the
seas are virtual dumping places for all kinds of junk.21 Vessels of
considerable size undertake this task revealing, on their turn, the
size—also considerable—of the debris: domestic garbage, industrial

some of the few natural enemies it has, would be panic stricken and flee in
any direction, without considering if its destination will represent its salvation
or not. Speculations have been made about the possibility of a spectacular
storm or an earthquake producing these panic situations in whales.
In other cases it has been indicated that the reason would be an illness. An
infection, especially in its hearing or in its cerebrum, may cause disorientation
or may affect its delicate system of ecolocalization, disabling it to feed or orient
itself. In these cases, the weakness itself may be the cause for the whale to get
near the shore to rest…
In some cases, stranding occurs with a whole group of whales. It is not probable
that all of them feel weak or ill at the same time, so these cases carry an aura of
mystery, although they are quite common.
It is well known that gregarious behavior is quite common in whales. This
knowledge was used in times when whales were hunted indiscriminately;
the method was harpooning a young whale to keep its parents nearby and
harpoon them on their turn while they tried to succor the young one. Due to
this behavior, it is possible for a whole group to strand involuntarily while
they endeavor to keep close to a wounded or ill companion.

Author’s Note. Stranding of cetaceans at coasts, produced by ill organisms of
said cetaceans, must be rationally interpreted: they are caused either by the already
contaminated habitat of these species: the seas, or by other subhabitat onshore that are
also altered. The responsibility of man is aggravated if, for one animal which is
ill, other similar specimens auto sacrifice themselves (gregarious protection),
because those who died did not have to die.

21 The well-known National Geographic magazine, in its issue of September 2002,
mentions in one of its headlines: “90% of the Black Sea lacks oxygen. The scarce
oxygen existing near the surface is consumed due to rotting of numerous tons
of organic matter dumped to the sea by the five main rivers which flow into it.”
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junk, chemical debris (the latter is the most noxious). Excremental
filth from sewerage is also dumped into the sea.22

The reason for biological alterations in fish, their illnesses and
death, also resides therein!

However, the god of the seas, a symbolic form of life of aquatic
nature, is still latent and has not died as yet.

Otherwise, how can we explain this sort of reply, retaliation (or
vengeance, if you prefer), from waters as regards human behavior?

In effect, it looks like the earth would act with its own
immunology system. It has been evidenced that coastal states have
suffered a virtual return of their garbage because the marine
kingdom is not resigned to merely receive them and it even looks
to be in anger. Tremendous layers of toxic foam can be observed
that said marine kingdom strongly refuses to accept.

For this reason, important European cities and other places of
the world lost the attraction of their wealthy shores and now they
are contaminated by fetid and foamy areas.

Let them enjoy it!
Things are also unattractive for lakes and rivers. These sources,

formerly crystalline, have been soiled by all kinds of salts, unhealthy
debris and also human excrements.23

22 The same magazine, in the above-referred issue, publishes this note:
DID YOU KNOW THAT . . . Hydro sulfuric acid, H2S, is one of the most death
dealing substances of natural world? One mouthful is enough to kill a person.
Besides, it destroys almost instantly the sense of smell of an individual so, after
inhaling it once, this individual shall not know if he is inhaling still more.
Presently, the Black Sea is the largest reservoir of hydro sulfuric acid in the
world. This mortal chemical substance was formed millions of years ago, when
at the end of the last glaciation, the Mediterranean broke into Valley of
Bosphorous and poured salt water into the Basin of the Black Sea which in
those days was a freshwater lake. Life in the Black Sea disappears under 500
feet depth, because water becomes anoxic (it lacks of dissolved oxygen) and
is saturated by H2S. However, the Black Sea is not the only place in the world
where waters have accumulated H2S. For instance, the Baltic Sea also has
anoxic areas, the same as some Norwegian fiords. In front of Peruvian coasts,
during the El Niño season, the hydro sulfuric acid emerging from the depths
destroys the ecosystem and areas for fishery. (P. Davida Kales)

23 Agustin Luccisano, from Argentina, in his work The New Mask of Death,
comments on situations that everyone should know:
Any country with whimsicalities of future industrial power must stop for a
moment and look at Japan: 2/3 of its coastal water is uninhabitable and one-
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Now let us meditate: if given these conditions, there would
exist a good fishing, not only in quantity but in quality (if aquatic
species are not being contaminated with diverse maladies).

We cannot be deluded into supposing that the lakes and ponds
we see are not contaminated and soiled.

To this, the irrationality of fishery must be added. There are
fishermen who most ignorantly (or perversely) fish with dynamite
and destroy the spawn.

third has no life at all. At Tokyo, certain trees are in a critical condition of
illness since years ago, and a study carried out on pine trees has shown that
they tend to disappear.
Let us think in ourselves for one moment; let us take the capital of Buenos
Aires Province, Argentina, wherein diagonals, squares and boulevards form
a perfect design. Let us think that its destruction arrives from the air …
Presently Tokyo must not have even one pine tree; for the year 2010 not even
one tree; for the year 2020 almost no vegetation will exist.
There is a beautiful Alsacian shore irrigated by an affluent of the Rhine, river
Thur. Its characteristic is not only dead sea trout floating in its water, but the
agony of cows dying near its shores after grazing … arsenic and cyanide.
Rivers constitute a European characteristic, also elegant. They systematically
run across European cities. Marseille has the Rhone, and its meandering is
generally adorned by beautiful … leafless trees.
The Doubs is a river which originates in Switzerland and irrigates the heart of
France. Tourists take beautiful snapshots of a bed which offers a wide mixture
of colors from its green, blue, red algae. Biologically, the blue ones are in agony,
and the red ones are dead.
The contamination schedule aggravates as elements set into practice to make
them healthy are mere palliatives. Some Swedish lakes suffered high
concentrations of mercury; in order to mitigate said misfortune, large quantities
of iron sulfate were dumped therein. If it is true that it neutralized mercury, it
interrupted the biological balance at the lake.
Other Swedish factories dumped phosphates into lakes. Phosphates are
nutritional substances which were immediately used by algae: they began to
grow disproportionately; consequently their requirement of oxygen was
increased. The lake began to asphyxiate. Then, in order to neutralize
phosphates, ammonium sulfate was dumped…
The Rhine, a river 1,070 kilometers long, irrigates European areas which have
the largest industrial concentration between Basle and Rotterdam. “Father
Rhine,” as poets call it, is a meandering sewer which pours into the Northern
Sea an immense volume of waters saturated with chlorine, potassium, oil (large
amount of tons per year), detergents and debris dumped by people who live
at its borders. Atomic centers are not mute witnesses of its destruction.
The same as in Italy, the lake D’Orta died biologically; lake Garda is frankly in
agony … an agony which is no more for lake Erie, in the United States, today
a sewerage reservoir.
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Others show an even worse cruelty. Since they are not interested
in using the product fished–since they act only for “sport”–they don’t
care if waters become garbage collectors. They rip off the fishhook
from the fish and generously return it to its origin, without realizing
the pain it suffers when it is captured, or the damage caused to the
waters. Recently, British scientists from the University of Edimburg,
Scotland, and from Roslin Institute discovered that fish feel pain.

Things get even worse. The Welfare World Fund (WWF) denounced
that given the demand of living fish at Hong Kong, China and
Singapore, fishing with cyanide is being stimulated at the Philippines
“with the consequent danger for coral reefs and fish schools
themselves. Fishing with cyanide is simple: they only have to
dissolve a couple of lozenges of said poison in a water pistol, dive
nearby a coral reef and pour the liquid in front of the fish. It allows
capturing fish alive, either with a net or by hand. Fishery with
cyanide began at the Philippines in the ’60s due to demand existing
in aquariums, but starting from the ’80s demand has been increased
in restaurants.”

Accelerated Contamination of the Atmosphere

In order to make this subject more pleasant, we have an
ensemble of interrogations for our readers:

• Have you realized why you cough, without having a cold? Do
you realize that you also look old?

• Why do your eyes become red?
• Why do you breathe with difficulty?
• Why do you suffer fatigue, as if making strong efforts?
• Why do your lungs contain a certain degree of carbon?

Something happens, is it not true? Someone is killing nature.
That “someone” should be in plural, because it is a severe harm,

Pikes, salmons, carps, trout, gudgeons floating on rivers such as the Lignon,
Bruche, Allier, Rance, Rhone, Loire, are the view of animal apocalypse, the
end of the aquatic world. Riparian and fishermen who live in those areas are
coincident of the future: Aujourd’hui eux, demain ce sera nous (today it is them,
tomorrow it will be us), they say.
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and because there are many powerful people who expel toxic gases
into the air.

Now mainly the senses of olfaction first, and then sight, suffer
directly. The turn will come for hearing when things worsen!

Air continues to be polluted and rarefied. It is not as clean or
as crystalline as before: a ghastly layer is gradually covering it.24

Pollution25 originated from the chimneys of big and small
industries (the latter are so numerous) that operate with petrol,
mineral carbon, firewood or oil, and release incredible volumes of
carbonic acid gas.

This gas is useful in a natural laboratory process, but in these
(and other) criminal conditions it becomes a toxic poison, which
contaminates the air and rarifies the clouds.

There also exist other millions of barbarities that all over the
world gradually poison the environment (the environment below):
trucks, cars and all kinds of vehicles that use miserable fuel (the
blackest); they compete for the best and largest pollution.

It is useful to know that finally fuels released by hydrocarbons
contribute to increase humidity in the environment. For every liter

24 “This fog, which is but floating garbage, constitutes a powerful poison that
provokes lung cancer and malignant influenza. Besides … it kills trees, undermines
buildings, destroys crops, corrodes metal, desiccates oilcloths, reduces visibility,
soils everything, kills birds and butterflies …” (Eduardo del Rio, op. cit.).

25 The Ecological Dictionary, a work of the above-mentioned author, most precisely
defines the term:
“POLLUTION” Presence of subproducts from human activity in the
atmosphere or in continental and marine waters, which contaminate and
provoke unbalances in natural ecosystems. Pollution is closely linked to
fundamental problems of society, economy and political systems. The problems
originated by pollution preoccupy most countries. Few solutions have been
implemented, due to the high cost of technical means, which might lessen
environmental damage. The term “pollution” is derived from the English term
“pollution” which is equivalent to our contamination.

Author’s Note. In the atmosphere, especially in the clouds, numerous products
exist which have risen and would rise every moment, in considerable volumes,
because of their lightness and action exerted by winds: smoke, gases, physical
particles and chemical powder which are mixed and produce negative results for
biological life of the earth and human health. The action exerted by an excess of
carbon dioxide results in a poison for breathing; also acid rains are not benign
for agriculture.
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of fuel used by a vehicle, the production of steam water is multiplied
several times.

This means nothing if we consider that the production of vehicles
tends to increase even more; this implies an increase in danger.

And increase of pollution due to the use of multiplied
transport? And air transport? And marine transport? Did you know,
human, that from all the worldwide use of oil, half of it is used in
transportation?

Let us return to the production of carbon dioxide. In our eagerness
to do as we please, we do not realize that there are thousands of other
forms of complicated and stupid contamination used by human beings
in their eagerness to act whimsically: pyrotechnical games, San Juan
bonfires, burning of garbage, funeral piles, etc.

Even worse, man smokes, and his environment is contaminated
with more smoke.

The population of ill persons increases. A press release published
by the United States Social Prevention Center and Control of Illnesses
States: “More than 5% of the population suffers from asthma and
the number of ill persons gradually increases in spite of advances
recently obtained in its prevention and treatment.” As reminded by
this body, asthma is characterized by a temporary narrowing of the
respiratory system; attacks may be generated by dust, cigar smoke,
cockroaches and some other chemical products.

In spite of all these pathetic situations, there are persons who,
on the contrary, state that the problems we presently have are not
originated by man, but by nature itself. There are also others, very
well paid by obscure bodies to be spokesmen of falsehoods.

We shall see.

Contamination of the Soil

Risking giving subsequent subjects in advance and deviating
somehow from the subject, we cannot overlook other indirect forms
that structurally and organically damage the soil, as a result of world
contamination. Let Antonio Elio Brailovsky (courtesy of Barrameda
ecologist organization) tell us a specific case from the numerous
ones there are:
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OIL-STAINED BIRDS OR MEN? All of us used to watch several kinds of
oil-stained birds on television. Penguins, seagulls and cormorants with
black feathers and pasty beak are pictures that have been all over the
world and today are a symbol of contamination. However, much less
is known of oiled human beings, victims of the same negligence.
If we speak about human rights, we must remember that the society
people who have no access to dwellings, labor, education or health
are the same people who cannot breathe clean air, have drinkable
water and live on contaminated soils.
Let me tell you a story. We had just returned from a trip to the province
of Neuquén (Republic of Argentina) located at the immense Patagonian
desert. There we visited all the Loma de la Lata gas and oil field, the
most important one in the country and one of the largest in Latin
America, in charge of the Spanish company Repsol, present owner of
the YPF (formerly the Yacimientos Petrolíferos Fiscales). During its large
period as state administrator, YPF was established as an entity that
promoted regional development, as a compensation for the damages
that its activity provoked in the soil. Today, the only operation
performed by YPF is to extract hydrocarbons and carry abroad the
profits thereof, since the owners are not compelled to reinvest them
in the country, or to compensate for the damages they provoke. The
environmental consequences of this activity are so severe that they
are difficult to imagine.
The view is oppressive. Like toys dispersed by a giant, pumps for oil
extraction, “iron storks” as poet Armando Tejada Gomez says, appear
in the arid Patagonian plateau. The whole site is wounded by roads
and holes, furrowed by tubes running in all directions. Every now
and then, an immense gas burner burns residual gases. “They did
not use to burn them before. Until not long ago, we used to live with
odors from those gases all the time,” says the guide. There, the Repsol–
YPF company–exploits mineral resources at the same site where two
Mapuche communities dwell. Mapuche means “people from the land.”
They cannot imagine life away from their ancestral land. That is why
there is no sense in purchasing land from them and sending them
elsewhere. “Man belongs to the earth,” says the chief of Mapuche
communities …
The company assures that underground water is not contaminated,
but the inhabitants complain of illnesses caused by drinking from a
layer wherein draining waters from exploitation have been allowed
to filter. Today those inhabitants carry lead and mercury in their blood
and, after a trial, the company must provide them with drinkable
water in containers. However, which water shall they use to take a
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bath? What will animals drink, for they are dying today? I have just
seen kids (young goats) die after being born deformed. Maybe the
explanation lies in the streams: water is thick and aquatic plants show an
oily edge.
“How can you let animals understand that they must not drink from
the streams?” asks one of the Mapuches. In a report carried out by a
technical team for advisory to these communities, reference is made
to the birth of deformed domestic animals and also to the existing
fear that the same thing might occur to human beings: “Women have
been told that they must not procreate. We have seen that in animals,”
one of the witnesses says. “Affected animals have resulted, they were
born hairless, and we could not know if they were goats or mice, or
animals which look like kangaroos. Last year the loss was so heavy!
So many goats died … Headless animals resulted; they had two ears
and no head, only small ears. This is what we see today.”
“We fear mostly for women. If animals resulted with such a defect,
what can we expect with people?” says another witness. “This is
something so terrible that neither a mother nor a father can bear. That
is why men and women must be careful. The new problem we face is
that children shall become men and women, and we don’t know if
they shall be able to bear children.”

Hereunder are excerpts of an investigation report:

An oil overflow first appears as a stain on the ground, a substance
that looks like black mud, gradually extending on the ground. When
it starts, its horizontal speed is greater than its vertical speed. First
the stain expands and then it is gradually absorbed. The distribution
of the contaminant depends on the type of soil and the unevenness it
may have. We cannot see what happens underground, but the plants
perceive it and they show. Some plants extend their roots until they
reach the phreatic layer (that is to say, the first underground water
layer). They are called “phreatophites.” These plants gradually run
underground until, instead of water, they find oil. They instantly die
poisoned and dry on site. The stain of dry “jarillas” on the surface
has the exact shape of the underground oil stain.
Until not long ago, the company stated that water from the layers
was not contaminated. We visit the area: every now and then, tubes
allow access to the layer so we may analyze it. One of the Indians
throws inside a small pan with a chain. There is a splash at the bottom
and a short while after, we see dark water. “Do you think that this is
drinkable water?” he asks. “The company always said it was. Let us
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see.” He pours some of the dark water on a stone, he holds a match
next to it, and the water burns in a high fire column. Farther on, oil
pools have been covered with earth instead of draining them and
everywhere there is so much oil on the surface that the soil itself may
burn.
Since the victims presented a trial, a plant to distribute running water
has been built. It is taken from a river nearby, which they also suspect
of being contaminated. Mapuche advisors examine those plant
designs and they discover that no proceeding to depurate water from
the hydrocarbons it may contain has been foreseen. Only an
elementary chlorination, which aggravates risks, since hydrocarbon
chlorated compounds are even more dangerous than hydrocarbons
themselves. Representatives of the affected communities informed
me that they refuse to drink water that does not even have the minimal
guarantees of being drinkable.
When an oil overflow does not take place at Galicia but at the Neuquen
River, communication media do not release it. Inhabitants who are
not natives have not received a good protection from the company.
Añelo, a small town lost in the desert, is located at a short distance
from the border of the area being exploited. Most of its inhabitants
complain of heavy pains in articulations. Añelo has a municipal water
tank that distributes untreated water.
We visit the house where a family of settlers dwells. In the bathroom, a
water tank smells like hydrocarbons. The water has a black and pasty
residue on its border. “We cleaned it a couple of months ago,” says the
house owner, who carries the same residues in his organism. “The
months when we can pay for water in containers, we feel a little better,”
he adds, “but contamination runs already inside our body.” These
settlers have been menaced for denouncing such water condition.
Threats extended also to those pharmacists who analyzed them.
Everywhere, oil exploitation provokes environmental disasters, but
in few places worldwide, an abuse as dramatic as the one in Neuquen
has been tolerated. Could it be because victims are poor, or Indians,
and nobody cares? Do racist behaviors exist in this contaminated hell?
Or maybe this negligence is an expression of decadence of a political
system that serves the interests of international companies? …

*****
Very well then, we have learnt the lesson. Oil not only

contaminates waters from rivers, lakes and seas, it also attacks the
Earth’s surface and kills the life of animals, plants and human beings.
It also degrades their genetics.
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Earth Heating (Greenhouse Effect)

All injuries against the atmosphere have added up, achieving
its tremendous alteration when related to what it was formerly: a
pure composition, as if it was nature’s laboratory. Injuries have found
a destructive convergence, as a lethal cocktail.

Paul Kennedy, author of the book Towards the Twenty-first
Century, states: “The scientific theory which lies behind the global
warming is quite simple and it refers to that thin pellicle of matter
surrounding the planet. In thermodynamic terms, the earth is a
closed system, which means that no matter gets in or gets out, except
for the energy radiated by the sun. The only processes that may
take place are those changed by the matter from one form into
another” (Source: Ecological Planet).

If the Earth has a closed system, it constitutes a real greenhouse.
Everything emitted from below is withheld inside the ozone layer,
with a tendency to heat the environment inside, that is to say, alter
the climate.

In its complicated discussion for diverse opinions, presently science
has a problem; it is based on the fact that most scientists state that
said protective layer of the Earth is being destroyed by chemical
releases plus other causes originated from the Earth’s surface.

On this subject, the Spanish magazine Consumer (Fundación
Grupo Eroski) provides information that must be transcribed, given
its importance:

Who has not heard about the Earth heating and its effects? Experts state
that from the beginning of this century, the temperature has increased
by 0.5ºC as a consequence of the continued release of gases in the
atmosphere. This provokes the already well-known greenhouse effect:
infrared radiation from the sun is withheld in the environment, causing
the Earth’s surface to heat, as well as the lower part of the atmosphere.
Common human activities, such as burning fossil fuels–carbon, oil
and gas–and woods destruction have become the main causes for
said release of carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere. CO2 is the
most dangerous gas in the generation of greenhouse effect. In
accordance with specialists, production of energy also provokes,
worldwide, the largest consumption of fossil fuels, of course, with
differences between countries. For instance, if due to his high
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consumption level, a U.S. citizen provokes a yearly release of five tons
of CO2 into the air, the records of a European or Japanese citizen shall
vary from two to three tons respectively, 0.6 tons from a Chinese citizen
and 0.2 tons of CO2 from a Hindu. Likewise, last measurements show
that more than 90% of carbon dioxide existing in the atmosphere
originates from Europe and the United States.

Deforestation: One of the Causes of Greenhouse Effect

A few years ago, it was evidenced that deforestation is one of the
most important causes in the release of carbon dioxide and methane
into the atmosphere, and that this situation progressively aggravates
due to fast disappearance of tropical jungles (something similar
occurred before with moderate forests of developed countries). The
problem lies on the essential role performed by these huge masses of
vegetal matter, balancing the volume of CO2 in the atmosphere, as if
they would be carbon gutters.
In accordance with the last report from Greenpeace, the Earth loses
every year 11.2 hectares of virgin forests, a surface similar to the
extension of Andalucia and the Comunidad Valenciana (in Spain). It
gives a warning: only 22% of original forests in the planet are still
alive. The rhythm of destruction continues to be much more rapid
than the one of recovery; in accordance with the same source, every
two seconds a forest surface equivalent to a football field is lost.
Forests continue to be under the threat of diverse fronts. Timber
industries, expansion of agriculture, acid rains–all of them influence
negatively the capacity of forests to absorb an excess of CO2. If present
forest extensions in the world have not been sufficient to stop the
progressive accumulation of CO2, everything indicates that this situation
will aggravate in the future, due to continuous destruction of forest
mass, which should significantly decrease in order to reduce the problem.
Other negative factors for the greenhouse effect are methane (agriculture,
intensive forestry and deforestation make its release more intense),
carbon mining, gas releases in gas pipelines, as well as chlorofluorocarbon
(CFC) and their by-products, mainly originated from industry.

Heating Will Be Continuous

Specialists estimate that if the tendency continues as it has done so far,
between the years 2030 and 2050 the atmosphere will contain the double
of greenhouse gases it had one century before. In accordance with
climatic experts, this would provoke the earth heating to increase in an
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average between 1.5ºC and 4.5ºC, in accordance with the zones. For
instance, at the tropics, even though this heating shall be slight,
important alterations are foreseen in quantity and frequency of rains.
On this line, scientists of the Intergovernmental Panel regarding Climatic
Changes (IPCC) have demonstrated that if no remedy is sought
immediately, the Earth is on its way towards a quick and continued
period of changes in its climate, characterized by a global heating. According
to those experts, in fact, a minimum increase of the temperature in the
planet, from 1.5ºC to 2ºC, calculated as per the most optimistic scenario,
would imply a rise in sea level and the consequent disappearance of
coastal ecosystems. Besides, reserves of freshwater would be severely
affected, fishing standards would be altered and some illnesses would
increase. In conclusion, all the inhabitants of the world would suffer
these negative consequences, especially those who live in territories
that are vulnerable due to scarcity of their natural resources.
The gas chart offered to us by the above-mentioned entity can be
simplified as follows:

CARBON DIOXIDE GAS (CO2): Its main sources are burning fossil fuels
(77%) and deforestation (23%). They contribute to heating by 55%.
CARBON CHLOROHYDROFLUORIDE (CHF) AND RELATED GASES (HFC
AND HCFC): Their main sources are diverse industrial uses–refrigerators,
foam aerosols, solvents … and intensive agriculture. They contribute
to heating by 24%.
METHANE (CH4): Its main sources are carbon mining, gas leakage,
deforestation, respiration of plants and soil due to the effect of global
heating. It contributes to heating by 15%.
NITROUS OXIDE: Its main sources are agriculture and intensive forestry,
burning of biomass and fossil fuels, as well as the use of fertilizers. It
contributes to heating by 6%.

The organization Gaiaxii reports on “Climatic Change”:

Because of releases of CO2 and the consequent deterioration of the
ozone layer, climate shall degrade and the temperature shall increase
at such an exponential rhythm as it has been hardly seen in our planet.
During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the average
temperature increased by 2ºC and by the end of the twenty-first
century it shall have increased by 3ºC … but others, more pessimistic,
place the average over 7ºC. Human beings are the ONLY ONES
responsible for this ecological imbalance that affects, and will affect
to a larger extent in the near future, the ecosystems in the planet.
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However, nobody does anything. Environmental summits are a
categorical failure due to economic interests from super strong nations
that contaminate the world, and while releases of CO2 continue to
increase, the hole of the ozone layer increases in its volume up to
28,000 million square kilometers (three times the surface of the most
contaminating and irresponsible country in the planet, the United
States). The future of our planet (or even better, of our species) is
being decided this century.

Heating Continues to Increase

News service provider Deutsche Press Agentur (DPA) reported
on November 1, 2002, that due to pressure exerted by the European
Union, the Protocol of Kyoto, Japan (dated December 11, 1997),
which contains environmental obligations from worldwide
governments, was incorporated in the draft of the final statement
of the conference regarding the climate at New Delhi, India (Eighth
Conference of the Parties of the United Nations Frame Convention
regarding “Climatic Changes”):

“Those parties that have confirmed the Protocol of Kyoto must
expressly admonish the other parties that still have not done so, to
ratify the Protocol of Kyoto,” reads the paragraph corresponding to
the draft of the statement at New Delhi.
The Protocol of Kyoto engages industrialized nations to reduce release
of gases with a greenhouse effect by 5.2% before the year 2012 as
regards the rates of 1990.
Yesterday German Minister of Environment Juergen Trittin admonished
the United States to ratify the Protocol.
“We believe that the most important releaser (of greenhouse effect
gases) is the first one to be obligated to sign,” said Trittin, as a marginal
note to the Conference held at New Delhi.
Trittin outlined that the United States has the first place among
countries which release said gases, since they send into the atmosphere
22 tons of carbon dioxide per capita per year.
In Europe, this figure amounts to 10 tons, 4 tons in China, and 2 tons
in India.
In total, industrialized countries are responsible for 80% of gases with
a greenhouse effect produced by man, which contributes to the
phenomenon of earth heating. (New Delhi, DPA)
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One year and a half ago, George Bush, President of the United
States, categorically took away all hope from the subject: “As it is
well known, I oppose the Protocol of Kyoto, because … it would
dramatically impair the United States economy” (May 31, 2001).

Vice President Dick Cheney, at a Nuclear Energy Meeting, also said:
“We must keep cool, as objective and rational as possible … In
conclusion, at this moment we do not have enough supply of energy
and the only way to increase it is generating more electric power, which
requires combustion of carbon or natural gas or nuclear energy.”

The position of President Bush contradicts his predecessor’s,
which we transcribe verbatim as follows:

We must work in order to reduce noxious release of gases with a
greenhouse effect.
These gases, which originate from cars, power plants and burnt
woods, affect health and our climate. They are truly heating our planet.
If they continue without decreasing, the consequences thereof shall
be devastating for our children and for their children. (Bill Clinton,
United States President, Port Douglas Park, Australia, November 22, 1996)
We must cooperate with undertakings and industries to find the
correct manner to reduce release of gases with a greenhouse effect.
We must promote technologies which make production and
consumption of energy more efficient. ([Conference at the White
House on Climatic Changes, October 6, 1997] Bill Clinton, United States
President)

On its part CNN, in its press release dated December 2, 2002,
informs:

THE UNITE STATES IS ALSO DOING ITS PART. Even though the North
American country left aside an international treaty to reduce
greenhouse gases, its largest car sales market, California, is exerting
pressure for the country to regulate more rigorously gas release and
production of less contaminant gasoline. California, with a power to
issue laws and to regulate gas release in its State, declares that for the
year 2009, cars which are being sold in said State should not
contaminate at all; this could be a precedent for a federal law.

But the earth, even in spite of state foresights, continues its
heating process, which has exceeded foresights. Jeoff Jenkins, head
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of Hadley Center of Climatic Forecasts and Studies, stated in a press
interview: “It looks like for the end of the century it shall be hotter
than we had forecasted.”

A United Nations report made in 2001 foresees that global
temperatures shall increase between 2ºC and 5ºC for the end of the
century (at the present rhythm of environmental contamination).
And what happens if they increase?

Let us not forget that with the refusal of the United States, the
action against earth heating is paralyzed. This situation is aggravated
by a statement made by President George W. Bush, published by
Tierramérica (year 2002):

U.S. ENVIRONMENT: The strategy of Bush is “filthy and dangerous”
(by Danielle Knight). WASHINGTON, May 18 (IPS) –United States
environmental groups have considered that the energy national
strategy announced this week by President George W. Bush is “filthy
and dangerous.” The most polemic recommendations contained in
the document revealed last Thursday by Bush are: construction of
1,300 new carbon operating electric plants, increase of oil exploration,
even in virgin areas, and reduction of environmental regulations for
industry of energy in the aggregate.
“If we don’t take action right now, our future might be obscure. It can
be visualized already in the increase of fuel prices and energy shortages
at California,” warned the President. Oil, gas and carbon companies
gladly approved his recommendations, drawn up by a work team
lead by Vice President Dick Cheney.
“We applaud the President and the Vice President for their leadership
and the integrality of their national strategy regarding energy,”
declared The American Petroleum Institute, a group of pressure
formed by oil companies.
However, several environmentalists and legislators rejected the
recommendation to explore oil in virgin areas, such as the National
Refuge of Arctic Fauna. Bush argued that said area, located on the
coast of Alaska, near the border with Canada, might produce as much
oil as the one the United States imports from Iraq.
Ecologist groups have considered that the fact of including in this
plan recommendations for fiscal incentives to promote conservancy,
renewable sources of energy and energy efficiency are a merely
symbolic attitude.
“It is a recipe for more drilling, more overflows, more asthma attacks,
more nuclear debris and more planet heating,” stated Gene Karpinski,
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executive director of the Investigations Group of U.S. Public Welfare, who
lead a television, newspaper and radio campaign rejecting the plan.
Environmentalists argue that, instead of perforating the refuge at the
Arctic and other virgin areas, more oil could be obtained through
fabrication of cars and trucks which use less fuel.
“If the efficiency of vehicles would be increased to European and
Japanese levels, we might save 3 million oil barrels per day,” observed
Daniel Becker, director of the world heating and energy program of
the Sierra Club ecologist group. “This volume is higher than the one
we import from the Gulf, added to what we might obtain from the
Arctic and explorations outside the coast of California,” he added.
The plan was also criticized for proposing a review of contamination
reduction objectives legally established. Philip Clapp, President of the
Environment National Fund, stated that said recommendations
constitute “a flagrant attack” to public health and environment.
“If we cannot reach the reductions presently established as a result of
the President’s “review,” there will be more death, illness, acid rain
due to sulfur release and toxic fog,” Clapp warned.
Besides, the proposal to build 1,300 new thermoelectric plants in the
next 20 years to satisfy energy demand contradicts the findings of
the government itself, environmentalists said.
A report released last November by the Department of Energy
concluded that efficiency and renewable sources of energy might
satisfy 60% of domestic requirement of new plants.
“The quickest, cleanest and most economic way of satisfying our needs
of energy would be to increase efficiency and renewable sources,”
declared last Thursday Daniel Lashof, scientific director of the Natural
Council for Defense of Resources.
Ecologists also warned that the strategy of President Bush might
irritate the earth heating by stimulating burning of fossil fuels and
the consequent release of greenhouse gases which withhold heat in
the earth atmosphere.
“The energy plan proposed by Bush constitutes the third action taken
against his efforts to convince the world that he seriously considers the
matter of world heating,” said Kert Davies, Greenpeace coordinator of
the campaign regarding energy and planet heating.
Davies is also one of the most severe critics of Bush government
decision to withdraw from the Protocol of Kyoto as regards climatic
changes. This Protocol establishes objectives to reduce greenhouse
gas releases.
Tobias Muenchmeyer, a Greenpeace nuclear expert, criticized the new
strategy for promoting nuclear energy. “The United States does not
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know what to do with the 42,000 tons of degraded nuclear fuel it has
in stock, and has no plans for future debris,” he observed.
Some environmental organizations, including Sierra Club, considered
that the plan proposed by Bush is intent to get allies from the union
movement, because the government argues that the strategy shall
create new sources of employment.
Last Monday, a group of union representatives were invited to the
White House for a confidential meeting regarding the new policy, in
an effort to obtain their support.
“We consider this plan as a labor opportunity,” declared Mike Mathis,
director of governmental matters of Teamsters International truck
drivers union which, together with Labourers International, issued a
pronouncement in favor of oil explorations at the Arctic refuge.
However, other unions continued on line with their environmentalist
partners.
“What the government has announced is not a policy regarding
energy, but a plundering from important oil and public service
companies,” said Andrew Stern, President of the International Union of
Services Employees.
A study made by World Wildlife Fund, an environmental group,
determined that more sources of employment would be created
through investment in renewable sources and energy efficiency, than
through new oil explorations.

A quick personal conclusion that any intelligent reader may draw
out is that the future of the Earth is becoming darker, for the poisoning
of the Earth increases. Not only that, also”poisoners deny their guilt.

Multinational Monitor, a serious and well-reputed entity, rated
ExxonMobil among the ten worse corporations of the year 2001 “for
leading the campaign to deny global heating (even O’Dwyer’s, main
leader of the public relations industry, has punished the company
for its “third refusal to acknowledge the fact that consumption of
fossil fuels plays a role in global heating”) and for blockading the
efforts made to apply an appropriate remedy; additionally, for
sustaining other fearless activities” (From an article written by
Russell Mokhiber and Robert Weissman).

Finally on this subject, we must outline the importance it has
for the world, the fact that the United States should cooperate with
a change in this situation. Their responsibility towards international
community clearly originates from an issue both clear and evident;
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Carmelo Ruiz Marrero states so from Internet: “To make things even
worse the United States, with only 5% of the world population,
produce one-fourth of contaminating gases which cause this
dreadful phenomenon. This means that they generate seven times
more atmosphere contaminants per inhabitant than China, and over
ten times more than India. Also, most transnational corporations
which cause this problem are established in the United States.”

It has been informed that President Bush has requested more
investigations on heating, even though for this reason he was
criticized by a panel from the National Academy of Sciences, as
reported by CNN (end of February 2003).

The disposal of fossil fuels, anxious aspiration for the health
of mankind, becomes very difficult and it appears that this task shall
not be executed. The press informs us of bad, very bad news for us,
although very good ones for others. They are literally transcribed
in order to avoid comments of oblique intention (Source: Argenpress,
May 5, 2003):

THE UNITED STATES HAS AN INDUSTRY WHICH TRANSFORMS JUNK
INTO OIL. This month in Missouri, a United States Company shall
start operating an industry which transforms junk into oil. It has the
capacity to achieve in two hours the same thing the Earth does in
millions of years: obtain hydrocarbons from organic matter. If all
animal residues of the United States would be transformed, they
would almost equal the country’s annual imports of crude. The
technique is denominated thermal depolymerization and, although
it is not new, the protagonist Company has been able to overcome
technical obstacles which prevented its development. Tires, plastic
bags, hospital debris, old ordainers and even biological weapons are
some of carbon residues which may be transformed into oil, in
accordance with U.S. Company Changing World Technologies (CWT)
which by the end of the month shall set in operation a new technique,
denominated thermal depolymerization, potentially capable of
transforming junk into gasoline. The technique consists of imitating
the form in which the Earth produces hydrocarbons from organic
matter, but in a much shorter time: two hours, when compared to the
millions of years our planet takes to obtain the same result.
For CWT, this technology may resolve some of the most severe
ecological problems, such as pollution and handling of residues,
especially toxic, since the proceeding applied would make them
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inoffensive. CWT takes the residues and puts them into cubes at
different pressures and temperatures (between 250ºC and 500ºC) in
order to transform carbon chains into small pieces which are
recomposed at the end of the process.
Start at Missouri. – CWT has already established a small industry in
Philadelphia, which since the year 1999 has carried out experiments
with the technique called depolymerization. The first industrial
structure, with a 20-million-dollar budget, is ready to transform debris
of some food industries at Missouri into oil. As explained by–The
Philadelphia Inquirer, this factory shall transform 200 tons of turkey
carcass into 20 tons of gas, 600 barrels of oil (equivalent to 95,000
liters) and 80,000 liters of freshwater, which represent an alternative
for the transformation of animal residues into flour. In accordance
with CWT leaders, in theory it is possible to transform the total volume
of U.S. animal residues into the equivalent of 4 billion barrels of oil
per year. This represents more than 95% of crude imports for the year
2001. Therefore, the intention of CWT is to undertake oil production
and distribution in an open competition with traditional industry.
CWT has announced that the cost of oil produced by its factory at
Missouri shall be US$15 per barrel, while the present price of an
equivalent product is from US$5 to US$13. However, the Company
believes that those prices shall be decreased to the same competitive
prices as production increases.
Old technology with a new face.– This technology is not really new.
Since the ’80s it has been known that the biomass can be depolymerized
and that organic residues may be transformed into hydrocarbons.
It had been laid aside until now, because it consumed more energy
than the one it could produce. CWT has been able to solve this problem
by using water instead of energy to transform junk into oil, thus
obtaining an 85% conversion rate of energy. From this percentage,
only 15% is consumed in the process. The project of CWT is supported
by the Environment Protection Agency (EPA), a government body
which has contributed by 5 million of the US$20 million initial
investment which were needed for the construction of the industry
at Missouri.
Other industries are being focused by this Company, as well as the
possibility to transform multiple residues starting from the year 2005.
In industrial media there is great expectation to know the first
innovating applications of this technology, although also reserves exist
as regards real possibilities for them to obtain everything they intend
to. If the result is feasible and profitable, this technology may
revolutionize worldwide energy markets.
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A Potential Climatic Crime

We transcribe in extenso (concerning the author’s wish as
regards the form) the work of Professor Michel Chossudovsky, professor
of economy at the University of Ottawa and author of the book
Globalization of Poverty (2nd edition, Common Courage Press, 2000):

WEAPONS OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER FROM WASHINGTON HAVE THE
CAPACITY TO PROVOKE CLIMATIC CHANGES
The important discussion regarding global heating, which is
sponsored by the United Nations, gives only a partial view of climatic
change. Besides devastating impacts of gas releases with a greenhouse
effect on the ozone layer, the world climate may now be modified as
part of a newly generated sophisticated “nonlethal weapons.” Both
in the United States and in Russia, the capacity to manipulate the
world climate has been developed.
In the United States the technology is being improved under the High
Frequency Active Aural Research Program (HAARP) as part of the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI) or “Star Wars.” Recent scientific evidence suggests
that HAARP is a massive destruction weapon. Potentially it constitutes
an instrument of conquest with a capacity to render selectively unstable
the agricultural and ecological systems of entire regions.
Although there is no evidence that this death dealing technology has
been used, assuredly the United Nations should consider the subject
of “environmental war” together with climatic impacts from gases
with a greenhouse effect.
In spite of vast scientific knowledge, the subject of deliberate climatic
manipulations to be used by the army has never constituted part of
the United Nations agenda regarding climatic change. Neither official
delegations nor groups of ecological action which have participated
of the Conference of the U.N. Organization regarding Climatic Change
at La Haya (November 2000) have submitted the general subjects:
“climatic war” or “environmental modification techniques (ENMOD)”
as relevant for understanding climatic changes.
The clash between official negotiators, ecologists and groups of pressure
from U.S. businessmen is centered in the absolute refusal from
Washington to comply with engagements regarding objectives for
reduction of carbon dioxide adopted at the Protocol of Kyoto in 1997.i

i The protocol admonished nations to reduce release of gases with a greenhouse
effect by a 5.2% average between the years 2008 and 2012. See Antecedents on
the Protocol of Kyoto in http:/www.globalwarning.net/gw11.html.
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Impacts of military technologies regarding world climate are not a
subject under discussion or a subject of concern. Closely limited to
gases with a greenhouse effect, the present discussion regarding
climatic change serves to Washington strategic and defense objectives.

“Climatic War”

Dr. Rosalie Bertell, well known worldwide, confirms that “U.S. scientists
… are working with climatic systems as potential weapons. Methods
include intensification of storms and diversion of vapor currents in the
earth atmosphere to produce controlled draughts or floods.”ii Already
in the ’70s, former National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski had
foreseen in his essay “Between Two Ages” that:
“Technology shall make available for leaders of main countries, the
necessary techniques to be engaged in a secret war. Only an
indispensable minimal number of security forces have to be informed
thereof. Modification techniques of the climate could be used to
produce extended periods of draught or storm.”
Marc Filterman, former French army officer, describes several types of
“unconventional weapons” using radio frequencies. He refers to a
“climatic war,” stating that at the beginning of the ’80s, the U.S. and
Soviet Union had already “achieved to dominate the required know-
how to produce sudden changes in the climate (hurricanes, draughts).”iii

These technologies “make it possible to provoke atmospheric alterations
using radar (waves) of an extremely low frequency. Initials in English:
(ELF).”iv

A study that simulates future defense “panoramas” in charge of the
U.S. Air Force requests:
“U.S. aerospace forces should“‘dominate the climate‘ using emerging
technologies and concentrating the development of said technologies
towards warlike applications. From the improvement of allied
operations to the enemy’s upheaval through small scale adjustment
of natural climatic models, and a complete dominion of global
communications as well as space control of the opponent, climate
modification offers to the belligerent a wide variety of possible options
to defeat or exert coercion on an opponent… In the United States,
climate modification shall probably become part of the national
security policy, with both domestic and international applications.

ii The Times, London, November 23, 2000.
iii Intelligence Newsletter, December 16, 1999.
iv Ibid.
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At different levels, our government shall pursue a similar policy,
depending of its interests.”v

High Frequency Active Aural Research Program (HAARP)

The High Frequency Active Aural Research Program (HAARP) with seat at
Gokoma, Alaska–jointly managed by the U.S. Air Force and the U.S.
Marine Corps–forms part of a new generation of sophisticated weapons
under the U.S. Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). Operated by the Board
of Space Crafts of the Air Force Investigation Laboratory, HAARP constitutes
a system of powerful antennas with a capacity to create “local
modifications of the ionosphere.” Scientist Dr. Nicholas Begich–actively
involved in the public campaign against HAARP–describes it as follows:
“A superpowerful technology for transmission of radio waves
ascending through areas of the ionosphere (upper layer of the
atmosphere) focusing a beam and heating those areas. Those
electromagnetic waves then rebound towards the earth and penetrate
everything`–dead and alive.”vi

Dr. Rosalie Bertell describes HAARP as “a gigantic heater which may
cause an important disruption in the ionosphere, creating not only
holes, but large incisions in the protecting layer which prevents fatal
radiation to bombard the planet.”vii

Mislaying public opinion

HAARP has been presented to the public opinion as a scientific and
academic investigation program. However, U.S. military documents
seem to suggest that the main objective of HAARP is to “exploit the
ionosphere for the purposes of the Defense Department.”viii

Without explicitly making reference to the HAARP program, a study
of the U.S. Air Force mentions the use of “induced modifications of
the ionosphere” as means for altering climatic models, as well as
disarranging communications and the enemy’s radar.ix

v Air University of the U.S. Air Force, AF 2025 Final Report, http:/www.au.af.mil/
au/2025/(emphasis added).

vi Nicholas Begic, Jeane Manning, The Military Pandora Box, Earthpulse Press, http:/
www.xzy.net/nohaarp/earthlight.html. Also see HAARP home page in http:/
/www.haarp.alaska.edu/).

vii See Briarpatch, January 2000 (emphasis added).
viii Mentioned in Begich and Manning, op. cit.
ix Air University, op. cit.
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According to Dr. Rosalie Bertell, HAARP makes part of an integrated
system of armaments which has potentially devastating ecological
consequences.
“It relates to fifty years of intense and increasingly destructive
programs in order to understand and control the upper atmosphere.
It would be hasty not associating HAARP with the construction of the
space laboratory which is being planned separately by the U.S. HAARP
in an integral part of a long story of investigation and space
development of a deliberately military nature. Military implications
of the combination of these projects are alarming.… The combination
capacity of HAARP/Spacelab/space rocket to produce in any part of
the world very high volumes of energy through laser beams and
particles, which may be compared to an atomic bomb, is terrifying.
The project shall probably be ‘sold’ to the public as a space shield
against the entry of weapons into domestic territory or, for the most
candid ones, as a system to repair the ozone layer.”x

Besides climatic manipulation, HAARP has several other related uses:
HAARP might contribute to change the climate by intensively bombarding
the atmosphere with high frequency rays. Transforming low frequency
waves into ones with high intensity may also affect human brain, and
we cannot exclude that it might have tectonic effects.xi

In a general form, HAARP has the capacity to modify the earth
electromagnetic field. It is part of an arsenal of “electronic weapons”
that U.S. military investigators consider as a “softer and kinder war.”xii

Weapons of the new world order

HAARP forms part of the arsenal of weapons of the New World Order
under the initiative of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). From sites
of military command in the U.S., complete domestic economies could
be potentially rendered unstable by means of climatic manipulations.
What is more important, this can be implemented without the enemy
having knowledge thereof, at a minimal cost and without engaging

x Rosalie Bertell, Antecedents of HAARP Program, November 5, 1996, http:/
www.globalpolicy.org/socecon/environment/weapons.htm.

xi Begich, Manning, op. cit.
xii Don Herskovitz, “Killing Them Softly,” Journal of Electronic Defense, August

1993 (emphasis added). According to Herskovitz, “electronic war” is defined
by the U.S. Defense Department as a “military action which involves the use
of electromagnetic energy . . .” The”Journal of Electronic Defense has released in
http://www.jedefense.com/ a series of articles regarding the application of
military, electronic and electromagnetic technologies.
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military personnel or equipment as it occurs in a conventional war.
The use of HAARP–if it would be applied–may have potentially
devastating impacts in the world climate. In response of U.S. economic
and strategic interests, it might be used to selectively modify the
climate in different parts of the world, which would result in rendering
unstable both agricultural and ecological systems.
We must also point out that the U.S. Defense Department has destined
substantial resources to the development of U.S. intelligence and
monitoring systems of climatic changes. NASA and the Imagery Maps
Agency of the Defense Department (NIMA) are working on “imagery for
the study of floods, erosion, danger of landslides, earthquakes,
ecological areas, weather forecasts and climatic changes” with
information transmitted from satellites.xiii

United Nations political inertia

In accordance with the United Nations Frame Convention regarding
Climatic Change (UNFCC) signed at the 1992 World Summit which took
place at Rio de Janeiro:
“Nations have … in accordance with the United Nations Charter and
principles of international law, the responsibility of ensuring that
activities within their jurisdiction or control, cause no injury to the
environment of other countries or areas beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction.”xiv

It must also be pointed out that an international convention confirmed
by the United Nations General Meeting in 1997 prohibits “military
or hostile use of techniques of environmental modification which have
vast, long lasting or severe effects.”xv Both the U.S. as well as the Soviet
Union subscribed this Convention. It defines those “techniques of
environmental modification” as any other technique designed to
change–through deliberate manipulation of natural processes–the
earth’s dynamic, composition or structure, including its biota,
lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere, or sidereal space.xvi

Why then, ignoring the 1977 ENMOD Convention as well as its own
Charter, the U.N. decided to exclude climatic changes resulting from
military programs from the agenda?

xiii Military Space, December 6, 1999.
xiv United Nations Frame Convention Regarding Climate Change, New York 1992.

See complete text in http:/www.unfcc-de/resource/conv/conv_002.html
(emphasis added).

xv See Associated Press, May 18, 1977.
xvi “The Prohibition to Modify the Environment Accurately Observed, Participant

Nations Declare,” United Nations Chronicle, July 1984, Vol. 21, p. 27.
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The European Parliament admits impacts from HAARP

In February 1998, in response to a report from Mrs. Maj Britt Theorin
–a member of the European Parliament representing Sweden, and a
lifelong peace defender–the Committee of the European Parliament for
Policy of Foreign Affairs, Security and Defense, held public audiences at
Brussels regarding HAARP Program.xvii The “Motion for Resolution”
submitted by the Committee to the European Parliament reads as
follows:
“Because of the deep impact it has on the environment, HAARP
considers that it is a global concern and admonishes for an independent
international body to examine its legal, ecological and ethical
implications … (The Committee) regrets the repeated refusal from
the United States Administration … to submit evidence to the public
audience, as regards environmental and public risks of HAARP
Program.”xviii

However, the request made by the Committee to draw up a “Green
Book” on environmental impacts of military activities was easily rejected
based on the fact that the European Commission lacks the jurisdiction
required to deepen “links between environment and defense.”xvix

Brussels was concerned with avoiding a confrontation with Washington.

In operation

Although no concrete evidence exists that HAARP would have been used,
scientific conclusions suggest that presently it is in conditions to fully
operate. What this means is that HAARP might be potentially used by
U.S. military to selectively modify the climate of an “unfriendly nation”
or a “delinquent state” in order to render its domestic economy unstable.

xvii European Report, February 7, 1998.
xviii European Parliament, Committee for Policy regarding Foreign Affairs, Security

and Defense. Brussels, doc. Nº A4-0005/99, January 14, 1999.
xix “The E.U. Has No Jurisdiction to Establish Links between the Environment

and Defense Policy,” European Report, February 3, 1999.
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Both in developed countries, as well as in countries under development,
agricultural systems are already in crisis as a result of the New World
Order policies which include markets’ deregulation, dumping of raw
materials, etc. It has been extensively documented that the “economic
medicine” imposed by the IMF and World Bank on third-world countries
and on countries of the former Soviet bloc has largely contributed to
destabilize domestic agriculture. Also, statements issued by the
Worldwide Organization for Trading (OMC) have supported the interests
of few western agricultural-biotechnical conglomerates in their intention
to impose worldwide, genetically modified seeds (GMO) on farmers.
It is important to understand the link existing between economic,
strategic and military processes of the New World Order. In this
context, climatic manipulations under the HAARP Program (either
accidental or deliberate) would inevitably irritate these changes by
weakening domestic economies, destroying infrastructure and
potentially provoking bankruptcy of farmers in vast areas.
Undoubtedly, domestic governments and the United Nations should
consider the possible consequences that HAARP and other “non lethal
weapons” may have on climate change.
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Deforestation

It is not necessary to have much knowledge or a special
intelligence to realize that nature produced a quiet paradise in
centuries of development (that is to say, a most prolonged parturition).
The characteristic of this paradise was that the earth produced enough
to eat; it offered abundance and variety, environments where to live
healthy and happy, with no disease or illness. Let us remember that
illnesses are a result of civilization.

The paradise existing in primitive communities also had a
beauty, peace and quietness of its own, with no invasion from the
world where coal, oil and cement prevail.

Either mankind has become idiot and is foolish, or it is under
the spell of some drug or hallucinogen that makes it anxious to enjoy
the so-called progress without realizing what it brings upon. Blinded
by its eagerness to obtain wealth, it does not seriously appreciate
the danger that lies ahead, and does not want, or cannot see it.

Disaster approaches the virtual apocalypse predicted in the
Bible, because man destroys the best it has for its enjoyment. That is
to say civilization leads man to disaster. We shall soon see that disaster.

The rhythm of destruction of jungles and forests is so accelerated!
No delays or other pretexts exist anymore. Devastation wastefully
spends technology, money and smartness; it buys consciences.

Destruction of the vegetal kingdom
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Plunderers of jungles and forests are authentic criminals who,
avid to become wealthy, tumble down trees and process timber. They
are shameless individuals, responsible for the earth’s cruel and
accelerated deforestation.

However, those who purchase such precious material, which
gradually becomes more sacred, are also responsible of this disaster.
Eager for luxury, such rascals do not take notice of the coming reply
from Destiny.

These gangs, who benefited at the expense of abundance
existing in forests, have allies: an ever increasing variety of co-
author governors who, on the one hand, proclaim that they defend
environment, but on the other, protect despicable destroyers
thereof.

Should we, who are concerned for our future and the future of
our children, render homage to new deserts that are to appear in
the near future, and left by them as a gratuitous legacy?

They do not realize that they shall have to pay for dead forests,
and that also those who, like us, have nothing to do with such
destruction, shall also have to pay for it.

And how about other minor destructions?
Burning of land reserved to make them fit for crops also burn

all kinds of plants; many of them have important medicinal effect.
A large part of vegetal life is thus fatally extinguished by fire.
Authors of this destruction do not bear in mind what they have

done, and what their hands do. They are more interested in the
material part of the problem: profit. For instance, it is impossible
for them to think how many trees had to be destroyed for them to
achieve their purposes.

They ignore that trees also suffer. One must be profoundly
sensitive to understand that trees suffer and shudder; they seem to
moan, cry, and show their suffering. It is not exaggerated to say
that the sorrowful resins that long-suffering trunk expulse are their
tears.

Deforestation has also damaged literature. Writers and poets
have been virtually deprived of imagination, because most of the
beautiful stories for adults and children are related to forests. They
were an inspiration for Danish Hans Christian Andersen, French
Charles Perrault, brothers Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm from Germany,
who wrote beautiful stories, which have charmed most of mankind.
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Histories of fauns, gnomes and other imaginary beings were
also originated in woods.

When no more forests are left, we shall become grievous for
lack of inspiration. There will be no more wicked witches, castles in
the forests, or kind fairies.

There will be no more modest woodsmen, because lumber
dealers will have replaced them.

There will be no more beautiful stories or fantasies of the
forests, because today woods have owners.

Which beautiful things and stories of the dead might we tell
of future deserts?

Could we create witches and fairies making history in the
burning and dry desert? It gives us the nausea.

Could we create other beings of fiction to maintain such a
tradition already extinguished?

Even though all the above is humanely understandable, let us
leave literature and speak of science.

Cambridge Research Group, an English organization, defines the
function of forests:

World forests contribute to regulate the climate, they maintain the
quality of water and air, and they protect the earth from erosion and
provide a habitat for worldwide wildlife. At the same time, woods
have covered 6,750,000 square miles on the earth surface. Today only
40% of the original area remains, and is being destroyed at a rhythm
of 100 acres per hour.

Alarming, is it not? … However, it is true.
Bolivian Engineer Marcelo Urquidi Moore, combining technical

and romantic aspects thereof, says:

With their vital ebullition, forests represent a significant reserve for
everybody. Every tree is a living cathedral; around it an enormous
surrounding of vegetal and animal species of all kinds and sizes move,
exist and depend thereof: from bacteria to orangutans, from lichens
to orchids. The evanescent forest absorbs and withholds water; it
issues and produces oxygen and carbon dioxide. It acts as a natural
regulator, preventing erosion and floods. By fixing carbon in its
texture, it contributes to reduce the percentage of carbon dioxide
existing in the atmosphere.
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On its part, the Spanish organization that releases the on-
line publication EcoPortal.net outlines its evaluation as regards the
crisis:

DEFORESTATION. Deforestation means large scale destruction of forests
through human action. It pushes forward at a rhythm of 17 million
hectares per year (this surface exceeds the surface of England, Wales
and North Ireland together). Between 1980 and 1990, annual rates for
deforestation were 1.2% in Asia and the Pacific, 0.8% in Latin America
and 0.7% in Africa.
Deforestation is not the same thing as forest degrading, which
consists of a reduction in the quality of the forest. Both processes
are linked and they produce diverse problems. They may produce
erosion of the soil and destabilize phreatic layers; this, on its turn,
favors floods or droughts. They reduce biodiversity (diversity of
habitats, species and genetic types), which is mostly significant in
tropical forests, since they shelter an important part of the world
biodiversity. Forests have a key role in the storage of carbon; if they
are eliminated, the excess of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere may
cause a global heating of the earth, with numberless problematic
secondary effects. In regions with a moderate climate, agriculture
was based on elimination of forests, profiting of the fertility in their
tropics. Most tropical forest soils are not as fertile as the ones in
moderate regions, and they easily erode as regards the leach process,
caused by highly rainy conditions which prevent accumulation of
nutriments in the soil. However, colonial policies are based on the
erroneous assumption that an exuberant forest meant fertile soils.
Their purpose was to conquer forests, most of all to destine them
for commercial crops and agriculture, and they have left a legacy of
exhausted soils.
Tropical deforestation rapidly increased starting 1950, assisted by
heavy machinery. Since then, human population growth has also
leaded to the destruction of forest areas using a most difficult means:
by hand. Deforestation annual rates in 52 tropical countries practically
doubled between 1981 and 1990.

Although there are differences of appreciation between ecology
and environmental technicians, it is useful to know them both. As
per the Bulletin for the World Research Movement for Tropical Woods
(WRM) with its seat at Montevideo, Uruguay, deforestation has both
direct and indirect causes. We are interested in the first ones:
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• Agriculture and cattle raising
• Exploitation of oil and gas
• Fires
• Lumber dealing
• Plantations of mangrove trees and shrimp seller farms26

26 In order to illustrate many people who ignore it, we transcribe a release of
WRM on this subject:
Plantations of mangrove trees and their uncertain future. The plantation of
mangrove trees or mangrove forest is the coastal equivalent of the inland tropical
forest. There are several types of plantations of mangrove trees: coastal mangrove
trees, which grow without being provided with inland freshwater and which
may reach several kilometers width; outlet mangrove trees, mainly at river deltas,
which may be quite large, and reef mangrove trees, which grow on coral reefs
and may be seen above sea level. All of them have something in common: they
are “saltwater forests,” most special, fragile and in danger.
Mangrove trees are characterized for their trees and roots bay work labyrinth
which is really a well-ordered forest mass which grows in bands, according to its
different degree of resistance to periodic floods from tides, and therefore to salt.
They grow on fluvial inlets and littorals protected from coastal equatorial, tropical
and subtropical zones adapted to tide flows. During high tides, their treetops
scarcely show above water level. During low tide, their respiratory roots may
be seen; they absorb oxygen and transmit it to saline roots; their leaves also
adapt to scarcity of freshwater and they have the capacity to eliminate the excess
of salt. Mangrove trees constitute an irreplaceable and unique ecosystem, which
shelters an incredible biodiversity. It is one of the most productive systems in
the world. It shelters a large variety of lives: migratory birds, marine creatures
and reptiles, besides associated vegetal species.
Even though worldwide there are some twenty species of mangrove trees,
their individual basic structure is formed in general from 3 to 8 species. A
large variety of species which represent the vegetal kingdom, live therein,
plus more than 100 mushrooms and up to 70 aquatic plants live underneath.
Trees have aerial roots which form a bay work where numberless species of
animals find a shelter (fish, mollusk, crustaceans) and a place for mating. This
refuge is also used as a school for these species, many of them important for
human breeding. This has allowed villages to settle surrounding it; their life
resources are the ones generated by this ecosystem. Herons, cormorants, eagles
and kingfishers also find their nourishment herein.
During low tide, some mammalians get close to the shore to eat, such as the
peccary or wild swine, and crab fishing macaques. At treetops, other primates
are nourished with mangrove leaves; it also provides a shelter for iguanas,
parrots, doves and wading such as spatulas, ibis, etc., which return to the
treetops where they repose.
Besides protecting coasts from the erosion caused by hurricanes that
periodically strike these tropical zones, for centuries plantations of mangrove
trees have provided numberless resources for local populations. Most common
uses of plantations of mangrove trees and their ecosystems are extraction of
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• Mining
• Plantations
• Dams and mega projects

The above-referred entity, WRM, has abundant information
available, continent by continent, country by country. However, it
must be clarified that from the causes of deforestation, which are
listed in alphabetical order, somehow the most fundamental and the
most serious one is left behind, while it should always be in the first
place: Lumber Dealing.

Such is the most afflicting destruction.

Deforestation and Relentless Advance of the Desert

With this name, Ecologists in Action, a Spanish organization,
gives us a clear panorama of the situation, which must be fully
known by everyone:

firewood, housing materials and, most important, fishery and recollection of
sea products, among them several crustaceans.
However, thousands of kilometers distant from this ecosystem, unique and
so rich in biodiversity, served at tables of people from Europe, Japan and the
United States, is the origin of the progressive loss of this balance: consumption
of shrimps, breed in pools by shrimp sellers. This consumption has
dramatically increased in the last few years; for this purpose, thousands of
hectares of plantations of mangrove trees have been transformed into pools
for hatchery, since economic interests are so strong.
Shrimp-selling industry profits of the conditions offered by plantations of
mangrove trees and uses them as shrimp schools, transforming into “pools”
millions of hectares of habitats which are fundamental for local economies
and for biodiversity. With the support from governments and FAO, and
subsidies from entities such as World Bank, today shrimp sellers are being
established in more and more tropical countries.
This activity disturbs the population which lives on these ecosystems.
Plantations of mangrove trees do not produce enough to resist extraction
activities of artisan fishermen and at the same time shrimp-selling industry,
which enormously impair the production capacity of this ecosystem; in most
cases it hopelessly degrades it. Only one company competes with resources
which support a whole population. As years go by, shrimp pools are being
drowned in their own contamination; therefore they are abandoned, leaving
behind them a destroyed ecosystem and local communities impoverished to
extreme limits. (Source: WRM Bulletin Nº 51, October 2001)
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In its 67th commandment, Tao-te-ching, the Chinese book Of Supreme
Fairness and Virtue, verbatim states: “Thou shalt not burn mountain
prairies or forests.” The poet of the Song Huang Tinkien Dynasty
wrote in his “Ode for Hemlocks”: “I hate those huge one hundred
feet vessels on Oring River. Like ax and sow, they attack what had
resisted to the lapse of time.”
Plato mourns in his dialogue of Critias, when evoking the myth of
Atlantis, the disappeared continent, and golden age:
As it has occurred in small islands what remains, when compared to
what then existed, looks like a body divested of flesh due to illness.
All the soft and solid soil that existed has disappeared, and nothing
else than the naked SKELETON is left of that country. At that time …
the plains today called PHELLEUS had plenty of solid soil; there were
large forests at the mountains, visible vestiges from them still remain.
At the mountains, some of us used to feed bees; not long ago, we
used to cut trees to build large constructions; their beams still exist.
There were also many fruit trees and the earth produced abundant
fodder for cattle. The earth absorbed annual rains sent by Zeus and
did not waste, as it does now, water which flows from the naked
earth to the sea. Since the earth was solid, it absorbed water and kept
it in its waterproof clay; waters from the heights it had absorbed ran
away into valleys and everywhere it supplied water sources for
copious rivers. Sanctuaries which survive nearby ancient sources give
testimony of what I say.
Plato is concerned about the devastation of Mediterranean forests,
because he understands that they are sources of life. In his second
philosophical, Cicero states: “Forest destroyers are the worst enemies
of public well-being.” Pliny the Elder writes, in his Natural History:
“When the forest, which contains and disperses storms, is destroyed
at the hills, fatal torrents concentrate.”
In mythology, Erysichton, the assassin of the divine tree, is punished
with hunger and must devour himself. In the Apocalypse 9:4, we
read: “And it was ordered that they were not to injure grass from the
earth, or anything green, or any tree, but only men who did not have
God’s seal on their foreheads.”
However, all these warnings have not served to stop sudden attacks
against forests. A growing deforestation not only eliminates natural
pollination, it also increases levels of CO2 and areas rendered barren.
The earth’s tropical jungles, mostly located in South America, Central
America and Southeast Asia, daily suffer indiscriminate felling of their
trees, many of them centennial. Every minute, a jungle surface
equivalent to a football field is razed.
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There are two important reasons for this to occur. One of them is the
demand of timber from certain countries, which allows third-world
indebted nations to make easy money; the other one is transforming
forests into surfaces dedicated to agriculture and cattle raising. The
first reason is profitable for those who practice it, but the second reason
is not: Soils in tropical ecosystem contain a high percentage of iron
and aluminum. When they are being exposed to the action of the sun
and air they harden, and the remaining scarce fertile land is washed
out by rains.
Even though they only occupy 14% of the Earth’s surface, jungles
contain 60% of animal and vegetal species that live on this planet.
They contain many resources, which may be used by man, without
damaging the ecological balance: from vegetables that are used as
nourishment to useful chemical components in most varied fields of
medicine and industry.
There is another edge related with the problem raised by deforestation:
carbon dioxide. Industrial powers release 2.2 billion tons of this gas,
originated from burning of fossil fuels, while other nations release
into the air 1.3 billion tons per year, as a subproduct of massive forest
burning. Considering that one hectare of tropical forest may neutralize
about ten tons of these gases with greenhouse effect per year, three
million square kilometers would have to be created in order to cover
the deficit of green fields.
Other factors that contribute to rendering areas barren are excessive
pumping of phreatic layers, badly drained crops on salt substrates,
abuse of pesticides and manure. The process of degrading soils and
ecosystems reduces millions of men to indigence. Crops in slopes,
mono crops and overexploitation leave as a result naked soils that
favor erosion. Humus disappears and deserts extend, increasing their
surface by more than six million hectares, sixty thousand square
kilometers per year.
Deforestation gradually makes public opinion increasingly conscious
thereof, even in third-world countries. For instance, thousands of
Paraguayan countrymen demonstrated for the first time in history
on March 19, 1999, against forest depredation registered at the basins
of rivers Apa and Aquidaban, an area of influence for the San Luis
and Antebi-Cue national parks. Demonstrators carried out a crowded
meeting with artistic shows and inflamed speeches in defense of
natural resources. The population at the locality of Concepción
manifested being disgusted with “bribed” inspectors and timber
dealer businessmen who care only for their personal profit. They
concentrated in front of the National Forest Service (SFN), requesting
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a firm action. Laws at Concepción prohibit fall, trading and transport
of swamps “lapachos,” incense and clover.
On the other hand, in Bolivia, the government approved the protection
of two tropical forests nearby the border with Brazil, at the Department
of Santa Cruz, in order to prevent “mara” (American mahogany) from
disappearing. There is danger for the mara to disappear in this country,
and if the rhythm of present fell continues, in ten years more the
species shall not commercially exist. Forest concessionaires exploit
the trees without even respecting seed bed trees, which are still too
young, and this represents a severe risk for the species. This is so,
besides the many other advantages.
For instance, in Venezuela, an agreement between the Stone Company
and the Venezuelan government authorizes the undertaking to
produce splints or chips starting from 280,000 hectares of pine forests
at the Caribbean and to create a chip factory and a port at the Orinoco
River from where it shall annually export 600,000 tons of wood in
chips.
Examples are abundant of regions that have suffered environmental
and climate changes as a consequence of deforestation. The area
surrounding El Rancho, along the Caribbean highway between Rio
Dulce and the city of Guatemala, is an example of the fatal
consequences of a forest ceasing to exist. Today this area has an
exposed weather-beaten soil, occasional heaths, yellow weeds and
two kinds of cactus. Anciently, the area was an evergreen forest. In a
two-decade period, hundreds of square miles in Guatemala have
become an arid and hot desert. The inhabitants in the region recalled
when abundant pine trees existed, and temperatures were much
lower. Local effects may also be observed at the Guatemalan capital,
where local residents complain, stating that temperatures prevailing
in the city were much colder before, when surrounding hills were
not covered with cement and asphalt.
There is also bad news on this subject. In Costa Rica, for several days
a huge fire consumed the Guamacaste National Park, located about
300 kilometers from the capital, at the Pacific coast of Costa Rica. The
fire razed 2,000 hectares. The development of banana crop also caused
severe alterations in biodiversity; it had an impact on 3,065 hectares.
This activity also produced contamination of rivers, soils and coastal
zones due to bad handling of solid and agrochemical debris. About
Sixty percent of the forests of the hydrographic basin that supplies
water to the Panama Canal have been lost. For this reason, ANCON,
an ecologist organization, requested the government to urgently stop
deforestation. Ecologists warn that if this situation is not reverted,
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the increase of sedimentation materials might affect the operations
carried out in the Channel and the drinkable water supply to Panama
and Colon, both of them main cities, where half of the population of
Panama is concentrated. Of the total hectares in the basin, only 118,578
(36.35%) thereof are covered by forests, while the rest are pasture
grounds with shrubs, stubbles, agricultural crops, flooded areas or
zones inhabited by new communities. The rich natural resources of
the Canal hydrographic basin are threatened by strong demographic
pressures generated by Panama and Colon.
Recently Juventud Rebelde, a Cuban newspaper, also warned at La
Habana as regards the fearful increase of forest fires in Cuba since
1997, most of them caused due to negligence; they originate a
distressful balance for economy and environment. In 1997 alone, 252
forest fires occurred in Cuba; this figure increased to 263 in 1998,
resulting in thousands of hectares of scorched forests.
As regards the natives’ territories in Colombia, deforestation is mainly
caused by commercial use of lumber, especially in the middle and
low parts of the Atratu River. Disasters caused by lumber-dealing
companies, and the apathy shown by authorities as regards claims
from black and indigenous communities have generated severe
nonconformity. The Antioquia Indigenous Organization (OIA) brought a
demand against the companies that were responsible for deforestation.
Third-world lumber is also used in developed countries for quite
extravagant purposes. At Gijón (Spain) lumber from a tropical tree–
Tatajuba (Bagassa guianensis), typical of the Amazone and in danger
of extinction–was massively used to pave the streets of a public park.
In South American natives’ territories, besides exploitation of lumber,
exploitation of sulfur takes place at the Cauca, the salt concession at
Guajira and mining exploitation at Guainía. Mining exploitation has
also had a negative impact due to river contamination and soils
deterioration.
Also in South America, protected areas represent 6.3% of the total
territory of their countries. The surface of the two thousand protected
areas in South America does not amount to 10% of their extension,
and therein, thirty-four natural regions exist with rich species and
characteristics outstanding worldwide.
Colombia and Peru have the largest variety of birds existing in the
planet, while Brazil has the largest number of amphibians and plants.
Only Colombia, with 1.4 million square kilometers, shelters almost
10% of animal and vegetal species in the world. Given the impossible
attitude of the Venezuelan government, forest destruction in
Venezuela continues alarmingly. During the decade of the ’70s, forests
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in Venezuela were razed at a rate of 245,000 hectares per year. Thus,
in those ten years, six million hectares of forests were destroyed in
Venezuela, an extension equivalent to Costa Rica. During the period
1990–1995, forests in Venezuela continued to fell at the alarming rate
of 503,000 hectares per year, that is to say one hectare per minute. If
this pace continues, Venezuela shall be a desert in forty years or more.
One of the consequences of deforestation in Venezuela that now affects
large part of its population is the scarcity of water, both for domestic
consumption as well as for irrigation of agricultural lands or
production of electric power. The most acute scarcity is reported at
the densely populated central coastal area, including the cities of
Caracas and industrial centers of Valencia and Maracay, a region with
more than 50% of the inhabitants. During the last fifty years the
northeastern zone of Nicaragua suffered a massive fell of dry tropical
forests that were changed into cotton and banana mono crops for
export. These forests have almost disappeared; only some patches of
shrubby formations survive. With the lack of forest cover, almost 20%
of soils present symptoms of a severe erosion, so during dry season
the upper layer of the ground is swept by the wind, while during the
rainy season it is washed down by the superficial flow.
Statistics corresponding to the year 1997 showed that deforestation
in Costa Rica reached 16,400 hectares per annum, while the
reforestation rate scarcely reached 12,600 hectares. Environmentalists
who fought in Costa Rica to protect the jungle from the peninsula of
Osa have been violently repressed. At Osa, 1,513 vegetal species have
been described. In 1998, a great fire broke out in Brazil at the State of
Roraima, at the border with Venezuela. It affected a community of
20,000 Yanomani indigenous people while in Ecuador, without the
slightest remorse, the government intends to sell plantations of
mangrove trees to private companies. In Chile, a group of desperate
natives attacked officers of the FORESTAL MININCO undertaking with
lariats, arrows and slings at the Chorrillos rural property, located at
the southwest of Traiguén, in an intent to avoid indiscriminate fell of
pine trees in the area. The company had usurped these forests during
the infamous dictatorship of Pinochet, even though former Chilean
governments had acknowledged the Mapuches as owners of those
domains.

PRESENT CONDITION OF WORLDWIDE FORESTS

• To date, 50% of forests in the planet have disappeared; of the
remaining 50%, 60% are being significantly degraded.
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• Less than 60% of worldwide forests are presently protected.
• Presently 26 million hectares of forests are lost every year.
• Between 50% and 90% of plants and animals in the planet depend

of forests.
• If only 10% of forests are protected, 50% of animal and vegetal

species in the planet shall extinguish.
• Around 75% of the presently intact forests can be found in three

areas: Amazonia, Russia and Canada–and 75% of these forests
might disappear during the next decade, at the present pace of
deforestation.

• In forests presently intact, more than 50 million indigenous people
dwell. They see that their future is in danger due to destruction of
the habitats where they live, caused by lumber-dealing and
agricultural companies as well as by minerals extraction.

• Deforestation at the Brazilian Amazonia has increased by 34%
since 1992 (nearly 15,000 square kilometers).

• In Russia, 1 million hectares disappear every year.
• In British Columbia, an area with the largest biological diversity

of Canada, only 6% of the forests are protected.
• In Spain, 780,000 hectares have disappeared since 1992.

To make things worse, Bulletin No, 61 of the Tropical Woods
Worldwide Research Movement (WRM) informs us of still more
aggravating situations:

1) That exploiting corporations now are painted in green, thus
usurping natural foundations which life depends on.

2) That globalization itself is controlled by said corporations, even
though their behavior might result inadequate when faced with
acceleration of social and ecological crisis at a worldwide level.

3) That their intention consists of weakening the capacity of the
United Nations as an institution with a capacity to attack these
problems.

4) That the World Bank is “a wolf disguised in a lamb’s fleece” with
a long history in destruction of forests.

5) That the International Monetary Fund indirectly pushes forward
this same phenomenon when it insists on privatization measures,
under “structural adjustment” pressures.

With the entire preceding panorama, now let us meditate on
what the Earth suffers and let us be conscientious that the problem
regarding deforestation is only one of the infinite evils it has to face.
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We cannot forget that all this confluence of evils and injuries
advance in parallel to destroy everything, not only man, but the
whole life existing in the planet.

Areas Rendered Barren

Independent from deforestation, from which deserts originate,
areas rendered barren are also produced, even if forests are not felled. Such
is the permanent and gradual expansion, throughout the planet, of
making grounds sterile or useless for agricultural crops. It is a clear
degradation of nonforest soil.

In order to enhance this overview, let us transcribe an interesting
university thesis, prepared by R. Hona, in the Republic of Panama:

Being a dynamic planet, the Earth is exposed to the action–generally
gradual and imperceptible–of factors which modify its physical
characteristics.
Soils erosion is a result of those processes and only the lapse of time
reveals the devastation it produces. Water, winds, rains, frost, the
earth gravitation itself, are natural agents which produce erosion.
Nevertheless, man contributes to this injury, perhaps with worse
results because of his thoughtless actions. According to a recent report,
9 million hectares of soils all over the world are so damaged that they
have lost almost all their biological function and, probably, they will
never recover their productivity. Although that problem is not
exclusive of any country or group of countries, about 65% of severely
eroded soils are located in Africa and Asia. Soils are affected, for
example, when population in excess force occupation in areas which
previously were occupied by the vegetal layer, whenever sea waves
erode seashores, because they have no natural barriers (such as
plantations of mangrove trees, coral reefs, etc.), whenever lands that
undergo an exhaustive rhythm of cultivation lose their strength and,
in the end, suffer abrasion.
Humid soils (marsh, plantation of mangrove trees) are among the
ecosystems which mostly generate life. Therein resides their great
ecological importance and the danger their loss entails. Water
evaporation and repletion of such soils to be used for urban or industrial
development or for agriculture contribute to it. Water from those areas
as well as from lakes and ponds, can be exhausted, if it is systematically
drained for human or animal consumption, for agriculture or for
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construction. An example thereof is the Aral Sea which, in spite of being
the fourth largest lake worldwide, lost 40% of its area between 1960
and 1987 because of continued use of its water for irrigation.
The first global evaluation carried out reveals that more than 1,200
million hectares of soils (equivalent to the combined extensions of
China and India) have undergone a severe degradation, in the past
forty-five years, according to data from World Resources Institute. In
that study, it is stated that, during the last decade, production of food
per capita has decreased in about eighty developing countries.
Degradation of soils has contributed to this situation, and it can
continue to worsen, with the consequent damage for an increasing
world population which, in accordance with estimates, will duplicate
by the middle of next century. Unfortunately, even though the use of
chemical fertilizers may mitigate the loss of production, it does not
stop or improve degradation; on the contrary, excess often causes more
ecological damage.
Frequently, one part of these fertilizers reaches the subsoil, underground
waters and finally rivers, lakes and shores. The same occurs with
substances used to combat agricultural plagues. Such products affect
animals, plants and men rather than plagues themselves, since most
times they create defense systems against plaguecides.
Any resource seems to be valid in times of war. National parks and
wild reservations are destroyed, fire destroys the soil and vegetation,
impacts from bombs open big craters on the ground. Defoliating
agents, toxic gases, intentional oil overflow on shores and noncontrolled
burning of wells are some means used by man for his own destruction
and to destroy nature.
Activities of troops and heavy equipment, especially across deserted
or semiarid areas, cause long-lasting damages to these fragile soils, as
it was evidenced during World War II, in North Africa. Recent hostilities
at the Persian Gulf Zone make us fear that something similar might
happen. Even though Cold War has ended, experiments continue with
atomic weapons, the most terrible and destructive of all.

Effect:

a) More than one-third of the soils of our planet are threatened by
areas rendered barren. Wherever human population decimates
or destroys natural vegetation, soil becomes susceptible to erosion
produced by wind. If this occurs at places which receive little rain,
the result is that deserts are formed.
In many areas, demographic growth forces much intensive farming
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of semiarid soils; on the other hand, excessive graze destroys the
rising vegetation. On their turn, areas rendered barren create more
areas rendered barren. As solar energy reflects the space, the air becomes
warmer, and thus, formation of clouds is precluded.

b) Deviation of rivers, for irrigation or for other purposes, may cause
problems. Construction of dams, like the Aswan Dam, which
originated from the Nasser Lake, in Egypt, upsets the environment
and even produces earthquakes. Discontinuing periodic flooding
from river Nile, which used to fertilize irrigated fields with its
sediments, has forced countrymen to buy chemical fertilizers.

c) Garbage/debris can reach air, rivers, seas or lands. Canada,
Australia and the U.S. generate the largest amount per capita, but
worldwide, production is increasing and sites for deposits of
garbage/debris are being exhausted. Even worse, most debris
contain radioactive matter.

As we can notice, problems for agriculture, man and life itself
increase, because soils are rendered useless and up to an alarming degree
in our planet. Let us summarize the causes for exhaustion of soils:

• Intensive cultivation
• Use of pesticides and other chemicals27

27 Christian Sellés, from the Agencia de Información Solidaria, reports about this
special matter:
THE AGROTOXICS PLAGUE. Chemical fertilizers, pesticides and plaguecides
are means used by some multinationals that look for higher benefits at any
cost in poor countries where they operate. Abuse of these methods is a common
practice by companies which only look for an increasing production without
considering the consequences in health problems that they may cause.
Substitution of the model of traditional agriculture, for agro-industrial
intensive models, has neglected the environment and the inhabitants, on behalf
of achieving strong financial results.
In 1977, the United States government prohibited the use of the pesticide
Nemagon, given the health disorders it produced: many kinds of cancer,
infertility, pains, atrophy, connate malformations and abortions are some of
the common pathologies it produces. More than 20 years later, in 1998, a group
of banana harvesters from Nicaragua brought an action against U.S.
corporations Dow Chemical, Shell Oil Co and Stanford Fruit Co. for their use of
Nemagon in banana plantations at Western Nicaragua. Is it that it cannot be
used in the United States, but it can be used in other countries? Perhaps
inhabitants of those countries are immune to it? Many agricultural
transnational corporations classify first-class citizens, second-class citizens and
even citizens who do not belong to any class. A Nicaraguan Lady Judge
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• Wrong disposal of garbage and radioactive debris
• Erosion, based on removal of natural vegetation
• Elimination of marshes (which are always fertile)
• Destructive fire
• Effects of war bombs and activities of troops and military heavy

equipment.

Future consequences of areas rendered barren are clear: Gradually,
there are fewer soils for farming. As human population increase, unbalance
threatens our planet with more hunger, more death and more social and
political problems.

condemned those corporations to pay 490 million dollars to 583 banana farmers
who were affected by the above-mentioned pesticide. Scott Wheeler, Dow
Chemical’s spokesman, denied the competence of the trial and he considered
that the litigation should be submitted to a U.S. court. And even more, some
members of the Nicaraguan Government proposed to abolish the law which
acknowledges labor rights and guaranties for domestic workmen against
foreign corporations. Once again, corporations shall be left unpunished.
More than 3,000 banana harvesters in Honduras undergo the same situation. In
1993, in Texas, more than 16,000 workmen from countries such as Costa Rica,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala or Philippines, brought a suit against United
States fruit and chemical companies, because of diseases caused to day labourers
for being exposed to chemical agents. Companies were sentenced to pay the
amount of 41.5 million dollars to those who evidenced having resulted infertile.
Today there are 65,000 people who evidence by documents to have been affected
by the use of dangerous chemical agents used in intensive industrial agriculture.
As regards flower export industry, irrigation of pesticides is carried out during
working hours and it equally affects plants and workmen. The only thing that
matters is more profit; people are left in a second plane.
Food are organisms that have undergone most changes with a view to increase
production, a practice justified stating that it is the only alternative to palliate
hunger worldwide. But in fact, it contributes for companies to become richer,
and countrymen to become poorer, besides diseases which can affect consumers,
for the use of some pesticides. In poor countries, often farmers cannot refuse
working for those corporations whose practices are deleterious for health:
sometimes, they have no alternative for another job and workmen must keep
silent and continue to work under inhuman conditions, with serious risk for
their health.
Up to 44% of the population in Latin America and the Caribbean are in conditions
of poverty and insecurity as regards food. And it is at those areas where
important fruit companies are more often established, because their governments
support them and it is cheap for them to have numerous workmen. Time has
come to offer alternatives for agriculture and to oppose to a phoney development
which does not satisfy the needs of the planet’s population.
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Look out! One-third of the Earth is already threatened.

Transgenics

Transgenics are another crime against the vegetal kingdom of
nature. This problem seems unnoticed and nonexistent; however, it
exists and is serious. This is the most complicated subject, in view
of its scientific strictness: it takes more time and more space to be
considered.

For that reason we use enough space to let specialists in this
problem give their opinion, given their devotion and permanent
effort as regards this arduous subject.

“Redes – Amigos de la Tierra, Uruguay” gives us a definition of
the concept for “genetic manipulation.” Such is the adequate term
to better understand the problem referred to in this title:

Genetic manipulation consists of rearranging the basic elements of
life, taking part of the genetic material from an organism and inserting
it into another organism. The gen supposed to express certain feature
is “cut” from an organism and then it is transferred and “pasted”
(transgenesis) to other nonrelated organism, in order to transmit that
genetic feature (a method also known as genetic recombinant or DNA
recombinant technology). For example, there are carrots and tobacco
with glow-worm genes, corn with scorpion’s genes, lettuces with
tobacco’s genes, and potatoes with sole’s genes.

If we wonder about the reason for such nature’s variations,
which appear to be, not only science, but also an adventure, dissimulating
and concealing their lucrative objectives, behind such supposed
wonders of science for the benefit of mankind, we shall very quickly
find the answer. It is given to us by a group of professors from the
University of Zaragoza, Spain (Food and Nourishment), maintaining
their scientific neutrality:

What are transgenic vegetables obtained for?

• For them to have a more prolonged commercial life.
• For them to resist aggressive environmental conditions such as

frost, drought, salt saturated soils.
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• For them to resist herbicides.
• For them to resist insect plagues.
• For them to be resistant to diseases.
• For them to have better nutritional quality.

In animals, the most interesting modification would be to obtain cows
which would include in their milk, proteins of human milk with a
protective effect, such, as lactoferrine.
Are transgenic products harmful for the environment?

Effects on the environment:

Potential effects of resistance to herbicides.
• Potential disadvantages: Exaggerate use of herbicides by farmers,

thus affecting the environment.

Potential advantages:
• Glyphosphate is a relatively low toxic and bio-degraded herbicide,

but it is not selective, therefore it cannot be used for “standard”
soybean farming.

• It avoids use of more aggressive herbicides, detrimental for the
environment, which, in turn, are more selective for soybean
farming.

• Effects of resistance to insects.

Potential disadvantages:
• Reduction of insect population, affecting insectivorous animals

(birds, bats), by depriving them of their prey. This effect is not
very important, for it only kills those insects that find their
nourishment in harvests.

Potential advantages:
• They reduce the use of insecticides. They only affect insects that

are noxious for a specific plant.

“Ecologistas en Acción,” the Spanish organization, declares as
regards this severe problem, taking into account the social aspect of
the problem:

GENETICALLY MANIPULATED FOOD. In recent years, genetic
manipulation of living organisms has changed from being a science-
fiction story to literally becoming our daily bread.
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In two years only, we have seen–with certain impotence–the massive
arrival of the first harvests of genetically handled farming, to our
privileged European markets. We have also observed sowing of the
first transgenic varieties of corn in our fields.
The new genetic technology is “sold” to us, as THE technology “of
the future,” but it is imposed to us, NOW, with no time to assess its
harms and not even giving us a chance to express our opinion.
What is the truth about industry’s big promises as regards miraculous
farming, healthier food and care for the environment?
The cruel truth is that genetically manipulated food is not cheaper, or
healthier, and they do not solve important problems of mankind. On
the contrary, practically all the new farming has been designed
exclusively with the purpose for transnational agricultural-chemical
industries to increase its profits and control worldwide food markets,
since they control the important worldwide business of chemical
herbicides and pesticides; this industry has recently merged with
worldwide seed sellers.
An overwhelming proportion of the surface regarding genetically
manipulated farming is dedicated to varieties which tolerate herbicides,
which are sold as a “package,” which makes the use of specific
herbicides compulsory, thus increasing farmers’ dependence. Thus
the industry rests assured of a lucrative business and, at the same
time, they continue to poison both the environment and our health.
Varieties of insecticides follow in importance. Large-scale farming of
these varieties may raise most severe repercussion on ecosystems,
because it affects beneficial species, like insects which transport pollen
from one plant to another, or insects that are fed with plagues and
which represent a natural form of control for those plagues, as well
as earth organisms (bacteria, mushrooms, worms…) that are essential
for fertilizing soils. Nevertheless, in the race of biotechnological
industry, in order to monopolize markets, these matters have been
hardly studied and our fields are becoming large-scale experimental
laboratories, without bearing in mind that if something “goes wrong,”
it will not be possible for us to control that “biological pollution” we
are provoking.
Also, it is intended that we, the consumers, be guinea pigs in this
amazing experiment, since the risks that those transgenic food bear
for human health have not been sufficiently evaluated, and as
investigation advances, more doubts arise regarding the risks for
health. Genetic manipulation may alter the behavior of a plant,
provoking the formation of totally new compounds or accumulation
of substances harmful for health. Moreover, the use of “mutilated”
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virus and bacteria in the processes of genetic manipulation of living
organisms is quite on fashion, without having discarded the risks
they contain for our health. On the other hand, cells from most
transgenic farming bears genes which provide resistance to antibiotics
and they can propagate to pathogenic bacteria, thus worsening the
worldwide problem of combating infectious diseases.
As regards solving the problem of hunger… Although they wish to
convince us of the contrary, worldwide problem of hunger is not one
of scarcity of food, it is a problem of distribution and access to lands
and seeds. Merely the increase in production promised by the
biotechnological revolution (a very long-term mirage, as evidenced by
the reality of transgenic cultivation developed) does not lead us to feed
populations in great need, but instead it leads, to despoil them from
their lands and their seeds… The prohibitive cost of new biotechnologies
and of biotechnological patents make them unattainable for public
programs for investigation and seed improvement, favoring a
preoccupying control of the sector scarcely by half a dozen agrochemical
transnational corporations which only seek to monopolize world
markets and increase their profit. High prices of patented seeds and
herbicides, associated with their cultivation and the characteristics
of new varieties, advantageous for mechanized large exploitations,
shall increase exclusion of small local farmers from food supply. Thus,
problems of hunger are not solved, but means of subsistence of about
half of worldwide population that still lives on agriculture is
endangered, as well as worldwide biodiversity, and it worsens the
problem of access to food by the poorest. Thus, far from contributing
to solve the problem of hunger, transgenic crops and seeds monopoly,
by means of biotechnology patents, are a threat for sustainable
farming, for health and for safe food for all people, especially for the
ones from the South.

As it can be seen, there is no genetic investigation made only
for romantic love to science, but for the needs of production in series,
only at the reach of big corporations and that impels to carry out
mischievous acts against nature and man himself. Indeed, the
pretended improvement of species, by a forced activity from man,
does not bear in mind:

• That the only genetic engineer authorized by reason and with its
own knowledge about the objective laws of the earth is nature
itself.
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• That, in order to offer conditions for reproduction and mix species,
millions of years of gradual evolution have been required. Greek
philosopher Anaximenes of Miletus said natura non facit saltus
(Nature does not leap). Aristotle claimed that “Nature never makes
anything without a reason for it.” French naturalist Lamarck (Jean
Baptiste Pierre Antoine de Monet, Chevalier de), more than two
hundred years ago, defended the position that organisms were
the result of the evolution of other ancient organisms.

• That transgenetists do not wish to consider this evolutionary
element and they think they have revolutionized genetic science.
They rely on the results achieved, as if they were definitive, eternal
and immutable and, even worse, at all harmless.

• That mixing species occurs in nature among beings with close related
genes, not forcing things to occur, as it is intended to do today.

• That forcing events to happen also originates forced consequences
that initially may not be perceived. Allergies, viruses and new
diseases that can be transmitted are a sort of punishment for
fearlessness, as well as weakness of body defenses (if this new
kind of nourishment transmits resistance to antibiotics). Moreover,
as authorized persons have declared, there is a threat of cancer.

Let us return to Redes – Amigos de la Tierra, Uruguay. They
indicate the real risks for the environment:

The risks are similar to the ones which occur whenever a foreign
organism is introduced into a country habitat. Whenever a genetically
manipulated organism is released, there is a chance for it to be out of
control. There is an environmental risk which is impossible to
calculate: biological pollution. When facing that invasion from
microorganisms with an absolutely unknown mutation, the ancient
chemical or nuclear threat is insignificant, because the environment
can be polluted by a living being with a capacity to reproduce itself.

– Cultivation of transgenic plants themselves may become weeds
or undesired plants at farms, meadows, roadsides and ecosystems
without order.

– Farming of transgenic plants can serve as conduits through which
those new plaguecide-resistant genes might pass, for example, to
similar wild species which shall then become super-weeds.

– Plants genetically modified to contain particles of viruses may
facilitate the creation of new viruses which could intensify or cause
new diseases to plants.
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– Plants genetically modified to segregate toxic substances, like
plaguecides, could represent a risk for other beneficial organisms
and they could alter the alimentary chain.

– Multiplying identical plants leads to lose genetic diversity, a
precious legacy of capital, which loss would be irreversible.

It is evident that promoters of biogenetism are becoming–either
consciously or unconsciously–criminals of the vegetal kingdom. If
they impose on mankind to consume their newly created species–
which, on the other hand, neither offer security to man nor guarantee
of being perennial in their supposed progress–they are going to
impose, by force, the liquidation of other alternative natural species
and even, many others more, due to lack of use, in the lapse of time.
Biodiversity shall be buried.

The vegetal kingdom is in a severe risk not to survive in the
future (for feeding and other uses by man) species decided
whimsically by these contemporaneous wise men of adventure.
Supported, of course, with money from powerful international
corporations), they shall earn even much more money, at the expense
of food and needs of human consumption.

Let us continue this matter, transcribing part of the extensive
and interesting work produced by Dr. Miguel Altieri, professor at
the University of California at Berkeley: “Myths of Agricultural
Biotechnology,” published by B.T. News, Transgenic Bulletin. He
replies and refutes the arguments submitted by genetic engineering
multinational corporations as follows:

Environmental criticisms made against biotechnology discuss
assumptions regarding biotechnology being a science which has no
value, and if it cannot be mistaken or ill used, and they ask for an
ethical evaluation of investigations made in genetic engineering, as
well as their results. (Krimsky and Wrubel, 1996)
Those who propose biotechnology are considered as having a
utilitarian scope of nature and they favor free trade off of financial
profits, in exchange of ecological damage, indifferent at the
consequences for human beings. (James, 1997)
Biotechnological effects as regards social and economic conditions
are the core of criticism, as well as religious and moral values, which
lead us to ask questions like:
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• Should we alter genetic structures of all living kingdoms, in the
name of utility and profit?

• Is genetic constitution of all living beings the common heritage
for everybody, or can it be purchased by corporations and, thus,
become private property of some of them?

• Who gave individual corporations the right to monopolize entire
groups of organisms?

• Do biotechnologists feel that they are masters of nature? Is this an
illusion built on scientific arrogance and on conventional economy,
blind at the complexity of ecological processes?

• Is it possible to minimize ethical concepts and to reduce the risks
for environment, maintaining benefits?

Also, some specific questions about nature of technology arise, while
others discuss domination of the agenda as regards agricultural
investigation for commercial interests. Unequal distribution of profits,
possible risks for the environment and exploitation of rich genetic
resources from poor nations by rich countries, raise deeper
interrogations:

• Who obtains a benefit from technology? Who loses?
• Which are the consequences for the environment and for health?
• Which alternatives have been ignored?
• What needs does biotechnology respond to?
• How does technology affect what is being produced? How, what

for, and for whom is it being produced?
• Which are social goals and ethical criteria that lead the problem

of choice of biotechnological investigation?
• Which are the social and agronomic goals to be achieved by

biotechnology?

The Myths of Biotechnology

The agricultural-chemical corporations that control management and
objectives of agricultural innovation, by means of biotechnology, state
that genetic engineering will improve sustainability of farming, by
solving the problems that affect conventional agricultural work and
they shall set free third-world farmers from lack of productivity, from
poverty and from hunger (Molnar and Kinnucan, 1989; Gresshoft,
1996). Comparing the myth with reality, the following section depicts
how and why present progress of agricultural biotechnology does
not achieve such promises and expectations.
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Myth 1: Biotechnology shall benefit farmers from the USA and farmers of
the developed world

Most innovations in agricultural biotechnology are motivated by
economic criteria, rather than human needs; therefore, the aim of the
industry of genetic engineering is not to solve agricultural problems,
but rather to obtain profit. Moreover, biotechnology looks for
industrialized farming to a greater extent and to increase farmers’
dependency regarding industrial raw material, assisted by a system
of intellectual copyrights that, legally, impair farmers’ rights to
reproduce, exchange and store seeds (Busch et al., 1990). Through
control of germoplasma, from seed to sale, and forcing farmers to
pay inflated prices for the packages of seed chemicals, corporations
are ready to obtain the best profits for their investment.
Because biotechnology demands large capitals, it shall continue to
condition the exchange pattern for agriculture in the United States,
by increasing concentration of farming production in the hands of
big corporations. Like other technologies that save labor, by increasing
production, biotechnology tends to reduce the price of properties and
start operating a technological system that eliminates from business
a significant number of farmers, especially low-scale ones. The
example of bovine growth hormone confirms the hypothesis that
biotechnology will accelerate the disappearance of small dairy farms
(Krimsky and Wrubel, 1996).

Myth 2: Biotechnology will benefit small farmers and will favor hungry
and indigent people from the third world

If the Green Revolution ignored small and poor farmers,
biotechnology will further exacerbate that exclusion, because such
technologies, which are under the control of corporations and are
patent-supported, are expensive and are not suitable for the needs
and circumstances of groups of natives and countrymen groups
(Lipton, 1989). Since biotechnology is mostly a commercial activity,
this reality determines priorities regarding what is to be investigated,
how will it be applied and who will benefit.
While the world lacks of food and suffers pesticides pollution profit,
not philanthropy, is the focus of multinational corporations. This is
the reason why biotechnologists design transgenic farming for new
kinds of markets to substitute imports, rather than look for an increase
in food production (Mander and Goldsmith, 1996). Generally,
biotechnology corporations emphasize a limited range of cultivation,
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for which there are big and secure markets, addressed to production
systems of big capitals. As transgenic farming involved patented
plants, this means that countrymen may lose their rights on their own
local regional germoplasma and, according to GATT, they shall not be
allowed to reproduce, exchange or store their own harvested seeds
(Crucible Group, 1994). It is difficult to conceive how this kind of
technology will be introduced to communities of the third world so
as to favor masses of poor farmers. If biotechnologists would really
be engaged in feeding the world, why is it that biotechnology geniuses
do not devote themselves to developing new varieties of farming that
are more tolerant to weeds, instead of being tolerant to herbicides?
Also, why is it that more promising products of biotechnology such
as nitrogen fixing or drought-resistant plants are not developed?
Products of biotechnology shall weaken exports from third-world
countries, especially from small-scale producers. The development
of the product called “Thaumatin,” by means of biotechnology, is only
the beginning of a transition to alternative sweeteners that in the future
shall substitute sugar markets in the third world (Mander and
Goldsmith, 1996). It is estimated that about ten million third-world
sugarcane harvesters could face loss of their sustenance, when
laboratory processed sweeteners begin to invade world markets.
Biotechnologically produced fructose has already attached about 10%
of worldwide markets and it has caused a drop in sugar prices.
Hundreds of thousands of workmen have been left jobless. But such
limitation for rural opportunities is not restricted to sweeteners.
Approximately seventy thousand vanilla-producing farmers, at
Madagascar, were ruined, when a firm from Texas produced vanilla
in its biotechnological laboratories (Busch et al., 1990). The expansion
of oil-producing palms, cloned by Unilever, will substantially increase
production of palm oil, with dramatic consequences for farmers who
produce other vegetal oils (peanut oil in Senegal and coconut oil in
the Philippines).

Myth 3: Biotechnology will not attempt against the ecological sovereignty
of the third world

Since the North realized that ecological services rendered by
biodiversity, the repository of which is located mainly at the south,
the third world has witnessed a “genetic fever” as multinational
corporations explore forests, farming fields and coasts, in search of
the southern genetic gold (Kloppenburg, 1988). Under the protection
of GATT, these corporations freely carry out “bio-piracy,” with a cost
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for developing countries of US$4.5 billion per year, which (according
to the Funds for Rural Progress [FRP]) represent the loss of royalties
by companies that produce food and pharmaceutical products. These
companies use germoplasma and medicinal plants from countrymen
and natives (Levidow and Carr, 1997).
It is clear that multinational corporations consider natives and their
related ones as a raw material. They have obtained billions of dollars
for seeds, developed in U.S. laboratories, from germoplasma, which
has been carefully improved by third-world farmers, for generations
(Fowler and Mooney, 1990). Presently, millennial knowledge from
countrymen has not been rewarded, while multinational corporations
are beginning to earn royalties from third-world countries, estimated
in billions of dollars. Until now, biotechnology corporations have
not rewarded third-world farmers for seeds they take and use
(Kloppenburg, 1998).

Myth 4: Biotechnology will lead to preserve biodiversity

Although biotechnology has the capacity to create a wider variety of
commercial plants and thus contribute to biodiversity, it is difficult
for this to happen. The strategies of multinational corporations are to
create broad international markets for the seed of one sole product.
The trend is to create standard international markets for seeds
(MacDonald, 1991). Moreover, the measures ordered by multinational
corporations, regarding the patent system that prohibit farmers to
use again the seeds yielded by their harvests, shall affect the
possibilities to preserve in situ and to locally improve genetic diversity.
Agricultural systems developed with transgenic cultivation will favor
mono crops, which are characterized by dangerous levels of genetic
homogeneity, making agricultural systems more vulnerable as regards
biotic and nonbiotic stress (Robinson, 1996). As the new bio-
engineering produced seed replaces the old traditional varieties and
their wild relatives, genetic erosion will be accelerated (Fowler and
Mooney, 1990). Thus, pressure for uniformity will not only destroy
the diversity of genetic resources, but it will also disrupt the biological
complexity that conditions sustainability of traditional agricultural
systems (Altieri, 1994).

Myth 5: Biotechnology is not ecologically harmful and it will originate a
sustainable cultivation, chemical free

Biotechnology is being developed in order to palliate the problems
caused by former technologies that used agro-chemicals (resistance
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to pesticides, to pollution, to soils degradation, etc.), promoted by
the same corporations that are now leaders of the bio-revolution.
Transgenic farming developed to control plagues, strictly follow the
paradigm of pesticides, using only one control mechanism that has
failed once and again with insects, pathogens and weeds (NRC, 1996).
Transgenic farming tend to increase the use of pesticides and to
accelerate the evolution of “super-weeds” and plagues of resistant
insects (Rissler and Melion, 1996). The “one resistant-gene–one
plague” approach has been easily surpassed by plagues, which
continuously adapt themselves to new conditions and evolve into
detoxifying mechanisms evolve (Robinson, 1997).
Many unanswered questions about ecology exist, as regards the
impact of releasing transgenic plants and microorganisms to the
environment. Among the main risks associated with plants obtained
by genetic engineering are the unintentional transfer of “transgenes”
to wild relatives of farming and the unpredictable ecological effects
that this implies (Rissler and Mellon, 1996).
In view of the aforementioned considerations, the agro-ecological
theory predicts that biotechnology will exacerbate the problems of
conventional farming, and as it promotes mono crops, it will also
undermine ecological methods of agricultural handling, like rotation
and poly-crops (Hindmarsh, 1991). Biotechnology, as conceived
nowadays, is not fit for the broad ideals of a sustainable farming
(Kloppenburg and Burrows, 1996).

Myth 6: Biotechnology will improve the use of molecular biology for the
benefit of all the social sectors

Demand for the new biotechnology did not arise as a result of social
needs, but from changes in laws for patents and in profit interests of
chemical corporations when linking seeds and pesticides. The
product arose from spectacular progresses of molecular biology
achieved, and from the availability of adventurers’ capitals ready
to take risks, as a result of favorable tax laws (Webber, 1990). The
danger resides in the fact that the private sector is influencing an
unprecedented investigation to be made of the public sector
(Kleinman and Kloppenburg, 1988).
As more public universities and institutes dedicated to investigation
become associated with corporations, more serious ethical matters
appear as regards who the owner of the results of investigations is
and which investigations are being made. The trend of keeping the
secret of university investigators involved in such associations brings
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about questions regarding personal ethics and conflicts of interest.
Often, in many universities, the ability of a teacher to attract private
investment is more important than his academic qualifications. Thus,
incentives for scientists to be responsible towards society are being
eliminated. Areas such as biological control and agro-ecology, which
do not receive support from corporations, are being left aside and
this does not favor public interest (Kleinman and Koppenburg, 1988).

Conclusions

By the end of the’’80s, a press release from Monsanto indicated that
in the future, biotechnology would revolutionize farming, with
products based on nature’s own methods, making the agricultural
system friendlier towards the environment and more advantageous
for the farmer (OTA, 1992). Even more, plants with self-incorporated
genetic defenses against insects and pathogens would be supplied.
Since then, many more companies have promised different
compensations that biotechnology can offer through improvement
of farming. The ethical dilemma is that many of these promises have
no foundation and that some advantages or benefits of biotechnology
did not or could not materialize. Although it is clear that biotechnology
can help to improve farming, given its present trend, biotechnology
rather promises injuries to the environment, larger industrialization
of farming and deeper intrusion of private interests in investigations
made by of the public sector. So far, economic and political domination
from multinational corporations in the agenda of agricultural
development has been successful at the expense of interests of
consumers, countrymen, small family farms, wildlife and the
environment.
It becomes urgent for civil society to have a larger participation in
technological decisions, so that the dominion exerted by interests from
corporations on scientific investigation can be balanced by a more
rigid public control. Public domestic and international organizations,
such as FAO, CGIAR, etc., shall have to monitor and control that the
knowledge as applied does not become the property of the private
sector, and protect that such knowledge continues to be of public
domain, for the benefit of rural societies. Publicly controlled regulatory
regimens should be developed and they should be used to monitor
and evaluate social and environmental risks of biotechnology
products (Webber, 1990).
Finally, the trends towards a view to make reductions in nature and
farming, promoted by the contemporaneous biotechnology, should
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be reverted by a more holistic approach of farming, in order to ensure
that agro-ecological alternatives not be neglected and that only
ecologically acceptable biotechnological aspects be investigated and
developed. The time has come to effectively cope with the challenge
and the reality of genetic engineering. As it has been for the case with
pesticides, biotechnology corporations should feel the impact of
protests from environmental defenders, workmen and countrymen,
so as to reorient their work for the benefit of the whole society and
nature. The future of biotechnology-based investigation will be
determined by power relationship; there is no reason for farmers and
general public, if more power is given to them, not to be able to
influence on biotechnology management, in order for them to fulfill
the goals of sustainability.

A Fearless Transgenic Operator

Undoubtedly, the world’s number-one company of transgenic
products is Monsanto, a powerful organization with its own staff,
very well assessed to defend it, even through advertising, against
the attacks it receives from everywhere. Now, let a specialist, in this
matter, give us the pertinent information.

Kenny Bruno (The Ecologist, 1998), a writer who produced an
interesting work for the public, duly documented with Monsanto’s
own files. Without transcribing his information sources, the report
is as follows:

MONSANTO’S MARKETING FAILURE

Monsanto tries to introduce itself as a philanthropic organization,
interested in protecting the natural environment and concerned for
worldwide hunger. The truth is quite different.
Monsanto believes that you have the right to listen to all opinions
about biotechnology applied to food. Thus, it starts a quite unusual
campaign that this U.S Company is carrying out in Europe. Monsanto,
main performer in genetic engineering, is a giant corporation
dedicated to agro technology and chemistry. It was established at St.
Louis, U.S.A.: With the aid from Bartle Bogle Hegarty (BBH), it is
developing, in Europe, a campaign devoted to “encourage a positive
understanding of biotechnology applied to food.”
In this campaign, Monsanto does not propose us to buy its products.
On the contrary, advertisements are drawn up with an educational
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style; they feign to be transparent and not at all aggressive. Most part
of the advertising that daily assails the public causes more indignation
than Monsanto’s. Nevertheless, many readers are amazed when they
read the last sentence in advertising: an invitation to visit the web site
(or to telephone to their offices) of its most severe critics: Greenpeace,
Friends of the Earth and Food for Our Future. These groups of pressure
are completely opposed to biotechnology, Monsanto’s “vital blood.”
Monsanto is really satisfied with the “large contribution made to the
important public debate” that its campaign is achieving. It has been
just a matter of time, before some executive in the advertising
department noticed the benefits of such a simple and efficacious
strategy, as it is to advertise its critics on web sites and give their
telephone numbers. Everybody knew these data already, and what
advertising wants to be understood is that there is a complicity of
these NGOs in the “open debate” started by Monsanto. At the same
time, this corporation is not worried on this subject. Nike, in its web
site, frequently makes reference to arguments raised by its opponents,
although in a more defensive style Monsanto. Also, the same tactic
has been used by the nuclear industry. It is evident that multinational
corporations shall use more and more this practice of pretending to
be transparent.
But what does this mean? What is Monsanto doing? Has it left the
combat for the sake of controlling information? An impossible thing,
given the broad range of chances offered by informatics today. Its
“information” manager in Europe believes that, when the public
explores other points of view, “the security and the benefits of
biotechnology shall be made evident.” If that is so, why similar
campaigns have not been carried out in North America? Why they
spend millions of dollars to inform the public about campaigns of its
critics? As Monsanto admits, the strategy is a reaction against its critics,
to whom the Company accuses of spreading false information, voodoo
theories, vandalism, obscurantism, continually hurling threats and
detaching supposed dangers of some super-weeds and “Frankenfoods”
(Frankestein Foods). Besides the innovative idea of offering the
telephone number of Greenpeace, the advertisements are clear
examples of the tradition known as “Greenwash.” That is to say, they
give a green and ecological image to a product, a tactic broadly used
by multinational companies.
The arguments submitted in this article shall analyze the promotional
campaign within the context of the “image laundering” technique. I
state that Monsanto chose this option, after the failure of its marketing
strategy. In 1997 it decided to export to Europe, genetically manipulated
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soybean, without separating it from the traditional soybean. The idea
of “image laundering” was conceived on occasion of the great
catastrophes of the ’80s: Love Canal, Bhopal, Chernobil, Basel, Exxon
Valdez, or the hole in the ozone layer. The impact of these catastrophes
on the public opinion and what they evidenced about the condition
of planetary size degradation endangered the liberty and financial
interests of the industries involved therein. Environmental regulations
appeared and proliferated, groups of pressure increased and they
gained strength as they had never before. Preservation of the
environment became a really popular subject. Involved corporations
were blamed. Monsanto, creator of one of the omnipresent pollutants
in the planet (PCBs), received a substantial part of the guilt. Companies
had to act and change their traditional strategy, which was to deny
all liability in the events. Until then, results had been good for them.
As a reply to it, the strategy of “Image Laundering” was developed.
The principal method used for “Image Laundering” was to build a
green image and some behavioral codes willingly assumed, besides
following the traditional tactics to avoid compliance with laws to protect
the natural environment. In the U.S., DuPont (main manufacturer of
products which destroy the ozone layer) and Occidental (creators of
Love Canal) issued advertising with pictures of whales, seals, birds
and wild scenes of oceans or forests. Rhone Poulenc, Sandoz, Waste
Management, Mitsubishi, Ford, General Motors and Union Carbide followed
the same outline. British multinational ICI for the first time used
advertisements much in the style of “Image Laundering”–in Malaysia
(“Paraquat and Nature in Perfect Harmony”), while Shell photographed
a lovely Asian girl who was holding the Earth globe, and used it for an
advertisement in a magazine at Hong Kong, “Friends of the Earth.”
The style was sensitive, humanitarian, “greener” than green itself. Only
few companies dedicated to public relations performed the job for all
those big multinational corporations. The “Image Laundering”
advertising has become a worldwide industry.
The second part of that strategy is formed by behavioral codes. In the
U.S., this code was called Responsible Care and every member of US
Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) adopted it. It became the
environmental program for the whole chemical industry. Then, it
extended to Europe, Latin America and Asia. Responsible Care
appeared as a reply to the release of lethal gases in Bhopal; later it was
completed by the behavioral code CERES. The same as the “green
advertising,” it was not an active program, but rather the reaction of
a frightened industry. Monsanto, as a member of Responsible Care,
began to learn the art of “Image Laundering.”
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Assuming Responsible Care was a fascinating act of balance,
especially because its ambivalence was repeated over and over again.
On the one hand, it had to inform the public that the message was
that industry acknowledged their concern and that it was making all
that was possible to avoid catastrophes, since that was what frightened
people. But on the other hand, when the audience was formed by its
own members, that responsibility was declined and no guilt was
assumed in serious ecological attacks. They decided to admit that
“too many accidents” had occurred and that industry no longer
fulfilled its responsibility of adequately communicating with the
public. The words used by Responsible Care (for example, its slogan
regarding “Continuing Improvement”) left for an open interpretation
the aspect regarding if such environmental improvements were really
necessary for the planet’s health, or if they only served to improve
the public image of industry. In summary, the message was “nothing
happens here, but in case something happens, we shall solve it.” That
is not an encouraging message.
Meanwhile, the same corporations put pressure against a legislation
regarding problems caused by industry. At those panels, the industry
argued that Responsible Care and other willingly assumed Behavioral
Codes represented more efficacious guarantees than the legislative
via. The message was, “We are the experts, we love nature and we
shall take care of it. You, politicians and governments, better not mix
up with that matter.” With the “Image Laundering,” the environmentally
destructive companies in chemical industries, debris, fossil fuels,
nuclear undertakings and car producers, took possession of ecological
representations as well as of the language of ecological activity, to
deviate criticism from their acts. The Earth, with its fauna and flora,
came to represent the image mostly used by the same corporations
which have caused greatest damage. They took possession of the
Earth’s Day; recycling was recommended and prevention of pollution
was interpreted in their own way. With “self-regulation,” the new
environmental legislation appeared like an anachronism.
While companies continued to make efforts to domestically
decaffeinate or derail the legislation, at intergovernmental levels,
environmental subjects became transcendental. During the trial of
UNCED–United Nations Conference for Environment and Development–
“Image Laundering” assumed a global role. In that panel, Business
Council for Sustainable Development (BCSD) joined the International
Trade Chamber in a worldwide campaign in order to benefit its
members (including Monsanto). The objective was to visibly show
an environmental position and, at the same time, procure that
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restrictions limiting their own controlled areas would not become
effective at the Summit. The practice of a global coordination of
political action, developed by the industry became more evident when
preparing the Summit at Kyoto, in 1997. Then, the “Global Climate
Coalition” and the U.S. Business Roundtable launched multimillionaire
campaigns against the agreements. But previous efforts made by
industries at UNCED were more sophisticated, giving an impression
that industry was really in favor of the Summit and that it only wanted
to assist in the process. Most of these efforts had a good result. Maurice
Strong, General Secretary of the Summit at Río de Janeiro, openly
praised the efforts made by the industry. Documents from UNCED
did not include restrictions for activities of multinational corporations
and, besides, international agreements reached in Río for the
application of Agenda 21 were not fulfilled. When five years after the
Conference at Rio had been held, the Special Assembly of United
Nations took place, in order to make a balance of the agreements
under application; the spirit of those agreements had been left aside.
The President of G-77 complained that criteria regarding development
had not been observed. But executives of the Commission for Sustainable
Development adopted the BCSD’s language for “technological cooperation”
and the President of the General Assembly, Ambassador Razali, from
Malaysia, invited the main executives for lunch, allowing NGO’s
representatives to attend. There was no protest at all.
During the five years that elapsed since UNCED took place, multinational
corporations had mercilessly persisted on their aims: free trade,
liberation of investments and control on technology. As opposed to
UNCED, the World Trade Organization–WTO–had power, but lacked
public participation. Transnational companies praised the importance
of UNCED, but they made sure that WTO, and not the United Nations,
would continue to control the essential processes for globalization.
In subsequent years to UNCED, sustainable development and
environmental matters inseparably joined. According to Wolfgang
Sachs, this “atrocious alliance” meant a better understanding of the
relationship between environment and development within the
international community, a fact especially relevant for southern
countries. Nevertheless, this alliance gave substantial advantages to
multinational corporations, which could carry out almost any project,
under the cover of the “sustainable development” concept.
Monsanto has launched its transgenic farming with this strategy. At
a time when even diplomats of the United Nations themselves had
abandoned the use of sustainable development rhetoric, corporations
like Monsanto continued to use it, in order to convince us that this
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criterion was essential for their activities. As a pioneer Company in
biotechnology, Monsanto wants us to believe that it is as well a pioneer
in sustainable development. In order to promote this view, they use
“Image Laundering” techniques. Robert Shapiro, Monsanto executive
manager, is devoted to promote this image of his Company. He is
concerned about environmental matters and sustainable development
is his bastion. In 1996, in an analysis regarding Environmental
Evaluation for Monsanto, Robert Shapiro wrote: “Sustainable
development will constitute the main axis of anything we do.” The
formula is perfect and it satisfies everyone: the industry and the public
opinion. For the public in general, the Company is dedicated mainly
to sustainable development. However, in the part where the document
deals with economic affairs, Shapiro very clearly establishes that the
Company is dedicated to genetic engineering. In a classical example
of green verbosity, he talks about “genetically improved farming.”
When Monsanto introduced this, “genetically improved farming,”
to the U.S., there were no shows or advertising campaigns, or invitations
for the public to “listen to all the opinions.” In fact, Monsanto prevented
a debate on its transgenic products to take place, and it opposed to
compulsory labels for its products. Posilac, the recombinant bovine
hormone for growth (rBGH) was introduced to the U.S. in spite of a
strong opposition from consumers and small scale producers. Monsanto
threatened to bring legal actions against the States that decided to
label milk which did not contain this hormone. In a comment recently
published on the”New York Times newspaper, “Most consumers have
not noticed the amount of genetically manipulated food that currently
is in the market, and therefore it is difficult to evaluate their resistance
to such products.” This enormous ignorance from consumers is
Monsanto main strategy and the reason why it strongly opposes to
introduce the obligated labels for these products.
When trading of Monsanto Roundup Ready Soybeans started in the
U.S., no public debate took place, although it was a year that should
be written in History as the first time when people in the United States
began to eat genetically manipulated food. Monsanto strongly
opposed to separate transgenic soybean from the traditional soybean,
and it insisted that consumers had no reason to make differences
between them, given that transgenic soybean was not different from
the traditional soybean. That is, consumers neither have the right to
be informed about what they eat nor the right to choose one product
or the other. The main distribution companies as Cargill and Archer
Daniels Midland agreed, and Monsanto received support from the
Washington Administration. There were a few protests, but they could
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not prevent transgenic soybean sales to continue, with no obligation
to separate transgenic harvests from traditional harvests. Only a small
minority of U.S. citizens is aware of this essential change in their daily
diet. Most of them are completely unaware that they are regularly
consuming transgenic products.
When the time arrived to export soybean to Europe (Europe purchases
25% of U.S. yearly harvests of this farming), Monsanto continued to
insist that a separation was not necessary, or a special label for this
new product: people had no right to be informed. The outcome was a
failure of its marketing strategy. The European Union had not yet
approved its import, when the first shipments left United States ports,
during the fall of 1997. Most European consumers were surprised.
Suddenly, genetically manipulated food were being incorporated to
their daily diets! They had not been warned, and that food did not
have any label. People were shocked. There was a sudden demand for
traditional soybean from countries and industries, so they tried to keep
consumers quiet. Soybean market became chaotic. This arrogance from
Monsanto, assuming that Europe would accept transgenic soybean
without questioning it, produced a political storm in all Europe.
What irritates Monsanto and those who are interested in biotechnology
is that this storm has not decreased. They call European resistance to
genetic engineering “ludite superstition” (“Ludites” fought against
the introduction of machines to England, during the industrial
revolution) and a “resistance that must be overcome.” “It is just
another step in the History of agriculture,” according to Joseph Zalk,
from North American Soybean Association, who encourages the
acceptance of Monsanto transgenic soybean in Europe. The current
Monsanto’s advertisement campaign can be better understood within
the context of the first time when transgenic products were introduced
to the European market. Monsanto incorrectly evaluated the reaction
of European consumers in the hope that they would respond like U.S.
consumers did. This mistake was so serious that the corporation had
no option but to change its tactics. First, it tried to suffocate people’s
sensitivity. But, then, it changed its position and it stressed “our food
is so important that everyone should be adequately informed.” Only
when that strategy failed, it decided to adopt the philosophy of
transparency. The dilemma that the Company had to face explains
this change in its position. Now Monsanto proclaims itself in favor of
dialogue, reducing pesticides and resolving worldwide hunger. This
has operated as a spur for its critics, who are annoyed for being
mentioned in Monsanto’s advertising; they have verified that their
efforts represent a real threat for the development of genetic engineering
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technology. Doug Parr, from Greenpeace UK, highlights: “this advertising
shows that Monsanto is losing the battle.”
However, Monsanto should not be underestimated. It is completely
dedicated to food genetic manipulation and the financial community
will defend the company’s future. Monsanto has left behind its other
commitments in traditional chemistry and it prefers to concentrate
on biotechnology. If food biotechnology fails, Monsanto will be ruined.
Monsanto has needed to develop some convincing reasons to build
its argument that food biotechnology is equivalent to sustainable
development and vice versa. The most dangerous argument is the
one that states that engineering will solve the problem of hunger in
the world. Monsanto is manipulating our feelings, outlining the great
dissonance that exists between worldwide population and the amount
of available food. The newspaper The Independent informs us that
“worrying just for the future of hungry populations will not help
them. Biotechnology will help them.” Who would refuse for poor
children all over the world the opportunity to receive better
nourishment, and for their parents, the opportunity to cultivate more
food and do it more efficaciously? Who would be as selfish as to
oppose to genetically manipulated food, when they could benefit the
less lucky? This is “Image Laundering.”
To quote an example, the rBGH hormone is designed to increase milk
production. But the U.S. has already an overproduction and the cost
of that hormone absolutely precludes its use by third-world farmers.
Monsanto’s soybean has not been designed to increase its production,
even though maybe because it is easy to use, a larger amount thereof
may be cultivated (increasing at the same time the use of the Roundup
herbicide in those areas). But this additional soybean will never reach
the mouths of hungry children. Most of it is used to elaborate oil or
ingredients destined for processed food, which will never be received
by malnourished countrymen from Bangladesh or Chad. Most of
Monsanto’s Yieldgard corn is used to feed animals, as well as
Monsanto’s beet root, cotton, corn or potatoes. Monsanto plants are
not designed to feed hunger-suffering children. Monsanto exploitation
of this emotional matter raised a reaction against it. Recently, diplomats
from 24 African countries, together with NGOs, issued a joint statement
wherein they express their disapproval for “multinational companies
to use images of poor and hungry people from our countries to promote
a technology which is unsafe for health and not positive for the
environment, or economically beneficial for us.”
Cultivation with a high-level technology and large investments shall
not solve the problem of worldwide hunger. Conversely, they serve
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to satisfy Monsanto’s greed to control worldwide food production.
Purchase of seed companies, their contractual prohibitions, restrictions
for farmers not to keep seeds from one year to another, their opposition
towards small companies which try to avoid buying the rBGH
hormone, and their fear of a mandatory label, show a Company
preferably dedicated to increase our dependence of its products.
Monsanto believes that it will have our confidence, in the long term.
I think that its executives consider European opposition as a temporary
impediment, an impediment that shall be overcome as time elapses.
Unavoidably, progress will gain our confidence. Its advertising
campaign is necessary to cure the damage caused by its arrogance
during the last few years, but its price means nothing when compared
to long-term earnings. In Monsanto’s Environmental Survey, the year
1995, Robert Shapiro wrote:’“Along the 94 years of History of our
Company, there have been times when we did not have the sensitivity
that we should have showed. But those days are gone a long time
ago.” However, critics of genetic engineering are claiming a new
assessment of Shapiro’s conclusion. Maybe he is the one who should
be informed through his own advertising, calling his opponents to
their phone numbers.
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War

Charlatans and shortsighted persons tell the story that wars
are not meant for conquest. History of mankind evidences it. There
have never been sweet wars, because all wars are disastrous,
especially for the Earth.

Always and everywhere, war encourages the expansionist will
of states to have more power over other fellow states.

Since war has no moral, it perversely dissimulates its concealed
objectives, pretending that neighbors are the aggressor and
inventing dramatic lies suitable to obtain advantages.

Any war has innumerable material ambitions, where the
winner gives loose rein to his passions and desires, and he imposes
his decisions. Armies, as they act unconsciously, are not concerned
about the damage the environment suffers.

Since war severely punishes the unfortunate loser, belligerents
are always prepared to win and they do not stop until achieving so.

That is why, for war, it becomes mandatory to spend a lot of
money as well as to cultivate and exert the negative virtues of
invading, devastating, abusing and killing. In order to reach this
objective weapons and instruments are needed at all times.

Precisely those destructive weapons and instruments cause
extremely serious damages to Earth.

Destruction of the earth relief
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For centuries, gunpowder was the base; fire and all kinds of
projectiles altered the surface as well as the bottom of the planet
and polluted it in every way.

Now, times have changed and they worsen, because every day
better weapons than the ones already created are designed,
manufactured and experimented. From them, the worst ones are
bombs. Too many variations of bombs exist that destroy everything
and damage the planet as much as possible.

Missiles (explosive-bearing rockets) are terribly deafening and
they alter human and animal nervous systems; they impair their
minds due to dramatic impressions recorded in their nervous
system.

Poor cows! Especially those that have become victims of terrible
noise. Let us see if such beings, which need clean water, healthy air,
fresh grass, peace and sweetness, would make good milk, with such
severe noxious stimuli. Since they are not robots… we can realize
the kind of product they give.

Bombardments also adulterate things, and everybody’s health
is impaired, besides poisoning and complicating the natural habitat.

What else does war produce? It poisons the air and contributes
to pollute the clouds; naturally, these clouds spread harmful rains
that, falling down, water farming with their adulterated water and,
as a result, human health is injured.28

Since long ago, farming already produces (and let us not forget
it) adulterated fruits that we must eat.

Our adulterated food produces many kinds of calamities for
us. If someone doubts it, let him ask himself why diseases keep
increasing, with many varieties.

28 The aforementioned British Organization, Cambridge Research Group,
expresses its comments as regards this phenomenon:
ACID RAIN. Acid rain reacts to acid gases in the atmosphere. When FOSSILS
burn, as coal, oil and gas, we release sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides in
the atmosphere. When these compounds contact the atmosphere, they produce
intense acids.
Naturally, rain is acid, but this reaction with these gases produces even more
SO2. When the acid returns to the Earth, as rain or snow, acid rain damages
the lives of plants, as well as the life of aquatic animals and other organisms
that live in the water.
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Many diseases of man are as well the result of changes in the
environment.

Animals suffer the same thing in all processes of subsequent
consequences, which slowly appear.

Now, let us talk about direct bombardments to natural
environment. “In Vietnam, during five years of bombardments
26,000,000 craters have been produced, which made it necessary to
artificially remove 3,000,000,000 cubic meters of land,” as Argentine
physician Agustín Luccisano reports. Sad souvenir for a nation that
was known as the million elephants country.

Let us remember daily bombardments with chemical,
incendiary bombs: napalm,29 which produced fire on the skin–and
not only combatants and soldiers died, but also the civil population.
Also pachydermatous died, tortured by fire, burnt, virtually roasted
and, in the end, abandoned in the jungle.

How many hundreds of thousands of elephants died in Vietnam,
due to the destructive science of napalm? We wonder if one-half is
left of those million animals so noble, beatiful and clever!

There are also other bombs, as criminal as the ones previously
mentioned: aquatic mines. They pollute the seas and kill all kinds
of fish.30

And land mines? They kill adults, chidren and animals.31

War brings unbelievable horrors:

• During World War II, the Nazis poisoned water of streams to kill
skirmishers who resisted in Yugoslavia.

• During Vietnam War (1964–1975), United States soldiers were drug
stimulated.

29 U.S. Army used napalm bombs in Vietnam. They released a gelatinous
incendiary substance, impossible to extinguish, on the bodies of the victims,
causing very serious burns. Naturally, this substance also fell on the jungle’s
flora and fauna, killing them.

30 Aquatic mines are floating bombs with a high explosive power. A mere contact
from a vessel causes a destructive explosion, generally sinking those big
steamships, polluting sea waters, destroying the surrounding flora and fauna
and making from the sea bottom a cemetery for all kinds of debris.

31 Landmines are buried on the surface, but a concealed button emerges
therefrom. When one treads on it, an explosion is produced, killing people
and animals or mutilating their extremities.
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• Also in times of peace, biologically destructive plagues have been
created, and insects have multiplied.

• Other chemical bombs, which release lethal gases, have been
invented and experienced.

• Neutronic bomb has been invented: without destroying anything
physically, it kills human beings who fight from war tanks (as a
military target, against the advance of such tanks).
Combatant armies, their logistic commanders or politicians do
not mind the biological animal life or the vegetal life that are the
first ones to suffer (plants, birds, insects, rabbits, reptiles, squirrrels,
turtles, other rodents…). Thank goodness this weapon has been
never used, but it has been tested in animals.

One single arithmetical exercise shows us that if we add daily
military tests carried out in all countries, we shall notice that only
with shots from guns and tests from cannons and tanks, air is still
being polluted and the earth relief is being destroyed.

Nuclear Explosions

History should serve to prevent making new mistakes, but it
does not. Atomic bombs released on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, by
the end of World War II, killed many people and destroyed both
cities.32 The bodies of those who escaped from death resulted with
severe injuries, because the released atomic radioactivity produced
all kinds of partial damages:

• organs rendered useless,
• hardly beating hearts,
• teeth and hair lost,
• burnt skin,
• nervous systems impaired for life,
• infertility,
• so many other calamities more.

Nobody spoke about the real and so severe injuries suffered
by the flora, fauna and the environment; nobody made an ecological-

32 As it is known, by the end of World War II, the United States Army released
these deadly bombs on above-mentioned cities.
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environmental balance of that war, bearing in mind the time and
geographic space of that barbarity (arising from all factions):

• during six years of war, permanent destruction of the earth’s flora,
• same destruction of its fauna,
• air pollution,
• oceans, seas, lakes and rivers water pollution,
• clouds pollution,
• destruction of the earth’s relief.

At all times of war, there are governments with abundant
resources to carry out tests that kill life in the planet, although they
do nothing effective as regards poverty of their people.

Nuclear tests produce disasters; they are an ostentation of
power; a vile subject. They are despicable and criminal; they offend
the world; they threaten its existence33…

33 María Esther Brandan, doctor in physics, researcher and professor at the
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM), in her book Nuclear
Weapons and Explosions: Mankind in Danger (1996), depicts the gloomy
reality, with a scientific simulation on México City. These are her projections:

A MEGATON ON MEXICO CITY. After a general description of the effects of a
nuclear explosion on a city, in this chapter we shall choose as a specific example,
the effects that would produce the explosion of a megaton bomb, on the core of
Mexico City. The example is valid for any metropolis with a circular extension
on a range of 10 kilometers or more.
On a bright day, 2,000 meters high over México city, at Plaza de la Constitución,
better known as El Zócalo, a nuclear bomb with a power of one megaton
explodes. This square, located precisely underneath the point of explosion, is
the so-called point zero of the explosion. Two seconds after the detonation, 2,000
meters high, a hot and bright ball of fire and an expansive wave that touches
the surface of the city core are formed. The destruction of a large part of the
capital city will be mainly due to the effects of the radiated heat and the high
pressure wave which continues to expand over tens of kilometers…
Within a range of four kilometers, its center being El Zócalo and during the first
10 seconds after the explosion, the pressure will exceed 10 psi, then, all buildings
will be completely destroyed and there will be no survivors…
At a distance between four and six kilometres from point zero, 15 seconds after
the explosion, the pressure will reach values between five and 10 psi; only
foundations and undergrounds of buildings will be left standing…
The streets shall be covered by several meters of rubble and about half of the
population living in this area will die, mainly due to collapse of buildings. Those
who survive shall be wounded and shall need medical aid. Winds that follow
the explosive wave shall have speeds of some 300 kilometers per hour…
Half a minute after the detonation, pressures between 2 and 5 psi shall occur at
the ring included between distances of six and 11 kilometers distant from El
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What about civilization, which more-developed countries
claim to represent?

We know that most part of mankind suffers starvation, although
(in case it is useful) there are multimillion war satellites whose only

Zócalo. As a result thereof, buildings shall be severely damaged and numberless
people shall be injured. Probably, buildings still left standing, shall burn, because
of the heat produced by the explosion, and this same heat will cause burns on
people’s skins…
From El Zócalo, to these limits, all the windows at buildings and constructions
shall be broken, because of the pressure wave…
At last, within the ring formed by a range of 11 and 16 kilometers from the city
core, damages caused by the explosive wave shall be less severe for buildings,
but probably 25% of the population will be injured…
Half a minute after the explosion, the ball of fire will not be visible anymore
and, as it raises at a high speed, it produces air currents that drag dust and the
remains of destroyed constructions. It forms a nuclear mushroom. A radioactive
cloud which contains elements activated during the explosion, and products of
the fission of uranium will raise to some 20 kilometers high and then they will
be dispersed by the wind, to slowly fall again on areas distant from the explosion
site.
The immediate radiation is lethal for those people who are within a radius of
three kilometers from point zero, but this zone has already been completely
devastated due to the effects from the pressure wave and heat. Anyhow, no
survivor will be left. Within an area of some 1,000 square kilometers around El
Zócalo and, during one or two days after the explosion, radioactive rain will
fall, in the form of land dust or small grains that spontaneusly issue radiation.
The levels of radiation on an area of 2,600 square kilometers (up to 29 kilometers
distant from the center . . .) shall be lethal for any person exposed (not adequately
protected), because they shall reach 900 rad. Within a surface of 10,500 square
kilometers (57 kilometers apart of El Zócalo), the dose of radiation received by
persons not adequately protected during the first days after the explosion will
reach some 100 rad. Maybe this will not cause immediate death, but it will
seriously increase the incidence of cancer and genetic anomalies in the
population…
The total number of deaths after an explosion like the one described will depend
of many different factors: the density of population nearby point zero, the hour
of the day when the explosion occurs, the atmospheric conditions, and others
more difficult to determine. For a crowded city, it is estimated that 500,000 people
shall die immediately, and an equal number of people will be wounded. We
must remember that, because of the prevailing destruction, we cannot expect
any kind of help from firemen to extinguish fire, or health care teams to rescue
injured people. Traffic on the streets will be impossible (it will not be easy to
recognize what once was a street) and surely, hospitals shall have undergone
the same damages as the rest of the city. Considering these factors, the number
of victims might amount to 1,000,000 people.
The analysis submitted has estimated that the metropolis would be attacked
with only one nuclear device. Current military strategy recommends that any
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existence offends the extreme poverty of nations and indigents
(maybe because extreme poverty means nothing).34

Underground and open explosions, and all that insanity
intends, have been already tested by insane minds, and they
continue to be secretly experimented!

What is occurring? What useful purpose can nuclear tests serve
for?

Don’t they serve to destroy and to conquer?
Is this what civilization has come to?
Is it that in order to carry out nuclear tests, physical life is not

important anymore? Does not the wounded Earth undergo its own
permanent calvary of brutal aggresions?

Human, given these trials, your obligation is to scorn them, to
bravely protest, fearlessly fighting, offering yourself if necessary,
for the sake of every living being.

If the action of wars return, destruction will be back.

city with more than 3,000,000 inhabitants be the target for three one megaton
bombs, 10 bombs of 500 kilotons, and as many others with lower explosive
power. Thus, assuredly , there will be no survivors left.

34 About this matter, Angel Quero, from the newspaper El Mundo (Madrid),
comments:
The United States are using their spy satellites network at full capacity. Their
mission is to locate exactly the military targets . . .
Although no one knows how many of these devices are in orbit over our heads,
experts state that they have the capacity to detect incredible things. If a scientific
satellite can take nitid photographs of a car’s plate, those dedicated to spy can
discover a combat car camouflaged in the desert or in the jungle and they can
survey the condition of the land wherein troops and armament shall displace.
They have a multimillion budget: 6.1 billion euros per year (1.2 trillion pesetas),
higher than CIA’s budget.
In these moments and, according to a report from the Los Angeles Times, they
are working on a top-secret project: Future Imagery Architecture, carried out
by the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), one of the most reserved
agencies of the government (until 1994, even its logo was a secret) in charge of
the United States spy satellite network.
THE MOST EXPENSIVE. The project costs approximately 30 billion euros (5
trillion pesetas) in 10 years. As per the American Scientists Federation, “It is
the most expensive project in the history of the intelligence community.”
In a recent appearance of NRO responsibles, they stated that the new satellites,
to be launched in 2005, will be able to detect buried mines, by the difference
existing between the ground removed to cover them and the ground not
removed.
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However, when they come to an end, dangers remain latent.
Again, material interests and ambitions that damage peace appear
and make themselves patent. Then the warlike effort returns to their
minds! As illustrious Spanish writer Miguel de Unamuno well said,
“Men search for peace in times of war and for war in times of peace.”

If conscience of the real peace would be affirmed, with no
ambition for what belongs to another, or with the hypocrisy of
concealed interests and for the sake of all the environment, there
would be no wars in the world, and they would forever end. But
the aforementioned is like dreaming with an impossible.

Expression of Indignation

We cannot be indifferent as regards any kind of war, because
it also brings disasters for the planet; neither can we adopt half-
tone positions. Sensible people must oppose frankly and overtly to
any war and combat it with thought and words and, if possible,
with acts that express and show aversion and protest against it, as
well as against its promoters who want to take advantage.

From his innermost and deep inside himself, every pacifist
should have the courage to raise his voice, with all his might if
necessary, so his hate for war is made known, and curse it.

Let us learn to condemn:

• governors thirsty for glory (for war and false heroism);
• intellectuals and theorists of death;
• profiteering merchants who take advantage of it.

Let us learn to condemn:

• any weapon, whether old or modern;
• the nauseous and filthy smell of gunpowder;
• tanks, cannons and bombs because all that destroys and kills the

Earth causes desolation and mourning and is an evidence of death
within life.

Why must we learn to condemn with all our might?

• because weapons are no good to plough land;
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• they are no good to satiate hunger or thirst;
• they are no good for curing diseases; and
• because their being, their nature itself, takes bread away from

many people in the world.

Rare kinds of fellows exist who enjoy death (thanks to war):

• those who enjoy triumphs;
• those who take advantage and seek their own benefit; and
• their abject servants.

Those who ask for war are not normal:

• they are demoniac beings;
• they are filthy, as a product of sewerage;
• they are morbid towards someone else’s suffering.

Following are the spectacular evidences produced by any war,
even while preparation thereof:

• the overwhelming expense of economic resources that belong to
countries and to people, instead of using those resources for
development works;

• manufacturing of awful weapons to exterminate man and the
environment;

• those horrible weapons that are still being manufactured are really
modern, amazing, precise;

• designers and supporters of those weapons boast of their
modernness, their advanced technology, their intelligence and
their electronic nature;

• they are not aware and they are not concerned about people who
shall suffer because of those weapons. It is worthy to say that
they are electronic evil: burning pains from techonology, pickering
intelligent pains causing disasters that can be numbered as
follows:

1. Destruction of a country’s infrastructure (roads, bridges,
highways, buildings, industries)

2. Death
3. Weeping
4. Orphanage
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5. Mourning
6. Suffering35

The last news—of course, the most cynic—is the use of animals
for sea war targets (Reuters news agency). Regarding the second
international war against Iraq (March 25, 2003), it reports that there

35 To show just one example, spontaneusly chosen, the interview made in 1991
to soldier Tony Flint, Persian Gulf veteran, was broadcasted once more by
London’s BBC:

Thousands of Iraqi people are dying, not only for hunger (. . .) they are dying
because of radioactivity left by depleted uranium weapons that U.S. used during
the war.
Thousands of soldiers who fought at the Gulf War, 12 years ago, came back
with health problems, caused by vaccines they received, because of the weapons
they used during the war and psychological impact produced by the war. These
problems are known as the “Gulf War Syndrome.”
Tony Flint participated in the fight, as health care personnel, and he is part of
the United Kingdom National Association of Gulf War Veterans. In this report
with BBC World, he tells how he lives after the war and why he opposes to Iraq
being attacked.
What do you remember of the Gulf War?
I mostly remember the concern we all had about the attacks made with chemical
weapons and because of the medicines they were giving to us. I also remember
that many of us were disappointed when stop the fire was declared, because
we thought that we had not finished our task. We knew that we had to kill
Saddam Hussein. But the United Nations only ordered us to take the Iraqi forces
away from Kuwait. So now, 12 years later, many of us feel that we have not
finished our job.
Do you believe that you are affected by the War Syndrome?
Yes, I am an average sick veteran. I have asthma, postraumatic stress disorder,
memory upsets and sudden changes of mood. Moreover, I suffer from chronic
flu and digestive problems and I lost 12 kilos since I came back. Anyway, there
are veterans who are worse than me. I do not have depleted uranium in my
body, but there are a lot of us who do.
Because of these problems, have you found it difficult to work?
I had to quit my job in April 1994, when my immune system crumbled down,
and since then I have not been able to go back to work.
How many veterans are affected by what is called the Gulf War Syndrome?
From 45,000 British soldiers who went to Iraq, 6,000 are ill, or admit to be. There
are many others who prefer to say nothing, in order not to lose their jobs,
although they also show symptoms. Since we returned, two war veterans die
every week.
Did you ever receive an aid from the British Government?
The Government has never done anything at all for none of us, they do not
even acknowledge that our diseases are associated with the Gulf War. They say
that they do not have any kind of scientific evidence, but there are thousands of
former soldiers who have lost their jobs due to health problems they have
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are dolphins trained to detect mines under the sea. According to
this merciful deponent, dolphins “were not trained to swim until
reaching the mines, but to put a marker at a short distance from
them, minimizing the risk for those animals.” Let us notice how
true it is that war does not respect anything; not even the least ethical
treatment for these species.

We know that a long time ago–and quite before that–plagues
of mosquitoes bearing plagues have been used. Now is the turn for
dolphins; assuredly, tomorrow and the day after tomorrow, species
of “intelligent” birds or agile apes are going to perform.

experienced when they returned. Worst of all, the main cause of our troubles
are the vaccines that they gave us, especially the one against anthrax, which is
yet been tested experimentally.
Is it the same injection received by the soldiers who are now travelling to Iraq?
Yes, many of them called the Veterans Association to ask us if they should be
innoculated, and we recommended them not to. We believe that one-half of the
troops sent has not been vaccinated. And those who accepted to be injected had
to sign a document, ensuring that they would not bring legal claims against the
British Government, should they fall ill because of the vaccine. It evidences that
the Defense Ministry is concerned about the vaccine, because they believe that
it is not safe.
Do you agree to a new war in Iraq?
No, I do not think that any reason exists, ethic or otherwise, to attack Iraq this
time. Twelve years ago, Saddam Husseim had invaded Kuwait, but this time,
there is no such justification. Although I think that Saddam Hussein has to be
deprived of the leadership, I believe that the ones who have to do it are the
Iraqi. There are other countries that are not democratic and also have large-
scale destruction weapons, and they are not attacked. In my opinion, George
W. Bush is after Iraq oil reserves.
Tony Blair said that war would be to free Iraqi people. Do you agree?
That is a lie, thousands of Iraqis are going to die in the war and thousands are
dying now. But not only for hunger, as communication media say. They are
dying because of the radioactivitity from depleted uranium weapons used by
the United States during the war. Three years ago, a group of scientists travelled
to Iraq and established that radioactivity levels are five times higher than normal.
The useful life of uranium is 4.5 billion years; it means that the troops, which
are there now, are going to be poisoned by depleted uranium. Many soldiers,
especially from the United States, are saving their semen in banks, because they
are afraid of becoming infertile, or to bear children with deformities due to
radiation.
What do you expect of your life in the next years?
I am 55 years old, I was 43 when I travelled to the Gulf. Considering how my
health is, I guess I am going to live five or six more years. We veterans of the
Gulf believe that what the Government wants is that we all die… so we shall
not be a trouble anymore. But with British troops again in Iraq, this is going to
take much time. (Article from the newspaper La Razón La Paz, Bolivia).
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Really, we do not understand how the United Nations
Organization lacks strength to impose orders for peace on belligerent
nations of the world and order to definitely suspend manufacturing
of weapons and warlike means.

Mankind will be happy on the day when tanks will be substituted
by tractors and guns and machine guns will be substituted by
shovels and pickaxes.

However, things are even worse. The broadcast media, especially
television, give us daily examples, several times a day, of the fierce
violence that perturbs the minds of children and adolescents. A
United States politician, Lyndon LaRouche, says in a report:

In fact, we are teaching people to be like animals. We train people at
schools, the same way as circus animals are trained, and we wonder
why children behave like beasts. (The New Federalist, No. 13)
Do you think that these Nintendo games are an accident that occurred
in Hollywood? No. Hollywood is doing it, it is making this kind of
things. But no, this was invented by U.S. military. It was made on
purpose. Why? To create in the minds of our young people, cold-
blooded murderers who could be recruited and sent anywhere in the
world, where they shall do such things. (op. cit., No. 9)
Those games are intended to condition young people to become cold-
blooded murderers.

To say it in other words, not only the physical infrastructure
for war exists, but also human–and even animal–means that every
day are becoming adequate and useful for the pursued target. Since
he is a child, man is being prepared not to be afraid and virtually to
contribute to destruction of the Earth.36

36 About this subject, Associated Press news agency offers the following information
to us:

CHILDREN WHO WATCH VIOLENCE ON TV TEND TO THE AGGRESSI-
VENESS OF ADULTS (March 10, 2003).
Persons who watch violence on television behave more aggressively during
their childhood, and even 15 years later, according to one of the few surveys
made about televisive violence which analyze children’s behavior until they
become adults. The effect appeared on both sexes, and regardless if the person
was or not aggressive when he or she was a child, investigators discovered. The
study linked watching violence on television, at ages between 6 and 9 years
old, with consequences like domestic abuse or criminal sentences for the same
persons, when they reach 20 years of age.
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There are also perverse spirits who–also, permanently–continue
to design and discover techniques for new global destruction
weapons, abusing of nature itself and by means of climatology.
Previously, in the chapter “Destruction of the Mineral Kingdom – A
Possible Climatic Attack,” we have outlined that.

Expression of the Present Reality

As some kind of coronation and exaltation of a secular
adventure of wars, in the twenty-first century, war tends to be
nuclear and with massive destruction weapons.

The undeniable situation of the world–regardless of what
ideologies, interests from organizations, individuals and national
governments may say–is that there is a real danger of advanced
destruction from nuclear weapons and massive extinction weapons.
If they have been manufactured–and besides, at too expensive prices,

Experts said that these are not surprinsing outcomes, but they added that the
study is relevant, because it used a broad range of measures, many people
participated and demonstrated the effects on men as well as on women. Said
investigation was released in the March issue of the Developmental Psychology
magazine, by psychologist L. Rowell Huesmann and his colleagues from the
Social Investigation Institute of Michigan University, United States. Huesmann
said that violence shown on television suggests to small children that it is correct
to use that aggressiveness given certain situations, especially when charismatic
heroes use it. Likewise, they erode the natural aversion to violence, he
highlighted .
The psychologist recommended parents to restrict, if possible, children exposure
to violent shows and films. The analysis refuted the idea that aggressive children
look for violent programs on television, or that the findings would be due to a
social-economic status, or to the intelligence of the participants of the study, or
to educational practices of their parents.
In that survey, 329 adults participated who were observed since they were
children, by the end of 1970s. In order to analyze the aggressive behavior in
their adulthood, researchers interviewed them and their mates or friends and
they studied their legal files. When they were children, participants were selected
because they had been exposed to violence on television, after they selected
their favorite programs from a total of 80 popular series for persons of their age
and after they had said how often
they watched those programs.
Researchers assessed the programs according to the degree of physical violence.
Programs such as Starsky and Hutch, The Six Million Dollar Man and The
Roadrunner cartoons were considered as too violent.
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lessening domestic funds destined for social investments–it has been with
the purpose of using them, as well as to threaten with them. By no
means just to hide them or simply to store them.

The elegant pretext of all governments–with no exception–is
that those weapons are manufactured with “defensive,” “persuasive,”
“dissuasive” purposes to avoid “aggressions.” The true reason is
precisely the opposite: to be stronger and attack, when time comes.

Specific targets of nuclear weapons, as of chemical, biological
and other large-scale extinction weapons, have been, mainly, land
claims (the case of India-Pakistan). Also the ever feared warlike
confrontation (for supremacy) between antagonistic economic-social
systems of capitalism and communism (United States and former
Soviet Union). Also, other “protective” jealousy exists that does not
want to be left behind in the armament race.

Thus, already about twenty countries store this kind of
weapons and they believe they have the right to speak loudly in the
international concert, especially in the United Nations Organization.
Nevertheless, within those twenty countries, there are also nations
that are still underdeveloped and, in spite of their primary needs of
bread for their people, they prefer to spend resources in this kind of
nonprofitable investments, which constitute the proper subject for
making enemies, revenge and other despicable demonstrations
concealed in the human subconscious.

Who is right or who is wrong is not the subject of this analysis.
Strangely indeed, everybody holds their truth, plus abundant
justifications; nevertheless, the damage that they can cause not
only to their enemies and to their economies, but also to mankind
and–even to a greater extent–to the Earth itself, because military
industrial assemblies produce these weapons without any ecological
prevention. In a merely mechanical way and without any human
sensitiveness–because it seems that they have lost their own sensitiveness–
they follow the requirements of a strange armamentistic ill
conscience that exhausts the resources of domestic budgets and
permanently increases its investigations, as well as its production
and military spying of this species.

Despite all that, at the end of every war, the cost is always
paid–regardless of human guilt–by a rare enemy that has never been
such an enemy: the Earth. It is always seriously injured and harmed
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in its own existence. Those who are interested in knowing how much
the planet can suffer with nuclear war can read the relevant subject
in the addendum to this book, whose subject is not a novel or science
fiction, but REAL science. Although this is not an alarmism, the skills
that destructive industry uses, encouraged by bellicose (or
belligerent) governments, plus well-paid harmful scientists shall
bring horror on everybody.

Given the old threat that shifted over with the name of
“atomic bomb,” which began to cause serious fears–about 1948–to
the world population after the Second World War, the leaders of
the powers–in the last forty years of the last century–perhaps, impelled
eventually, by a principle of good sense, subscribed bilateral
agreements, including the participation of the United Nations. They
were gradual treaties that aim for total, complete and controlled
disarmament.

All that seemed to be a relief for the expected consequences
plus fear; however facts have been restricted to stop the production,
although by no means eliminating such a dangerous armament.

With the fall of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
and, at the same time, the decline of other socialist countries in
Central Europe and the world’s communist system, it seems that
things virtually have been paralyzed. Since an adversary is dead, it
seems that the other–the survivor–is not much interested in
subscribing more agreements (except those which are convenient for
it). Since the other powerful rival of an equal size to deal with does
not exist anymore–simply because the others are now unequal and quite
distant–it is more difficult to convince it to get rid of its dangerous
–and bulky–nuclear, chemical and biological arsenal.

However, it will be useful for the reader to know that, lately,
Greenpeace has expressed adequate points of view, which might
contribute to reach the target that is being earnestly sought. We
highlight the following:

1. To set into practice and to fully consolidate the Nuclear Weapons
Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT).
With this measure, pressure can be exerted in order to fulfill the
already signed stipulations and, at the same time, compel the
countries which had not signed that treaty to do so now.

2. Progressive but urgent abandonment of “civil” nuclear energy.
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It has been fully demonstrated that stealing materials from civil
nuclear energy produces raw material to make dangerous and
cheap bombs–today called filthy bombs–that anyone can make. For
that purpose, also debris of civil nuclear energy are sufficient.
Greenpeace states: “It is madness to let nuclear industry continue
to create radioactive material.”

3. To reduce the risk of existent nuclear material.
There is abundant nuclear material, inherited from the former
Soviet Union, which constitute a danger, because of their present
situation. It is even more dangerous to decompose them to their
original elements, because plutonium is recovered, a tempting
element for new nuclear weapons.
Unfortunately, this is what it is being done now.

4. To consolidate conventions on prohibition as regards chemical
and biological weapons.
This is another chapter of nonnuclear weapons, but related to
chemical and biological ones, which has virtually failed: “The year
2001, the United States vetoed the adoption of a Protocol of
Agreement on Biologic Weapons, by means of which a verification
regimen would be established; the pretext was that such regimen
would cause intrusive inspections and would threaten commercial
interests of its biotechnological industry.”

5. To terminate the dependency on fossil fuels and on nuclear energy,
by developing a model of sustainable energy, based on the
energetical efficacy and renewable energies.
This is a very important subject that is also related with the earth
heating, which demands supression of those fuels. The worldwide
economic dependence on fossil fuels and, particularly on oil,
distorts international relations and makes conflicts more acute.
If we try to substitute fossil fuels by the use of nuclear energy,
security will not have been achieved for mankind either. Like
Damocles’ sword, it shall permanently threaten the rupture of
peace and normality, producing permanent restlessness, like a
hungry lion in its jail without a fence.

*****
Every conscious person has the obligation to express his

opposition to any kind of war, as well as to any kind of weapon, for
the mere reason that it does not offer any benefit for mankind.
Conversely, it destroys the earth, its inhabitants, its economy, its
peace and it causes restlesness.
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Let us conclude this chapter quoting some aphorisms about
war, compiled by Daniel Samper P., Bolivian journalist, which we
transcribe as follows:

Since Adam and Eve ate the apple, man has never abstained himself
from doing none of the madness he has been able to do. (Bertrand Russell)

All wars are popular during the first thirty days thereof. (Arthur
Schlesinger Jr.)

It is undeniable that civilization advances: each new war discovers new
ways how to kill. (Will Rogers)

As long as war is considered a perversion, it will fascinate; only when it
is considered vulgar, it will lose its popularity. (Oscar Wilde)

War is the science of destruction. (John Abbot)

Nothing achieved by war, would have been obtained without it.
(Havelock Ellis)

Training a major costs 15,000 losses. (Ferdinand Foch)

There has never been a good war or a bad peace. (Benjamin Franklin)

The absurd and montruousity of war is that men who have never had
any private conflict, must learn to kill each other with cold blood.
(Aldous Huxley)

Wars are declared by the elder, but it is the young ones who are engaged
therein. (Herbert Hoover)

Wars leave more interesting lectures than peace. (A. J. P. Taylor)

After every war, there is always a little less democracy to save. (Brooks
Atkinson)

Little is known about the war of 1812, because North Americans lost it.
(Eric Nicol)

History is full of wars that everybody thought would never occur.
(Enoch Powell)
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There is not a greater calamity than a General who is, at the same time,
brave and stupid. (Tu Mun)

War is not an adventure; it is a disease. (Antoine de Saint-Exupery)

Soldier is anachronism which we should be get rid of. (G. B. Shaw)

War is a much too serious thing to be left for the military. (Charles M.
Talleyrand)

(About nuclear war): To prepare for suicide does not seem a very smart
means of defense. (Bruce Kent)

(About nuclear war): Survivors of a nuclear attack shall envy the dead.
(Nikita Kruschov)

(About nuclear war): If the Third World War is fought with nuclear
weapons, the Fourth will be fought with bows and arrows. (Lord
Mountbatten)
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Introduction to Permanent Anxierty in Human Beings

Abundant literary material exists, and especially psychological
and journalistic, either in books, magazines and articles, to show
and to narrate that human beings, or at least, most of them, are not
so pleased with their existence. It looks as if the old times, when
everything was supposed to be better, are remote; now they are covered
by a black shadow of insecurity and suffering.

Interpretations of existentialist philosophers in the last century
(and some of them in the twenty-first century) have found explanations
of what man feels about his own existence. Although it is not this
book’s subject, it would be wise to simpify the concepts on the latter’s
attitude. For Sören Kierkegaard, Protestant Danish philosopher, it
was’despair (despair even because he cannot die); for Martin Heidegger,
the illustrious German philosopher who was linked to Nazism,
“anguish is the fundamental disposition that makes us face nothingness.”
The well-known French philosopher, whose ideas were of extreme
left wing, Jean Paul Sartre (he refused the Nobel Prize), speaks about
the nausea (an existential phenomenon); another famous philosopher,
also French (Catholic), speaks about the phenomenology of”hope.

Particularly with Sartre, nausea is the tragedy of a conscious
being who is condemned to be free, a frightful freedom for man,
who most of all exists, finds himself, agitates in this world and,
later, defines himself. Furthermore, all his life, he is condemned to the
responsibility of renewing himself.

Destruction of man
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For a while now, we shall leave philosophers aside, and we
must recognize that the above-mentioned reality of restlessness is
permanent and repeated for the human being. Man, because of his
eagerness to live and to explain his acts, justifies anything he can
and what is of interest for him, or what suits him well. He is the
eternal dissatisfied, his life is a permanent suffering, and the
supposed happiness of others results ephemeral. However, above
all, man wants to have power.

The subject of this chapter does not consist of making
philosophical abstractions or discovering general goals. It is intended
to examine some visible examples, specific conditions of man’s life
in his social relationship and with his surrounding environment.

The anxiety of man could be synthesized in his everlasting desire
for many things, but socially speaking, he not always fearlessly copes
with this environment, but he does so with numberless uncertainties:
living in peace, feeling safe, that his rights be respected, to become
more important, to have more, and a lot of insatiable desires–many
of which are sublimated as harmful vices, which threaten his own
existence. And all these vices, which destroy his own nature, are on
this Earth; there are men who live to satisfy them.

In general, all those evil habits are made evident in all beings
who, because of social life and nature’s abandonment, have been
impelled to practice (like searching some kind of refuge) comfort,
consolation, mania, reward for daily suffering, sorrow for being,
disappointments and infinite passions that–for example–animals have
not. Others (many others) have said that man is an eternal dissatisfied,
a being of irrational behavior (towards himself and towards others)
and has numberless negative attributes, with the difference that those
who have stated so, have been eminent personalities who deserve
understanding, respect and admiration, and we must admit the
degree of truth of their statements.

For this reason, when the illustrious Spanish philosopher José
Ortega y Gasset stated: “To say that man is rational is saying
something utopian, hit every time by reality”–he was inventing
nothing or producing cheap literature and, least of all, humorism.
He simply states the truth as it is, because evidently man not only
lives away from reality, but also away from nature itself. The social
environment of the supposed progress of technology has imprisoned
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man, it has enslaved him, and now he cannot get rid of those ways
of life, especially in highly developed countries. Television is
number-one enemy of man, its films and its commercial advertising
suffocate him; they tell stories that have made of him one more ill
person in the alienating contemporaneous society.

When the famous German philosoper F.W. Nietsche states:
“What is man, but nonsense made flesh?”–he is just confirming the
degree of irrationality that exists in a being.

Man is the ever searcher of happiness, as ancient Greek
philophers already said (mostly stoic and epicurean), although
marauding everywhere and searching for refuge inside himself,
faced with the impotence of reaching it.

Conceited eighteenth-century philosopher Voltaire (J.M.
Arouret) stated, although in all simplicity: “We look for happiness,
but without knowing where to do so, like drunkards search for their
home, knowing that they have one.”

The examples shown by man’s life inspire philosophers to
rationalize behaviors in sentences of a deep general meaning.

Let us examine some of those behaviors and facts that pathetically
show the contemporaneous society, unfair and carnivorous, and
accelerates its destructive effects on man, both psychically and
physically (body and spirit). For the sake of method, those
destructive situations shall be divided and analyzed as per the
following subjects:

• Society against man: unemployement, delinquency, prostitution,
leisure, vices.

• Vices against man: drug addiction, alcohol, tobacco.
• Harmful effects: on feeding, on entertainment. Fashion.
• Physical confabulation: disease spreading, nervous stress. Fear.

Situations That Destroy Man

Society against man: unemployement, delinquency, prostitution,
leisure, vices.

It is very difficult to suppose that someone would find full
happiness in this world. Something always lacks or something
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troublesome crosses our way. That is because society is not well
organized, and in the name of freedom–so much proclaimed–the
world becomes an immense field where confrontations take place
for interests within an environment of so “vast freedom,” wherein
the winner is always the strongest, the biggest. “The big fish eats
the small one,” as stated by sophist Calicles, from ancient Greece.

Someone said: “Men smile at their slavery, and that is what
they call: freedom.” Such slavery is life as such.

If we have something, we suffer for what we have; what a
nightmare it is to preserve it, to increase it or to improve it! Because
we all long for what we have and what we want, we work as ambitious
persons work, we crush what we can, but bitternes appears too (a
daily bitternes). Consequences (physicians have said so): We sleep
clenching our teeth with a strong bite, or the stress that our digestive
system suffers, with a number of effects (ulcers, hemorrhoids).
Daily worries caused by material-economic interests also lead us
to incorrection, to concealed stealing, to exploitation, to the
business of politics and to numberless ways to create or to increase
wealth.

If we have nothing, we look at those who have, because our
contemporaneous society invites and pushes those who have
towards ostentation, pride, vanity, and to a “higher” social status,
as if a human being was such because of his prosperous economy.
Consequences of a society divided in separate layers, socially
differentiated, are, first, unemployement; next, appropriative
delinquency, prostitution, leisure and vices.

Unemployement: It is such a serious problem that it causes
crisis from hunger to family, and it invites anyone to commit
delinquency as theft, robbery and swindle–sometimes, to satisfy
the need for bread, and at other times, to satisfy more important
consumptions.

Delinquency: Delinquency against property, in general, is the
result of unemployement or of ambition for an easy way of living.
As just stated, one has resort to it, either to satisfy minimal and
basic needs–which society deprives–or to easily satisfy aspirations.
Within this second class, it is not surprising to see politicians,
statesmen and other ranges of personalities who are always
characterized by being the winners.
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Prostitution: Also in general, it is caused by unemployement
or by escaping towards an easy living. There are also other human
causes that impel to take that way out.

Leisure: It is the result of psychological behaviors, produced
by society, that attempt on individuality.

Vices are attitudes of escape, conscious or unconscious, to
which the pressure of society’s negativeness leads.

Vices against man: drug addiction, alcoholism, tobacco.

Vices destroy not only the body, but also the spirit itself, and
make man worse than any other being on Earth, because neither
animals nor plants have vices. Let us see.

Drug addiction. We can ask ourselves if this crime against
human nature is a refuge for individuals who face the world’s
misery. What is evident is that this perversity reaches an extreme
where irrationality possesses the mind, this being the greatest
attribute of the so-called superior being of the planet.

And it is truly irrationality, because it is the pathetic expression
of abandoning the world–or, even better, running away from the
world–to take refuge in another fantastic world, although perhaps
the causes are originated in the assumption that another world might
be better than this one.

Strangely in this case, drug addiction, having already millions
of adherents worldwide, is the typical result of the free enterprise
contemporaneous society and of a business that yields great wealth
at the expense of mankind’s decay; it corrupts people, consciences,
authorities and even summits of governments.

In this fantastic world of perdition–so say those who are
impotent to cope with the real world–they find peace, sweeteness,
delicate effects; they perceive God, they find full wisdom, they travel
to other planets, they create novels and many other unbridled fiction.
They also inspire composers to create odd music, all kinds of
aberrations, and they generate horrors with behaviors that are real.
They also fly, float and experience infinite imaginary sweet
pleasures.

The drug addict is a destroyed being, exhausted, dead while
alive and who finally dies because of the evil itself. His brain is
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destroyed, his body is saturated with uselessness without stimulus,
and what remains of his mind–in fact, remainders of his mind–are
proximate to being destroyed.

Society itself, man himself and the free game of money, which
destroys everybody and himself, are guilty for his tragedy

Alcoholism has similar as well as different causes and
consequences as drug addiction. Eduardo del Río, restless and sharp
Mexican analyst, comments on alcoholism:

Most physicians coincide on the fact that the causes of alcoholism are
social and psychological: drunkeness is not inherited and it is not
due to physiological facts (it is not the body that asks for its “drink,”
but the “spirit”). Drink produces euphoria and it gives a security.
Thus, drunkards–simply–have learned to find in drinks the door to a
world where their troubles do not exist. Drinking “pleasure” always
conceals a serious emotional disorder: behind every drunkard, there
is always a problem.
Most cases of immoderate inclination for drinking occur during
middle age, when many persons feel that their lives have not achieved
the success they expected, when they look towards the past and notice
the difference between their aspirations and their achievements. Life
seems for them like a wheel mill, with endless frustrating and
monotonous routines. Then, they look for alcohol, to anesthesize their
feelings an to assuage pains in their lives.
Many elders, when they feel they are not needed anymore, and that
they are considered as a nuisance, lonely and neglected, search
comfort in the abuse of alcohol. A little excess in ingesting alcohol
suffices for it to deeply affect those men and to accelerate their process
of senectude.
Once alcohol penetrates in the organism as a habit, it is difficult to
eliminate: protoplasma, especially the one in the brain cells, adapts
to poison from alcohol, as an indispensable element for it to operate.
When alcohol lacks, the cell reacts and “requests” its alipuz.

Alcoholics themselves, victims of society, give in return evident
damages to the latter, from traffic problems to problems like
scandals, abandoned families, death in the streets, insanity and
suicide.

And the vice of alcohol is also stimulated in films and
communication media.
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The works of many poets have been inspired with alcohol
stimulation. Of course, their product could not be otherwise:
pessimistic, melancholic and full of bitterness.

It is hard to suppose that poetic, literary and, finally, intellectual
production of any kind could be optimistic, creative and positive.

Tobacco is another harmful way to vitiate and damage the
body, to slowly destroy oneself and to suffer cancer.

Its harmful effect is so strong, that not even warning campaigns
from state and other relevant private organizations have given a
favorable outcome. All of it happens

despite certain warnings that reach the deepest self love of
man, such as the possible sexual impotence for lack of blood flow
to their penis–or for women, to warn the future mother, when she
is pregnant, about the injuries that threaten the baby (respiratory
and heart deficiencies).

The prohibition to smoke in public places, including airlines,
has resulted even worse. The problem has neither improved with
the apparition of nonsmokers as a well-organized and powerful
force to see their rights respected: cigarettes consumption remains the
same in the world and it tends to increase. The success of sales and
the prosperity of manufacturers evidence it.

Even though in numberless families their members harass
smoker-parents, they seclude themselves in their gardens or go to
public squares to consume cigarettes. Perhaps, some success would
be achieved, with a “controlled” prohibition on public squares,
beaches, roads, streets and other places.

Boston Globe once said: “A person who works as barman, waiter
or musician, should not be forced to perform his profession while
breathing an element which is proven to be cancerous: the smoke
of someone else’s cigarettes. This is the main argument of health
authorities in Boston… to forbid smoking at bars and clubs.”
Moreover, smoke attacks others called passive smokers (who are
forced to breathe it because of the nearness). Only in Spain, there
are hundreds of deaths (seven hundred deaths per year).

In France, an answering machine programmed to receive fifty
thousand calls per hour was blockaded because there was so much
traffic, produced by the panic originated from the following
information, broadcasted by seven television chains, “Warning to
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consumers: remains of cyanhydric acid, mercury, acetone and
ammonia have been found in a commonly consumed product.”

Again, amusing Eduardo del Río (op. cit.) lets us know his
opinion:

Cigar smoke contains substances that produce respiratory tract cancer.
Furthermore, carbon oxydes produced by combustion affect the
nervous system (and, in general, all the cardiovascular balance). And
nicotine fiercely attacks the heart muscle, thus originating “angina
pectoris.” Such is the enemy: nicotine, the drug contained in tobacco…
When burning, it acts on the nervous system and affects the
respiratory system…
(1) The first aspirations are relatively harmless, because tobacco and
the filter absorb almost all the tar and the nicotine… (2) Danger begins
with the second stage: nicotine and chemical products begin to act
against the lungs, producing phlegms… (3) The last third of the cigar
is the most dangerous: liquid tar, pure poison is what one smokes.

Drugs, tobacco and alcohol have taken root in a large part of
mankind; addicts now are millions. A conglomerate of people,
numerous as well, are being passive subjects of that vice, which
also affects them (because they smoke without knowing that they
do).

Of course, important groups of syndicates, material producers
(some of them legally, others illegally), benefit from human vices;
they live on those sales and slowly destroy–we repeat–human
beings, physically and in their human aspect.

Harmful effects

Society has enslaved man because it has made of it an object
for consumption. Man is not the lord of nature, but an unconscious
slave of a certain part of mankind. He lives to consume and, virtually,
to be indebted; the product of his work serves to pay his permanent
debts and–even so–he continues to contract others more, plus the
additional costs they yield.

Most of his consumption is not generated by his basic needs,
but from additives or accessories that satisfaction of said consumption
bears as a mask, that is to say, their label. In that label we see names
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that result to more attractiveness and make one believe–and one is
convinced–that such product is the best, the healthiest, the most
authentic, the most reliable, etc., and, furthermore–to make it more
appealing–it bears shapes and color blends and figures easy to
remember (the “logo”).

Thus, his satisfactions are looked after–according to what
commercial advertising suggests to him (concealed pressure). Man
becomes an addict to those manias.

On feeding: Infinite mixtures, blends, sizes and shapes are
produced, with parts that multiply the variety of products and, of
course, of producers (all of them in a broad competition for prices).
Sweet is blended with salty, hot with bitter, bitter with sweet; spices
(which formerly were used independently) are also mixed with
others to produce different flavors. Finally, a high degree of
unbalanced feeding is produced, based more on human delight than
on nourishment.

Carmelo Ruiz Marrero, from “Gente Alternativa,” comments on
the book written by nutritionist Marion Nestle,”Food Politics: How
Food Industry Influences Nutrition and Health, as follows: “Marketing
surveys mentioned in Food Politics demonstrate that in the United
States, children consume 25% of junk salted food (potatoes, cheezets,
etc.), 30% of carbonated beverages, 40% of frozen pasta, 50% of cold
cereals (many of them are no more than flour with sugar) and 60%
of canned pasta.”

The following result arose from a survey made on Saturday
morning television programs, a time when children mostly watch
television: “Several advertising of soda drinks, fast food, candies,
cookies and junk salted food were observed, but not one advertising
of fruits or vegetables” (op. cit.).

The results of this situation are revealed in digestion and
consequent obesity of people, and we are not talking about raw
materials or about basic ingredients for food. This matter was the
subject of several chapters of that book, especially the one related
to industrial breeding, treatment given to animals and the poisoning,
harmful outcomes for human beings.

Consumption has introduced odd habits, provocative and
stimulating if you wish, to awaken and to attract people’s preference
and to make them efficient consumers of doubtful products–not to
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say evil products–for health. Soda drinks are the best example–dry,
in essence–ingredients are still being added to them, in order to
increase addiction in children, young people and adults. Exasperating
public confrontations between different soda drink producers are
the evidence of what is of interest, more than people’s health, it is
important to have people as a market; for that purpose, they have
all the pertinent commercial advertising available. Therein they
show to people the wonders and benefits of their product, they
sponsor contests, they grant awards and they practice several ways
of attraction and conservation.37

On entertainment. The production of immediate consumption
goods is fabulous as a danger for human health: from sweet bars
that produce dental caries, to chewing gums (with infinite flavors)
that wonderfully injure the stomach; furthermore, provoke severe
nervous anxieties.

Fashion is another form of ghostly slavery. People are obligated
to spend and, if necessary, to be indebted in order to maintain some
standards and renew their clothing with whimsical shapes,
abnormal sizes and proportions, incompatible colors blending, super
modified cloth, tangled textures and numberless shapes to excite
stupid vanities. A psychological reflection of fashion always reveals
a frustration that can be satisfied or not; if it is not satisfied,
frustration remains. Once it is satisfied, frustration returns, with a
subsequent new fashion.

Physical confabulation

Strange forces act against man and they are not always
identified. If we wish to, we can shout adjectives and blame nature
for its perversity (of course, nonexistent) like some irrational
antiecologists do. What is evident is that the harms that man suffers
from are produced by the elapse of centuries during which man
leads an irrational life.

37 Confrontations have also taken place because of protests and from skilful
technicians on this matter, who denounced the harmful effects of the beverage
called Coca-Cola. And it is no secret at all, because they are recorded in press
files.
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Contemporaneous society shows too much organization–its
defender spokesmen boast about it–too much reliability on science
and on security as regards the future. However, we live in an era
when the worse miseries have fallen upon man: people with genetic
anomalies, increasing number of those who have been disqualified,
too much sensitivity for natural phenomena and so many other things.

Disease spreading. Diseases are a product of civilization and
of a refusal to live according to nature’s laws. At the same time,
civilization is the course of progress in science and technique for
the benefit of a few, but likewise, it is the process of withdrawal and
renouncement (unconscious, of course) to a life conformed to
nature’s laws. In its essence, we have already said it–civilization is
a challenge made to biological laws with bold technological
standards.

There is no doubt that in history there is no period that records
as many diseases as there are today. The existence of several
specialties in medicine, and others that are still being developed, is
the evidence that we have to face a great number of harms inflicted
to mankind.

No one realizes that when no more physicians will be left in
the planet, men shall be happy, because their physical malaise will
disappear once their causes disappear. Conversely, presently
diseases continue to appear and they gradually worsen.

The development of phlebitis, prostate, impaired gall bladder,
kidney sclerosis, diabetes, cancer, AIDS, reveal the responses to the
increasing level in which society has separated from nature. Now
we live in an artificial age, the age of synthetics, of canned chemical
products, of food in metal or plastic boxes or bags, and the additives
in them to make them last.

In those remote places of the world, abundant material exists
to find the causes of those new diseases. Today, animals that trample
on lands are the carriers–also birds, insects, especially mosquitoes,
waters, and even some plants.

One fact is evident, the security of medical science will never
prevent the action of diseases; it means that a reliable preventive
medicine shall never exist. The trend will always be curative
medicine, although–some day–they will perform wonders (like
brain transplant).
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The lesson is exemplary. Time has come to create a science that
discovers not only the causes of diseases, but also their origins. Then,
the remote locations of social foundations would be attacked (or
prevented), either physically or of any other nature.

Possibly then we would discover that in social life, everything
has a connotation related with irregularities, abuses or excesses.

Nervous stress. Society is ill, not only with physical, bodily
identified diseases. It also suffers from nervous system stresses,
necessarily generated in society, which can never be the subject of
surgical intervention.

One of the worse effects or a consequence of nervous stress is
suicide. It is a condition of moral misery that society produces and
which appears to be increasing. Reports from the World Health
Organization outline that one-half of violent deaths in the world
are suicides. Regarding this report, CNN information channel
(October 3, 2002) comments: “After three years of process, and with
the support of 160 worldwide experts, this report is the most
complete document on cruelty that humans inflict each other and
against themselves. From almost 1,600,000 violent deaths that every
year occurs, one-half is suicides, one-third are homicides and 20%
are related with wars, according to the report. In the year 2000,
suicide accounted for an estimate of 815,000 deaths… Inhabitants
from Eastern Europe have the highest rate of suicides, while Latin
American countries and a few countries in Asia show the lowest
rate.”

The first cause of nervous stress is the ensemble of prohibitions
and restrictions for social and family behavior necessary to be
preserved for the good order of society. However, they increase to
unbelievable degrees of abuse, for example the lower status of
women in several Islamic countries or social, racial, religious
discriminations or others of any nature.

Although there are unpleasant smells (especially decay), the
second cause, more powerful, is disturbing noise.

Let us go back to Eduardo del Río:

In the modern world, silence has become an inaccessible, de luxe
article, and it can be found only far away from civilization… With
the invention of transistors, noise needed no wires to reach the farthest
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sites of the world… Today, transistor radios are everywhere and loud
voices from announcers are part of the landscape you choose to be
“left in peace…” However, noises from radios are among the minor
ones that scourge the modern world…
Nevertheless, nobody seems to be concerned about the increase in
noise and it is considered as the price to be paid for technical
progress… Like smog: where there is smog, there is progress (?).
Nobody seems to be worried thereof, because nobody seems to know
how harmful the continued and excessive noise is for human
organism…
Apparently, people “get used” to noise, since they live surrounded
by all kinds of noises, but if you pay attention to that people, you
shall see that, indeed, they are not really “used to,” but they are more
neurotic… (neurasthenic).
Noises are not an exclusive product of streets or factories: at every
home there are most powerful noises, supplied by “progress.”
Blenders, which may drive crazy the”quietest of human beings… Add
vacuum cleaners, noisier every day; or washing machines… Electric
razors, doorbells, telephone bells, toys, always noisier; fans,
refrigerators that do not stop making noise… And the indispensable
radio and television devices. When is there silence in a city house?
Never… Thousands of workmen make noise everywhere: noise at
home, noise in the streets and noise at the factory… Of course, their
product is not good…
In typical city “traffic jams,” the visual capacity of those “bottled up”
remarkably decreases, and at that moment they are more propense
to cause accidents… Besides, the infernal noise of 10 or 20 car horns
upsets everybody’s nerves.
Another fact that scientist have discovered is that deafness is not caused
by age, it is produced by the increase of noises all over the world…
Noise is already considered as a form of environmental pollution, as
well as smog and its annexes, but it is more penetrating for man.
In Paris, for example, since many years ago, the use of foghorns
from firemen, patrols and ambulances “sirens” is prohibited; they
have been substituted by less alarming sounds… Mufflers have been
placed in urban trucks and rubber or plastic caps have been placed
on garbage cans.

The problem of loud sounds must be so severe that, since 1996,
under the coordination of the League against Hearing Distress, in the
United States, April 30 has been set as the “International Day against
Noise.”
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Television is the third cause of nervous stress. Its broadcasting
and out-of-control programs show scenes of violence, death, horror,
human miseries, war and of all that should be avoided. The main
cause consists of films and broadcastings by television stations.38

Behind them are business and earnings.

38 Let us listen to opinions of several psychologists from different parts of the
world:

BERLIN, Germany (Reuters, April 8, 2003)–Psychologists said that the continuous
coverage of the war against Iraq, on television, could harm some people’s physical
and mental health, causing stress, insomnia, stomachaches and feelings of guilt,
in some cases. Children could also be affected, if adults do not monitor what they
watch on television about war or if adults do not explain to them what is happening,
according to psychologists that Reuters interviewed, in several countries.
This Iraq war coverage has been the most extensive and vivid coverage made
of any warlike conflict. Journalists who accompanied troops have offered reports
alive from several Iraqi cities. Michel Nuccitelli, psychologist and director of SLS
Health, a private hospital in Brewster, New York, said that war coverage was as
addictive as a sports program. “We are receiving abundant reports, one after
the other,” Nuccitelli stated. “It is almost like watching a football game. The
spectator wants to watch it over and over. That enhances visual images and it is
logical that it provokes stress and anxiety,” he added.
German psychologist Hildegard Adler pointed out that she had seen patients
distressed by television scenes, as well as by feelings of guilt or fear, and she
emphasized that apparently stable persons are not immune to those feelings.
“We all have some degree of sensitiveness,” she pointed out.
Patricia Saunders, psychologist and Director of Manhattan Mental Health Center,
said that many people are not conscious that their degree of stress is increasing.
“Our body expresses emotions too. People suffer more headaches, stomachaches.
I believe that minor infections have increased (…). Stress suppresses the immune
system,” she added.

Are protectors afraid?

Reactions from adults can affect children as much as what they watch, according
to experts: “One does not know if, suddenly, on TV one will watch a scene of
dead children and women; one neither knows what the impact will be on a
child,” said Friedhelm Lamprecht, Director of psychotherapy and psychosomatics
of Hanover School of Medicine, Germany. Lampretch recommended that
children below seven years of age should not watch anything related to war
and that those younger than 14 years old should not watch the coverage of the
conflict without supervision from adults, who should inquire what they think
about the problem and reassure them.
Rita El-Khayat, specialist in infantile psychology, at Casablanca, Morocco, said
that she remembered her own childhood, when Morocco fought against France
to be independent.
“I believe that adults were afraid and that it is too frightening for a child, because
we suppose that adults are children protectors,” she explained. El-Khayat is
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Fear is the fourth cause. In an open letter, the Spanish writer Justo
de la Cueva, tells us about an interesting and objective expression:

We came from the 40-year-old fear of Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Bikini,
Three Miles, Chernobil Vandellós, Mururoa, of the destruction of man,
life and the planet in a radioactive bonfire, in a holocaust of atomic
bombs, of hydrogen bombs, of neutron bombs, of virus bombs, of
microbe bombs, of chemical poison bombs, of defective, obsolete, burst
nuclear assembly, of nuclear debris, deadly but almost immortal (in
the human scale, the duration of tens or hundreds of thousand years
is “almost” immortality).
We came from the more recent fear, already announced 24 years ago,
of the destruction of man, life and the planet, due to the ecological
crisis, insensate and squandering consumption of restricted resources
of the spaceship Earth. A squandering produced while, and because,
and in order to–on the one hand–increase and multiply the amazing
accumulation of wealth in the hands of an ever smaller part of the
world population and, on the other, the number of outcasts, indigents,
hungry men, men without a home, without a bed, ill and ignorant men.
Criminal squander not only is exhausting and soiling the planet, but it
is also generating the powder flask, with the fuse already ignited, of

concerned, because maybe not all parents make efforts to explain their children
about the events. She thinks that television scenes could produce or reinforce
feelings against western world and against the United States. She pointed out:
“What the people in the United States do not understand is that this war (…) is
creating a generation of potential terrorists.”

Memories and advices

Tony Flint, regional coordinator of Great Britain Association of Families and Veterans
of the Gulf, said that the war coverage had unchained unpleasant memories,
and that it had depressed many veterans. “When I hear soldiers shouting, ‘Gas!’
my immediate reaction is to stop and search for a breathing machine,” a war
veteran said.
Some mental health experts believe that war scenes could stimulate violent
instincts of human being, or provoke an increasing ambivalence towards
someone else’s suffering. “They can stimulate aggressive and brutal instincts of
human nature (. . .). Since frequently people are exposed to violence, a moment
arrives when people become insensitive,” said Min Sung-gil, Psychiatrist at
Seoul’s Shinchon Severance Hospital, South Korea.
As regards the advice to counteract the stress produced by war, experts agree:
stop watching television. “People need to restrict their exposure to communication
media, especially television. Watching it (TV) twice a day is enough,” Saunders
said.
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the thousands of millions of desperate people who have nothing to
lose but their hunger and the certainty of their death in misery.
We came from the more current, more immediate fear of the world
economic crisis that kicks us with the hoofs of the newest four horses
of the Apocalypse: universality/globalization, precariousness, strike
and the conversion to a condition of “rejectable” for classes, countries,
continents, all of them in a whole. (Africa is already “rejectable”).
Above all, we came from a daily fear, inoculated to us, daily injected
straight in our brains. Fear served at home, “a la carte,” to be chosen
like a menu, while we eat or have dinner, watching television and
printed or radio-broadcasting media. Fear served in direct, material
or symbolic scenes, of bleeding wounded men, of horribly mutilated
men, or men definitely killed by all means (gun, knife, mines, bombs,
fire, scaffolding, car, earthquake, volcano, flood, drought, aids, just
hunger, simply misery). Dead men of any color and any age, one by
one or in crowds; innocent, guilty, heroic, murderers, uniformed or
countrymen.
Fear we feel of AIDS or undesired pregnancy when we have sex. Fear
we feel of dying in an accident or to be left invalid forever when we
drive a car. Our fear of strikes and of being dismissed from work.
Fear we feel at church and of having faith in hell. Fear we feel to
continue to live, in case we fall ill. Fear we feel when we love, of
jealousy, lack of love, indifference. Fear we have at school, the institute
or the university, of quarrels, humiliation, repression, punishment;
fear of failure, of being expelled.
Fear women feel of the aggressive husband or mate, at home, of male
chauvinists who sexually attack and offend women and know well
how to discriminate women at work, fear of extreme poverty, when
they divorce. Fear we all feel, men and women, at arbitrariness in
Administration windows; fear of road controls, fear of policemen
beating in the streets, fear of policemen and civil guards that torture
us at police stations and headquarters; fear of judges who severely
apply unfair laws and unfairly apply fair laws. Fear that we all feel at
all ages, fear of military and of stoppages, when we are young
[Author’s note: military service and job dismissal], of a miserable
retirement pension, when we are old, of loneliness and helplessness,
in old age.
Fear of missing standards, of being different, of assuming risks, to
search for pleasures, to try things, to look for newness. Because being
different is being indecent, because those who do it have to pay for
it, because if one breaks the rules, sanction crushes him, because
those who assume risks die in them; because those who search for
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pleasures find punishments, because what is known is better than
what is unknown. Fear of being ridiculous at a meeting, when voting
for the minority; fear of facing death in life… Fear everywhere we
look at. Fear.
Also fear, and quite specific, of a dictatorship in which scenes of reality
that we know are false, but which are imposed on us, because those
who impose them on us control (almost) all channels (on television
all others). Fear, because that becomes a dictatorship of a reality that,
even if we know, deep inside, that it is not true, that profoundness
becomes so deep, that in the end we loose sight thereof, because all
(or many, that in the end appear to us as all) that surrounds us show
to us that it is felt, accepted, admitted, thought of, as real, so finally
we live it as real.
We also came from fear of freedom imposed on us, and from the fear
of searching pleasures and fulfillment of desires.
From that fear, from that fear changed into alienation and reinforced
by the deaf restraint of the system, as a very small but active personal
policeman, always alert, hidden in our brain.

Where Are We Going to in Our Eagerness?

We have no finish line when destroying our common home,
the earth, and destroying ourselves.

Man, in society, destroys himself, without destroying himself
definitively, like a punishment for not being able to die and continue
to contemplate his eternal degradation. It is a prolonged, endless
nightmare. His life is a permanent school of miseries, but he does
not perceive those miseries. It is a never-ending school.

Nina Yomerowska, writer of several aphorisms, says: “Suicide
should not only be allowed, but also organized. Since one did not
choose his life, at least he can choose his death. Evil is stronger than
kindness. That is why, in a world of wolves, lambs shall be devoured.”

And this is not making pessimistic literature. For those who
understand it in its correct sense, the truth is that the world is a
valley of accumulated tears and misery. No animal species lives so
unhappily.

Daily troubles of life, emptiness, uncertainty, insecurity, kill
also the moral in human beings much more than wars, hunger,
misery and social lies do.
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They made us believe in freedom, although nobody lives of
freedom. Freedom was not meant for everybody. That is why, more
than two centuries ago, the illustrious philosopher from Geneva,
Jean Jacques Rousseau, said: “Man was born free, but everywhere he
is enslaved with chains.”
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The Environment We Talk About, but Which We Continue to
Destroy

Any person is in a risk of becoming confused and of being
bewildered with the permanent government advertising in favor
of ecology and environment and believe that–because there are
demonstrations of activity, as well as public statements from
authorities and other evidences of work being done–there is an
effective combat for this cause. It seems that both words are on fashion
and that they incite others to take a seat in their cart. However, it is a
rural cart, with big and old wheels, pulled by horses … naturally
slow.

Those who know well what is said and what is being done can
perfectly conclude that this environmental label seems a nonsense
that it sounds like a scratched record that always plays the same
tune, although sometimes in another words.

That situation is so devoid of ethics that even old predators,
so full of wealth and honors (and so many authors who are their
obedient and docile servants), make us believe in the kindness and
efficacy of their actions. Especially the first ones and their corporations
result champions of the earth’s protection.

There are several bureaus for ecology and environment, with
sufficient literature, exercises for the mind and other pleasant things.

Reflections on facts and
consequences
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Of course, from their desks, technocrats try to make us discover
the sun and tell us stories, like bureaucrats do, as if we did not know
how a healthy life should be.

For the pessimism of mankind the harsh reality, outside from
those bureaus, is that freedom continues to be freely predated, and
that their silly environmental prescriptions are being scoffed at:

• Trees are still being fell.39

• Animals lose their wild environment; they die.
• Lumber is sold at high prices.
• The Earth continues to become a desert.
• Hunters continue to hunt.
• The commerce of animals alive continues to exist.
• Trading of dead animals continues.
• Business made with parts of animals continues.

As a consequence, the manufacturing of wooden furniture
continues, and garments are being manufactured with parts of
hunted animals, not even produced in breeding places installed as
technique and rationality demand (to avoid extinction).

Those who consume and those who kill animals are equally
guilty.

Surely, nobody has made the unfortunate who wears parts of
dead animals to think or make him realize, if in his mind, he is
conscious of how many animals were killed for his enjoyment:

39 As regards this matter and without any comment, we transcribe a part of an
article written by Gerardo Iglesias, an Uruguayan intellectual:

There is a story in which a guy finds a lamp; a genie appears, coming out from
it. Once the fright is over, the lucky guy requests the genie to grant him the
wish of not seeing his mother-in-law anymore. Fulfilling the wish, the genie
tore out the guy’s eyes. I recalled this story when I read that “the genius” George
W. Bush proposed to fell forests in order to put an end to forest fires. The proposal
was announced on August 22 in Oregon, one of the great funds of lumber
enterprises, one of the sectors that gave the largest support to Bush’s presidential
campaign in 2000, according to the ecologist group Cascadia Forest Alliance.
Associating ideas, I remembered other “brilliant” exponents of the United States
politics and of that particular way of watching the world and its problems.
Lyndon Johnson used to say: “Five dollars spent for birth control yield more
than one hundred dollars applied to economic growth.” On his part, Robert
McNamara argued that the problem of poor people in the world was not that
they received little, but that they were many, and that it was cheaper to kill a
skirmisher in his mother’s womb than later in the mountains. (“Rel,” UITA
bulletin, with a site at Montevideo).
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• Otters, chinchillas, minks, pine marten, to make fine and expensive
leather clothes

• Antelopes, chamois, hares, to produce many other exotic garments
• Ophidians, alligators, goats, cattle, for many other foolish things

(shoes, ornaments, purses, belts)
• Fine ostrich and American ostrich feathers for the dirty waggling

of dancers
• Skins and pelts of hunted animals continue to be employed for

other uses (carpets, Gobelins) and animals with deformed bodies,
immobile, as if they were embalmed, are exhibited.

And speaking about animals that have lost their wild
environment, especially birds, it is wise to be informed that, in their
suffering, they have become carriers of diseases. Impelled by hunger,
those birds go wherever they can find a place in cities, especially in
those hard- to-access locations (towers, domes, roofs, old and
abandoned buildings, empty houses, and zones of debris and
garbage). By traveling, they become easy carriers of diseases.

Health offices at the city of Cordoba, Argentina, reported that
bats, mostly insectivorous for their ecological function, now spread
more hydrophobia than dogs.

Things do not end here. Let us see the industry: Factories
continue to eject (to the air, land and water) chemical products as
debris, and they insanely pollute the clouds, air, land, seas, rivers,
lakes, ponds and ducts. They are killing the environment!

In poor countries, garbage on the surface increases and, due
to the action of rains, pollution is generated through pathogenic
germs in the agricultural production, regardless of chemical
pollution, because they stick to already poisoned fruits.40 The result
is double pollution: both chemical and biological.

Nuclear debris, produced by highly developed countries,
irradiate biological destruction that undermines the body from the
inside, increase the number of dangerous nuclear cemeteries, and
gradually kill everyone who has come close to them.

*****

40 A well-known fact is that in third-world countries, many farms are irrigated
with water already polluted by germs that produce diseases. Such is the typical
case of cholera.
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Wherever there are human beings, immediately traces of
permanent destruction appear.

The more distant we are from the so-called civilization, the
more we shall find nature that is far away from man, with much
more beauty, exquisiteness and spiritual sweetness, fascinating. It
seems that being far away from man, nature feels better, because it
does not feel man’s eagerness to destroy.

Greek philosopher Heraclitus said: “Secret harmony is better
than the visible one.” The reason is that man makes it impossible!

Mournful Consequences

Let us take a quick trip around the world. We shall see things
that we think we know, as they really are.

Let us be transported to the Aral Sea (at the former Soviet
Union). Why speak about a sea, if virtually such sea exists no more?41

It has been dried, because its affluence have been cut off for an
intensive use in agriculture, without foreseeing consequences
thereof, or without an adequate environmental plan.

41 The magazine of the U.N. Fund for Agriculture and Food, FAO, in its chapter
corresponding to AQUASTAT (Global Information System Regarding the Use
of Water in Agriculture and Rural Environment), raises the subject of the Aral
Sea entitling it as follows: Has the time come to rescue the Aral Sea?:

It has been calculated that at least 73 cubic kilometers of water per year would
have to be taken into the Aral Sea, at least during 20 years, in order to restore
the altitude it had in 1960, 53 meters above sea level. Governments from riparian
countries consider it a “nonrealistic objective.” Other more feasible options
include stabilizing the lake to the level it had in 1990 (38 meters), with a total
afflux of approximately 35 cubic meters per year. However, this would not put
an end to environmental degrading or areas rendered barren at the bottom of
the lake which is exposed to the open air. There is another proposal to restore
the northern section of the lake, to an altitude between 38 and 40 meters above
sea level. For this purpose it becomes necessary to fill at least from 6 to 8 cubic
kilometers that part of the Aral Sea during the next five years.

Author’s Note: The government of Uzbekistan has made efforts to fill in the
remaining lakes, which are also in danger of being emptied. Undoubtedly
said efforts have allowed to partially restore the flora and fauna at those sites,
but total recovery of the sea becomes a dream impossible to achieve, except
with enormous state investments with water from another sea (Caspian Sea).
However, complications and danger for the latter may arise.
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The lesson from nature is quite serious. If it is true that there
was an adequate cause–increase of agriculture, especially cotton crops
that in many ways contribute to human welfare–then on the other
hand the natural consequences have not been foreseen. The same sin
existed, and a punishment from nature was pronounced.

Let us go back to the former sea. What does it show?

• More than one-half of it is visibly dry, because it all became big
puddles.

• It shows how horrible death is: cemeteries of ancient ships (already
destroyed) showing only curve pieces left from past times.

• It shows misery, such as animals’ debris or residues.
• It shows abandoned ports.
• There are populations, formerly on the coast, which are now sixty

kilometers distant from still remaining waters.
• Abundance of saline sand may be observed.
• One may also observe desolation, which causes grief (contemplation

of destruction).

What has occurred to the climate that once existed? It became
harmful. Since waters descended to incredible levels, they left free
all the sand from the sea and the wind turned everything into dust
storms (calculated at 150,000 tons annually) which disseminate with
waterspouts and run over thousands of kilometers. These
waterspouts are accompanied by contaminated residues and
plaguecides (which are also harmful). Those who have evidenced
it have outlined that winds have taken such abundant dust as far as
the North Pole.

What has occurred to agriculture? What was expected to occur
happened: saline sand ruined crops.

What has occurred to fishery exploitation? It simply disappeared.
It has been said that formerly sixty thousand persons lived on this
resource.

What happened with human health? Black waters, which
formerly were obligated to mix with ocean waters, were released.
As a result of such release, rotting at the surface increased, and
illnesses were produced.

What happened with the use of oceans for transport? Marine
transport disappeared, even though it is cheaper than other means.
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The examples given are alarming. However, not to be limited
to one sole prolonged example, we shall now raise concrete aspects,
from the outstanding ones existing as regards earth destruction.

1. Due to irrational exploitation of natural resources, most of Ethiopia
became a desert. Starvation lingered for long periods, and many
people virtually reduced to skin and bones may be watched on
TV.

2. We know that the North and South poles are very slowly melting.
The same is also true with high snow mountains.

3. Heat does not characterize only tropical climates. Everywhere one
suffocates and it becomes difficult to live without artificial comfort.

4. Occurrences of droughts irrationally increase. Animals die and
agriculture bears the crisis, with negative economic consequences.

5. On the other hand, strangely, when it rains, it POURS and this
causes floods and destructive avalanches, disastrous for human
economy, especially in poor countries.

6. It has been confirmed that drinkable water shall also be scarce,
besides being contaminated.42

42 WATER WORLD CRISIS. A preoccupant report from the united nations:
“Out of all social and natural crisis we humans have to face, the one regarding
hydric resources is the one which most affects our own survival as well as the
planet’s survival,” assured Koichiro Matsuura, UNESCO General Director, when
he made a comment on the most exhaustive report made regarding present
condition of water.
As per a World Report on Development of Hydric Resources… “It is foreseen that in
the next few years the world average of water supply per inhabitant shall
decrease by one-third” due to population increase, contamination and climatic
change.
All the organizations and commissions from the United Nations participated
in drawing up this report. None of the hypothesis stated therein is auspicious.
At the best, by the half of this century, in 48 nations, 2,000 million people shall
suffer water scarcity; the worst view shows 7,000 million people in 60 countries
with such a problem.
“No region in this world will be able to avoid repercussions of this crisis which
affects all aspects of life, from children’s health to the capacity of nations to feed
their citizens,” added Matsuura. “Indigents are the most affected, since 50% of
the population from developing countries is exposed to the danger that
contaminated water represents.”
Lack of control on contaminants dumped into waters is one of the most neglected
aspects. For instance, in the United States, 40% of water space is considered not
fit for recreational use due to its contamination, while only five from the 55
rivers in Europe are not contaminated.
By the half of this century, the planet shall have lost 18,000 cubic kilometers of
freshwater, an amount nine times higher than the one used every year for
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7. The sun has changed significantly. Now it produces skin cancer
on those who expose themselves too much to its rays. Alas for
those who, because they need to or because of the nature of their
work, must be exposed to the sun!43

irrigation, which on its turn represents 70% of water extractions. (Barrameda,
March 5, 2003; Source: La Nacion)

43 It is useful to be informed of the following release published by Barrameda,
quoting the Argentinean newspaper La Nacion:

AN ALERT REGARDING THE OZONE LAYER. Inhabitants of Punta Arenas, a
Chilean city located at the strait of Magallanes, have got accustomed to live
daily thinking on risks determined by piercing which exist in the ozone layer.
Among many preventive measures they have taken, they protect themselves
with adequate garments and use substances to defend themselves from
dangerous ultraviolet rays, potential generators of illnesses, such as skin cancer.
Problems with the ozone layer constitute many reasons for arguments raised,
and are the subject of intense discussions in international scopes. This layer is a
thin cover formed by an allotropic variety of oxygen (03) which constitutes a
natural filter against ultraviolet rays produced by the sun. More than twenty
years ago, a hole was discovered in said stratospheric layer; it was determinant
for launching an alert in defense of affected populations, particularly the ones
located at zones nearby Antarctic regions, where the damage is especially severe.
Lengthy discussions have taken place regarding the causes of this piercing, but
in scientific communities great certitude exists as regards destructive action of
substances used for the manufacture of aerosols. Several world conferences have
tried to establish regulations in order to prevent or at least to limit expansion of
these gases in the atmosphere, without achieving complete consensus from all
the countries involved in their production.
The life of inhabitants at Punta Arenas has become visibly complicated due to
this problem. All of them, children and adults, have got accustomed to pay
attention to signals given by a semaphore that, from communication media, is
in charge of indicating when it becomes necessary to increase security measures.
At primary schools, a personage disguised as a penguin orients a campaign
destined to teach children how to protect themselves adequately. In many
educational centers, a flag is raised when conditions are particularly dangerous.
Inconveniences met by this Austral city have awakened an interest from
specialized scientists, who have decided to take residence thereat, or periodically
travel thereto, in order to study the phenomenon or to follow up its variations.
Predictions they formulate are not coincident as regards the future of this process,
but they fully guarantee that preventive measures adopted are opportune.
Certainly, the concern generated extends to other localities in the region,
including a large number of Argentine populations which have the same
geographical altitude, or are located at the southern part thereof.
This problem is one of the debts international community has with inhabitants
from a large part of the planet, since lack of a sufficient compromise might
determine an expansion of this phenomenon, until it reaches most of mankind.
It would be dramatic if more serious action would have to be taken, when
circumstances would make difficult to take action in order to correct this
phenomenon.
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8. Air, poisoned by man, has perforated the protecting ozone layer,
itself already made thin.

9. As flora and fauna die every day (in any magnitude whatsoever),
new geographical deserts may be gradually localized.

10. Rainwater, already toxic, gradually becomes more toxic and it
already causes damage; however, things might get worse and
become dangerous for life.

11. Since air has been contaminated with such a large pollution in
several countries, people use masks designed to filter impurities
and breathe better, especially older persons. But, who ensures that
the rest of them are safe?

12. Since masks do not perfectly filter, there are persons who use real
oxygen masks. Who ensures that the rest of them are safe?

13. In many parts of the earth, the sky does not appear blue anymore.
Now it is quite simple to notice filth with just a look. Regions are
innumerable where the moon looks yellow and not white, as it
used to be. What is the reason for this phenomenon? Precisely
that clouds and air contain carbon and form a soiled vision lens.

14. Hail contains sediments. Now it acts more violently, during longer
periods and with larger volumes (with a size like nuts).

15. Wind multiplies its violence and turns into dangerous tornadoes
at any moment. The origin of tornadoes is explained by the
organization– denominated Cambridge Research Group as follows:
“Like a gigantic whirlwind rotating in the atmosphere, a hurricane
is the largest and the most destructive storm. The amount of energy
released by one of these disturbers is about the same amount of
electric power produced in one year in the United States. The typical
force of the hurricane may bring winds of 150 miles per hour. These
rare forms of hurricanes have the capacity to destroy by lateral
propagation, as the damage caused by the hurricane Andrew; its
concise strike may be over 200 miles per hour.
“The mechanics from which the hurricane originates is heat. The
air is heated at sites where less dense water from tropical oceans

The persistent piercing in the ozone layer without essential universal measures
being yet achieved which, once for all, allow producing and setting in motion
efficient defensive resources, should be observed as a dark stain which makes
us doubt of the good sense of governors and governed people. It reiterates the
sour, uncomfortable sensation that, whether due to indolence, indifference,
ignorance or underground interests, most human beings seem to be eager to
damage their future, especially when–as in the present case–they injure the
environment without realizing or, even worse, without wishing to take notice
that they are risking their own survival.
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exists, and begins to rise. If conditions in the atmosphere are
correct, the air may form an enclosed winding.”

16. Tropical tornadoes raze dwellings, persons and animals and all kinds
of progress. Television repeatedly shows thousands of dwellings and
trees destroyed, power poles and towers on the ground, highways
flooded, stadiums and sports fields inundated both by a raise in sea
level and river overflows; all kinds of vehicles overturned due to the
scaring violence of water and hurricanes. The Water World Council
has warned that more intense rainy seasons, more prolonged
droughts, more violent storms and increase in sea level have broken
loose an increasing number of disastrous floods and droughts.

17. Tornadoes/hurricanes were rare. Today they have multiplied in
quantity and quality. Now they are expected every year, with
horrendous fear from insurance companies, which have to
indemnify astronomic amounts of money to the ones affected in
developed countries—an important problem which did not exist
before (even though they reaped succulent profits). Most countries
are not prepared to face these storms.

18. Names of persons have been given to them, so as to better remember
them: Flora, Dora, Andrew, Mitch, Lily, etc. And what about the
serious and slight injuries and deaths they have caused, problems
in persons’ economy, subsequent restoration of affected sites, and
insecurity due to fear that they shall repeat, bringing new
catastrophes with them? It is indeed dangerous to carry over our
heads Damocles’ sword, natural consequence of damages suffered.
Now let us remember the devastating inundation in Bangladesh in
April 1971, and let us meditate on the number of the dead: 140,000.

19. Careful! Harmful vegetal products carry parasites that are a
problem for the stomach. We ignore the water with which crops
are irrigated.

20. Persons suffer even for what has not approached yet, but that
will fatally arrive. We suffer for the present and the future because
thinking of health is unhealthful for health itself.

21. Our nourishment is in danger, especially with climatic change. It
also spoils biodiversity,44 and with it, species disappear without
us having been able to prevent the harm. As Nobel Prize winner
Paul Ehrlich once said, losing a species is like bursting a rivet on
the wing of an aircraft. One may burst many rivets and the aircraft

44 José Santamarta, director of World Watch, gives us an idea of this problem:
The loss of genetic diversity, species and ecosystems is one of the greatest dangers
for the future of mankind.
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will continue to be in flight. But “who knows how many more
rivets the wing will have to lose, for the next burst to cause a
machinery breakdown?” (Angela Swafford, “Biodiversity
Threatened at the Hawaiian Islands”)

Nature seems to be looking for vengeance. In fact, it only replies
to predatory behavior. Worst of all, it shall continue to respond if
we continue to create problems…

We are not conscious that in our daily activities we force it, we
exert pressure on it, and we injure it. We want to do as we please.

We do not let the earth, seas or oceans regenerate their species.
Littorals are being destroyed. As a consequence, people run

away. Farewell to flora and fauna…

Every year, thousand of species disappear, and with them, new possibilities of
agricultural crops, industrial products or medicines to cure illnesses. By losing
diversity, uniformity increases, as well as dependence of a few varieties of plants
for nourishment, and most of all vulnerability to plagues and illnesses increases.
Biodiversity is lost due to deterioration and fragmentation of habitats,
introduction of new species, and excessive exploitation of plants, animals and
fish, contamination, climatic change, agriculture (reduction of varieties used,
plaguecides) and forest repopulating with easy-growing mono crops.
To the undesirable consequences of economic development, demographic
growth, unequal distribution of income and unsustainable consumption of
resources, we must add the ones caused by new biotechnologies and
development of genetic engineering, the reduced spectrum of agricultural, forest
and fishery products being traded, and economic policies which do not
acknowledge the true value of resources. Most of the germoplasm of species
and agricultural and cattle-raising varieties may disappear.
Affected populations may resist for some generations, but they are condemned
to disappear when their total number falls below a point which cannot bear the
roughness of a drought, an illness, a depredation and other kinds of phenomenon.
A species must have a population of at least several thousands of items for long-
term survival. In 1990, about 12% of species of mammalians and 11% of birds
were classified as species in danger. About 90% of our food is originated from 15
species of plants and 8 species of animals. In accordance with FAO, rice contributes
with 26% of calories; wheat by 23% and corn 7%. Newspecies substitute native
ones, making agriculture uniform and destroying genetic diversity. In Indonesia
alone, 1,500 varieties of rice have extinguished in the last 15 years.
Multinationals in the United States, the European Union and Japan intend to
obtain genetic resources free, most of all from third-world countries. Then, based
on “intellectual property,” they shall sell to those same countries at high gain prices,
seeds, animals or medicines obtained out of them. Genetic engineering shall be
the cause for the loss of thousands of varieties of plants, since only few of them
will be cultivated with a high productivity, not to mention other numerous perils,
thus aggravating the effects of the green revolution which took place last decades.
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Regarding fishery, the Japanese most criminally make death
real as such. With the criterion of business modernity, they use
kilometers of nets, even though dragging those kilometric nets rake
vegetation existing at the bottom of the sea. They kill it without any
reason or cause whatsoever.

Formerly, marine bottom was an oasis of flora and fauna.
Today, at the bottom of the sea, also deserts are being formed.

In other words, besides his unwise actions that have been the
reason for deserts to be formed, man also wants them to exist at the
bottom of the sea.

To make things worse, that bottom used to be a real beauty with
transparent, exotic biological formations such as corals, and peace!
With man, it now has become a cemetery for all kinds of junk.

At least, since we have not been able to avoid it, let us not
forget what human beings have dumped from the surface:

1. Chemicals
2. Metallic objects
3. Black waters
4. Oil spills45

45 Oil overflow is horrendous, especially the one produced from cistern ships. It
continues irresponsibly: it kills marine flora, birds, fish and other species from
the ocean; it increases degradation of the sea itself. Although with a lack of
information as regards the last few years, we transcribe hereunder a chart of
overflows, even though incomplete, starting from the year 1985 until 1991
(Source: The Panamanian Thesis, mentioned before):

Most Important Oil Overflows

Quantity in Origin Year Site
barrels

4–6 millions Gulf War 1991 Persian Gulf
3 millions Ixtoc I (marine platform, Mexico) 1979 Gulf of Campeche
1.6 millions Atlantic Empress (Greek vessel) 1979 Tabago, Caribbean Sea
1.6 millions Castillo de Bellver (Spanish vessel) 1983 Cabo de Buena Esperanza
1.2 millions Amoco Cadiz (Italian vessel) 1978 Bretagne, France
880,900 Kharg-5 (Iranian vessel) 1989 Canary Islands, Spain
714,000 Hawaiian Patriot (Liberian vessel) 1977 Hawaii, Pacific Ocean
700,000 Torrey Canyon (undetermined flag) 1967 Cornualles, RU
600,000 Independence (Rumanian vessel) 1979 Bosphorous, Turkey
521,000 Urquiola (Spanish vessel) 1976 La Coruña, Spain
326,000 Ranger Texas (Marine platform, U.S.)  1985  Gulf of Mexico
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5. Corpses
6. Excrement

Changes occurring on earth become complicated. Exiles, which
used to be had for political reasons, have become ecological-
environmental exiles. People run away by millions; they elope to
other areas in the same world.46

Author’s Note: By mid-November 2002 the most dramatic oil overflow
occurred. Prestige, a cistern ship owned by the Greek undertaking Mare
Shipping Incorporated, which transported 70,000 tons of fuel, broke in two,
and its content was dumped into the sea, in front of the coasts of Galicia. Only
at said Spanish coasts, quite rich in fishery, more than 5,000 tons were deposited
in fifteen days. Hydrocarbons overflowed in those shores left a thick layer, 25
centimeters. in height, with the fetid effect produced by sulfur. Part of the oil
has already reached the coasts of France.
Many people only think of this kind of damage, without realizing damage:
the daily damage that every engine-driven vessel inflicts when bit by bit it
dumps its debris into the waters. Let us also think that “cleaning and discharge
of steamship engines is a regular practice which dumps into the sea MILLIONS
of tons of hydrocarbons and their by-products per year” as stated by an
Argentine doctor, Agustin Luccisano.
Let us make a tentative summary of these “bit by bit”all over the world; at least
let us meditate on their possible total amount. The figure we get shall be astronomic.
Now let us return once more to the disaster caused by the vessel Prestige.
Three months after the loss, from San Sebastian , Spain, the news agency EFE
provides the following information as regards the effects it has on birds:

ONLY 10 PERCENT OF FUEL-STAINED BIRDS SURVIVE.
In spite of veterinarian treatment they have received, only 10% of fuel-stained
birds survive. Said fuel was overflowed by the vessel Prestige last November
and is being collected by different Spanish centers for recovery of wild fauna at
the Cantabrian littoral (north).
During the last two months, more than 13,000 oil-stained birds belonging to 62
different species have been found at the Spanish coasts, as per a report from the
Spanish Society of Ornithology. This entity calculated that at the Spanish, Portuguese
and French littorals, from 60,000 to 130,000 birds have been affected by the black
tide caused by an overflow of more than 24,000 tons of fuel from the Prestige.
That overflow started on November 19, 2002, when the oil vessel broke in two
and sank more than 3,600 meters deep in the Atlantic Ocean, about 210 kilometers
from the coast of Galicia, with more than 50,000 tons of crude oil it had in storage.
The leakage of fuel from inside the ship has been almost completely stopped,
after the French submarine Nautile plugged 19 from the 20 points of leakage
existing in its hull.
From the only one point which remains to be sealed, nearly two tons of oil flow
per day.

46 Reports from world health organizations outline that twenty-two million of
environmental exiles exist.
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The risk for those migrations to continue is severe, because
they shall complicate the economy and they shall irrationally
overpopulate geography. However, the sad truth is that benign areas
are being restricted: the earth is becoming every time smaller and,
as opposed to it, the area rendered useless gets bigger.

In order to save those areas in danger, governments must carry
out very costly investments. Let us see an example: Barrameda, an
environmental entity from Rosario, Argentina, reported as follows
(February 1, 2003):

ITALY MIGHT LOSE COASTAL AREAS DUE TO FRESHET

Italy shall protect Venice from freshet, but a new study indicated that
it must soon decide if it builds dikes in other threatened areas or if it
gives up 4,500 square kilometers of lands. Most areas at risk are the
southern shores and the northeastern zone which surrounds Venice.
By the end of this century they could be submerged due to a rise in
sea level and sinking of parts of the country, as per a report from the
ENEA investigation group, which has State support.
Unfortunately this phenomenon produced by man have accelerated
natural erosion, to such an extent that now we have to take serious
decisions to defend our coast,” admitted yesterday the Italian Minister
for Environment Altero Matteoli. “This is both an economic as well
as environmental problem. If we lose the shores, we also lose resources
for tourism, and if we lose land, we lose agricultural potential,”
Matteoli added.
Climatic changes–which many scientists attribute to global heating–
rapid coast erosion and a fragile geological structure, which allows
some areas to subside, may combine to inundate about 4,500 square
kilometers of lands in Italy, as per a report from ENEA.
It is foreseen that next month, construction of several mobile dams
will start, in order to protect the lagoon at Venice, largely threatened
by freshet. But the so-called Moses project is much too expensive to
be repeated in other areas at risk. “Moses is grandiose for Venice, but
people in other areas must accept that we cannot build that kind of
structure everywhere,” said Paolo Ciani, head of environmental policy
at the northeastern region of Friuli. “It looks like some areas shall
simply disappear.”
Large investments are needed.
Matteoli said that efforts made to replenish fragile shores, with sand
taken from other parts of the coast, were only a temporary solution,
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and that large amounts of investments in infrastructure were needed.
He stated that construction of dikes to protect some areas was a
possibility, but that no decisions had been taken on this regard. Land,
which former generations reclaimed from the sea, should have to be
given back to the waters. “We, human beings, must stop building
where no buildings should exist.”
The report from ENEA outlined that the rise in sea levels was a
worldwide threat, but that Italy was especially fragile because its
geological activity is constantly changing parts of its coastal territory
and some zones are subsiding. High temperatures are melting the big
polar shells in the world, raising sea level and causing ravages in climate
standards. Stormy rains and strong droughts are dramatically
accelerating natural erosion, and buildings in vulnerable areas, as well
as contamination, make the problem even worse.

*****
It looks like risks shall increase, and they can be foreseen

because they are near us and signs thereof may be observed.
Let us see another example: Press releases inform us that, very

near to the Antarctic, some fishermen have found a certain gigantic
squid with eyes as large as dishes and tens of edgy hooks to catch its
prey. Scientists from New Zealand reported that this was the second
super giant found of such a size; its weight can reach 900 kilos in
full growth and it is highly dangerous because of his agility when
moving. At the moment when it was captured it was eating a fish
nearly 2 meters in length, using its eight arms and two tentacles
that carry up to 25 fangs like hooks, all of which take root in its
musculature.

The first question for our restless mind is the origin of said
phenomenon, which has an alternative reply: it might be the residue
of a species within nature’s evolution process, originated from very
ancient times, or–inversely–we might also believe that this result
was being achieved through the influence of man, who has had
contaminated the sea. It was not irrational to consider that accidentally
all the mix-up of matter now in the ocean had produced physical
chemical effects in the growth of marine organisms, as accelerated
as disproportionate.

In this second case, things might result more worrisome because
those gigantic beings may multiply and become a problem for man.
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Why don’t we bring our thought much further on and infer that
similar changes might also occur on earthen life?

For instance, let us think that ants could be transformed and
reach considerable sizes, and think about the problems such a thing
would produce for us.

The Almost Alive Expression of Death

It is truculent to think about destruction; however, circumstances
make an obligation of it.

With the gradual poisoning of the earth, which may be resumed
in a physical-chemical-biological poisoning, if destruction is not
stopped, in the near future–it is only a matter of time–we shall have
destroyed both flora and fauna.

Then we shall see–although only for a short period of time,
because we shall soon die–the gloomy final result of what man has
done.

Imagination tells us that those who survive shall have nothing
to do but to ambulate like vagabonds, staggering in starvation
(proximate to death) through the immense desert that the Earth shall
have become, like presently the Sahara.47

The intention is not to wish harm for mankind, or to act morbidly.
We are led by fair reasoning, present logic as regards things the way
they are perceived, and finally by the law of cause and effect.

Evidently, all things might lose their value and nothing would
be useful. Industry would be useless; we would go back to a past–we

47 The group of investigators in ecology and environment from Argentina,
Barrameda stated that in very ancient times the desert of Sahara had enough
volumes of water–very rich flora and fauna (as evidenced by paintings on
rocks found and dated to be five thousand years old).
Something very serious must have happened to that entire region, in such
very ancient times, for everything to be transformed into desolation.
On the other hand, the same entity asserted that more than 14% of the planet’s
surface is occupied by deserts. According to Icarito, Chile’s virtual encyclopedia,
one-fifth part of the planet is already formed by those dry areas, where scarcity
of water makes almost impossible for beings to stay alive, either plants or
animals.
Be it 14% or 20% (one-fifth part), it is evident that deserts continue to increase.
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have never had before: the past of desolation, as if suddenly we would
have switched to a planet where the green color has disappeared
forever or has never existed at all.

Then men who have survived would have to eat meat from
their fellowmen; they would have no garments, or with what
remains thereof, they would ambulate, naked or half naked, missing
what they had before, and expiating misbehaviors (their own and
the ones of others), sadly and mutely.

It is not irrational to suppose that one day natural sunlight will
be extinguished. Not because the sun had burned out, but because
every time we receive more intense beams light may blind us.

In this case, things would be even worse: man would tread on
his own dung, and he might end committing suicide during the
night chill or the noxious hot hell during the day.

A mourning sun for humans? This is not irrational either,
prepared as they are the basis for destruction. It would simply
destroy the earth by making it dry, reducing it to dust or sterile
rock.

Let us imagine that the cosmos punishes the planet Earth,
which has no guilt or responsibility whatsoever for the daily
misbehaviors of its own children.

These preceding reflections let us understand why, using
metaphors and pretending that planet Earth has a mind, we may
say that it is quite fair for it to continue producing natural catastrophes
and earthquakes for its children, because those who dwell therein
profane it and do not pay to it the homage it deserves.

Let us seriously think that we do not pay any tribute to the
planet for what we take from it.

It looks like human beings, as it is well said, must be treated
by force and they need severe correction in order to be taught by
experience. When life is destroyed, it shall be too late for them to be
good students.

Today we sufficiently see that not even with deluges that occur,
dead people or other calamities, man realizes that they must not
harm the planet, but rather take care of it.

It looks like man wants deluges instead of sweet, healthy rains,
more hail than the ones received, more storms, more hurricanes,
tidal waves and droughts.

GLOOMY PANORAMA OF THE PLANET
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If we continue to give a personality to our planet, as a rational
being, we might say to it: “Mother Nature, you are quite right in
destroying mankind, which does not seem to be human. You must
accomplish your prophylactic role; your immunization system shall
destroy the worms inside you.”

Only uttering the word “worms” is an offense for crop worms,
for the stupid comparison. These beings perform a noble role; their
natural and useful invigorating role is to regenerate the earth for
vegetal reproduction. However, grammar does not provide us with
a more adequate word.

There is a clear truth: although they lack reasoning, animals have
natural life behaviors. Quite the opposite, man becomes gradually
more incomprehensible.

Let death speak

Know you mortals that I am DEATH. Being death, existence does
not correspond to me; I exist and act not to leave anything alive.

Wherever I arrive and whatever I tread on, I leave everything
inert. Enraged, I strip everything that is clad.

I don’t mind the fauna or the flora. Desolation is my reason of
existence, and to every being whose time comes to an end, I
symbolically show my sandglass and I carry it with me.

Since I have no color, black is my color; since I have no mercy,
I smash everything. All that beats is terribly afraid of me; in laughter
I carry mortal humans (to a better life).

Since I lack feelings, I dispraise; my only passion is to destroy
LIFE, produce weeping and distress at any price. I hate life, it being
my main enemy.

Oh, human mortal! My work you facilitate as a destroyer and
ally. Don’t you realize? I drive you… you fool! You imitate me
building your black future in a painful way.

From which manure does your brain gets nourishment? On
the one hand, you are afraid of me, but on the other, my murderous
task you assist and encourage; slowly you contribute to the death
of your Earth, part of which you are.

It shall be pleasant to destroy you, finish you and make the
orb a sterile place, mild cemetery, with no luxury, no good luck;
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chaos, war, hunger shall exist. There is a doleful truth: LIFE makes
nobody happy, while I give pleasant repose.

Let life and death speak

Life: Why, oh cruel DEATH, do you attack my animal world,
my fields you kill, my flora you burn, my being you scourge? Don’t
you realize that I do good and you do evil, that I encourage and
give strength, but that YOU freeze it?

Death: You foolish LIFE, why do you seek to do good? Your
children encourage me to destroy everything! Do they live together?
Didn’t they destroy your Eden? They do not deserve to live! They
have already dug their grave!

The Almost Dead Expression of Life: Its Intense Message

Few are those who have devotion for life as such, and meditate
on beautiful, good and magic things it contains.

You don’t have to be afraid of life (a healthy life). If you do,
everything becomes tediousness and grief. We must think that if
living is an eternal course for human beings, we must procure the
earth to become a paradise. Not a hell.

The first moral principle that originates from the Earth is not
to be desperate for wealth at the expense of sacrificing the planet,
because wealth must be for the satisfaction of everyone, and not
only for some of them.

Life is the course of all that is immense and inexhaustible, the
enjoyment set by the Earth at the feet of ALL mankind for its pleasure,
and not only for a few; besides, it was designed so that resources
are used in accordance with needs, but’never to make abuse of them.

Life is what you feel and what you don’t feel–the ecstasy of
what is beautiful and grandiose, the forces of wonder that certain
blind people feel when they cannot understand it.

The destiny, the purpose of life, is not to accumulate money.
Such a mean objective causes grief, extenuates health, and creates
tension. It is stupid to end our life as one of the richest men in the
cemetery.
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Let us think that once buried, in the cold grave there is no
room left for treasuries hoarded up.

Life does not have a reward for those who misspend their youth
and extenuate their body, virtually killing it in order to make money.
When man is old, he must return that money and purchase again
his lost health.

Life means you must understand the earth; feel for instance
the murmur of the rain; welter a little in it, capture its sweetness!
Understand that it fertilizes our fields and offers exquisite fruit to
be eaten.

That’s it! Life is splashing in the water and enjoys in doing so,
wallowing at the prairie, smelling vegetation; without being nauseated,
get cured by the medicinal puddle. One must be mentally smelt with
everything, because we are part of this whole. That implies loving
mankind, helping each other, not being rivals—avoiding war.

Let us return to enjoyment. Let us enjoy and feel the pleasure
of the breeze, the sweet and brief pleasure of the wind, especially
when it frolics with the hair of a beloved woman and invites us to
fly in an illusion.

Life means admiring infinite colors, forms, odors, fruit flavors,
having them and eating them with devotion, in ecstasy with the
magic of their charm.

Because of their mechanical and stupid routine of making
money, those who live an artificial life do not feel such a charm.
They do not try to live with an instinctive natural devotion. It
becomes clear that a sort of frigidity atrophies the senses of those
who are utilitarian materialists, especially those who assassinate
their sensitiveness and only live for the lewdness of profit.
Simultaneously, this kills their moral.

Those who are scared of chilly winter, hail, ice or sea mist do
not understand what life is. Let us remember that the mist has served
as a great stimulus and inspiration for entertainment in delightful
literary works.

Human, try to be an everyday poet and sing the magnificence
of the cosmos. Soul–delicate, inspired as it is–shall excel what is
really exalted!

If all of us were poets, life would be safe; the capacity to love
and EXIST would be cultivated. Then, the magic of flowers and their
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fertile pollen would make us sensible and simple in our present
life… where we shed so many tears.

We must live and understand the reality that the earth has given
to us. We only need to understand it, because there is nothing to
decipher therein. We must live in a fair balance, with limited
enjoyment.

We must refuse harmful and blind unruliness, remembering
Epicure, the Greek sage, who said, “Suffering accompanies pleasure.”
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Oblivion of Life Lies at Our Feet

Human, if you love your mother, that unforgettable and
beloved being who bore you life, why should you not love that other
grandiose mother whom you deny moment after moment with your
actions?

Human, you forgot to love that other grandiose mother and to
honor life, which manifests before your blind eyes in different ways:

forests, trees, plants, flowers, rivers, lakes and seas, snowed
mountains, hills, animals, winds, the aura, the sidereal space: the
cosmos!

Human, these are all beautiful things given to you, but it looks
like you don’t want to see them.

The artificial life imposed by modern society has made an idiot
of you. That artificial life isolated you from nature and made you
see therein dangers that do not exist.

If you would have made an effort to understand nature, the
prejudices you bring from a city life you would have overcome,
and you would understand how inoffensive all species are.

Had you understood nature, you would not be afraid of vipers,
bats or tarantulas.

Imprecation for mankind
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Artificial life has alienated you. Now you think devious (if
you think).

Have you become alienated? Yes! You are already alienated:

You are a mechanical man, a robot which does not think! (I ask
forgiveness from robots, because somehow they also think.)
You are a robot which does not understand that there is a grandiose
macrocosmic world and another microcosmic world as grandiose as
the former one.

Human, it is your fault if nature and man, being the same,
have become antagonists!

If Aeschylus, the Greek tragedian, would narrate for us the
inspiration he had of the tormented Prometheus Enchained, he
would profoundly invert the grandiose tragedy.

Today, man is the cruel eagle with iron beak and claws that,
thirsty for the pains of others, insatiably devours the belly of the
new Prometheus: the Earth enchained, suffering, bleeding and
lacerated by the sin of having given men the flame of life and its
shelter.

If Sophocles, the great Greek tragedian, would live nowadays,
he would very differently write the tragedy of tormented King
Oedipus.

Unfortunate Oedipus from Thebes unluckily fecundated his
mother, without knowing she was his mother! For that sin committed
without knowledge, he brought upon himself from destiny horrible
maledictions and a dark family future.

He tore off his eyes himself; his four children suffered terrible
punishments and pains… for a guilt they did not have!

Oh how severe! How wicked was destiny proclaimed by
Greeks: it equally punished with torments of severe and cruel pain
the powerful, humble and innocent.

However, today times have worsened and man rapes his
mother: the Earth–knowing she is his mother!

Punishments of cruel fate, as severe as merciless, shall bring
sufferance upon predators, atrocious torments and horrors. Careful,
you blind human! Some of these calamities already come close to
us notoriously, even though your ossified sight cannot perceive
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them. Punishments will come, even though continents will be
destroyed.

Although in advance, it is time to write an epitaph for mankind

EPITAPH FOR MANKIND:

Mortal, when your time comes and you die, you will rot in nauseous
stench. As a forced process of purification, your indignant body will
return as dust, to the same earth you came from.

Euripides, another Greek tragedian, said, “What is born from
the earth, to earth returns.”

But careful! You did not shelter”her,”and being part of her, you
did not respect her. Now, you daring man, you shall go back to her,
the earth, and it seems you will do so without remorse, fright or fear,
without damages you caused being pardoned.

For your eternal final repose, for your sake and without
hypocrisy I wish that your remains be not scorned or expulsed with
ignominy a few centimeters up (to the surface).

Upon seeing that you have become earth (or dust), your human
brothers shall trample on you; they shall set you on fire; they shall
dump chemical junk on you, radioactive debris, excrements; they
shall even spit on you!

Thus, in your inevitable final judgment, your debt shall be paid
at a fatal price.

Human Deafness for the Wailing Earth, Which Is Already Ill

We humans have not and do not pay attention to advices. Our
deafness has become, and is, so strong!! Our ears have been plugged
and are plugged: they are filthy due to environmental contamination

Hear they cannot. They don’t want to, either.
Humans once again adore the golden calf, as in times of Moses.

The calf is gold, money and ambition, at the expense of destroying the
planet.

In their meek eagerness, they not only scourge ecologists: they
combat them, and they have enough money for this purpose. They
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form all kinds of groups, even political parties, for instance the so-
called hunters in France.

Arrogance has become imposing and it has worsened the world.
On a sharper look, we see that the great conflict approaches between
the ill body (the earth) and its contaminating viruses (humans).

*****
The Earth moans and tries to make itself to be understood in

different ways, but an immense majority does not listen to it!
Few of them (mystic, spiritualists and pantheists), who for their

love and devotion say that they have been able to understand it,
narrated its wailing. We must respect this and try to understand it,
praising (even though in a literary sense) the profound meaning of
said moaning attributed to Mother Earth. It would be as follows:

• I moan because men spoil me, burn me, and dump chemicals on me.
They do not let me produce better fruits.

• I feel pain and much sufferance.
• Burns they provoke on me are deep and they make me desperate.
• Very rarely earthen children of mine thank me and bless the fruits that I

give to them with my arduous suffering and sacrifice, but always with
affection.

• I am always exposed to my best friends: the sun, the air and the rain. I do
not complain thereof, because those elements are my consolation from
pains. I receive the air, the breeze, when others burn me; the sun warms
me when I feel cold, and water refreshes me when I feel thirsty.

If the battle is rough between a severe illness and the human
body that heroically debates itself for life to defeat death, let us
imagine the illness of the Earth and what would happen to it!

Let us think with some intelligence, how hard it is for the planet
to heroically defeat so many calamities, so much pain, so much
drilling, so much cancer, provoked to it day and night by millions
of people all along the sphere. As a species of the animal kingdom,
the human plague has numerically imposed on all animal species
and is annihilating them.

The use of intelligence is not sufficient for them to meditate on
existing dangers for their own species, which shall probably be the
last species to subsist before it destroys itself.
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To make things worse, this cosmo-illness does not admit
surgery and is already the severe warning of a strange, important
conflagration.

Numerous cosmo-physicians have made separate diagnostics
of the Earth: geologists, physics, chemists, biologists, zoologists,
botanists. All of them have warned: The harm is severe. There is no
remedy except by immediately correcting behavior.

Their diagnostics are horrendous and they reveal a total,
terminal crisis.

Life Is Running Away From Us: A Dream in Verse on the Death
of the Earth

Undoubtedly the Earth’s life is in such a danger that it is
reaching the point of death; another indubitable thing is that events
accelerate in this sense. It is even more indubitable that human
beings are not conscious of how severe the problem is.

What is left for natural fate of things? To accept, with sad submission,
that the agony of life in the planet Earth is approaching, and that its
inevitable fatal death shall soon arrive, unless a romantic optimist makes
us believe the opposite.

The following verses we transcribe reveal in a literary style
the affliction of a poet at the forthcoming disaster.

DEATH OF THE EARTH

Human, I dreamt of a terrible unraveling event.
I dreamt of it half awake, as in the last stage of my life:
strange and unknown powers,
by force immerse inside my body,
made me feverish
and tormented me.

Shivering, I was forced by them to live
a desperate nightmare.

Remember it I wish not,
but from all I have seen
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I must conclude
that a worldwide apocalypse shall occur.

That nightmare did me wrong:
my memory was filled with bitterness.

I was battered,
I feel exhausted,
destroyed,
embittered,
escaped from a strange hell
of grief, sorrow and harm.

I dreamt that the earth, impotent,
with its entire latent crisis,
could not be healed of its diseases
because all of them were incurable!

It gathered all its depending forces:
waters from seas, lakes, rivers and watersheds
which produced fog and mist for the world,
and all the thick environment they darkened.

Not the usual drops were falling:
those were opaque, thick, cold, strange drops!
They seemed to evidence an immense bitterness
of grief, moaning, sadness and torture.

Those tears! Disconsolate, the earth, in its tragic odyssey,
shed cosmic tears!
Its desperate moaning produced hurricanes
and the dark gray environment led to fear.

Its horrible, doleful, prolonged howls
not only expressed grief: they were heralds!
As a decaying symbol of its weakness,
they announced the slow agony of the planet.

Darkened birds flew scuffling;
seized by fear, wild beasts ran in great disorder;
terrified, the rest of the animals raised their sight
to heaven, which compelled them to observe.
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The earth was in agony! As always, humans,
arrogant and brisk, were sheltered in their houses,
without noticing the beginning of this cosmic conflict
for they were busy with their things and vices.

In fever, the earth shivered; its temperature could be perceived.
As a result thereof, soil and hard rock cracked,
forces from geology began to operate
and horrendous phenomenon occurred that day.

Ancient, extinguished volcanoes, all of them together
expulsed burning ashes, to such an extent
that the whole firmament was reddened
and rarefied, tears became blood!

The action of roaring volcanoes did not cease:
thundering and challenging, they vomited lava
without relief or respite; they inundated all continents
making of the earth once more an incandescent mass.

What man had produced was nothing, nothing!
Cities split and sunk; all was being smothered;
man’s stupid technology of war . . . meant nothing
and everything was being destroyed. All human work was coming
to an end.

Only now hypocrites their clothes were tearing,
“forgiveness!” predators exclaimed, clemency they supplicated.
Too late! The earth was in agony. From its entrails
all its energy was being expulsed, but it was not in rage!

Its last stertor left the planet in a sepulchral silence
It had died! Everything went back to the past, to begin
once more a long evolution, a new era already suffered
a new cycle… until LIFE would appear again.

***
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LUMINOUS EPITAPH IN THE FIRMAMENT

Here a kind Mother lies.
Generous, she gave everything for everybody;
her own children killed her
and they also destroyed themselves.

In this cosmos, there are worlds which existed,
killed by the children they bore.
Arid and inert, they wait for their BEING:
centuries will let them be reborn.

- o -

A few were saved from the holocaust. Breathless,
with no clothing, roof, books, progress or nourishment
to start a new era, and undertake
a huge task which kills not the new life to be born.

Was it a total, catastrophic defeat of the earth?
Never, never!! In its bitter odyssey against evil
and even at the expense of dying, it achieved its supreme victory,
because LIFE will return once more, in triumph and glory!

Free of the wretched, it shall be back, heroic and beautiful
with all its potentialities, strong and majestic,
fresh, brisk, noble, magic, sweet to frenzy.
Wonderful victory of the earth, at the expense of its martyrdom!

Requiem

Throughout centuries
the earth was always magnificent

It gave us everything for all matters!

It gave us
incalculable wealth

It gave us
incredible enjoyment
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It gave us
unpredictable happiness

It gave us
innumerable nourishment.

It gave us inspiration for everything:
for science: natural laws
for moral: its own balance
for logic: its emerging order
for painting: its own beauty
for music and poetry:
the murmur of water,
birds’ songs
whistling winds
white snows,
infinite reasons.

 . . . .

Mother Earth:
rest in peace.

We, a few of your surviving children,
while we ask your forgiveness,
honor you for having been grandiose;
for your generous magnificence,
and remember with shame
how unworthy of you we have been.

Desperation

How terrible it is to be back from an infernal vision!
I wish to no one what I have felt: my grief.
I shall never forget those horrendous things I have witnessed;
convalescent, I remember them, unfortunate I am!

My face impressed the effect of my fatal torment
and now I feel like a fugitive of another life;
I came back desperate, from a gloomy future,
I lost my peace… and I expect what is inevitable and hard.
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There are no miracles for human idiocy
not even shouting, its insane deafness shall hear
ambition has imposed on countries
which do not perceive danger . . . at their nostrils!

Shall we return to the beginning of the era?
Shall we, savages, kill our earth?
Cannot we look after the soil we tread on,
Where we eat, live and enjoy?

*****
Let us return once more to the harsh reality and let us appreciate

how the planetary catastrophe might be. However, this is a subject
of all that comes next, not in a literary style, but with the aid of
science.
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Second part:
Disaster or salvation
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Introduction

This book is written for common people and not for persons who
specialized in ecology and environment. That is why it does not bring
up deep knowledge on physics, chemistry or biology, because common
people are not necessarily well informed as regards those sciences and
their techniques. Therefore, the style shall be simple and accessible for
everyone.

All the symptoms of the earth’s malaise are given.
Using elementary words, the earth has been soiled. Its illness

is filthiness; such is the most simple and true physical appreciation.
However, the filth it now shows is not a mere superficial one

(such as a stain on a dress).
It will take long years to clean it, as well as super astronomic

costs that nobody shall bear, because it is not only a matter of junk
disposal.

It results even more difficult to cure it from internal malaise.
Now the damage is rooted inside its organism.

Its system of immunology only half operates. The purifying
laboratory that nature has itself does not operate as it did before:
this is evidenced by the fact that it cannot purify itself.

Without any intention of exaggerating things, but trying not
to minimize them, we may ask ourselves if human population

The problem of disaster and
answers thereto
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growth, worldwide, may be equivalent to a sort of bacterial growth,
noxious for the earth.

The above is equivalent to a proliferation of its destruction
agents, although, as an opposite, it also implies the existence of every
time less organic defenses of the planet against increase of the harm.

The destruction of the earth aggravates even more because it
not only arises from excessive exploitation of its resources, an
irrational use thereof, or economic activity.

It looks like today all social life is opposed to natural laws. As
opposed to it, natural laws seem to revolt against economic and
technological projections because the problem of the earth is getting
worse.

It is also aggravated due to the undeniable presence of two
additional new factors: ignorance and poverty.

For instance, because of the factor of ignorance, innumerable
inhabitants and villages on earth, without environmental knowledge,
produce fires in forest areas in order to use those lands for crops,
thus intoxicating the environment.

Due to the poverty factor, given the absence of resources for
public works, they live in increasing filth, and everything possible is
contaminated: air, water, soil, nourishment, dwellings and organisms.
Indigents are obligated to contaminate them due to circumstances
prevailing in their life. Of course, infectious-contagious illnesses
proliferate.

Let us seriously meditate if the result of our diseases brings
contagion for the earth or not. Otherwise, how can we understand
that certain fruits from agriculture already carry bacterial
contamination?

Many people, leisurely passing over the problem to another
(since this is a politically organized society), want the state to be in
charge of confronting those problems and make the corresponding
foresights in order to ward off harms.

In these times when the state’s (or to say it better, governments)
main bureaucracies are linked to economic interests, it is hard to
believe that the first shall prevail on the second. It is hard to believe
that personal economic interests of bureaucracy shall not displace
general interests of society.
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For this reason the state (because of its exploiting bureaucracy)
bears its part of the guilt. It also shows negligence and even tolerance
towards depredation. We shall see this in a future chapter.

Given this desolate panorama, when press releases state “no
future exists,” they are quite right. What future are we to leave to
our descendants? Is this the world we shall leave for our children?
Are we happy with such a thing?

If man is the number-one destroyer of the earth, there is no
reason to state that man is its “landlord” or to attribute other literary
fantasies to him.

More than three centuries ago, the distinguished German
philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz stated, with categorical and
sufficient rational justification, that we live in the best of the possible
worlds. If such a respectable personality, so wise for his epoch, would
have lived at the beginning of the twenty-first century, we are not
sure that he would continue to think as he did.

The contrary becomes evident: French philosopher who lived
in the epoch of the Illustration, Voltaire (Francois Marie Arouet)
asserts, opposing to the foregoing theory, that it rather seems that
everything is ruled by the principle of what is worse, and if God created
the world for some purpose, it must have been “to make us become
angry.” Anyway for this philosopher it is human nature that is
guilty of its meanness and misery; the principle of what is worse
imposes.

Evidently, the principle of what is worse advances. In this
epoch, when advantages of globalization are proclaimed (ignoring
its immense negative aspect), we find a sui generis contemporaneous
phenomenon: environmental contamination has been globalized.

As a product of this rare globalization of contamination, the
third world results to being an excellent student of the first world
–super soiler–almost everywhere:

• Waters from springs, rivers, lakes, ponds, seas and oceans are
soiled and infected.

• All these natural water reservoirs are used as receivers of all
kinds of liquid and solid junk, from domestic garbage to
commercial debris–from organic residues to dangerous chemical
debris.
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Now let us appreciate if these waters are good enough to water
crops, or if they are better than rainwater, full of the gases we
mention below.

As a result of this globalization, whether in Germany or at the
Congo, in Peru or Ceylon, all kinds of things burn (from paper to
appliances) and that releases (as a gentle donation to nature) a large
volume of gases destined to the air space and clouds.

Let us analyze the subject of combustion:

• Engines used in industry burn; industries have excellent, thick
and high chimneys, especially for coal.
Assuredly, their innocent designers supposed that the higher the
expulsion nozzle is, no danger would exist for human beings
because they thought that the smoke went upwards and vanished
(as by magic).

• Engines that run with an explosion system burn by millions and
millions: cars, trucks, light trucks, tractor engines, motorcycles,
engine vessels, boats, ships, vessels, submarines, aircraft,
helicopters and any engine-operated vehicle that has been
invented.48

48 By the way, as regards fuel for aircraft, which soils and poisons air space of
the earth, we transcribe herein an interesting commentary:

Do you feel guilty for global heating every time you sit in front of the wheel
drive in your car?… If you frequently fly in a plane, you may feel even guiltier.
In a New York–London round trip flight, a Boeing 747 emits about 440 tons of
carbon dioxide, the main greenhouse gas. This volume is more or less the same
as the one released by 80 light trucks 4 x 4 in a whole year of intense performance.
But if you don’t want to swim from New York to London, or go to Los Angeles
by foot, what can you do?…
“There are reasons to be concerned about it. Releases of carbon dioxide caused
by civil aviation shall duplicate, between 1999 and 2015, to 900 tons per year. A
lot of time might elapse before airlines take any kind of measures. We are
concentrating on financial survival,” said Tim Doke, American Airlines
spokesman.
We have no time to deal with release of carbon dioxide. (Barrameda, Clarin dated
February 25, 2003)

For those who doubt about data regarding volumes, we transcribe the
explanation given by the above-mentioned ecological information entity:

Our account is approximately as follows: in a transoceanic trip, an airplane
type 747 consumes 16,000 liters of kerosene per flight hour. With a factor carbon
dioxide produced equal to 30,375, it releases 48,600 kilograms of CO2.
Multiplying this amount by the mean time trips take, we shall see that the data
as shown in this note have not been exaggerated.
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We are interested in the total sum, the colossal quantum of
environmental poison, because the phenomenon is not daily (as
labor); it occurs every moment.
It is time for many people to stop admiring, enjoying and
beholding the steles left by aircraft when passing by; now people
must be conscious of the result, the real meaning of such a terrible
environmental toxin. Also, let us not forget: what comes back by air
has a tendency to increase.

• Cigarettes of different kind burn. Do you think that one of them
means nothing? False! Only one cigarette is harmful for the
environment.
If we think of the numerous smokers who exist in the whole world,
and the indubitable fact that they not only smoke one cigarette
per day, the meaning of the total is atrocious. We are not speaking
of millions, but billions of billions of units (consumption transforms
them into gas) which are released into the air (where no magic
exists for disappearing) as smoke. This smoke is not a “passerby”;
it will meet its homologous and shall constitute the terrible poison
which shall contribute to put an end to life on this planet.

• Every day, weapons are fired, from shotguns of insensate hunters
to warlike operations at military schools of war. Powder is
loathsome, despicable, and chemical-wise, even its odor is noxious
for human breath.

• Forests and jungles equally burn; authorities even grant and justify
authorizations therefore.

• All kinds of bonfires also burn, from firewood inside domiciles to
crematory furnaces, to external fires and funeral piles.

At such a panorama of civilization, why should not ecologists
be indignant, since they are voluntarily devoted to the defense of
nature and directly expected to take active measures?

However, damages to the planet do not end there. The Earth’s
surface is also soiled (with different garbage and body residues).

This phenomenon is already dreadful that, to such an extent, many
people do not realize that its effect is patent, real and undeniable.
Wherever we tread upon, we shall find depredation, except for a few
societies that are left, rather primitive, isolated, where civilization has
not arrived with its suite of damages: economy, illnesses, corruption.

Perhaps philosopher Jean Jacques Rousseau was right when he
said that the condition offered by nature is the best, and that
civilization spoils men.
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We shall see how right and wise ecologists are, although their
well-paid slanderers pretend to disrepute them, accusing them of
being’regressive and enemies of progress.

Let us never forget this: this so-called progress means economic
progress that benefits a destructive industry at the expense of life in
the rest of the world. It is a succulent dish, duly stuffed by
international financial entities.

Earth Defenders Appear

Like a breath of hope for this gloomy situation, spontaneously
numerous wise persons began to appear worldwide who devoted
themselves to the task of defending the Earth; some of them globally,
others partially; some of them passively, others actively; some of them
patiently, others explosively. All of them are useful. Without
unfavorably comparing most of them, those who act explosively have
resulted to be most adequate for this combat. The reasons are clear:

• The epoch we live in needs immediate and open intervention from
people. We must all become attorneys or policemen of the Earth.

• Courage, decision, energy, strength and other attributes are
necessary to be heard. Mere wailing is sterile and useless.

• Virtual enemies of the earth have now become invisible to be
identified.

• Finally, the combat is both singular and multiple. Singular because
of characteristics prevailing in this case, and multiple because
numerous fronts of combat exist, given that enemies are everywhere.

In order to make concepts simple, we shall call these combatants
volunteer ecologists enlisted in the Army of the Earth.

Their objectives, strategy and combat heroic poem are as
follows:

HYMN OF THE ECOLOGIST

The planet needs severe jurymen
Clear-sighted guardians and soldiers
to look after respect paid to the sacred order
of emerging natural laws.
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The planet urgently needs
efficient armies of volunteers:
ecologists impossible to be bribed, combatants
against destructive human greed.

The foolish and conceited is not an ecologist
who only uses this word, now on fashion
for a decorative show-off
and to pronounce it.

Ecologist is the daily combatant:
in the streets, if someone soils them
in the fields, if someone burns them
at schools, for those who know not.

Ecologist is the combatant titan
voluntary and immediate defender
anywhere and any time
in a loud voice and even by force.

Ecologist is he who is not afraid
and standing up! Irreconcilable, he faces
destroyers, greedy for money
and servile protector officers.

Ecologist is he who earns no salary
but with no respite combats for the cause
because he is superior, zealous and indefatigable
authentic vigilant of the Earth!

An ecologist is a vigorous man,
he knows not how to give up or surrender
and, since he is not abulic, as long as he lives
he will tenaciously combat FOR LIFE!

- - - -

If you wish to be an ecologist combatant,
with energy and dignity raise your sight
fearlessly join their army of war
and with honor… combat… for our earth.

Further on we shall continue on this subject, with vast material,
for there remains much more to say and do.
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Honor to Some Outstanding Ecologists

The history of combatants in the defense of nature is full of
abnegated men at all times. However, at present, which is ours, and
since things have worsened so much, ecologist combatants have
multiplied as an adequate response to the situation. They have
always appeared spontaneously, and their task is lonely, independent,
but above all heroic.

Given the importance of this subject, we would like to mention
all the more with outstanding, without forgetting many others who,
although anonymous, have also contributed with their grain of sand.

NOAH SEALTH, INDIAN CHIEF

Waste Magazine, a Spanish ecologist advocacy publication,
through a press release on environment, comments the Environmental
Manifest produced by Noah Sealth, the Indian chief (in the USA) as
follows: “In the year 1854 Indian chief Noah Sealth replied in a very
special manner to the proposal sent to him by President Franklin
Pierce, to establish a reservation for red skins and put an end to the
strife between Indians and white men. It implicated despoil of Indian
lands. In 1855 the Point Elliot Treaty was signed, whereby native
Indians were despoiled of their land. Noah Sealth, with his reply to
the President, created the first manifest in defense of the
environment and nature, which lasts through time. This Indian chief
died on June 7, 1866, at the age of 80. His memory remains and his
words are still in force.”

Ahigal, another Spanish periodical, also says: “In 1854, Franklin
Pierce, ‘the Big Chief from Washington,’ made an offer to purchase
a large extension of land owned by red skins, promising to establish
a ‘reservation’ for them. The reply from Chief Seattle, published in
a version attributed to U.S scriptwriter Ted Perry, besides its
extraordinary beauty, has become a classic manifest as regards the
reverence to be rendered to the environment.”

The name of said Indian chief was Sealth and not Seattle; due
to an apparent Anglicism he was called Seattle, which is the name
of a U.S. city in the state of Washington. The reply he wrote as a
speech was delivered in that city, during the summer of 1854 to the
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address of Isaac Ingals, governor of the territory of Washington and
the Commission for Indian Matters.

This is the text of such a beautiful as well as intense speech,
produced in a letter, that year 1854:

The big chief from Washington sends words, he wants to purchase
our land. Big chief also sends words of friendship and welfare. This
is kind from him, because we know he has very little need of our
friendship. But we shall consider his offer, because we are sure that if
we do not, white man will come with his pistols and shall take our
land. The big chief from Washington may rely on the words of big
chief Seattle, as our white brothers may rely on the return of seasons.
My words are like the stars, they hide nothing.
How can you purchase or sell the firmament or even the warmth
from the earth? Said idea is unknown to us. If we do not own the
freshness of air, or the splendor of waters, how is it that you can
purchase them?
Every parcel of this land is sacred for my people. Every shining pine
tree grove, every grain of sand on the shore, every dewdrop at the
forests, every hillock, and even the sound of every insect, are sacred
to the memories and past of my people. The sap which runs through
the veins of trees carries the memories of red skins. Dead white men
forget their country of origin when they stroll among the stars, but
our dead can never forget this kind earth, because she is the mother
of red skins.
We are part of the earth, and the earth is part of us. Perfumed flowers
are our sisters; the deer, the horse, the great eagle: those are our
brothers. Steep rocks, humid prairies, warmth from horses and men,
we all belong to the same family.
Therefore, when the Big Chief from Washington sends us a message
saying that he wants to purchase our land, he is requesting too much.
Big Chief also says that he will reserve a place for us, where all of us
shall comfortably dwell. He shall become our father, and we shall
become his children. That is why we shall consider his offer to
purchase our land. It is not easy, since this land is sacred for us.
The crystalline water that runs by rivers and brooks is not only water;
it also represents the blood of our ancestors. If we sell our land, you
must remember that it is sacred. You must also teach your children
that it is sacred and that every phantasmagoric light reflected in the
clear water from lakes, tells events and memories of the lives of our
people. The murmur of water is the voice of my father, and of the
father of my father.
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Rivers are our brothers and satiate our thirst; they swiftly carry our
canoes and nourish our children. If we sell our lands to you, you
must remember and teach your children that rivers are our brothers
and also your brothers. Therefore, you must treat them with the same
sweetness as you treat a brother.
We know that white man does not understand our way of life. He
does not see the difference between one piece of land and another,
since he is a stranger who arrives during the night and takes from the
earth what he needs. The earth is not his sister, but his enemy. Once
he has conquered her, he continues to go his way; he leaves behind
him his father’s grave, and does not care. He seizes the earth from his
children. He does not care either. Both his parents’ grave, as his
children’s patrimony are forgotten. He treats his mother, the Earth,
and his brother, the firmament, as objects that can be purchased,
exploited and sold as sheep or color beads. His appetite shall devour
the earth, leaving behind him only a desert. I don’t know, but our
way of life is quite different from yours. The sole view of your cities
grieves the sight of the red skin. Maybe it is because a red skin is a
wild man and understands nothing.
In the cities where white man dwells, there are no quiet places; no
place exists where to listen how the leafs of the trees open in spring,
or how insects flutter. But maybe this is because I am a wild man
who understands nothing. Noise seems to insult our ears. And after
all, what is life good for, if man cannot hear the lonely cry of the
churn owl, or night discussions of frogs by a pond? I am a red skin and
understand nothing. We prefer the soft murmur of the wind on the
surface of a pond, and the smell of that same wind, purified by midday
rain, or perfumed with a fragrance of pine trees. Air is invaluable for a
red skin, since all beings share one same breath: beasts, trees, man, we
all breathe the same air. White man does not seem conscious of the air
he breathes: he is like a dying man who lies in agony for many days
and is insensible to stench. But if we sell our land you must remember
that air is invaluable, that air shares its spirit with the life it bears. The
same wind which insufflated the first breath of life in our grand parents,
also receives our last sigh. If we sell our lands, you must keep them as
something sacred and different, as a place where even white man may
enjoy the wind perfumed by the flowers of the prairie. That is why we
shall consider your offer to purchase our land. If we decide to accept, it
will be on one condition that I request: the white man must treat animals
in this land as if they were his brothers.
I am a wild man and I do not understand a different way of life. I
have seen thousands of buffaloes rotting at the prairies, shot by white
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men from a running train. I am a savage and do not understand how
a fuming engine can be more important than the buffalo we kill only
to survive.
What would man become without animals? If all of them would be
exterminated, man would also die of a great spiritual loneliness,
because what happens to animals shall also happen to man. It is all
linked.
You must teach your children that the land they tread on, are the
ashes of our ancestors. So they may pay respect to the land, teach
your children that it has been enriched with the lives of our fellowmen.
Teach your children what we have taught our children: that the earth
is our mother. Everything that occurs to the earth, shall occur to the
sons of the earth. Man did not weave the weft of live, he is only a
thread. What he does to the weft, he does to his own self. Not even
white man, whose God strolls and speaks to him from friend to friend,
is exempt of common fate.
After all, we might be brothers. We shall see. We know something
that maybe white man shall discover one day: our God is the same
God as yours. Now you may think that He belongs to you, the same
as you wish our lands to belong to you, but it is not so. He is the God
of men, and His compassion is equally shared between the red skin
and the white man. This land is invaluable for Him and if it is
damaged, this would provoke the anger of our Creator. White men
will also extinguish, maybe even before the rest of the tribes. They
contaminate their beds and one night they shall perish, drowned in
their own residues. But you shall walk towards your destruction,
surrounded by glory, inspired by the force of God which brought
you to this land and that, for a special design, gave you dominion on
it and on the red skins. This fate is a mystery for us, because we do
not understand why buffaloes are exterminated, wild horses are
tamed, secret remote places of the forests are saturated with the breath
of so many men, and landscapes of exuberant hills are stuffed with
speaking cables. . . . Where are the bushes? Destroyed. Where is the
eagle? It disappeared. Life terminates and survival begins.

*****
Author’s Note: ’Investigators Rick Caldwell and Rudolf Kaiser,

who attributed that environmental manifest to scriptwriter Ted Perry
some twenty years ago, forced their task beyond expectations;
however we have drawn some conclusions from their work (which
do not quite favor the investigation they made):
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First, Indian Chief Noah Sealth really existed; his authority
was respected and he had all the conditions pertaining to a high
hierarchy as to determine agreements with white men.

Second, a press release of that time (more than one century
ago) submitted by those investigators as an evidence against the
authorship of the Indian chief rather credits a few truths: (a) that
this Indian chief had a poetic spirit; (b) that he issued a manifest,
the style of which is similar to the one transcribed in this book (an
extremity that apparently they did not realize). Why is it that other
manifests do not exist, and even other manifests more?

Third, Caldwell uses two arguments to deny the hunt of
buffaloes. He says that “buffaloes are not bred in those marshes,”
and that “trains only reached Seattle 14 years after Chief Seattle
had died.”

Possibly “no buffaloes are bred NOW in those marshes,” but
wild buffaloes existed in a large part of the state of Washington and
they were exterminated. Why did Caldwell necessarily think of the
city of Seattle?

Did such things prevent the Indian chief from having knowledge
of said hunting from trains which took place in other latitudes?
Perhaps the extermination of those animals could be perceived from
the railway on the way to Seattle, in the state of Washington? Indians
lived all over the country and could inform each other of the tragedy
of such extermination. This crime has not been denied by history; it
occurred in almost every state, in Canada and in the United States.

Finally, whichever the backstage of the truth may be (we do not
deny that some literary play may have existed anyway), Noah Sealth
shall always be remembered by ecologists as a natural ecologist, as
well as all the tribes in North America. This Indian chief–a virtual
representative of numberless other ignored Indian chiefs–is the
symbol of a profound collective aboriginal meaning–number one
in the continent–and thus he shall be remembered, with respect and
admiration, for grudge and frustration of his scoffing detractors.

INDEFATIGABLE JUDI BARRY

Ediciones Madre Tierra from Madrid, Spain (2000), transcribes
data from the book Timber Wars, written by Judi Barry. It illustrates
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the character and conviction of this extraordinary woman, tenacious
and brave in environmental combat.

Judi Barry was one of those women who refused to play the
role of a housewife, even though she was a mother. She devoted
herself to the defense of the environment on behalf of the few forests
left in her zone, plundered by corporations during the last decades
of the twentieth century. This occurred at the state of California,
where she worked as a carpenter.

In 1989 she explained her points of view as follows: “The
survival of one of the last forest ecosystems left in the United States
is at risk. Our adversaries are huge corporations established in north
of California: Louisiana Pacific, Georgia Pacific and Maxam… 140
years ago, the county where I live was a primitive forest of secoyas.
But at the present rhythm of forest exploitation, not even one tree of
commercial value will be left here in 22 years more. Harry Merlo,
president of Louisiana Pacific, thus stated in a recent interview: ‘It
always bothers me to leave trees alive in our own land. We do not
prune up to a limit of ten inches, or eight inches, or six inches (he
refers to young trees that environmentalists try to protect). We prune
to the infinite. There they are, they are ours and we want them all.
Now.’”

Judi identified friends and enemies as such, so they may be
known, and a difference would be made between big corporations
and small contractors, and between timber dealers and workmen.
She expressed: “Timber companies treat (workmen) the same way
as they treat forests: like objects to be exploited and to extract from
them the maximum profit.”

Naturally, companies replied trying to confront workmen
against environmentalists, with the shrewd pretext that the latter
would cause dismissals and closure of sawmills. In spite of it, Judi
Barry, true polemist and physical combatant against destroyers, held
meetings with workmen and particularly with “Earth First,” an
ecologist group, to make them understand that public lands had to
be protected.

Her actions were so effective that they obtained national
support. Young men from all over the country attended to support
her combat; however, her enemies’ offense did not disappear. In
effect, at sawmills and towns, false press releases with the name of
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“Earth First” were distributed requesting violence, and even direct
threats of death were made. The police department made no
investigations.

Judi participated in mass demonstrations and other forms of
protests to prevent the pruning of Secoyas. She also joined highway
blockades. The “Secoyas Summer” became national news: three
thousand volunteers from different parts of the country were
present. Another demonstration organized to defend Headwaters
(another forest) assembled ten thousand persons.

Her enemies put a bomb under the car that Judi was driving
together with Darryl Cherney, and the accident left her disabled for
the rest of her life. Moreover, they wanted to accuse her of being the
author of the criminal attempt that almost killed her, stating that
“she burst her own incendiary bomb.” While she was at the hospital,
her house was invaded and attacked twice. One of the enemy
executors outlined, “We like paying jokes to Earth First!… And we
have distributed false press releases.”

Finally Judi died of cancer, strongly defending her ideals:
revolt, combat, firmness against hesitancy and love for nature. Those
were her qualities.

We shall analyze the ethical aspect of her behavior further on,
together with those of other ecologists.

TENACIOUS BARRY HORNE

In England, Barry Horne was a modest dust man and father of
two children. That did not prevent him from being a conscious
combatant for nature, especially animals. He has constituted himself
as an example of sacrifice and devotion to a fair cause; he organized
a whole campaign against laboratories and pharmacies that
practiced vivisection in animals and caused them damages for
US$4.5 million.

Let us hear his thought in the voice of Actualidade from Galicia,
Spain: “The combat is not for us, it is not for our personal needs. It
is for every animal which has suffered and died at the vivisection
laboratories, and for every animal that will suffer and die in those
laboratories unless we put an end to this perverse business now!
The scream from souls of those tortured and killed outcasts; the
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scream of life is for liberty. We can create that justice for outcasts,
we can give them liberty. Animals have no one, but we shall not
deceive them.”

We transcribe herein a comment made by Irene Hernandez
Velasco, transcribed by El Mundo, a newspaper from Madrid, Spain:

BARRY HORNE: A MARTYR OF ANIMAL RIGHTS

“People shall do what they consider correct as regards my death. But
do not forget that a high degree of violence became necessary in order
to stop the Nazis,” said Barry Horne, the British ecoterrorist who has
gone farthest in the combat for animal rights.
In 1994, in the Island of Wight this man, born at Liverpool 49 years
ago, set fire to several establishments in protest against the use of
animals in scientific experiments. He caused damages valued at 800
million pesetas. His penalty was 18 years in jail, the most severe
penalty ever imposed in the United Kingdom to an environmental
activist.
But last Monday Barry Horne went still farther: he became the first
British citizen immolated for the animals’ cause. After 15 days in
hunger strike, without any food or water, Horne died at Ronkswood
Hospital, in Worcester. In the United Kingdom, prisoners have all the
right in the world to let themselves die of inanition, provided it is
evidenced that they do not suffer mental unbalance. And Barry Horne
was not insane, so prison authorities have not been able to prevent
him from committing his last and most severe attempt on behalf of
animals: the sacrifice of his own life.
Environmental activists have their own martyrs. Even though years
before, no one could have imagined that Horne was to be the one
chosen.
His interest for the rights of quadrupeds started only at the age of thirty-
one, when his second wife, Aileen, attended a show from an
organization for animals’ freedom, and convinced him of accompanying
her some days after. Horne accepted and, after seeing a video on the
cruelty inflicted to animals in name of scientific advance, he
immediately became vegetarian and started his action for the cause.
Until then, his main interests had been motorcycles and music from
Pink Floyd, Deep Purple and Jimmy Hendrix. However, since then the
defense of animal rights became a priority in his life.
He started participating in demonstrations and was engaged in
hunting sabotage. He received his first penalty when he was arrested,
together with two accomplices, after unsuccessfully trying to kidnap
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Rocky, a dolphin at the aquatic park of Morecambe, in Lancashire.
Their plan was to take Rocky away from the water, put it on a pallet,
then on a Mini trademark car and return it to the sea. But the 300
kilos weight of the aquatic mammalian made the operation fail. Horne
was sentenced to pay a fine and a jail penalty which nevertheless he
did not comply. However, he did not give up in spite of this first
sentence. On the contrary, he became more and more involved in the
defense of animal rights, and committed other attempts in their name.

Barry Horne was born in Liverpool in 1952; an ecologist of
extraordinary conviction, he died in Worcester on November 6, 2001.

GREENPEACE

This organization acquired prestige and respectability by itself.
It was established more than thirty years ago to fight for the life of
the planet. The basis of its ideology is founded on the principle that
“Greenpeace exists because this fragile Earth deserves to have a
voice. It needs solutions, change, action.”

Its moral base: “In order to conserve its independence, Greenpeace
does not accept donations from governments or corporations,”
though it receives contributions from individual supporters and
concessions from foundations.

As a global organization, Greenpeace focuses worldwide the
most crucial treaties as regards biodiversity and environment in our
planet. Following are objectives of its campaigns:

• Stop climate change.
• Protect old forests.
• Save the oceans.
• Put an end to whale hunting.
• Say no to genetic engineering.
• Stop nuclear threats.
• Eliminate toxic chemicals.
• Encourage sustainable transactions.

Greenpeace has lead campaigns against degradation of the
environment since 1971, when in a small boat, volunteers and
journalists went to Amchitka, an area located at the north of Alaska,
where the government of the United States was carrying out
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underground nuclear tests. This tradition of eyewitnesses, in a
nonviolent manner, still continues to date, and ships are an important
part of their task.

The entity discovers and denounces environmental criminals and
challenges all governments and corporations when they are perceived
to be a threat to the lives of people under their care and do not safe-
keep the future of the environment for the welfare of mankind.

To accomplish its mission, Greenpeace launches information
campaigns, organizes debates as regards the preferences of the
environmental society, and uses investigation and silent diplomacy.
Due to its efforts, it has more than 2,800,000 contributors worldwide,
and requests further intervention from mankind.

The story is known of its sacrificed flagship Guerrero del Arco
Iris (Rainbow Warrior) which was sent everywhere, especially to
defend the marine fauna. It was sunk by promoters of nuclear tests.
Its enemies could not silence it: the ship, like a phoenix, returned to
life from its ashes and continues its combat.

It must be outlined that the inspiration of Greenpeace as
regards the name of the ship originates in a legend of North
American Indians that describes a time when the greed of mankind
shall make the earth ill. At that time, Rainbow Warriors shall rise to
defend it.

The following declaration taken from the German writer Bertold
Brecht is pathetic: “When the last tree has been felled, the last river
poisoned and the last fish has been killed, we shall discover that we
cannot eat money.”49

In an interview held with Brecha from Uruguay, the words of
Martin Prieto, executive director of Greenpeace in Argentina, as
regards the efforts carried out by said entity, were:

• “Greenpeace was established as an organization which opposed U.S.
nuclear detonations in the North Pacific. That is how it started in
1971. Ships were rented to prevent nuclear tests with their presence
at the zone. Today it continues to be the most outstanding
international environmental organization in antinuclear combat; that
is to say, it maintains the original legacy; it achieved an international

49 In praise of this entity, especially of its combatant ship, the author has dedicated
a poem to it. It can be read in the annex of this book.
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convention which prohibits nuclear tests in the sea; it continues to
work and combat President Bush’s Star Wars plan. In all countries
where it works, it continues to oppose operative nuclear centers,
because it understands that they are a link in the nuclear chain.”

• “Some years later, a campaign was initiated to defend whales which
were at risk of extinction. This is another combat we have won,
because after each time whale hunting prohibition was obtained, it
is periodically reviewed. Greenpeace has the certainty that there
are countries which wish to recommence whale hunting and that
losing that combat would have a domino effect on other areas.”

• “Combat against transgenics is the most recent and successful
combat, at least in Europe, since in Latin America, except for Brazil,
biotechnological industry continues to go forward. We are seeking
a moratorium for the production of genetically modified organisms,
but our goal is to encourage an organic form of production.”

• “We also work on the protection of natural forests. We have
established an office at Manaos, where we work under most
unfavorable conditions. We have a permanent ship at the Amazonas
and we work with native communities.”

• “We work on the subject regarding toxics, with a view to stop the
spreading of what is called ‘the filthy dozen,’ that is to say, the
most toxic chemicals. For that purpose we have achieved an
important victory: the Convention on Persistent Compounds was
subscribed, as well as an undertaking from several countries.”

• “Finally we work on the subject regarding climatic change, which
we consider the most serious environmental problem the planet
suffers. In this sense we are facing a very complicated situation,
because we understand that goals proposed in the Protocol of Kyoto
in order to mitigate climatic change are quite modest. However,
President Bush has just announced that he will not subscribe it.”

Analysis of Ecologist Efforts

It cannot be denied that ecologists have performed hard and
sacrificed work that has been accompanied by special virtues and
other human qualities which have made them worthy of respect.
They must be outlined, because they deserve so:

• Conscientiousness of the situation. Their devotion to a cause is
the meditated result on the doleful and miserable condition of
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Nature that has given, gives and shall give them enough moral
strength to go forward.

• Personal passion for the justice of their action, which is evidenced
in most beautiful and exemplary tasks performed, as an example
for others. Such are (1) their total devotion to the cause, without
fear of prison or death; (2) they know no fear or hesitation, only
courage; (3) their conviction on the focused goal; (4) no sacrifice
or martyrdom spared; (5) advantages or personal benefits do not
exist for them; (6) overt hatred for people or entities that destroy
the Earth, and their deep love for signs of life; (7) stubbornness
and obsession in combat. If they fall, they rise again.

• Ethical conviction as regards integrity of their goals.

However, in spite of all these qualities that embellish and ennoble
human beings devoted to the cause of the Earth, this situation also
compels us to acknowledge some elements, not properly negative,
but regarding results which might have been better.

This may be better explained by the fact that ecologists have
worked as flints to ignite flames that sometimes have not burnt; at
times because their action was isolated, and others because of the
limited number of those who cooperated. For these reasons ecologists
were defeated without achieving the goals they sought: Barry Horne
is a typical case. He thought that although isolated, he could effectively
confront monsters with quite large and strong tentacles. Possibly he
did not think that the best ally his enemies had (destroyers of animal
kingdom) was the system wherein we live.

In effect, police departments, and least of all the judicial system,
are not interested in the idealism of ecologist combatants, given their
moral integrity or the justness of their cause; only the external factor
is important: crimes against the security of a person or against private
property. All transgressors of the system in force are imprisoned as
“ecoterrorists,” criminals or having perverse mental disorder. This
situation aggravates because the”victim is always a person or an
entity who pays taxes, supports workmen or fulfills a “social role”
within the system.

For the established order, it is not important (or it is of scarce
importance) that the activity of the “impaired” would be to prune
forests, dump toxic debris into seas, torture animals, release
abundant smoke into the atmosphere or commit other crimes as
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regards the natural order of things, or so to say, for the order as
established on Earth. Even more, numberless times the system, and
more properly the state (through the government), cooperates with
earth destroyers and assists them wherever it can do so: sometimes
due to logical solidarity of the state with their businessmen, and
others due to corruption of statesmen, who receive electoral “donations”
or generous personal gifts in cash.

Thus, it may be clearly explained why the government is
interested in allocating zones for forest exploitation, reduces their
taxes, offers judicial and personal protection for predators, or orders
any other measure that may be useful for them.

Under these circumstances, how can it be conceived that the
state shall effectively combat the planet destruction? There is no
doubt, he who believes the contrary”is a perfect pathological idiot.

This situation leads us to think, in all prudence and seriousness,
that we cannot expect to receive much from the state, or rely on its
supposed measures for “sustainable development,” even though
“adequate” ministries favorable to ecology and the environment
exist everywhere.

Let us return to the subject of our concern: individual combat
for the Earth.

With a group, Judi Barry had a similar experience as Barry
Horne, but nevertheless she was able to agitate masses. The same
thing occurred to Greenpeace in their activities, which were virtually
individual with the ship”Guerrero del Arco Iris. Defending the natural
resources of the seas (whales, dolphins, seals and other species), it
attacked powerful economic interests which, in the end, were
protected by police departments at ports. The Greenpeace crew was
arrested and the ship was attached or seized by police authorities
for “breach” of legal regulations in force.

If it is true that the result of these isolated efforts for combat
have not always been the best ones to stop destruction, they have
achieved a categorical success in awakening the opinion of numberless
persons (millions already), not as a mere effect of admiration for
heroism and disinterestedness of pioneers. Today people want to
physically participate in what they can, and claim for efforts not to
be dispersed or weakened.
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“Self-sacrifice, as suffering arrest and jail, risking life in the
ocean, enchaining themselves to trees, using their bodies to blockade
an undesirable construction or noxious transportation, interrupting
official ceremonies and so may other direct actions, coupled with
manifest opposition and nonviolence, introduce an attitude of
testimony that brings back confidence, and outlines ethical values
in an era of generalized cynicism,” says Spanish Professor Manuel
Castells in his meaningful work Sprouting of the Ego: An Ecologist
Movement.

Thanks to above-mentioned combatants and to the example
they have left behind, as well as many others who are not mentioned
herein, Earth combatants are being multiplied everywhere.
Countrymen who defend nature, combatant students, brave women
and so many others, are resolved to follow the same fate. Gradually,
the effective ecologist army is being formed.

Thanks to Greenpeace, now we have a bigger and more
respectable organization for the interests of mankind and a powerful
to face its enemies. Assuredly time shall make of Greenpeace a
Worldwide Control Ministry.

With the example given by Greenpeace, ecological environmental
entities and foundations have proliferated. Like a cancer, now they
operate in many countries and they will soon operate worldwide.

By mentioning the above, our intention is not to deny that–many
years before them –philanthropic entities,50 like the present ones,

50 The outstanding ones are the Worldwide Forum for Nature (WWF), dedicated
since 1961 to conservancy of forests, continental waters, coasts, species, spaces,
education and ecological-environmental training. In the general defense of
nature, the National Audobon Society is mainly dedicated to birds, wildlife and
education. With a seat in New York, it was established in 1905 in honor of
John Audubon, ornithologist, explorer and artist of wildlife. The Ecologist is
an English organization that has operated in se veral fields since 1960; it has
branches in different parts of the world, especially in Spain, where the activities
of the so-called Ecologists in Action (Tierra organization) are quite effective.
The Wilderness Society is dedicated to the United States and Canada. Cascadia
Forest Alliance is also an important U.S. ecologist group. The World Research
Movement for Tropical Forests (WRM) was established in 1986, with a seat at
Montevideo, Uruguay, and offices for Europe with a seat in the United
Kingdom. PETA, which was established in the United States in 1980 with a
seat at Norfolk, Virginia, is dedicated to the defense and protection of the
animal kingdom against maltreatment to any species of this kingdom.
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already existed. They have silently achieved important tasks.
However, the methods they use for work and combat–which we
respect–were and are pacifist. In most times they only seek to orient
and educate those who have much to learn. Therefore, the results
they have achieved reside only in the conscience and not in what
the Earth really needed: energy, immediacy, courage, and an open and
overt combat.

Also silently, other entities are dedicated to restore nature,
although they do not realize that once they are gone, the destroying
hand may return to act, and destroy what they have rebuilt. In their
educational philanthropy, they give positive advises to prevent
destruction. They have important achievements, with all sacrifices
done for their cause. However, let us ask ourselves: Is this enough?
Do they sufficiently progress, taking into account that the destructive
race goes faster?

As regards above-mentioned organizations, we may say that
they all have the necessary positive qualities; however it must be
acknowledged that they do not combat the enemies of the Earth,
with the kind of war the present moment needs. For that reason, it is
uncertain if the so-called ecoterrorists are right and if they act, as
the situation demands, to face the resistance of destroyers added
by protection from their governments.

The present problem does not consist anymore in knowing
who is doing well, but who are the most effective ones. As it has been
evidenced, the present problem resides in the fact that there must
be a combat, and if an entity does not undertake this, another one
will assist. That is why in these times it becomes an overbearing
need to coordinate efforts and be unified in regional regulating
bodies. Then the effort shall be multiplied and powerful! In the
end, enemies shall surrender; although it is not known if when that
happens, it shall be too late for the Earth (we cannot know, in
advance, their physical diagnostic at that moment).

The above is a positive and effective concern of what present
times demand. If we attain salvation of the Earth, it can only be

Effectively and militantly it combats circus, industrial farmhouses, laboratories
for experiments with animals, and anybody who does not ethically treat
animals. PETA believes that the solution in favor of its cause is to make society
conscientious not to eat any kind of meat.
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achieved with private effort, without relying at all in actions from
the State, except if and when governments submit to requirements as
imposed by the law of necessity and stop serving mean interests of
destroyers.

Since we cannot be illusive or expect a magic conversion in
the state’s behavior, it is better to distrust the latter and to continue
the combat from the bottom. It has been evidenced that this is the
only effective form to impose on governments as regards what they
must do, and the ways on which they must support the great
worldwide need claimed by the Earth.

What was expressed by Petra Kelly is adequate at this moment.
This well-known German pacifist and ecologist, who was murdered,
said: “From deep inside our hearts, we must learn how to think and
act; we must acknowledge the interconnection that exists for all
living creatures, and respect the value of every thread of life’s vast
weft. This is a spiritual perspective and the basis of all green policy
[. . .] green policy requires from us to be both tender and subversive.”

Such is the reply to the destroying situation.
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Report and Incidents of Important Meetings

A widespread, urgent need experienced by ecologists was the
attitude of exerting pressure on governments and international
bodies to hold meetings, given the planet’s environmental crisis.

Mundo Energía, a magazine under the direction of Engineer F.
Javier Gonzales Sabater, shows a relation of environmental meetings
that took place in different parts of the orb:

For more than one decade, numerous summits have taken place in
favor of the environment and a decrease of climatic change. As results
show, to unify positions and obtain undertakings from participants
is as complicated as finding a solution to the problem. Here is a brief
summary of the main points:

• 1972, Stockholm (Sweden). Conference on Human Environment,
which implicated the start of understanding and acknowledgement
of the link existing between the environment and human welfare.

• 1992, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil). Historic U.N. Earth Summit.
Participating countries agreed a worldwide strategy to remedy
environmental problems the world was facing: climatic change,
biodiversity, and areas rendered barren and sustainable development
(Agenda 21). The impression was that they were ready to find
solutions. NGOs were the main protagonists.

International meetings on behalf of
the environment
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• 1995, Berlin (Germany). First Conference of the U.N. as regards
climatic change (UNFCC). It was agreed that in the third conference,
a protocol of agreement would be established.

• 1996, Geneva (Switzerland). Second conference of UNFCC. It had
a technical and transitional character for the following one to be
held.

• 1997, Kyoto (Japan). Third conference of UNFCC wherein the well-
known Protocol of Kyoto was approved, the frame agreement
which stipulated reduction of release into the atmosphere, of
greenhouse effect gases from developed countries by 5.2% media
in the years 2008–2012, as regards the degree of releases in 1990.

• 1998, Buenos Aires (Argentina). Fourth conference of UNFCC,
wherein the details of the Protocol of Kyoto start being set in
motion.

• 1999, Bonn (Germany). Fifth conference of the UNFCC, of a technical
and transitional character towards the next one to be held.

• 2000, The Hague (The Netherlands); and 2001, Bonn (Germany).
Sixth conference of UNFCC. It ended in disagreement as regards
instruments to be applied for the Protocol of Kyoto, and discrepancies
started with the United States as regards what had been established
years ago.

• 2001, Marraquech (Morocco). Seventh conference of UNFCC. It was
agreed to go forward with the Protocol of Kyoto. The European
Union, developing countries, Japan, Russia, Canada and Australia
undertook to observe the Protocol and fulfill it in 2002. The United
States was conspicuously absent.

• 2002, Johannesburg (South Africa). Summit on Sustainable
Development. Ten years have elapsed since Rio, and although
achievements have been made in undertakings and legislation,
pressure on the environment has increased. Companies substitute
NGOs as protagonists of sustainable development.

• 2002, New Delhi (India). Eighth conference of UNFCC. Its character:
technical and transitional towards the next one to be held.

As it may be appreciated, efforts made for those international
meetings have materialized in important conventions. Nongovernment
environmental organizations have shown the most serious
participation.

From all of them, the one that has raised more expectations
because of the interest shown by all continents wherein it has been
widespread has been the World Summit for Sustainable Development
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that took place in the year 2002 in Johannesburg. Its results were
not the ones sought by ecologists; rather serious contradictions were
found, both regarding participants as well as their personal
compromise (the interests they represented).

Ambientum, a magazine in Barcelona, comments some of the
aspects that have been the subject of main debates:

The attitude of the United States and some other countries has been
characterized by their reticence to accept concrete compromises and
“it would appear” that world problems belong to “others.” A risk of
isolation, negative for all, was floating in the air. Not having these
countries as participants when raising the subject of environmental
problems and looking for solutions thereof, may be translated as the
certainty of a failure in our sustainable future. That is why diplomatic
and popular action, most of all in the United States, becomes most
important to gradually vary these attitudes which lack solidarity.
Important economic powers such as oil, vehicles, nuclear and chemical
undertakings must finally encompass everybody’s needs, and not the
interests of a few. Social and cultural transformation of the values of
individuals go along that line, but they need more efforts to obtain
balanced attitudes from all of them. Colin Powell, U.S. Secretary of
State, heard a loud boo; all the U.S. people must also listen to it, and
understand that boo.
“The situation as above described has created a doubt: Are those
Summits useful?” said Anders Fogh Rasmussen, Danish First Minister.
The reply has no other option than to avoid those ideas. The
international community should hold dialogues; see that these summits
be global and that they take action as regards global problems.
Curiously, the mediate impact of this Summit has not been excessive;
this is something that must also be avoided.
Besides advances made in water worldwide management, this
conference has given an important support to the ratification of the
Protocol of Kyoto. This Protocol determines limits and objectives to
reduce releases which cause a “greenhouse effect.” It has already been
ratified by 89 countries which, as a whole, represent 37% of the total
gases released. The Protocol shall not be in force until it is ratified by
at least 55 countries; as a whole this means 55% of gases responsible
for said greenhouse effect.

The really effective, positive side of this summit has been the
importance that ecologist and civil groups have acquired when
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having to confront governments in order to act in all clearness,
strength and independence. From now on they shall not be ignored;
even more, their points of view and opinions shall be respected and
studied.

The negative, pessimistic side of the aforementioned summit
may be shown as follows:

1. Resistance from the United States and other highly industrialized
countries to do anything that means a compromise as regards their
rate of economic growth. Their national priorities (as they have
insinuated) are more important than development and justice
among nations.

2. Agendas of oil-producing countries turned out to be different from
those of other nations; their interests were also different. In general,
polarization seems to be as follows: on the one hand private
interests, and on the other, interests of the international community.

3. Lack of strength from the U.N. to execute preexisting compromises,
since they themselves cannot reach consensus.

Patxi Coira, who participated of said meeting as delegate for
Area de Ekologia de Ezquer Batua, from the Basque country, stated
his position in writing, while he was at the deliberations plenum.
He declared he favored the social human problem, rather than the
environmental problem:

Sustainable development is a term presently corrupted by Governments
and multinationals. It is not surprising that BMW almost officially
sponsors the U.N. Summit at Johannesburg. This can be read at one of
the main squares of the majestic commercial center where said Summit
takes place. BMW cars favor clean energy and sustainable development.
Everybody in this world knows that cars are one of the main
environmental problems, but with a vile effrontery in advertisement,
multinationals from that sector dare sell us a motorcycle precisely at
the entrance of the U.N. official Summit.
This Summit seems to be as ill as the world itself; all of us doubt if the
agreements reached herein are effective. After all, ten years after Rio,
the efficacy of more than 500 international environmental treaties in
force are infringed and forgotten with a disproportionate intention.
Something quite different occurs with the guidelines of WTO (World
Trade Organization); they are fulfilled at any cost, even though they
may contradict international environmental measures.
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We can never speak of sustainable development to the south if
previously we do not guarantee minimum life conditions to millions
of dispossessed people: labor, land and food.
No one should doubt that the most important environmental problem
does not reside in the biosphere or in the atmosphere, but in the so-
called socio-sphere, where the increasing abyss between rich and poor
draws millions of people into extreme poverty.
All systems are interrelated: we shall not save whales and we shall
not stop global heating if we do not solve the immense social unbalance.
This is pure ecology.

This position was a reply to Greenpeace, which claimed that, at
said meeting, more was said about poverty than about environmental
problems. The truth is that multiple problems and their focus had
complicated the conference.

Notwithstanding its results, new expectations were created.
In view of all the things we have seen so far, we must be

conscious that the problems of the Earth must not be limited only
to expectations, that is to say, to the consolatory hope that at new
meetings, those who are more powerful will become sensible and
finally will accept what has to be done; imperative present needs
require so, in order to save the Earth from disaster.

What is sad and afflicting is when human beings become
permanent slaves of expectations–not only the man on the street,
but any other man. Even executives from huge organizations become
victims of expectations.

Let us give two examples of these virtual victims at the conference
of Johannesburg:

First. Klaus Töpfer, executive director of UNEP (United Nations
Environmental Program). In a statement published in his own
communication media, Our Planet, he made abundant elegant
declarations, all of them very interesting, lyric, optimistic and also
dreamy as regards the future of the environment. Given the
importance of his position, we summarize them as follows:

• He hopes that the referred summit will originate “a worldwide
alliance to carry out concrete and specific measures in order to set
into practice resolutions already approved by the international
community.”
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• He wishes the world to become a more secure place, and also a
more prosperous one.

• A “coalition” must be achieved for a responsible prosperity for
all, in combat against hunger and desperation, and against
destruction of the environment.

• Acknowledging that releases of carbon dioxide originate from rich
countries, affecting poor countries, he claims that “something must
change in both of them.”

• He said that integrating economic development in natural
resources and services provided by the environment “is not a
luxury or nostalgia, but a matter of investment.”

• “The more we globalize, the larger is the need to respect regional
identities. This diversity constitutes a strong basis for tolerance,
sincerity, transparency and for dialogue. There also exists an
intense positive correlation between cultural diversity and
biological diversity. This is the most necessary component for the
summit.”

• The summit must serve “to implement the existing statements.”
We already have excellent, most important statements. “Now the
time has come to implement them with an action program, with
goals oriented towards parameters and a clearly defined agenda.”

• “This summit must show concrete, trustworthy and responsible
actions, with a goal to overcome poverty by means of investment
in employment, using the ‘interest rate’ on nature’s capital (but
not goods themselves), and changing the patterns of unsustainable
consumption in developed countries.”

• Economic cooperation is not a matter of public welfare, but of
investment, and an investment with a very high profit. It is also
an investment in a pacific world. So when the developed world
provides resources, it must not be seen as an “aid” per se, but as
investments that the world is making for its own interest, as well
as for the interest of developing countries.

• “Developing countries . . . must contribute with a good domestic
government and combat corruption, tensions, conflicts, wars and
civil war.

• “A magnificent example” was the undertaking made by Ireland
to increase its aid to the United Nations’ goal. He trusts that “others
shall also submit clear agendas.”

• He proposes that the industry should offer “clear goals” (gasoline
without lead, waters without exhaust in Africa, and others more).

• Finally, he wishes that the results of the summit be submitted in
“three layers” that is to say: “a political statement, an action
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program with concrete goals, and concrete undertakings as regards
projects.” He adds: “I believe in a realistic optimism . . . with results
of essential relevance to make our world better and safer.”

Regrettably for this gentleman, once the summit was over, his
illusions came to an end, although–once more–he will have to seek
refuge in his hopeful habits as regards the future, like typical good
bureaucrats from big organizations do.

Second. This example was given by Koffi Annan himself,
United Nations general secretary. As per his speech published, he
summarized the progress that he expected to see in “the five spheres
wherein it is possible to advance, with the resources and technology
we have available (?) today”:

• Water and drainage: Water should be at the reach of at least 1
billion persons who lack of water for consumption, and supply
adequate drainage for 2 billion persons.

• Energy: Give access to energy to 2 billion persons who lack of
modern services of energy; promote renewable sources of energy;
reduce excessive consumption, and ratify the Protocol of Kyoto
to deal with the subject as regards climatic change.

• Health: Consider the effects of toxic and dangerous matters; reduce
air contamination, which kills three million persons every year,
and the incidence of malaria and dracunculus, associated with
contaminated water and lack of drainage.

• Agricultural productivity: Work in order to revert the degradation
of soils, which affects nearly two-thirds of worldwide agricultural
land.

• Biological diversity and ordinance of ecosystems: Revert the
processes which have destroyed approximately half of the earth’s
pluvial jungles and plantations of mangrove trees, threatened 70%
of coral reefs and decimated fisheries.

“In Johannesburg we have the opportunity of being updated.
Together we shall need to find the way to assume our mutual
responsibilities and elaborate new ethics for worldwide administration.
Together, we can and we must write a new hopeful chapter of the
history of nature and mankind.”

An overdosed optimism for such a scarce reality, subsequent to
the summit. Problems are not solved from the desks; even less if most
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of them have been originated by those who command and regulate
the United Nations, and have forced this entity to take decisions that
finally have resulted in an injury for nature (such as the Gulf War).

As a critical examination of this position, Ediciones Madre Tierra
recently published a manifest of Spanish anarchists:

The problem is that nobody goes to Johannesburg to speak seriously.
From now until 2010 China will increase by 200 million the number
of cars in the world. Will the present 800 million duplicate the year
2020? Possibly. But, even though this is a largely spread (social and
human) ecological problem, no one will dare say that subsidies like
Plan-Renove or other similar ones should terminate, and impose
ecological taxes for the use of cars or, even better, that cars should be
abolished in the cities, because if not, it is IMPOSSIBLE to stop the Global
Heating. But, what would the automotive industry say!… No
“Development” is possible without it, or without the oil industry. Oil
companies will not be restricted, because they must give access to
energy for those 2 billion persons as Annan wishes to, without caring
if this is ecologically viable. Regarding water, it is simply funny, in
fact Klaus Koepfer, General Director of U.N. Environmental Project
has determined that the next world war will not be for ideological reasons,
but it shall be linked to water . . . Obviously capitalism, trying to disguise
itself at Johannesburg, shall only aggravate this problem more and
more, as stated by experts in this matter–even their own experts–and
this will not be solved with a few words at a World Summit or with
advertising spots.
The same as regards biodiversity and health, from now until the year
2020, if this sustainable (and unsustainable) development continues,
60% of the population shall live in mega “cities” with more than 6
million inhabitants; situations of economic scarcity will gradually
increase, as well as the smog, 75% of which is produced by cars,
destroying hearts and lungs. It is quite difficult to stop the simplification
of biodiversity when nobody discusses destruction of the Amazonia;
when Endesa and Repsol are model undertakings and when the
ecological solution for the hasty deforestation is to obtain tillages from
trees, expanding eucalyptus worldwide, creating ultra simplified,
domestic, fragile and artificial ecosystems. And what should we say
about health, if the western way of life is not even under discussion;
a way of life which has strengthened and created illnesses everywhere
by being sedentary, its devitalized food, its stress, its contamination…
On the other hand, all these gracious gentlemen at their offices are
scandalized by the apogee of malaria, for instance, but we must
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remember that this infection produced by certain mosquitoes only
affected human beings when, thanks to Civilization, lumber dealers
made trees disappear, and with them monkeys which served as
nutrition sources for mosquitoes without further problems…
And now, speaking about the future, with the Sustainable
Development of Capitalism that intends to legitimate this Summit,
no human form exists to stop Global Heating from continuing to
produce ravages, thus multiplying infectious plagues by expanding
zones due to climatic change; sooner or later malaria bearing
mosquitoes will go north, and according to The Ecologist, to make
things even worse, this change “shall annul the benefits of medical
progress in the twentieth century: we shall observe how illnesses,
considered disappeared, once more appear.
Another subject not listed on the agenda, of course, is ipso facto
abolition of transgenics and abolition of life warrants (genes and active
principles). Does this mean that what is more““sustainable” is that in
a couple of decades ecosystems shall be defined by an unrestrained
mutation? Does this mean that the best “development” is the one that
agrees with J. Rifkin, and thus in a couple of decades the four or five
most important biotechnology undertakings shall control worldwide
countrymen, for they shall have privatized and patented the world
stock of seeds? What do they think about this in Johannesburg?
Which “Sustainable Development” do they wish to talk about?
“Sustainable Development” is a concept full of ideology, a dogmatic
unidirectional ideology: everyone must follow the same model, the
same “development”: “Occidentalization and democracy! Long live
civilization!” Such is the irksome repetition that they intend to make
us sing while in this vessel of madmen we go straight towards the
precipice, some of us quicker, some of us slowly. When they say
Sustainable Development, what they really say is to Sustain the
Development of Capitalism, that is what it is all about… Don’t let
them pull our leg:’“Progress” is no good, and no development (of
capitalism) is sustainable.

The aforementioned is a lacerating viewpoint of the situation.
Evidently, the problem of worldwide starvation is most severe; it is
closely linked to the problem of the Earth, and those who state that
starvation must be solved first are right.

A profound crisis of mental analysis appears now–which one
comes first: the problem of human starvation, or the problem of
destruction of nature?
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A difficult dilemma. It shall be most arduous to agree which
of the two appeared first: the egg or the hen?

A more objective vision. The press release Tierramérica, a
United Nations program with a seat in Uruguay, transcribes a work
written by Enrique Leff, writer and coordinator of the Environmental
Formation Network for Latin America and the Caribbean, precisely the
U.N. Program for the Environment (PNUMA).

ALTERNATIVES FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL NEOLIBERALISM. The
present process of globalization, which imposes an excessive saving
worldwide, blurs the next Summit to be held at Johannesburg. The
alternative for a market based on a production system against nature
is environmental rationality,” this specialist states.
With the Rio ’92 Earth Summit, consensus was legitimated to reorient
development towards sustainability, thus generating the speech of
sustainable development and a geopolicy of economical-ecological
globalization.
However, given the nonsustainability and injustice resulting from the
neo liberal project, the need arose to restrict the economy to the laws
of thermodynamics, to the limits and potential of nature, to the
acknowledgement of ecological foundations which the sustainability
of any economical process depends on, and the values of democracy,
diversity and difference.
These years have been the scenario of demonstrations of resistance
from people and groups of citizens who refuse to give up autonomies,
territories, identities and localisms to a globalization ruled by the
market logical hegemony. But the resistance of the economy to “be
ecologized” has been more tenacious.
Predominant strategies of sustainable development have advanced
towards a capitalization of nature, of culture and of man. The
globalization process has imposed a worldwide over-economizing,
which dissolves the singularity of cultures to integrate them to the
supreme market law.
The result is a progress towards ecological destruction and entropic
death of the planet–which most evident sign is global heating–together
with globalization of poverty, increasing economic and social
inequalities, added by narco-economy and narco-politics, corruption
and simulation, aids and terrorism.
This political will conditions sustainability to an economic increase
affirmed on a fiction, avoiding the incorporation of ecological and
social costs of development to calculations of the gross domestic
product.
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Thus, sustainable development gradually results more and more
nonsustainable. This is not the fault of natural evolution, but of an
economic rationality which accelerates rhythms and extends the scale
of processes of ecological destruction, degradation of energy and
production of heat in the planet.
Sustainable development has become a political field wherein
diverse strategies are expressed for nature reappropriation. Said
strategies bifurcate in two large currents: on the one hand, economic
reappropriation which reduces the value of resources and
environmental services of nature to their political-economic values.
At the other end, reappropriation extends through assignment of
cultural and social values of nature.
Transition towards sustainability debates between politics of
sustainable development lead by rationality of the market and a social
reconstruction process settled on cultural identities and guided by
principles of environmental rationality.
In order to be sustainable, development must be ecologically and
socially sustained. The real sustenance implies a change in social and
productive rationality. The alternative towards a market based
environmental neo liberalism is to build sustainable societies founded
on conditions wherein natural resources are renewable and
productive, based on social justice, cultural diversity and direct
democracy, on creativity of people and persons.
Faced with a contra natura production of the market, the environmental
rationality proposes to produce together with nature and culture. In
this alternative vision of sustainable development, the environment
is no more a cost and an externality of development, and it becomes
a productive potential which emerges from positive synergies of
productivity from ecosystems, the power of technology and creativity
of cultures.
Sustainable alternative is a new economy founded on the planet’s
neguentropic productivity, starting from the capacity to transform
radiant energy into life and natural resources.
It fractures the encirclement of economic globalization and opens
ways for a diversification of modalities as regards production and
life styles in agreement with a variety of ecosystems and cultures of
the planet.
Thus, environmental rationality breaks off with the market’s
hegemony, revaluing ecological and cultural diversity as a foundation
to build new existential senses, so men and nature may live together
in harmony.
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The preceding position, although quite solid and acceptable,
also becomes an ideology; it is formed by viewpoints. It does not
contribute with an effective, immediate strategy to ward off present
dangers. And this is what we now require.

New Ecologist Strategy in View of the Failure of Objectives

LOGICAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

From an ideological viewpoint, there is a virtual opposition
between the ecological and the entrepreneurial positions, predator
of the environment. Such contradiction continues to be antagonistic
(at least up to date) and nothing leads us to believe that things shall
change. Probably everything shall continue just the same.

The basis of such contradiction may be decomposed as follows,
without simplifications or superficial ideas:

Implicit entrepreneurial thesis: factors exist which prevent the
change from production into ecological production:

• Numberless undertakings must be completely renewed, with the
risk of ecological infrastructure raising production costs. Besides,
conviction does not exist that the new infrastructure guarantees a
good productivity.

• There are undertakings that simply must disappear, like
hydrocarbons industry and coal extraction. Who is responsible
for the losses, plus the consequent unemployment that will occur?

• World crisis of economy, a result of other concurrent crisis, has an
incidence in markets’ decrease and discourages new risk
investments.

• The régime of free trade implies the law of the jungle that applies
on productive competition, which does not allow undertaking new
expenses in order to convert production into an ecological one–
even worse if workmen’s salaries must be maintained.

• All productive units have a significant degree of financial
indebtedness, impossible to overcome if private undertakings are
not allowed to continue under the same conditions, until it is repaid.

• Understanding the crisis, governments grant support and
comprehension to their undertakings, since private businesses
must continue to pay taxes to them, and it is not convenient for
the state to lose them.
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• It has not been scientifically established that climatic change
supports demonstrations in favor of the environment.

• Conclusion: either destruction or starvation, or labor within a
contaminated environment or unemployment with pure air to
breathe, or investment for development or healthy nature, or dams
or lack of energy.51 (This is only an example among many others
worthy of mention.)

Such are general guidelines that support the entrepreneurial
sector. It is not known if they have already been stated like this, but
they arise from rationality of things and from the existing interests.

Now let us see the opposite position.

Implicit ecologist thesis:

• The Earth’s crisis is an evident fact, and particularly the problem
of its heating. We cannot wait any longer.

• If toxic releases produced by the industry into the atmosphere
are not gradually stopped, duly programmed, ordered by
worldwide assent, things will worsen and the physical basis of
sustenance of mankind will be destroyed.

• The consequences shall be directly suffered by mankind, without
differences in social aspects or places, from economy to public
health.

• Those who do not emigrate to another planet are condemned to
extinction, and this is no joke.

• Resistance from privileged groups of the economy, precisely the
ones which produce harms on nature, liquidates their own future as
undertakings. The delay in ceasing toxic releases operates against
them.

• Conclusion: Arguments (submitted as an alternative) about possible
damage to the economy and their direct consequences (social
unemployment and starvation) are less important than the
destruction of the planetary infrastructure itself.

Although it is well understood that things are the color of the
crystal with which they are looked at, we cannot accept this
relativism in the present combat, wherein the alternative is clearly

51 These concepts have been taken from a work in defense of Rio Paraná, as
elaborated by the Red de Asociaciones Ecologistas de Misiones (RAE), Argentina
(Misiones Ecologist Associations Net).
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established by facts. At least from the viewpoint of economic interest,
the situation becomes even clearer: This is a situation where investments
from a strong worldwide entrepreneurial sector that decorates its strategy
with the aforementioned arguments struggle against one that submits
development and “progress” of mankind as primary interests. On the other
hand, we see the interest of an international community that does not
want to put an end to its existence.

Man, as such, is part of the Earth. His implicit, primary, connate
obligation, if you prefer a definite one, is to save the Earth to save
himself.

Ecologists, with all their defects, mistakes and even doubtful
situations which have been denounced against them, are the genuine
representatives of the planet’s interests, because those are the
authentic interests of mankind, and they have fought for them, they
still combat and they shall continue to do so. Their abnegated effort,
their passion for nature and the three kingdoms, plus their consumed
energies, have granted them the right to bear such a title of honor,
even over and above the United Nations as a political organization.

BALANCE OF THE ECOLOGIST STRUGGLE

Until this moment all efforts, first from ecologists as persons
and then from ecological societies, have awakened worldwide the
conscience as regards the Earth.

Combatant efforts, the sacrifice of the strife and tenacity of those
dedicated to such a noble cause for the planet, have produced several
positive results. They have gained sympathy and respectability; now
they are listened to–although unwillingly–by different governments
and politically important international organizations, although the
latter have quite a few limitations.52

The serious present problem consists of the fact that even
though the number of ecologists increases, and the different forms
of combat augment, the efforts made become insufficient to face

52 Koffi Annan, U.N. general secretary, before the summit at Johannesburg,
acknowledged the existing limitations: “As regards debates on world finance
and economy, the environment is still a stone guest… The subject is not to
establish confrontations: environment against development or ecology against
economy… In spite of the popular belief, they can integrate each other.”
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what the international macro-combat requires. Useful skirmishes
result, but it must be understood that worldwide situation and the
Earth’s crisis definitively require not only physical local combats
but also social unrest or ideological strife. Once and for all, absolute
victory is needed.

For such a purpose, the situation makes it imperative to review
strategies, at least in what refers to global policy for the earth heating.

As we had mentioned before, with expectations for meetings
to be held–now and then–the winner is the enemy because he gains
advantages from time to time, entertaining the demonstration or
loudly laughing at the adversary, to whom he also plays many
mischiefs (as we shall further see).

Things have changed today. It is correct to examine those
changes, but in order to combat them better.

Formerly, ecologists used to combat governments. Now they
must combat big corporations, even those already identified. This
shows that they must continually review its position and themselves.

POSITIVE IDEAS THAT ARISE FROM THE PRESENT SITUATION

It is evident that useful ideas themselves originate from reality.
Thought emerges from such an objectivity and, as it is said, need is
the mother of smartness. Why then a new tactic and strategy in
favor of the ecologist’s battle should not be studied and applied?

• The number-one problem is the fragmented present existence of
organizations, which dilutes their efforts, duplicates certain works
and presents different kinds of contribution to the ecologist work.
Given such a situation, which is the response the moment asks for?
Naturally united efforts. Union does not necessarily mean
integration.
Consequently, the moment has arrived to coordinate those efforts.

• Ecologist organizations need an international central leader that
would be most useful under the present circumstances. However,
it does not exist.
Therefore, the appropriate response is to establish it as such. Since
the necessary initiatives, means and human resources already
exist, the present imperative element is to constitute, structure
and organize such a leader. It is most important to determine its
clear guidelines.
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• The visible aspect of such a leader (not necessarily a person) may
not be of importance for its enemies or for the international
community.
Objectively speaking, this will be a powerful body. Today it may
be a small superpower, tomorrow a real superpower, which will
impose its intentions, either willingly or unwillingly.

• If willingly, through education and persuasion, especially for
childhood and youth, plus any person with goodwill who
understands his duties towards the Earth.

• If unwillingly, in the strife against corporations that destroy the
environment, with complete and planned combat measures in
accordance with the circumstances, for instance: as regards
criminals of the animal kingdom, not letting them hunt, or
hindering their market (which is their reason to exist, at least in
this epoch of myths such as the New World Order of globalization).
However we must be conscious that the combat is slow.

• Independent from activities pertaining to each ecologist organization,
the situation makes it imperative, as an urgent goal, to raise an
army of volunteers everywhere.
Like a police entity, this army shall preserve the environmental
order at all times and at all places. Its force shall not reside on
weapons of destruction, but on moral weapons such as blame
and abashment.

• However, the significantly real, essential combat shall take place
when some day governments of the international community take
the decision and begin to execute environmental policies without
fear, imposing guidelines and severely punishing breaches. That
is to say, when they have no more fear–or fright–for predatory
undertakings, or they break their economic links with them.

• For that purpose–so it seems–the active intervention of ecologists
in politics might be convenient, not as a party, but as real power
centers.

• If entrepreneurial groups have sufficient resources and influence
to create, maintain and even to extinguish political parties, why
should not ecologists have enough human, technical and moral
resources to do the same? (For instance, exerting pressure on
political parties).

• If this latter extreme has not been achieved, it means that a
determined ecologist movement is still weak. And it must be
helped from the outside.

• If they say–as detractors do–that Greenpeace and other ecologist
organizations have become transnational bodies, well then:
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straight forward! Let them use all their pressure-building force,
as other transnational bodies do.

However, it is important not to forget that, organizations on
behalf of the Earth having multiplied, the moment has come to
assemble them for the battle, cooperating with their objectives and
coordinating the work. Then the governments of countries that are
reluctant to harm the interests of destructive companies, as well as
the United Nations, shall be forced to confront concrete realities.

Ecologists may, and must, make the world shiver, especially
governments and corporations.

Then we shall see if international meetings on the environment
may serve as entanglement, timed excuses from governments and
corporations, or as vulgar propaganda for predatory undertakings.

Things will not always be done willingly. We must be prepared
for that.

Because hard combats approach, we must be strengthened
from the inside. Since ecologists have nothing to lose in this combat,
they must be prepared for total dedication, without fear for failure.
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Impotence of Governments to Settle Accounts with Their
Predatory Undertakings

Under different forms of support, many governments protect
nature predator undertakings and cooperate with them in their
requests for protection; sometimes because of state paternalism,
others because their own interests exist in those undertakings, and
finally because they are also in charge of purchasing said protection.
Sometimes they do so at high levels, and sometimes at midsize
power levels.

Disbursements made by companies for these purposes are
called investment expenses, although they do not thus appear in
accounting. Direct statements on this regard are abundant and they
exist everywhere, as well as the denunciations.

There is no falsehood in what has been just mentioned, it is
rather the cruel truth. Otherwise statements would be different,
given the pressure exerted, and the need to preserve the environment.

On the other hand, the cumbersome state bureaucracy always
chooses to move things slowly, and has very little interest in becoming
executive; it leaves everything to be done by the higher mechanisms,
where substantial determinations are adopted. Meanwhile,
undertakings and syndicates profit from this situation to make
contacts; they use important state authorities as an instrument for

Anti-ecologist campaign by
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their personal business secret agreements, and to be allowed to continue
performing their destroying operations, which conceal or hide
numberless forms of environmental plundering or contamination.

In order to facilitate the continuity of the free enterprise
development system and its technological modernization, the myth
of “sustainable development” has been established worldwide, and
the existence of ministries for sustainable development has
disseminated and multiplied at an incredible speed (because of the
imitation effect in copying it). They even become super-ministries
and do everything, except taking stern measures to prevent
contamination of the environment.

Even though it is hard to believe, almost all undertakings
contribute with their significant grain of sand on behalf of
destruction. We shall only mention three, from the many examples
which exist on this matter:

• Industries based on coal combustion and petroleum (millions all
over the world). They are condemned to disappear; their
technology must be fully replaced, due to the high risk existing in
the release of poisonous gases. We also include herein the
prosperous automotive factories because their also fatal gasoline
consumption shall have to stop.

• Industries based on chemistry, especially pesticides, product
elaboration and transformation, are also condemned to disappear
because of the risk they represent for environmental poisoning;
they shall have to strictly follow ecological guidelines, especially
as regards their form of production and how to treat debris.

• Industries based on plastics are condemned to the same fate. The
present plastic is number-one enemy of the Earth’s surface and it
may severely affect the Earth, because it does not go back thereto,
in order to be integrated once more (it maintains an independence
of structure). Except for an agreement (state controlled), or new
inventions regarding biodegradable plastics, only recycling might
be permitted, prohibiting their being part of garbage, but not the
manufacturing of new materials of the present quality.53

53 In order to illustrate to the reader the importance of this subject, it is imperative
for the author to transcribe an article written by Eduardo Posada for the Agencia
Universitaria de Periodismo Científico, registered with the Communications
Office of Universidad del Valle at Cali, Colombia, reproduced by Cubaweb,
from Cuba:
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It looks as if governments consider as their own the problems
as regards disappearance, renewal and adjustment that undertakings
must necessarily suffer, especially those that are in the hands of
powerful syndicates. The affectionate, protecting mantle from
governors is reaching an over measure of tardiness and tolerance; an
extreme which is not at all convenient for the Earth or for mankind.

PLASTIC, CONDEMNED NOT TO DISAPPEAR. It was not until 1928 that
world scientists were convinced of the existence of polymeric, gigantic natural
or synthetic molecules formed by hundreds or thousands of smaller molecules
which plastics are made of, as well as some cloths, silicone and innumerable
things both for daily and specialized uses. This year Professor Hermann Staudiger,
at a congress which took place at Dusseldorf, Germany, demonstrated to his
scientist colleagues the existence of these gigantic molecules and took the first
step towards one of the great phenomena of this century: the development of
polymerization.
The importance of synthetic polymer is so large that without them our quality
of life would be reduced to alarming levels. For instance, how could we live
without plastic? Where would we take our cold lunch to school? What would
aeronautic engineers do to make their combat aircraft lighter? There are plastics
which are harder and less dense than steel. Where would we carry what we
bought, when leaving the supermarket? To what degree would we be naked, or
how many sheep would have to be daily sheared for purposes of designers and
fashion service? Only by taking plastics as an example of synthetic polymer,
benefits are incalculable. Some chemists have even called the twentieth century
“the Plastics Century.”
Knowing the chemical structure and molecular architecture of synthetic polymer,
the materials desired can be manufactured. There is a whole world available
for those who want to take it.
Even though before 1920 there was a list of at least ten synthesized polymers for
their use in industry, maybe the Second World War unchained the massive profit
of these resources. For instance, nylon was developed because it was not possible
to bring silk from Japan, and in the United States, launching of the first veiled
stockings manufactured with that material was spectacular. Dacron also appeared
due to a similar reason, since it replaced a product which was mostly exported
from Indonesia, a place of difficult access during the years of the Great War.
But many times, technological development carries consequences for the
environment and for Mother Earth. Contrary to natural polymer, most synthetic
polymers are nonbiodegradable, or their degradation takes a very long time.
As an example, let us mention two of the most common ones, such as the PVC-
which serves to fix the house when the piping fails–and PET (polyentereftalate),
raw material for dacron, a material for confection of shirts in combination with
cotton or other natural polymeric. Both PVC and PET may be recycled as material
to manufacture hoses and plastic bottles for beverages. PET residues are also
used as solid fuel in cement industry, replacing coal.
However, there are necessary materials made of nonbiodegradable polymer,
and from which only a few may be recycled. The remaining ones are buried or
disposed of, and become an ecological problem.
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If governments do not duly adjust a serious, rigorous, well-
planned and controlled ecology system in their countries, and even
more, if governments of powerful countries do not set an example
in doing so (since they are the ones that release more contamination),
ecologists will continue to grow and multiply like cancer. They
are decided to take in their hands the matter regarding their
execution.

Let us not be surprised at situations which may arise, even at
the expense of measures of strength that may be an attempt against
legality.

A deeper crisis will cause a more intense reply from ecologists
and their measures.

If the pacific and democratic way is closed for solutions the world
requires, things carry themselves the objective potentiality to burst.

An unwritten law, rationality exists, one which emerges from
life itself and from the planet. It is everybody’s duty to understand
the obligations originated out of it.

However, not everything is lost; besides recycling work undertaken by industries
and individuals, a great hope exists as regards contamination caused by synthetic
polymer. Its name is biodegradable polymer, and it was initially developed by
Imperial Chemical Industries in England, and by Cargill Co. in the United States.
In Brazil, they use honey from sugarcane to produce biodegradable polymer in
a biotechnological process with bacteria. How? Because, like in human beings,
their body is a factory, and luckily for the world, their main product is polymeric.
Presently the process is expensive, but making it eminently good at an industrial
level, it shall be more economical. All countries which have large, cane-sown
grounds may implement this biotechnology which is an important industry
itself, with economic and ecological benefits not yet calculated.
Biotechnology would eliminate contamination produced in the elaboration of
plastics which, though it may seem incredible, is smaller than the one generated
in the process of paper manufacture. It would be ideal that when at the
supermarket we are offered a plastic or paper bag to carry our purchases therein,
clients would receive an explanation regarding which one of them less damages
the planet contamination. Maybe if we are conscious of this fact, we shall start
using bags made of cord, or of any other reusable material, and we shall be part
of the solution, not of the problem.
Lord Todd, President of the Royal British Society, which assembles British scientists,
was undoubtedly right when he said that maybe polymerization is the
contribution of chemistry which has had the most important impact in daily
life. Now we have to wait until we can reach an adjustment between technological
development and the planet’s ecological situation; otherwise we shall vainly seek
consolation in the following maxim of Albert Einstein: “The destroying capacity
of man is infinite… fortunately so is the one that the universe has.
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And don’t let governments and businessmen continue to tell
us more delaying stories.

Regrettably, it seems that sustainable development may not
be sustainable under the conditions of chaos it presently shows.

It may be sustainable only when the stupid combustible present
infrastructure is destroyed and it starts again,’and from zero.

This was, and still is, a state-specific task, which should be
exerted without suspect tolerances.

Now it seems to be late–as regards the number-one ecological
problem–faced with the mournful consequences averted by William
Cosgrove, vice president of Water World Council: “Even if today we would
stop all carbon dioxide releases, global heating would continue.”

The Well Setup Business Campaign against Ecologist
Organizations

CLEAR ATTITUDES REGARDING OBSCURE OBJECTIVES

Entities that obtain extraordinary profit at the expense of their
slice in the Earth’s destruction, especially big syndicates, cover
themselves with a mantle of innocence and wash their hands. A
considerable sector that apparently shows no sign of causing damage
and, with candid or astute bashfulness, skeptic at destruction, pretends
to be the neatest and most hygienic in the planet, refusing to be called
predator. In their own advertising demagogy–on innumerable
communication media–it appears in favor of the environment; it
shows from happy animals in their natural environment, to elegant
highways quite close to said animals, where cars ride.

In third-world countries they boast of a cheap generosity. For
instance at Costa Rica–as denounced by Friends of the Earth–they
give balls to poor children, they change the roof of their old schools,
they give ice creams and other things more.

Powerful entities such as Monsanto54 that we have had already
mentioned beforehand, and that have been left virtually speechless

54 This powerful organization, leader of the huge world commerce of transgenics,
has been accused of monopolizing technology and producing seeds which
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by ecologist organizations in public and scientific written confrontations
as regards the case of transgenic, take good care of their fore part
(although their businesses result in the opposite). They pretend to
appear as victims of a wretchedness planned by primitive elements
–ecologists–who refuse all progress to mankind and rather go
backwards.

Naturally the numberless corporations that exist–with tentacles
everywhere–pretend to prolong their privileges; for that aim, and
since long ago, they offer themselves for everything.

Let us listen to the depurate opinion of Bob Williams, editor of
the magazine Oil & Gas Journal as regards ecologists, expressed at
the Asian Oil Conference (1992):

Don’t think about them as hippies remnant from the ’60s. Today
ecologists are extremely professional; they have vast scientific and
legal knowledge. You, officers of oil companies, are competing with
them for resources. You want exploitation of hydrocarbons, while they
avoid it by using laws for protection of nature. You seek to sell your
oil products, while they want the use of different products.’Both
ecologists as well as those who listen to them must become a totally
irrelevant sector: the first priority of this industry in the United States
is to put ecologists out of circulation.

However, especially in personal cases, the matter is not only
putting them out of circulation, but away from life. Along this line
we may not easily understand the execution by hanging in 1995 of
the writer and ecologist Ken Saro-Wiwa, poet and essay writer, to
whom Africa granted the Goldman Prize of the Environment and the
Right Livelihood Prize (equivalent to Nobel Prize), plus eight other
leaders of the Ogoni town, at the delta of the Niger River (an important
oil zone, under the claws of Shell Oil), for his denunciations and stern
resistance at the plundering of this resource, plus degradation of
the environment.

These deaths are the result of a curious judgment, with no
guarantees, condemned by the human rights entity Amnesty

cannot be reproduced, but it gives them as a present, so that the agriculturist
may verify genetic improvements, even though after that, he shall be compelled
to permanently purchase from this syndicate.
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International, although executed all the same by the military
government of Nigeria. Let us not forget that this country, as it is well
known, holds the first slot in international corruption of governments
and virtually lives on the tax participation of oil exploitation.

Speaking about Nigeria, the bulletin published by Greenpeace,
“We Want Peace” (March 2003), narrates another crime: “During
the mandate of Cheney, Halliburton Company was implicated in
alleged violation of human rights. The most serious case occurred
in September 1997 in which eighteen agents of the Nigeria Mobile
Police Department were involved MOPOL, at the orders of Halliburton
(engaged by Chevron Oil Co.), shot and killed Gidikumo Sule at
the Opuama station, in Egbema, at the city of Warri.”

Also Chico Mendes, an indian rubber labor union leader in
Brazil (1988), has been put away from life (murdered). His sin: to
have fought in favor of the Amazonian jungle. His murderers have
suffered no punishment.

The greatest business syndicates are careful not to be offensive;
virtually they cannot directly attack ecologists; however they seek
third parties for such purpose. Third parties always exist, and there
are plenty of them: if it is for money, they offer themselves for
everything, including vilification purposes.

Thus, the antiecologist tactic and strategy shows the following
concrete aims:

• It tries to pulverize the arguments that support ecology and the
environment. For this purpose there are always professionals who
lack ethics and who seek forced arguments that sharpen the wits
in response to ecology-related problems and issues.

• Sufficient resources exist for this purpose, which offer infrastructure
to facilitate antiecologist programs: offices, books, magazines,
communication media, money and so many other resources. The
extreme has been reached in recruiting former ecologist-advocates
and even support personnel, who are paid large sums of money
or offered lucrative business deals in exchange for their turning
against former beliefs or discrediting their former organizations’
beliefs and activities.
Typical images of desertion have been exposed, something like
the apostasy of a religious organization that “shows the light” to
the poor one who had taken the wrong road…
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• To create credible organizations in various countries, under
scientific names, with the aim to present international opinion on
the existence of diverse fronts that converge in the same antiecologist
ideas. Said it otherwise, their intention is to multiply fronts,
attacking from different sides those organizations that maintain a
stern attitude in the defense of the Earth. Thus, they dissimulate
the combat against their number-one enemy: Greenpeace. Just the
sound of this word stirs aversion in them. Their number-two
enemy is called the WWF, which stands for World Wildlife Fund;
the third one: Friends of the Earth.

• This has been their trick in putting pro-environment coalitions in
disrepute as much as they could, especially ecologist foundations
and associations: accuse them of mismanaging resources. That is a
psychological means to frighten away those who are congenial
with any entity.

In summary, this campaign is nothing else but a hopeful
investment that covers all kinds of administrative and operative
expenses, plus the purchase of science and human consciences in a
curious crusade, most generous in expenditures as well as in
remuneration. The goal being pursued is not one, but two: first,
destroy public belief, both in damages caused to the Earth, as well
as in ecologist ideas; second, continue with the business-profit
activity, without being molested by anybody.

Such is the result of the campaign for the protection of their
economic interest, at any cost. Nobody is spared: all ecologist
organizations, including ecologist individuals, have concealed
enemies (their specific enemy). Here is one example for clarification:

PETA, an organization we already mentioned beforehand, has
made heroic efforts on behalf of animals; it has displayed resources
towards human consciousness to protect the animal kingdom from
exploitation; it has organized massive demonstrations, even
challenging legal statutes in order to accomplish its objectives, which
deserve admiration, respect and applause. Naturally, in that zone
of combat, it has encountered innumerable forms of resistance,
precisely from people who are perverted and cruel towards animals,
and/or businessmen impaired by the campaign in favor of animals.

In his own words, a well-known member of PETA makes a
relation regarding a few of the multiple enemies of this organization
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that especially combats economic interests. They have been
identified as follows:

The Center for Consumer Freedom is a corporation controlled by Richard
Berman; it was established “with a grant” of US$600,000 from the
tobacco Company Philip Morris. Berman is against PETA and other
organizations whose points of view may have an impact on their
clients’ profits.
Members of Berman’s “consulting panel” represent Cargill Processed
Meat Products, Outback Steakhouse, Minnesota Licensed Beverage
Association, and Sutter Home Winery. Berman’s clients are companies
whose interests are to pay low salaries to employees, and to offer
cheap restaurant fast food–companies such as Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse,
Armour Swift’and Philip Morris. PETA’s success in the advance of
concessions from fast-food industry as regards more human
conditions for farmhouse animals made Berman attack PETA.
Ron Arnold, from the Centro Para la Defensa de Empresa Libre (CDFE),
pleads in favor of using natural resources–minerals, plants and
animals. The movement generated by Arnold immediately obtained
a generous financial support from corporations whose interests have
been threatened by the environmental movement, such as American
Farm Bureau Federation, American Mining Congress, National Cattlemen’s
Beef Association, American Sheep Industry, American Pulpwood Association,
American Forest Council, National Grange, Du Pont, Exxon Corporation
USA, Louisiana Pacific, Northwest Independent Forest Manufacturers,
Willamette Forestry Council, Timber Association of California, Georgia
Pacific, Coors Foundation, MacMillan Bloedel, and Boise Cascade.
Arnold’s strategy intends to discredit organizations which may have
a negative impact on his clients’ profits. The express goal of the
movement is to oppose to any regulation in this business; consequently
it is no surprise that it would try to inhibit PETA’s vital task. Ron
Arnold declared to the New York Times:’We want to destroy ecologists,
taking their money and their members.

Identification of Some Business Entities

The following are some examples of the form in which some
syndicates operate; they are well known by their name and the
mischief they carry out for image laundering. From Barcelona, Spain,
El Webo Verde shall be in charge of this task:
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Du Pont – The Applause. As a paradigm of this kind of campaigns
we may take a television advertising of the chemical multinational
Du Pont (one of the 10 most powerful undertakings worldwide),
known as “The Applause.” It shows seals flapping their fins, flamingos
raising, duck flapping and whale submerging with the Ode to Joy as
background music, while you hear how the Company “shall be the
pioneer in the use of double hull oil vessels… in order to preserve the
environment.”
The use, made by Du Pont, of pictures of beautiful wildlife with a
touching music, to try to convince us that they are ecologists, may be
understood, if we take into account that this Company is the main
responsible for the destruction of the ozone layer (besides being one of the
last producers of lead additives for gasoline, and the main producer
of toxic residues in the United States).
Moderate estimates of PNUMA55 indicate that the present level of
decrease of the ozone layer shall provoke 300,000 cases of skin cancer,
1,500,000 cases of cataracts, decrease in population of phytoplankton,
damage in crops and depression in the human immune system…

Royal Dutch Shell redefines the principle of prevention: Companies
which form the Shell group… believe that sufficient indications exist of potential
risks (as regards a global climatic change) on the environment… as to start
taking prevention measures. (The Shell Review, June 1991, pp. 53–54)
Impeccable statement of intentions for the most important oil
Company worldwide whose income surpassed 102,000 million dollars
in 1991. In spite of those words, Shell continues to play an aggressive
role in the exploitation of one billion barrels, which is the estimate for
the planet’s known oil reserve, as well as in the search of approximately
750 million barrels which have not yet been located. Shell continues
to invest massively in increasing our energy dependence on oil, which
combustion–at a planetary scale–is the main source of CO2 released
into the atmosphere…
Other powerful multinational companies that carry out intense
campaigns for image laundering are:

Mitsubishi
One of the main destroyers of tropical jungles. They are responsible
for massive fells, which extend to Chile, Bolivia, Brazil, the Philippines,
Canada, Papua, New Guinea and Malaysian Borneo. At the same time
its Department of Environmental Affairs has underway an advertising

55 United Nations Program for the Environment.
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campaign wherein it accuses autochthonous communities of being
the main cause of deforestation.

Sandoz
This undertaking showed a television advertising wherein you see a
forest and a quiet pond. A clean river dominated the scene. A curious
scenario, when Sandoz is responsible for the largest dumping into a
river that ever occurred in history. The Rhine received 30 tons of
organophosphate disulphotone and paratione from the Sandoz
factory in Basilea. Fish and other animals died, as well as plants, within
an extension of hundreds of kilometers. This Company is one of the
main supporters of the commercial use of biotechnology, the test
laboratories of which are usually called Third World.

General Motors
“At General Motors we acknowledge the effects that cars and their
manufacture have on the environment. We understand the existing
relation better than any other car manufacturer in the world.” General
Motors’ advertising on Earth Day in 1990.
However, this is one of the companies from which the United States
Environment Prevention Agency (USEPA) has demanded more fines;
it has refused to establish fuel low consumption models, and it extends
car dependence to poor countries.

Solvay
A chemical multinational, one of the main PVC world producers. This
Company invented the myth of recycling PVC, an example of
appropriation of green terminology with the purpose of depleting it
from its original content. In its advertising campaigns, it insistently
relates PVC with the quality of life. In a much less visible manner,
Solvay obstinately promotes incineration as destiny for its products.

Specialized companies exist in image laundering of predator
syndicates, and they do it very well, naturally at succulent prices.
In other words, tidiness becomes expensive, although really it is
their make up, or their decoration.

Let us continue with our transcription; the author now makes
a confession:

Frequently companies face difficulties which extend in time and which
originate from the public opinion concern (boycott to South Africa, powder
milk for lactation) or controversies as regards risks some products have…
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specialists from Burson-Marsteller have years of experience in advising
their clients on these matters. They very well know how most important
activist groups operate (religious, consumers, ethnical, ecologists), and the
tactics and strategies of those who generate and support determined specific
subjects. Worldwide, our advisors have helped clients to counteract
concerns caused by activist groups.
This fragment of an advertising booklet from Burson-Marsteller, a
giant in public relations, perfectly illustrates the important role
performed by public relations companies (PPRR) in the image
laundering strategy.
As an evidence of this increasing protagonist role in the antiecologist
combat, in the United States about 1,000 million dollars income per
year originate from this kind of undertakings from multinationals,
industrial lobbies and institutions that request their services. The menu
they offer reaches beyond the prescribed advertising campaign in
mass communication media. It also includes creation, organization
and financing of antiecologist base groups, intents of integrating their
schemes into summits of ecologist groups.
The unquestionable leader in this sector is Burson-Marsteller, the largest
public relations company in the world. Its experience in the application
of image laundering is matchless. Here is a sample of its “curriculum”
at an international level:

• advise for Babcock & Wilcox, owner of the nuclear center of Three
Mile Island, after the accident occurred at said plant;

• advise for Union Carbide after the accident occurred at Bhopal;
• advise for Exxon, after the black tide provoked by the Exxon

Valdez oil vessel on the coast of Alaska;
• advise for the military dictatorship in Argentina during its last

phase, with the purpose of showing incentives for foreign
investments “enhancing the country’s international image,” within
a period wherein thirty-five thousand persons had “disappeared.”

Presently, Burson-Marsteller designs the advertising campaign with
which the PVC Group of ANAIP (Asociación Nacional de Industriales
del Plástico) intends to offset the advance of ecologist thesis as regards
prohibition and elimination of PVC.
Given all the above-mentioned evidences, common sense suggests
that the cackled “self regulation” of the industry, aggressor of the
environment, is not possible, and that the control of multinationals
must originate from participating government processes. If
multinationals are really engaged with protection of the environment
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and with communities wherein they perform their activities, they
should be ready to legalize said engagement in contractual linking
clauses, applicable in any country wherein they operate.

Slanders, lies, manipulation and scientific fraud

More subtle, more intelligent, more efficient, the”lobbies of
contaminating industries, and those that squander natural resources,
multinationals and governments anywhere in the world, design lies,
slanders (some of them more complex, others ordinary) and
fraudulent scientific studies with which they are going to rebate the
arguments of the ecologist movement, while at the same time they
disrepute it and they reduce their social support.
To begin with, who has not ever heard some of these comments?

• Ecologists oppose to everything, but give no alternatives . . .

Energy: NO to nuclear energy, NO to fossil fuels, NO to mega
impoundings. YES to energy efficiency and saving. YES to
management of energy demand (instead of increasing the offer),
YES to renewable energies, photovoltaic and thermal solar, aeolian,
mini-hydraulic, geothermal, sea motive energies…
Agriculture: NO to agro-chemical, NO to pesticides or synthetic
fertilizers, YES to biological agriculture.
Industry: NO to contaminant processes, NO to toxic residues, NO
to piping end measures, NO to nonrenewable raw materials, NO to
water and energy squander, YES to reduction of residues at their
origin, YES to clean and efficient technologies, YES to prior arguing
of the social need for a product or service . . .

• Ecologists want mankind to return to the caverns, they are enemies of
progress…

Like writer and naturalist Joaquin Araujo says, “Here the matter is
to be or not to be friends of life.” And, anyway, we should ask
ourselves: For whom such progress is meant, in whose name
hundreds of millions of persons have been condemned to live on
the brink of inanition, thousand of millions more in absolute
poverty, and whose ends have taken us to a global ecological crisis
that menaces our own survival as species? Here, the only thing
that seems”to progress is inequality, injustice and the devastation
of nature.
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The official idea of progress, the idea of unlimited growth,
contradicts a thesis as simple as the one that a nondefined increase,
of any kind, may not be sustained by finite resources. By mid ’90s
our governors, beyond their public statements, continue to act as
if the resources of our planet would be inexhaustible, when the
rough truth is that we are beginning to approach their exhaustion.
Thus, the time has come not to return to former stages of
civilization, but to reconvey ours.

• Ecologists are catastrophists . . .

Diagnostics on the global ecological crisis, used by ecologists in
their argumentation, originate from institutions “free of suspicion”
such as Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Worldwatch
Institute, Council for Environmental Quality (which, together with
many other federal institutions, is author of the Global Report
2000, requested by the then president of the United States, Jimmy
Carter, and fatally ignored by the subsequent Reagan administration),
or the United Nations Program for the Environment (PNUMA).

Identification of Some Ghost Bodies

Carmelo Ruiz Marrero gives an identified description of
situations, unmasking operative ghosts:

However, oil and automotive corporations have responded to the
crisis with a massive campaign of pseudo-science and misinformation
in order to spread confusion among governments and citizens. Thus
they intend to prevent the adoption of policies that may interfere
with their economic interest. The main weapons of this campaign
are “ghost groups,” organizations that are supposedly independent,
and could sing verbatim and in tune with what the contaminating
industries say.
Competitive Enterprise Institute. This institution pleads for free
enterprise, and for limitation of State intervention in economic matters.
In documents published and on press releases, CEI states that there is
no scientific consensus as regards the existence of the greenhouse
effect. In July 1997 a conference took place wherein pseudo-scientists
and republican congressmen took the chair to refute the scientific
evidence of a climatic change, and they predicted ominous economic
consequences if measures were taken to prevent it.
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Frontiers of Freedom Institute. Established by the formed reactionary
legislator Malcolm Wallop to combat environmental laws. One of its
main goals is to put an end to the federal law that protects species in
danger of extinction (the Endangered Species Act of 1973). In August
1997 it sponsored a conference held in Australia with the intention of
serving as a platform for the opposition to international negotiations
regarding climatic change which were being held then at Kyoto, Japan.
National Center for Public Policy Research. A rightist group with a
seat in Washington, D.C., and closely associated with antiecological
groups. It had established the Environmental Policy Task Force, a
forum to assist conservatives in conducting environmental debates.
It offers advice to conservative activists and republican legislators as
regards how to combat environmentalism.
Consumer Alert. This group, financed by Exxon and Philip Morris,
promotes consumers’ protection through a neo-liberal approach, and
tries to convince the citizenship that asbestos, toxic plaguecides and
acid rain are not a menace for public health. CA operates the National
Consumer Coalition, a coalition which groups 24 reactionary nonprofit
organizations (including CEI). It promotes the elimination of laws that
protect consumers. The Cooler Heads Coalition originated from a
subgroup of NCC; it is exclusively dedicated to look after matters
related with global heating. Marlo Lewis, from CEI, is the director of
Cooler Heads. He states that the greenhouse effect is science fiction,
and he constantly talks without restraint against U.N. bureaucrats (the
rightist cuckoo) for their alleged frivolous expenses and lack of
sensitivity towards indigents.
Environmental Conservation Organization. Such a nice name for
an antiecologist organization! Since last year, ECO has been dedicated
to promote the paranoid theory (called conspiracy theory in the United
States) that environmentalism is a sinister conspiracy of the U.N. and
from antidemocratic and anti-American elements which intend to
impose a socialist oriented, world government. This conspiracy may
only be stopped by an arranged action of democratic sectors (meaning
rightists and antiecologists), spokesmen of this crazy theory say.
Sovereignty International. Paranoid theories fabricated and espoused
by antiecologists reach maximum expression in this group established
by Henry Lamb, from ECO. According to SI, international environmental
agreements to reduce release of contaminant gases are part of a huge
global conspiracy to abolish private property and free enterprise. Last
year one of its organizers, Michael Coffman, carried out a tour wherein
he offered a series of lectures all over the United States, sponsored by
the John Birch Society, a xenophobic and ultrarightist organization
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which sees enemies everywhere. For John Birch Society members, even
the Rockefellers are suspects.

In another article, this author complements the aforementioned
list:

Information Council on the Environment. It was established in 1991
by the National Coal Association, Western Fuels Association and
Edison Electric Institute to make people believe that global heating is
a theory and not an established fact.
ICE has a “scientific advisory panel” formed by mercenaries as regards
their pay from corporate interests. One of the members of said panel,
Pat Michaels, admitted having received US$165,000 from the oil
industry between 1990 and 1995.
Global Climate Coalition. Organized in 1989, GCC was noted at the
Earth Summit in 1992 for the efforts it made to sabotage all intent to
regulate the release of contaminant gases. Members of this organization
include Amoco, Shell Oil, Texaco, Chevron, Chrysler, the United States
Chamber of Commerce, Exxon, General Motors, Ford, American Petroleum
Institute, and more than forty other corporations and associations from
industry and commerce. Until last summer, the seats of GCC were the
offices of the United States Industrial Association (NAM). GCC was
established by Burson-Marsteller, the biggest public relations agency
worldwide. (http://www.gn.apc.org/pmhp/source/issue10/
fwdburso.txt)
This agency, a subsidiary of the advertising giant Young & Rubicam,
has a long history of aid rendered to environmental destroyers. It
represented Union Carbide after the disaster at Bhopal, and it formed
the British Columbia Forest Alliance ghost group, which is dedicated
to discredit ecologists and to promote massive and nondiscriminatory
cutting of trees. The Business Council for Sustainable Development,
a neo-liberal organization which promotes corporate environmentalism,
is among its clients.

GCC is also represented by:

• E. Bruce Harrison & Co., a subsidiary of the Rudder Finn
communications conglomerate. The director of this public relations
agency is E. Bruce Harrison, who during the ’60s was in charge of
the campaign of defamation and slanders against the ecologist
Rachel Carson, who had the audacity of writing a book in which
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she criticized the industry of pesticides. Today the book,’Silent
Spring, is considered a classic in ecologist literature.

• EOP Group, a lobby undertaking located in Washington, D.C.,
which represents other organizations with antiecologist agendas,
such as the American Petroleum Institute, Business Roundtable, Nuclear
Energy Institute, Chlorine Chemistry Council and National Mining
Association.
Global Climate Information Project. Organized last September
by associations of contaminating industries to ‘inform’ the public
as regards global heating. The GCIP advertising campaign is
conducted by the Goddard Claussen/First Tuesday agency; other
clients thereof include Chlorine Chemistry Council, Chemical
Manufacturers Association, Merck and Du Pont. In television
advertising prepared by this advertising undertaking, it is alleged
that measures adopted to combat atmospheric contamination
would cause irreparable damages to the economy of the United
States. Additionally, Goddard Claussen was an important part
of a dishonest and alarmist campaign from pharmaceutical
corporations and insurance companies to spoil President Bill
Clinton’s faint-hearted intents to reform the United States health
system.
One of the main spokesmen of GCIP is a forsake from the ecologist
movement: Richard Pollock himself, who used to be part of Critical
Mass. The activist group, formed by Ralph Nader, opposes nuclear
energy and proposes renewable and sustainable energy
alternatives. Presently Pollock is Vice President of Shandwick
Public Affairs, the second biggest public relations undertaking in
the United States. Among the clients of Shandwick are Browning
Ferris Industries, Monsanto, Ford, Pfizer and Proctor & Gamble.
Shandwick is also one of the undertakings which advise the
government of Puerto Rico in the sale of the Telephone Company.
Coalition for Vehicle Choice. It was organized in 1991 by vehicle
manufacturers to combat environmental treaties and legislation,
since the latter are allegedly forms of attacks against the United
States economic strength. One of the television advertising of
this group is under the auspices of Sovereignty International, an
extreme right organization. SI believes that international
environmental treaties are part of a conspiracy from the U.N. to
impose a socialist oriented world government which shall
abolish private property and individual freedom. The CVC public
relations officer is Ron DeFore, former Vice President of E. Bruce
Harrison & Co.
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National Center for Public Policy Research. An intellectual rightist
vehicle that established the “Kyoto Summit Information Center”
to spread fliers with misinformation in order to discredit the
Summit on global heating, recently held at Kyoto. It is also
dedicated to present “the other side of the story” for journalists; it
contacts them with economists, politologists and scientists paid
by contaminating industries.
Advancement of Sound Science Coalition. A ghost group
financed by 3M, Amoco, Chevron, Dow Chemical, Exxon, General
Motors, Occidental Petroleum, Philip Morris, Proctor & Gamble,
and W. R. Grace. Steven Milloy, director of this organization,
declared a short while before the Conference in Kyoto that more
than 500 scientists had subscribed an open letter to world leaders,
wherein they expressed their opposition as regards subscription
of a treaty on climatic change. When PR Watch requested to see
the list of subscribers, Milloy replied that he had no time to make
a photocopy thereof.
Milloy says that what he wishes is to combat erroneous myths
and beliefs through objective information and rational debate.
However, he works as lobbyist for the above-mentioned EOP
Group.
American Policy Center. An extreme rightist xenophobic group
which tried to organize a protest from truck drivers and farmers
against the conference of Kyoto. It alleged that the agreement
which may arise from the conference shall be the beginning of the
end for the American nation. It appealed to “pro-life” groups,
telling them that Vice President Al Gore had recommended that
abortion should be used as a method to combat the greenhouse
effect.
We are told that science is objective and free of values. But in these
times of neo-liberalism and corporate activism, science is but a
good that can be purchased and sold.

The article writer is right. We have reached the extreme point
wherein a scientist without moral, provided he is duly remunerated,
may have arguments available to state that two plus two makes
five.

Besides, that strange science is accompanied by a clear intention:
to launch a murderous attack against already well-known ecologist
persons and organizations. Its weapons are especially focused–as
we said before–to the following targets: Greenpeace, WWF, Friends of
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the Earth, PETA, The Ecologist and many others, wherein characteristic
depreciatory, ludicrous and ironic tones appear, aside from personal
defamation in the least. They would also accuse ecologists of
intentional resource mismanagement and they would even spread
false news or disinformation.
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Identification of Some Person-Instruments

From Web sites in the Internet, which distill a nondissimulated
phobia against ecologism, La Revista de la Libertad Digital (Liberalismo.org.)
or the Magazine of Digital Liberty can be detached. It not only combats
this movement but also combats communism, socialism, anarchism
and any domestic movement which dares to criticize the model of
global system which today rules the world. Its impetuous attacks do
not spare even presidents from diverse countries, or even less United
States intellectuals like Noam Chomsky, to whom they dedicate
abundant pages with a critic which is not intellectual, but politically
destructive; something similar to a punishment for being heretics in
our times. John Rawls and Lord Keynes were not spared either.

A characteristic of this media is its pretended witch-hunting,
and the nondissimulated originality of those who write therein “only
as collaborators.” It states that the Web site is intended “to meet”
Spanish-speaking liberals, and that its human element is “the badly
remunerated team” the sites have.

From the several books published with an antiecologist content
and intention, the following may be mentioned:

The Last Resource by Julian Simon, an optimistic professional
in statistics who, contradicting the logic of the factor exhaustion,
intends to demonstrate that natural resources are more abundant than
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ever before, and that thanks to technology they may be used with
prices that always show a tendency to decrease. What he never
explained is why oil prices always tend to raise, and why–thanks to
the technology he proclaims–but which seems useless–efficacious
substitutes of oil do not exist to date,–in operation, and who would
receive an economic benefit from said situation. Moreover, he does
not say for whom the substitution of fossil fuels is not convenient,
since the present ones yield much more profit, although their effect
is noxious for the health of mankind.

Julian Simon’s anti-Malthusianism is characteristic. He wants
more population, so the number of consumers may increase, and
thus magic operators, creative technologists, and owners of main
entities of the economy will become rich, even richer with said
situation.

Market Ecology is another book written by Terry. L. Anderson,
professor of economy at the Montana State University, and Donald
R. Leal, an investigator. The book has an optimistic summary: points
of view as regards the environment, from the open prairie to fenced
fields, from hawthorn wires to tape measure, bureaucracy faced with
ecology, policy regarding activities in the open air, ecology and
energy, extension of water markets, colonization of oceans, the
market of debris–wherein the authors show their affection for
politics at the market’s service and their displeasure for state
intervention in environmental problems, since it aggravates them
with its erroneous information and erroneous incentives policies.

In accordance with these personages, since community
resources belong to no one–because nobody obtains a profit with
their care–they terminate in environmental problems. Fish is not
abundant because seas are not private; a different thing happens
with fish schools. Hawthorn wire or privatization of rhinoceros in
certain places of Africa are presented as examples to strengthen the
position asserting that if these resources were private, the environment
would be cleaner and ecological.

So far, no problem exists. What the authors have not thought
about is that they have remained half way, without going any further.
In effect, the greed for profit leads man to do anything in the world,
any barbarity, and even worse if they deal with animals. As we have
already mentioned in this book, in the chapter referred to Industrial
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Breeding, we would see those rhinoceros compressed in limited
spaces, with a forced breeding, obtained from them or based on
hormones, and defenselessly castrated to be fattened and in order
to obtain savory meat or better leather.

Then we would see how important ecology is for private hands,
only interested in their economic profit.

Know Facts, Avoid Alarm is a book written by Jane S. Shaw and
Michael Sanera, both pretended refuters of ecological “pessimism.”
They are supposed to have prepared a “guide” to help parents
“offset” statements and replevins from radical ecologists and give
their children a better balanced vision on the environment.

The Toxicity of Environmentalism by George Reisman is another
book against ecologists because he affirms that the latter want
mankind to go back to the Stone Age. He considers them as a danger
because they fight a crusade against man himself, and he believes
he has discovered powder when he states that nature has no
economic value until man discovers it as useful.

Satanic Gases by Patrick Michaels is a book that denies how
serious the planet heating has become ; he declares that such heating
is smaller than what is believed, and that it has complicated factors
that make their detection difficult; he also denies that carbon (CO2)
is the direct originator of such heating. This person participated in
the United States Congress Commission with an adverse position to
the ratification of the Protocol of Kyoto and, given the political
strength of huge syndicates, the latter could find no better ally than
for President George Bush who opposed the ratification of the
transcendental agreement on global warming.

All antiecologist books are rich in the same literature regarding
their objectives. They seem to have the same leading frame
precommanded from outside: that ecologists prefer things to
persons, that they try to go back in history, that they oppose progress,
and so many others repeated with different words.

Some other petty writers show their terror at the increasing
number of Earth’s defenders, and they consider them the Devil’s
sons, mentally unbalanced, devious, exaggerators and even
deliberate liars.

Whoever wishes to write a similar book shall always have his
way open for such a magnanimous protection. The book shall be
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published with no problems, provided it falls into precommanded
guidelines.

Let us go forward with further detail, and let us know other
entomological specimens. They are virtual mosquitoes that bite and
annoy, even though their size may be insignificant.

A Nondissimulated North American Slanderer

His name is Ronald Bayle. The Institute of Political Ecology of
Santiago de Chile has been in charge with releasing an important
case which we comment. It is transcribed herein in extenso.

AN IMPOSTOR PRETENDS TO MAKE BELIEVE THAT ENVIRONMENTAL
DETERIORATION IS AN INVENTION OF ECOLOGISTS. Santiago, July 7, 1999.

With the auspices of powerful transnational undertakings, Ronald
Bayle visits our country. He is a North American who travels around
the world discrediting ecologist activities and making people believe
that matters such as climatic change, extinction of species and wood
deforestation are products of imagination and opinions of some
alarmists and journalists.
The visit paid by Bayle is the second one of this kind that we receive
this year. The first one was from the president of United States-based
Ancton Institute, Father Robert Sirico, who visited us last May. This
institute is dedicated to promote free enterprise. The visits occurred
within the context of a business plan to offset ecologist campaigns that
permanently represent a menace to multinational corporations and the
goodwill they are building worldwide. It is public knowledge that their
profits are disproportionate to the attention they give to conservation,
and that their operations leave as inheritance an intense environmental
deterioration and devastated nature. It is needless to say that this kind
of meetings can only create an impression in Chile, where a deficient
ecological culture exists at business levels. In Bayle’s agenda, the
launching of his book The True Condition of the Planet appears as a parody
to the prestigious annual report on the environment, “The World
Situation,” by the Worldwatch Institute, which publishes the World Watch
Magazine edited in Chile by the Institute of Political Ecology. The director
of Worldwatch Institute is Lester Brown, and its publications are translated
to twenty-seven languages; it has become an obligatory, reliable
reference for citizens, journalists, scientists and politicians.
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Within the scientific community, governments and NGOs, the thesis
presented by Ronald Bayle are completely discredited. This can be
confirmed by reading the last report from the European Agency for
the Environment in the European Union, which represents fifteen
countries; reports from the United States EPA themselves; studies made
by IPCC on climatic change, others by PNUMA, and a very long list,
…including studies made by Worldwatch Institute, the position of some
important multinationals, such as BP or Shell, and the protocols of
Montreal (ozone/CFCs) or Kyoto (climate/ greenhouse gases).
According to the opinion of Spanish experts, among them Jose
Santamarta, the famous editor of environment-related articles, Ronald
Bayle is a mediocre representative of the United States extreme right
that had assembled in groups such as the Competitive Enterprise
Institute (CEI) and Cato Institute, the latter financed by multinationals
such as Philip Morris (“Tobacco is good for health”), Dow Chemical
and Texaco.
Besides, Bayle is a militant of the entity “Wise Use,” a known defender
of the exploitation of the last primary forests in the United States. The
group has attacked Tompkins for trying to preserve lands for mankind.
He has opposed the administration of President Bill Clinton and has
boycotted conferences seeking the creation of a tax on energy. Among
his “remarkable” pronouncements were his affirmations that CFCs
(chlorofluorocarbons) do not damage the environment, despite the
established fact that they are responsible of the hole in the ozone layer.
Among the other theories he espoused in his book, Ecoscan: The False
Prophets of Ecological Apocalypse, he states that no risks exist from
climatic change.
Our intention is to make it quite clear that Ronald Bayle lacks strong
scientific basis in his assertions, and that the only thing he seeks is to
defend the interests of a few multinationals that are destroying our
environment and are extinguishing natural resources before the eyes
and patience of a world that observes them impotently. (Institute of
Political Ecology Seminar, 774, Ñuñoa – Santiago, Chile.

A Shameless European Detractor

His name: Bjorn Lomborg. This persona, born in Denmark and
a university professor of statistics, has written the book The Skeptical
Ecologist. The meaning of its content itself was quickly refuted by
several organizations he has mentioned in his text. Naturally, some
material has remained for subsequent analysis that, anyway,
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constitutes an incentive for ecology to carry out examinations of a
critical content.

Ecologist’s moral demands to acknowledge errors if they exist,
provided the critic is honest and sincere, and not pursuing concealed
ends. If the latter exist, they must be rejected as they deserve to be,
with despisement, either for having received the auspices from
enemies, or for being an advertising resource to sell more copies, or
any other causes.

The moral of this good gentleman was to be disguised as
ecologist to attack from the inside and destroy the international
ecologist movement, spreading doubts with malicious words56 that
only sought loss of prestige and intentional detriment. In other
words, he has become an agent of predatory corporations, performing
certain actions in exchange for monetary kindness or considerations
for such behavior.

What is of interest as regards the above-mentioned case is not
the book as such, but the opportunity given to the propaganda game,
and the provocative boasting in which all antiecologist coryphaeus
have incurred. Like in a festival, they have set in motion all their
resources, including their ghostwriters, for the enjoyment of some
transcriptions (quotation marks) in their communication media.
They were so ideologically poor that they considered their work as
the last word, a successful gravestone against ecology, a wonder of
the twenty-first century, a new era for the thought of mankind.

The concealed objective pursued to put an end to ecologists
and present them as exaggerators or liars had quickly vanished.
Nothing happened because the flame they ignited was consumed
and extinguished. It died out.

Things have returned to their normal, daily rhythm, to the sad
routine of a world in crisis, to problems of nature; we observe that
they continue without no rhetoric being able to make them disappear.

56 We have transcribed those tendentious words:
Our natural resources are being exhausted. Air and water become more
contaminated every day. Population grows, starvation waylays. Species are being
extinguished by large figures: we exterminate more than 40,000 per year. Desert
pushes forward, we exploit fish schools, and corals are dying. What if all these
were the product of ecologist propaganda? (From the magazine EXPERTS,
“Ecological Thought and History”)
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The most optimistic belief that “all is well” and the presumptuousness
of that strange third-millennium prophet that science will achieve
the progress of mankind was secluded inside his own head and
naturally in those of candid admirers he may have attracted.

Besides the opinions that had identified him as an antagonist,
virtually an enemy in the general opinion of the international
ecologist movement, he shows strange situations and arguments
that are offensive to general logic. He denies that the world’s supply
of oil and gas are about to run out, and that the announced threat to
biodiversity is exaggerated; the only thing that remains unsaid for
him is that everything is in blossom and rosy colored.

His statements and conclusions have been so optimistic that
the content of his material contradicts and ridicules the title of his
book itself. The importance of the supine ignorance he shows as
regards his original “skepticism” is that, by adopting concrete points
of view, he gives up being skeptic.

We repeat, a skeptic cannot adopt a position (otherwise he is
not a skeptic). Such a curious logic consequently confines him without
a way out and deprives him of all seriousness.57

Even worse if skepticism has been used only as a method. It
reveals lack of intellectual honesty and shows that his doubt was
pretended, and used in order to adorn words.

Let him continue to speak:

• According to this person, the price of food “shall continue to
decrease,” as if the supposed decrease would come as a result of
the kindness of the system, and not from state subsidies to
agriculture (which conceal the real price);

• He states that, thanks to ongoing progress in society, better
production technologies shall be created, without considering that
what is best in economy is most often harmful for the environment.

57 Skepticism has had its origin in ancient philosophy, particularly Greek. The
main characteristic of skepticism rests on avoiding any position at all, but
refuting any other positions with equally important, opposite arguments.
Suspension of opinion seeks equilibrium or balance in the mind by refusing
to take away something or add anything to what is being discussed. Sextus
Empiricus, a Greek philosopher, said, “Skepticism is the capacity to establish
antithesis in phenomenon and in theoretical considerations.”
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• He denies climatic change and states that people live longer and
better (it is evident that he does not know the third world in the least).58

• He minimizes the loss of species. He asserts the greatest stupidity
in the world: that there has been an increase in forests, according
to reports and studies made by the United Nations (without
perceiving the technical deficiencies formerly used in measurement,
in contrast with the present ones that are almost exact, and besides,
without taking into account that most countries in the world only
calculated the extent of their forests and jungles.
It is quite clear that this detractor based his assertion on a report
from FAO, an entity that reputedly has an abnormal and strange
manner of appreciating forests, the results of which are irrational.
Anyway, the reader may consult the annex enclosed hereto (“FAO
Forests”) from which he will find an extensive explanation. The
WRM (World Rainforest Movement) shall be in charge of this task.
There must be such an increase in forests, because science is
already thinking of artificial trees to replace or fill up the functional
emptiness by means of technical mechanisms that might be useful
and expensive, but which shall continue to dehumanize man (by
increasing his degree of animalization), and denaturalize the
Earth,”especially life.59

58 It is strange that a European professor of statistics is not informed of the reality
existing in the third world, and establishes the grounds of his data on
information from world entities, without having perceived that statistics of
the poor world are not objectively rigorous or serious, because their data are
forced, improvised, and even false.

59 It would be useful and illustrative for the reader to examine a novel scientific
solution to global warming being discussed hereunder. It has been transmitted
by Barrameda (February 24, 2003; BBC World):

THEY IMAGINE SYNTHETIC TREES
This idea may be considered from two viewpoints: final condemnation of nature,
or final salvation of mankind. What is certain is that a scientist conceived an
“artificial tree,” designed to work as plants do. But the tree Dr. Klaus Lackner
created does not have much to do with its natural pairs.
Unnecessary in the future?
“It looks rather like an American football arch, with a Venetian blind,” explained
the scientist from Columbia University.
But this “tree” shall literally fulfill the task for which we are so grateful to plants:
photosynthesis. It consists of the absorption of carbon dioxide (CO2), retention
of carbon and release of oxygen.
Lackner, who so far has only a diagram of his invention, assures that,
manufactured on scale, these elements might clean the atmosphere of carbon
dioxide, an abundant gas, implied in global heating. He predicted that a synthetic
tree might remove 90,000 tons of CO2 in one year, equivalent to the release
produced by 15,000 cars.
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Of course, the subjects mentioned before by this person had to
provoke a discussion. Four well-known North American scientists
knocked him to pieces in the communication media Scientific
American and virtually reduced him to nothing:

• He has not given solid grounds for his optimism, as it corresponded,
offering an updated, positive description of the world. A justifying
picture.

• He showed incomplete management of data and interpretations
out of context.

• He accused a low degree of science comprehension. He himself
verbatim stated in the prologue “I am not an expert in environmental
problems.”

Academician Stephen Schneider, a professor at Stanford
University and specialist in climatic change, outlined “more truthful
words are not found in the rest of the book.” He refuted especially
the argument that states the temperature in the planet will not
increase by more than 2ºC in the next one hundred years. He
reiterated that his optimism in this science has been only good
wishes, not conclusions on an analysis.

John Bongaarts, vice president of the Investigation Division of
Population Policies of the New York Municipality, criticized the
author–on the subject regarding population–for making emphasis
on positive aspects and omitting the negative ones. Also for his
refusal to admit a patent everyday truth: that population growth has
contributed to its poverty.60

An embryonic idea. “There still remain many details which must be resolved,”
stated Lackner; among others, the deposit of carbon retained and recycling of
absorbent material which shall be placed on the “leaves” of the tree.
Howard Herzog, of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), was not quite
convinced.
“Once the solvent placed on the leaves absorbs the carbon, it shall strongly
stick thereto, and a large amount of energy will be needed to tear those
associations,” he explained.
However, Lackner was finally optimistic, convinced that costs will fall.

Author’s note: When no more forests exist, as consolation, surely plastic
branches, leaves and flowers will be set on these substitute equipment, plus a
robust trunk showing a false natural vitality.

60 As Bongaarts says, a result of the rapid increase in population is that more
than one-half of the population is under the age requested to be admitted in
labor force; this limits the economic development of any nation. Besides, if
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John Holdren, a professor at Harvard University, replied on the
subject regarding energy, and Thomas Lovejoy, an advisor of the World
Bank, raised his point on biodiversity.

Greenpeace put a finger on the sore. Juan Lopez de Uralde,
executive director of Greenpeace Spain, when replying on the
accusation that Greenpeace manipulates statistics, stated that ecology
cannot be reduced to statistics:

In many cases, environmental science cannot be reduced to determined
statistics, like Lomborg tries to do. For instance, the concept of
atmospheric contamination refers to the entirety of peculiar elements
released by man, which alter the composition of the atmosphere.
Certainly, after many years of pressure campaigns, the presence of
some contaminants in the atmosphere begins to decrease; such is the
case of lead, gasoline or sulfur oxides, since regulations against acid
rain have been set in operation. The presence of these elements in the
European atmosphere is being reduced, I insist, thanks to campaigns
carried out by ecologist organizations. However, other contaminants
continue to rise. The most evident example is carbon dioxide
originated from burning fossil fuels, which concentration in the
atmosphere continues to increase. (From the magazine EXPERTS,
“Ecological Thought and History”)

El Universal from Caracas, Venezuela, in its article “A Judas
among Trees,” made an unfavorable comment for Lomborg on the
subject regarding water: “Many economists and politologists believe
that, as the twenty-first century advances, a large part of the world
shall suffer water scarcity. Lomborg has a remarkably simplistic
point of view on this complex matter. In summary he says that there
is abundant water, therefore we should not be concerned. The
keynote is to ensure that developing countries are rich enough to
build new systems for water supply. If there is scarcity in a region,
it may be solved by building desalinization plants.”

Put in a different light, it is not important if waters are
contaminated, because they can be purified again!

Rationality indicates that all intellectuals or scientists have the
obligation to listen to critics and process what they heard. Any

population growth exists, a large demand for new jobs is generated; this produces
lower salaries, an increase in poverty and, as a consequence, inequality.
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opinion, even the highly adverse or rigorous ones, must be accepted
as such and for such purpose. However, when that author stated
that many environmental groups exaggerate the speech of the final
judgment day because it is good for business, he has denounced
himself in his defamatory objective, repeating the speech from
corporations that he has served with his pen.

The Lomborg subject comes to an end with a transcription of
his original text. As we said before, there is nothing skeptical in such
a “skeptical ecologist”; his attitude has a concrete militant position:

Negative aspects are exaggerated. We have more free time, more
security, less contamination, less accidents, more education, more
comfort, higher income and there are less people starving. There is
no immediate danger of exhaustion of energy or exhaustion of natural
resources; there is more food, and less people suffer malnutrition;
life media in the world has increased in the last few years, and poverty
has reduced in the last 50 years. It is not true that acid rains destroy
forests and that waters are gradually more contaminated, but on the
contrary. According to data from the United Nations, the forest area
in the United States and in a large part of the western world is the
same that existed before the Second World War. Also, the air we
breathe in London is the best in 400 years.
Extinction of species is, at most, 0.08% per year and assuredly even
less than that. The rivers and the sea are cleaner than ever before. Oil
reserves rather increase, even though in the 60ies, greens assured that
oil would be exhausted by today. In the 60ies we had the equivalent
to 30 years oil consumption in reserves. Now we have 40 years.
Natural resources are not disappearing. The main limit of their
availability is the cost associated with their discovery and extraction.
Anyway, oil and gas known reserves, as well as main industrial metals,
presently are more important than when the Club of Rome issued its
alarmist predictions in The Limits to Growth. Population explosion
has never occurred, and will never occur. Since 1961, agricultural
production per capita has increased by 52% in developing countries,
and the proportion of those who have no food in their countries,
decreased from 45% in 1949 to 18% presently.
Since two centuries ago, the price of food has been decreasing in real
terms. Anyway, human population should be stabilized in the next
decades. The problem of threatened species, and of a reduction in
biodiversity has been largely exaggerated, as well as forests extinction.
In fact, if it is true that some tropical forests continue to be decimated,
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reforestation increases, and the surface dedicated to forests in the
world has increased these last 50 years.
Finally, contamination is also a phenomenon that continues to
decrease, particularly in rich countries. In big cities, the quality of air,
water and of the environment in general, is better than ever before.
Important contamination is a characteristic phenomenon of those
periods when industrial growth starts, when populations are ready
to accept a certain degree of contamination in exchange for quickly
becoming rich. Richer a country is, greater will be the will its citizens
shall have for larger resources to be destined to the quality of the
environment.
Besides, technological innovations result in every time less contaminant
production methods and they can only improve. This does not mean
that problems don’t exist, but things are getting better and better, in spite
of what communication media and ecological organizations may say.
Natural resources do not show traces of being in extinction, population
growth has not increased starvation in the world. Many species–as
omens said–are not under extinction, and air and water are cleaner.

The reader has the floor to form his own opinion. It only remains
to be said that, at the beginning of the year 2003, the following
information was received from Europe (Greenpeace Spain) which
we transcribe in extenso:

A GROUP OF EXPERTS AFFIRMS THAT THE BOOK THE SKEPTICAL
ECOLOGIST HAS NO SCIENTIFIC VALIDITY

Bjorn Lomborg, the antiecologist par excellence, has just received a
hard blow from the Danish Committee against Lack of Scientific Honesty
(CDHC), for his book The Skeptical Ecologist. Members of this panel of
well-reputed scientists of the same nationality as Lomborg accuse
him of a “deluge of inaccuracies.”
Lomborg has become famous worldwide for refuting all ecologists’
thesis which he calls “litanies.” Thanks to his attacks, Lomborg has
become the bastion of all those who have something to lose with
changes: whether oil or nuclear industry, or Bush government, who
applaud his occurrences.
Lomborg’s polemic book has been largely spread and has been
translated to 12 languages. Its author is prodigal in editorials, articles
and appearances on television programs all over the world, thanks
to his antigreen provocation. He always adds that he has been a
member of Greenpeace, although the ecologist organization has
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asserted from the very beginning, that Lomborg has never been among
its professionals.
CDHC has had the obligation to issue a pronouncement because of
complaints from scientists who believe they are alluded by Lomborg
as regards their investigations. Until now, CDHC had avoided doing
so, considering that the book was “not scientific at all” and therefore,
unworthy of its judgment.
For Lomborg, poverty in the world, access to basic health conditions,
water and sewage for 2,500 million persons are not worthy of so much
attention. Those are only “howls” of ecologists. For CDHC, the author of
the bestseller has not taken into account numerous studies, statistics
and evaluations that clearly state which is the real condition of the planet.
The institution which Lomborg mostly criticizes is precisely the
prestigious Worldwatch Institute; this organization annually publishes
a guide, wherein the situation in the World is evaluated.
Lomborg has achieved his greatest success with his thesis against
climatic change, practically denying its existence, minimizing the
problem and saying that the money it will cost to combat said climatic
change, should be used for something else.
His fellow citizens remind him about hundreds of works that the
Inter Governmental Panel for Climatic Change has elaborated in the
last ten years. This panel, formed by more than 1,000 scientists, is the
documentary basis on which the Protocol of Kyoto is based which,
contrary to what Lomborg believes, “is the first step” to restraint the
climatic change.
Blisters raised by this polemic author have reached the Parliament of
Denmark, his country of origin. The opposition to the liberal government
has requested he should be dismissed as Director of the Institute of
Environmental Evaluation, which supervises projects in order to receive
public funds. As Lomborg sees his job endangered, he defends himself
with an attack: he affirms that CDHC has shot him with smoke.
Thus concludes CDHC: “This book is not a scientific work, it is only a
provocative publication to generate a debate.”

A Supersage South American Detractor

Born in Argentina, Eduardo Ferreyra is the good gentleman who
appears in his own communication media; he is photographed
kneeling, in the noble–as well as generous–impulse of feeding a small
deer, holding the dish with food in the air (to make the advertising
“show” complete, he lacks a chin cloth, a fork and a napkin).
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To produce a positive impression as regards his delicate rural
feelings (although he is not an agriculturist), he was photographed
disguised as a countryman.

Literature exhibited by his own organization (which he himself
presides) attributes the following professional and personal
antecedents to him:

• Five years of secondary studies at the Liceo Militar Gral. Paz, at
Córdoba, egressing as infantry second lieutenant; that is to say,
secondary school and military career at the same time.

• Three years of Aeronautics Mechanic Engineering at the Universidad
Nacional de Córdoba.

• Advertising Art studies at the Art Students League, New York.
• Years of activity in the advertising field; technical and scientific

photography, and production of advertising and documentary
films for TV.

• Expedition to the Amazonian jungle in 1970, going down to the
Amazonas River from Iquitos, Peru, to Manaus, Brazil.

• Participation (invited by the Brazilian government) in the course
and film Survival in the Jungle and Anti-Skirmish Combat at the
installations of COSAC (Centro de Operaçoes na Selva e Açoes de
Commando), of the Brazilian Army.

• Private activities at quarries and lime production.
• Photography, electronics and technical translations. Tourism of

adventure in Bolivia, where he says he was established in 1995,
“at the region of Guarayos, in the middle of the Bolivian Amazonian
jungle,” “giving advise to travelers in subjects regarding survival,
ethnological and scientific information on animal and vegetal
species, as well as on filming and photography.”

• In 1990 he organizes FAEC, Fundación Argentina de Ecología
Científica, together with a group of persons concerned for the
abundant misinformation existing in the field of sciences related
with the environment.”

Ferreyra has had the trappings of a strange scientist, founder
of an organization in the field of environmental science without
previously having in his curriculum vitae a profession, office,
antecedent, environmental practice or a press release written by him.
The fact that he had spent some time in the jungle, in antiskirmish
practices of his profession, as per his own photographs, is something
different, because he is seen with weapons, jungle military costume
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and not with scientific equipment or investigation attendants. Such
a thing does not give him magic faculties to bear knowledge,
nonexistent in his own personal file.

Contradictions are so evident that his expedition to the
Amazonia, as per previous paragraphs herein, indicates the year
1970; however on another page he outlines that his expeditions were
from 1966 to 1998 (that is to say, thirty-eight years). He says he was
established in Bolivia in 1995; however on another page he states
that his journeys lasted from 1984 to 1998 at the Bolivian jungle of
Guarayos (that is to say, fourteen years).

A minimum rationality makes us think that this person, with
the professional antecedents he has, and the kind of activities to
which he has dedicated his life–none of them scientific–can never
be a writer, even less a scientist, and not due to an accusation of
personal incapacity, but simply due to–nonexistence of the habit (a
writer needs years to be formed as such along his life). This is even
worse if in his own curriculum vitae he does not show at least one
sign of general culture, but a sort of specialization in activities and
some tendency to adventure.

Such is the person who appears as author of a book that has
more than four hundred pages, with the name of Ecology: Myths
and Frauds.

An objective examination of the book leads us to certain clear
conclusions, independently from the meaning of its content, and its
respective valuation.

First. This kind of book may never be the work of one sole
person, but of a team. The reason: diverse matters, as well as subjects,
exist, which require specialized knowledge in the different areas
focused. They deal from biology to astronomy; from solar radiation
to organic and inorganic chemistry; from geography to politics; from
psychiatry to physics, from geology to meteorology, oncology,
agriculture, history. There are also more subjects, either dealt with
by a fearless person who speaks about everything, pretending to
know all, or by a concealed team offering their anonymity to
someone who had no moral inconvenient in accepting what belongs
to another, in order to cover the real origin, introducing now and
then a few Argentinean characteristic expressions to dissimulate
the different origin, which is evident.
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Second. The book pretends to show abundant information, and
its bibliography is excessive in relation to the number of pages it
has. If it would be true that the author has reviewed all of that
bibliography (written in technical English), he would have spent
most of his life in said readings in order to determine the points he
mentions (however, all those books have been written in the last
twenty years).

Few persons shall be bantered for his make-believe that said
bibliography is the source of his book.

Third. On the other hand, the above referred book contains
excessive information as regards ecological happenings. Rationality
indicates that, originated from a central media, resources of some
intelligence system (espionage) have been deployed to investigate,
survey and maintain information, both regarding actions of the
international ecologist movement, as the private life of persons who
are integral part thereof. Such a thing cannot be the work of the
“scientist” Eduardo Ferreyra who, from the jungle, dedicated himself
–not to study botany or the fauna, otherwise he would have written
as regards those subjects –but to the act of learning and practicing
antiskirmish methods, precisely during the heroic times of the filthy military
dictatorships in Argentina and Brazil. In his “résumé,” not even one
scientific report of those journeys appears.

Fourth. The liveliness of the book, and its grammatical concepts,
characteristic of a permanent professional writer, expert in the use
of the language and who knows how to manage and classify the
use of bibliography, is immediately evident, and it accuses another
person’s wording. Even more so if the author does not have–at least–
a previous book that may serve as antecedent for him, as a writer.

Fifth. The rear intention of the book is also evident. The author
does not pursue the teaching of the so-called scientific ecology. The
rear object is simply to impair the reputation of the international
ecologist movement, its patriarchs, organizers and important
organizations existing worldwide, which he presents as ignorant,
perverse, liars, extremists, enemies of progress, profiteers, and finally
robbers of voluntary contributions from the public (a deceived and
swindled public).

As it is well said, “fish die by their mouth,” although in this
case we don’t know where the mouth of this authentic defamer is.
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Upon examining his concealed gutter (which serves for him as a
provoking lair) we see that no domicile appears–like it corresponds
to a respectable and serious entity–specifying the city, street, number,
local code number, telephone number, post office box, etc.

Also, he has not realized that a few obscurities exist, which
deserve to be mentioned:

• In his Internet Web site he outlines that his Fundación Argentina de
Ecología Científica, FAEC “does not receive contributions from
governments or commercial undertakings, and that their expenses
are settled by means of personal contributions from its partners
and honorary members.”
The fact is that neither this person nor his other two attendants
prove being at least significant businessmen or having resources
that justify such “personal contribution.”
According to their own curricula, one of them, Enrique César
Lerena de la Serna,”originates from a veterinarian family and he
is a former fireman officer (he received a prize for being an efficient
fireman); he is a former plastic artist, graphic humorist, movie
actor and animal psychologist.
César Miranda, the other partner, is a retired professor of drawing
and engraving, and a painter. According to a press release at the
end of 1997, since 1994 he has been living alone in the Guaranian
village of Bolivia, promoting the tourism of adventure and not
pursuing scientific investigation purposes. He acknowledges
himself as having an “adventurer spirit.”

• The general knowledge that the presumed author of the book has
had taken himself to excess instead showed absolute ignorance
regarding the personality he states he has created.
In effect, in all parts of the world the concept “foundation” (as a
social entity) is a legal juridical form by which virtue a person or
group with a welfare or charitable purpose, from the infinite variety
existing (protection, assistance, science, culture, etc.) grants a monetary
quantified patrimony (for instance real estate, rentals, productive
goods, money for investments, etc.) and affects it and regulates it
through by-laws designed for the specific end he has decided.
Thus, its administration corresponds to a third party (generally a
professional), who is obligated to strictly comply with determinations
as per the statute of the “founder” and fulfill them without the
minimum deviation.
In this case, the organization that backstops the author turned
out to be a “ghost,” a fantasy or a lie because it has no legal status
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or a preconstituted patrimony. So he unmasked himself and
confesses his own creator when he stated that “expenses are settled
by means of personal contributions from its partners and honorary
members.”

• This “organization” is so silent that it has kept a profound silence in
the case of the sinking and break up of the oil cistern vessel Prestige61

61 A lacerating news on this regard is transmitted by Barrameda, a solicitous
Argentinean ecologist team, in its bulletin dated January 6, 2003 (Source:
Clarin):

TEN MILLION TONS OF CRUDE ARE DUMPED TO THE SEA EVERY YEAR.
Every year, 10 million tons of crude are dumped to the sea. The main problem
derives from six thousand oil vessels that sail on international waters, since
only one-third of the most modern ones have double hull to avoid dumping.
The sinking of the reservoir vessel Prestige, owned by Mare Shipping Inc., an
undertaking registered in Liberia, last November 19, with 77,000 tons of diesel
fuel across the northwestern coast of Spain, and the collision on the first day of
the year 2003 between the Turkish oil vessel Vicky with the shipwrecked Tricolor
reactivated worldwide controversy as regards security in transportation of oil
and liquefied gas by sea.
The sinking of the Prestige, which so far has dumped to the sea more than
20,000 tons of diesel oil, provoking a black tide which affects thousands of birds
of 18 different species and which is foreseen to cause the death of 40 percent of
birds of 38 protected species at the zone known as Death Coast across Galicia, is
being compared to the ecological catastrophe provoked by the Exxon Valdez
across the coasts of Alaska in 1989.
According to the report from “Vital Signs 2002” drawn up by the Worldwatch
Institute and the United Nations Program for the Environment, “the volume of oil
dumped does not necessarily indicate the seriousness of its consequences for the
environment.” Diverse factors must be considered in the impact: the kind of oil,
the climate, recuperation or control of crude, biodegrading and nearness with flora
and fauna habitats. As an example, the document reminds of the accident of Exxon
Valdez which was number 42 on the list of main occurrences as regards the volume
of oil dumped, but which caused one of the worst ecological catastrophes, given
that the event occurred in a practically pure ecosystem. The accident provoked
by the United States oil vessel, which carried 1,294,155 barrels of crude, stranded
at the Bligh vein, across Prince William Bay, killed more than five thousand otters–
almost 15 percent of the population in the region–and from 300,000 to 675,000
marine birds. Thirteen years later, most affected species have not recovered.
Double hull vessels
The report from Worldwatch Institute also indicates that one-half of oil dumping
produced in the world originate from vessels for transportation of crude,
although they seem to have decreased in the last few years, due to the use of
double hull vessels to protect them. Every day, oil vessels transport an average
of 107 million tons of oil. Presently, legislation compels oil vessels to have
separated reservoirs for ballast and for the transport of crude, and recommends
double hull to avoid dumping in case of collision (a sort of vessel inside another,
separated by a chamber of about 2 meters extension). However, this measure,
which shall be compulsory in the year 2015, today is complied with by few
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in nearby Galicia, or the terrible damages it had caused to the sea,
coastlines, offshore areas, marine flora and fauna, fishery, tourism,
fishing industry, and even to the society in that impaired area,
among others.
However, he calls himself ecologist and scientist.

Such is the regrettable result of an adventure-mischief, by-
product of the forced truth imposed by those who have money
available for their servants, so they may state that two plus two
make five, and thus protect their interests threatened by ecologist
truth, which they morbidly hate.

Of course, some unwary persons are caught in this distortion
of the truth that was provoked by money offered for lies. However,
the natural primitive instinct of mankind, benumbed by centuries
during which its mind had been oppressed, is awakening once more.
It is not easy to make a game of it anymore.

The arguments which antiecologist marionettes state are, in
reality, the same ones proclaimed–under different costumes–in other
latitudes of the world and in other languages, because agents of
confusion are disseminated along the earth orb in order to carry
out a simultaneous and coordinated task.

Magnanimous corporations, especially the big ones, have also
coordinated their generous contributions for said campaign against
“evil.” As we have mentioned beforehand, those are only additional
investments to strengthen their privileges at the expense of Mother
Nature and, consequently, mankind.

Modest antiecologist knowledge is similar or identical among
all detractors:”fearless, frankly disproportionate as regards its size, owner

crafts. Among related inconveniences, it has been outlined that the double hull
of a vessel reduces its transporting capacity by a 10 percent, and increases its
construction cost by a 25 percent.
The two routes mostly used by oil vessels are the Suez Channel, the
Mediterranean and the Strait of Gibraltar, and the route of the Cape of Buena
Esperanza (South Africa) which surrounds the Canary Islands and the Atlantic
coasts of Spain and Portugal. Accidents of oil vessels are also related with the
controls exerted on them. Most vessels use flags from countries which have not
subscribed international agreements compelling them to comply with security
measures. Liberia is the country where most oil super vessels are registered
(with a capacity of 150,000 tons or more), followed by Malta, Cyprus and
Panama. These countries have also fiscal paradises which provide deficient
quality of construction and training of crew.
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of the truth and quite sure of itself. It calls itself “scientific,” but
visibly it spreads defamation, its strategy is coarse; it supposes that by
repeating the term “science” and harassment, it has convinced the reader.

Its critics try to catch anything they can. Sometimes they depict
ecologists as fascists, sometimes as communists, anarchists,
colonialists, narco-traffickers, ecoterrorists, ridiculous, comics, witty,
liars, profiteers of economic resources from contributions and use
as many sentences invented as provocative adjectives. They are so
caustic in what they say that they continue to invent more sentences
to strike the attention; sometimes they use the term “catastrophism,”
sometimes they use the word “sinistrose,” “apocalypse,” “paranoia”
and “perversity.” They also state that ecologists exploit fear and
“ignorance of the unknown, with extraordinary efficaciousness.”62

In its eagerness to impair reputations, full of wrath (or fear)
they undertake ridiculous tasks. Sometimes they appear like crafty
investigators of the ecologists’ private lives (almost from birth), they
dig and collect as many details as may result negative, and spread
them immediately. Also a strange publisher of press clippings
appeared (whose name we mentioned before) with the heading
“Brief Ecoterrorist Reminder” regarding actions taken (carried out
directly by individual ecologists and some unknown or less-known
organizations).

This collector ascribed himself as having compiled abundant
press material, even though much of it pertains those information
purportedly published around 1980. What has happened to the
collector? Did he forget his interesting task between 1980 until 1999
when it was spread? Why the long, empty gap (about twenty years)?

The “Reminder” consists of a relation of acts of vengeance
carried out in different parts of the world by the isolated ecologist
spontaneity which, at the particular destruction of the animal
kingdom, reacted with violent acts, on its own initiative. Of course,
the reminder of the Reminder does not mention the causes of each
one of the replies he exposes.

62 This pertains an expression by this strange specimen who calls himself
ecologist, but who is a mere provocateur, an enemy-till-death of ecologists
and author of the injurious book above referred, and whose authorship
contradicts his background as a simple man in the street.
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 The same personage, who does not seem to explain his actions
as a “hobby,” dedicated himself to collecting scientific observations
and opinions from outstanding ecologists and calling them
“Ecologist Nonsense.” Therein he mentions a limited and preconducted
reasoning that only looks forward (closeted with blinkers), not
understanding (or not wishing to understand) the deep meaning
that each sentence contains under the context of its appearance. This
shall be commented upon in the next chapter.

Now let us examine some of the accusations of sui generis Eduardo
Ferreyra, making it quite clear that the rest of them, which deal with
situations that require large space for physical-chemical-biological
material (not always available for all readers), are not taken into account,
even though ecologist technicians have already dissected them.

WICKED ECOLOGISTS HATE MAN AND WANT TO BREAK OFF WITH
JUDEO-CHRISTIAN CULTURE

The book of this strange writer–we repeat, one who has no
background either as a writer or as an ecologist–when referring to the
booklet from Greenpeace Paradise Lost: Regressive Account for
Destruction, transcribes (through a third party) a clipping thereof
and then comments on it as follows:

The booklet says that the Earth has 4,600 million years, but to make
this more comprehensible, we may compare the Earth with a 46-year-
old person.

After dealing with the apparition of dinosaurs, mammalians
and the last glaciation, the booklet states:

Modern Man has been on the planet for four hours. During the last
hour, he discovered agriculture. The industrial revolution started
scarcely one minute ago. During those sixty seconds, Man changed
Paradise into garbage. He has multiplied its members to plague
proportions, he has caused the extinction of 500 species of animals,
plundered the planet in search of fuel, and now stands erect, like a
brutal creature, taking delight with his meteoric ascension, at the brink
of a war that shall put an end to all wars, and finally he shall in effect
destroy this oasis of life in the solar system.
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Then, neither dull nor idle, and as if he would be a world
faultfinder, the “writer” declares:

If Man is, according to Greenpeace, a quite unattractive brute whose
figure constitutes a plague on the Earth’s surface, then it is supposed
that such an unfortunate species must be drastically reduced. What
Greenpeace says, as regards this delicate subject (genocide), is most
skillfully disguised with the costume of concern for the fate of
Mankind. However, within the arguments of its philosophy we may
discover the road to its intentions: reduction of human species.

A summary of the former conclusive words says so: Greenpeace
is genocide towards all mankind and, of course, criminal, and a
few more things. An excellent form of reaching such a simple and
coarse conclusion, further complemented with another one, of
remarkable beauty: “Greenpeace is only a team of nihilists engaged
in the destruction of mankind.”

This good gentleman says he used to consider Greenpeace as
an institution similar to the Red Cross, dedicated to solve ecological
problems through science and nonskirmisher action (an excellent
confession of mental oligophrenia). Instead of attacking the cause
of the problems in the only adequate manner–with the use of
violence–he wanted the organization to become the permanent
sweeper of all excrescences that the Earth now has, thanks to, and
accomplished by, men.

The above-mentioned comparison is really exemplary; it
reveals an intellectual authorship that carries the following
aphorism: I will continue to soil, and you will continue to clean. His
fearless pretension is quite profiteering: to annul a combatant Greenpeace
and make of it a domestic servant for gratuitous cleanliness.

Time said ecologists were right, and their example has multiplied
in a geometrical progression. Now they do not fear anymore the
established order, or the wailings from their enemies who served
predatory interests; or wailing from frustrated ones, because they shall
not be strong enough to reverse the wheel of history or chip away
at the size of the ecologist snowball, which shall continue to grow.
Neither does it matter that along its trajectory a few Judases may
appear.
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And speaking about Judas, this good gentleman transcribes this
time another one with the same skill, whose name is Patrick Moore, a
frustrated and hurting deserter from Greenpeace, who could not
prevent himself from saying what constitutes Greenpeace today:

We have always realized that there was an antihumanitarian current
within the organization; members who believed that people are a
cancer on the Earth’s surface.
Greenpeace has lost its humane character because it has turned its
back on people and it has set the environment in the first place.
Instead of following the Judeo-Christian concept, according to which
man is either good or wicked, and that nature is indifferent, these
crusaders preach that nature is good and that man is wicked.

 And finally we come to the rear object on this subject. In order
to explain the ecologist point of view, the generalizing, simple
aforementioned opinion is not sufficient; it is necessary to understand
it in its recondite roots, without the audacious exaggerations or lies
presented by this detractor who, on the other hand, shows ignorance
as regards the pretentious knowledge he wanted to demonstrate.

At least for believers, it is not true that nature is indifferent, because
God made an Eden full of goodness available for man, so man would
look after it in accordance with fair reason. The text in the Bible
says: “Jehova God took man and set him on the garden of Eden, for
him to cultivate it and look after it” (Genesis 2:15).

Did man take care of his Eden? Did he not rather change
everything that was good into bad? With no need for words, does
not the so-called civilization show this? His behavior, though maybe
involuntary, is it not noxious?

For believers, it is not quite true either that man is an accumulation
of goodness. Even more: who can deny that man is not wicked since
the original sin?

Ecologists, believers or not, very clearly know, without literary
speculations or ideology–and that is important–that man is authentically
wicked in his relations with nature. He is not interested if he can be
good (or wicked) for anything else.

The effort made by detractors in producing an absurd philosophy
and choosing analogies shows them as they really are: manipulators
of facts and exploiters of situations.
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NATURE IS NOT KIND OR BENIGN

Contrary to the foregoing statements, antiecologists such as
Ferreyra, disguised as “scientific ecologists,” show a completely
opposed role and, although they do not say so, the Earth is wicked
for them. Maybe that is why it has to be exploited and all advantages
must be taken from it:

Nature is not kind or benign: constantly and pitilessly, nature attacks
its guests. Those who have learnt how to defend themselves (adapted
themselves) are saved; those who cannot adapt themselves, die. As
easy as that, such is Natural Law of this planet. Some, in all precision,
call it the Jungle Law. Thousands of species of animals and plants
which have extinguished since life appeared on the Earth, are
examples of species that have not been able to adapt themselves to
the environment, and have been pitilessly eliminated from the
environment.

We have just read it verbatim: the Earth is pitiless; it is not kind
or benign; however, let us continue to listen to the prominent scientist,
who does not understand a trifle about nature, and pretends to
transplant realities from one epoch to the other:

The manner how Mankind has been able to survive in a generally
hostile environment is amazing. We have no claws, fangs, shields or
shells. We have no thorns or poisonous glands to defend ourselves.
We do not even have feathers or thick hair to keep us warm in the
snow. Really, when we are born, we are only adapted to survive in
the tropic. Our sight is not acute like birds’ sight, our hearing is very
poor when compared to the animals’; our sense of smell cannot be
compared with the one of most mammalians or fish.

 Assuredly this “scientist” supposes that man, as he is today,
used to live naked and unsheltered in jungles, without
understanding that primitive man had all the qualities he has now
lost… when he abandoned his natural condition.

Due to this supine ignorance he is inclined in favor of today’s
technology (it does not matter if it is a predator), assuring that’“man
has gradually mastered nature, and has changed the aspect and life
conditions in large extensions of the planet.” Moreover, thanks to
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the “adequate” technology, “every day we“live better,“people live
longer and in conditions of healthfulness and comfort that our
grandparents did not even dare to dream about.”

It is possible that antiecologist Ferreyra lives better every day
(thanks to his “scientific” antiecology financed by big corporations)
and he may live more years than his ancestors. What he omits to
say is that technology, which he proclaims as a panacea, has let
mankind enjoy “comfort” only in a maximum and optimistic 15%.
Besides, it is evident that this good gentleman ignores the high and
horrifying mortality rate existing in the third world, thanks to
starvation and contamination.

THERE IS NO REDUCTION IN OZONE (?)

Contradicting all universal reasons regarding destruction of
the protecting ozone layer in nature, the know-all guy now states:

There is absolutely no ozone reduction at all, in the stratosphere of
our planet.
Neither Mankind nor CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons) have any
responsibility in decrease of the ozone layer, simply because said
decrease has not been produced!

According to his latest theory, which he asserted with the
assurance of certainty over the truth, a volcano at the Antarctic
(Erebus) daily pumps upwards “almost 1,230 tons of chloride and
480 tons of fluoride per day, to a stratosphere which is distant barely
5,000 meters in height.”

That is to say: The Earth is committing suicide (?) Maybe it is
definitively tired of human beings.

NOSTALGIA FOR DDT

 Ferreyra shows a sort of nostalgia for DDT (an insecticide
prohibited in the world for being poisonous) and in his bitterness
for this barbarity, it looks as if his daily bread would have been
taken away from him, since he acts as if he would be a secret agent
to restart operations and sales.
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Chemist Ferreyra knows so much about chemistry that he knows
everything, including how the uniforms of workmen at the factory
used to be (so he says in his book). For him, DDT is like a universal
panacea:

DDT and many other insecticides, herbicides, fungicides and
rodenticides have had a tremendous effect on agriculture. The same
has occurred with other chemical products and fertilizers: they have
improved varieties of crops and they have provided a better
comprehension as regards soils treatment and crops administration.

Of course, ecologists are the perverse originators of such a
prohibition and, as a consequence thereof, enemies of mankind.

However, let us see a few reasons against DDT as exposed by
Eduardo del Rio, from Mexico (all of it with quotation marks, with
a slight variation):

• It has eliminated several plagues… but it has favored others which
laugh at it… We see the problem of acarus on fruit trees: they
have become immune although, in exchange, it kills their natural
enemies…

• The result? There is a worldwide problem due to the abundance
of acarus…

• This cheap and powerful insecticide is only dissolved in a 25%
solution. The rest remains and contaminates the atmosphere. Its
use in agriculture is a threat…

• “Thanks” to DDT, several animal species do not exist anymore;
there are no more condors in California, or migratory falcons, or
hundreds of birds which populated United States forests…

• Seventy thousand pelicans that wavered at the United States coasts
and the northwestern part of Mexico have been exterminated…

• Citrus fruits and grapes in California are being lost due to DDT
and smog…

• Seventy thousand hectares in Florida are not being used for cattle
anymore…

APOLOGY FOR NUCLEAR DEBRIS

The text that is transcribed below is the most shameless
expression of any bootblack, servant of powerful entities that
generate nuclear debris. He defends them by fire and sword:
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The term “garbage collector” is used with the purest and most aberrant
bad faith as possible, given that therewith, the intention is to make
people believe that nuclear debris shall be dumped therein, in the
open air, the same manner as municipalities in many towns do with
domicile garbage, so it may rot and become earth once more. People
then believe that radioactivity shall be abundantly released in flows
from the erroneously called nuclear “garbage collectors.” There is no
such thing, but Greenpeace shall never tell the public… It would kill
the Hen that lays the Golden Eggs.
In all cases, containers of RBN residues (nuclear debris) are rigorously
inspected, monitored and placed in ditches or deep holes
underground. In the United States, new nuclear repositories are being
built… as per laws which allow States to organize cooperatives which
shall be in charge of low-level residues and thus reduce their transport
to a minimum.

Multifaceted and now nuclear plants inspector, Ferreyra knows
his office too well. However, he has forgotten a mere detail that
destroys everything, and may be synthesized in an interrogation:

If nuclear debris are harmless because of the excellent container
they have, and if they are explosion proof, collision proof, sanitation
proof, and theft proof, why is it that debris vessels have
circumnavigated, and are still travelling around the world to find
places where it could abandon such an inoffensive cargo in third-
world lands in exchange for money?

It is quite fairly stated that the problem of nuclear energy are
its harmful debris, which are now put in containers as sarcophagus,
although (except for fools) nobody wants them, neither with an
attention card or for money.

JUSTIFICATION OF THE CRIME OF HUNTING

In German forests, deer are regularly counted and, every year, they
determine the number of deer to be killed, so the rest may survive.
Hunters are in charge of this task, members of most important hunting
clubs. Each club member receives a quota that he is obligated to fulfill
with. Not one deer more or one deer less.

It is worthy of note that Ferreyra finds excellent pretexts for
murdering these animals; this time as hunting justifier and admirer.
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The first pretext: that the life of some animals depends of the death
of others, and the second, that hunting clubs have regulations for
their cruel, shameless activity. Thus, they are not criminals, but
simply charitable assistants of nature.

Regrettably for them, as well as for their wretched apologist,
nature has its own growth balance and, to this effect, it needs no
favor or help from anyone. Nature knows when the number of
integrating members of a determined species must diminish, and
those who undertake this task to justify the vile murderer instinct
are perverts.

PULMONARY VIRTUE OF TRADITIONAL JUNGLES SUCH AS THE
AMAZONIAN ARE DENIED

Boasting of his “vast experience” on “expeditions and life in
the Amazonian region” (although he keeps silent as regards his
authentic antiskirmish military motivation, without investigative
content of natural sciences), soldier-turned-explorer Ferreyra continues
to take the floor with the attitude of a scientist:

Therefore, to assert that forests and jungles are “green lungs” is a
poetic nonsense that may be only believed by children who have not
studied botany. Or functional oligophrenics who have forgotten all
they have studied in their B.A. degree. Final conclusion: adult forests
and jungles do not produce profitable oxygen.

Either the antiskirmisher scientist has become insane or
delirious, complicating what is simple with useless arguments. We
are not discussing who produces more or better oxygen. What the
ecologists stated is that jungles and forests are the Earth’s lungs,
authentic and adequate organs for regulation oxygen.

So they are in effect. The lungs in the human body do not
fabricate oxygen, but they take some, and transmit it to the other
nearby organisms, where it is used and withheld. Such is the macro
function of nature’s lungs, with the particular characteristic that
they give more than what they consume, thanks to the environment
they generate.
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PESTICIDES AND CANCER

Popular belief, encouraged by ecology and “naturists” is that the
greatest threat to our health originates from synthetic products in
our food. And this fallacy is encouraged by press headlines and reports
on television that “warn” us of the danger that additives or pesticides
in our food represent. Look at the increasing popularity of “organic”
products which are cultivated without fertilizers or pesticides. Most
people believe in the slogan that says “If it is natural, it is good,” and
many consumers pay higher prices for those products–of a very
inferior quality–in an intent to elude synthetic substances that may
exist in their diets.
“Natural” does not mean “toxin“free.” On the contrary, most
pesticides we ingest are “natural.” Now scientists acknowledge the
falsehood of the belief that most cancerous elements in our food
originate from synthetic residues or additives.

So we may be able to believe in what cancer specialist Ferreyra
says, previously he should inform us why medical reports state the
contrary, as regards their patients’ food in relation to the form of
cancer they suffer. Also, why natural food during thousands of years
(when chemical pesticides were not known) did not begin the era
of cancer.

INFILTRATION OF ENTITIES AND GOVERNMENTS’ BEHAVIOR

We are scientifically evidencing how the ecological movement is
imposing an environmental perception, its risks and its problems, which
is not real. We are daily evidencing the way how corporations,
Foundations and other organizations have infiltrated inside
governments and power circles in order to extend their dominion of
international markets, designing policies that they impose on less
developed nations as well as issuing laws, regulations and prohibitions
with which they seek to restraint the economic and industrial
development of countries subject to this neo-colonial policies.

 This time, the faultfinder in Ferreyra quite erroneously
appreciates what he believes he has discovered, and sees terrifying
ghosts everywhere. One thing involves screen provisions (only
apparent) from governments of powerful countries, at the pressure
exerted, not so much by ecologists, but originating from the needs
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imposed by reality. Another thing is their fulfillment. If ecology had
been already infiltrated inside power circles, decisions would be
different and not inflated balloons, like nowadays.

Let us continue to listen to the multiple man. Now he looks
like a politician:

Legislators and governors all over the world tear their costumes
proclaiming their eagerness to promulgate Laws for Public Welfare,
without having even demonstrated their capacity or knowledge to
determine what is convenient for you or for me, as integrating parts
of societies which have been as unfortunate as to be dominated by
their power. These Factions usurp the right to legislate and to use
Public Force to impose on us THEIR way of thinking, although these
Laws and not by force, they establish what we CANNOT do, what
we CANNOT have, the products we CANNOT use, the garbage we
CANNOT burn, the form in which we MUST NOT dispose of garbage,
places where we CANNOT go, what we must pay for NOT being in
jail, what we CANNOT read, what we CANNOT write, and to what
an extent we can protest or kick off injustices imposed on us in the
name of the “Salvation of the Planet,” “biodiversity,” Clean Air, Pure
Water, Rainy Forests, Whales, Seals and Owls, or ”sustainable
development.”

As regards the content of this last transcription, ecologist
“factions” have affirmed sternly without hesitation their clear
purposes; of course, they do not pretend to impose a way of thinking
(besides, because it is not possible). But they will do so as regards
anything that is contrary to the laws of nature, whether regarding
what persons “cannot do or have” (sic), and they shall impose it
when the time comes.

Regarding the fears of Ferreyra who claimed all too suddenly
that he will not be permitted to read, write, protest (or other
behaviors), they are mere exaggerated statements of the unhinged
gentleman.

GLOBAL HEATING

Now it is the turn of Ferreyra, this time as an expert in
temperatures, to deny a patent reality that anybody can perceive
anywhere, the earth heating:
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In spite of hysteria from some pseudo scientists, there is no reason at
all to believe in global heating.

He mentions as an example that “today in the United States there
are many more thousands of hectares of forests than when Colon
arrived in 1492, and 30% more than at the beginning of the century.”

There are scientists who said that man should be blamed for
this phenomenon, but none of them dares to refuse the reality of
such heating;63 however, the good gentleman boasts with examples

63 As regards this case, Barrameda transcribes a press release of La Nación from
Buenos Aires (June 11, 2002):

A GROUP OF SCIENTISTS DENY THAT MAN SHOULD BE BLAMED FOR
GLOBAL HEATING. Several well-known climatologists kicked off the board
when they deployed a new theory as regards the planet heating, which runs
counter clockwise with voices dominating at scientific circles and environmental
groups: “Mankind is not responsible for global heating” during a recent meeting
held at Washington, United States. The position does not argue the impact of
climatic change, but the extent of responsibility man has on this regard.
During the recent meeting called “What happens with global heating? Climatic
sciences do not support the Protocol of Kyoto,” which was carried out in
Washington, United States, under the auspices of the Instituto Fronteras de la
Libertad (www.ff.org), a group of important scientists from different origins
argued without considerations one of the paradigms which have been mostly
spread as regards increase of the planet’s temperature, assuring that man is not
responsible for the planet overheating.
The polemic position, which challenges theories of most environmentalist groups
(which blame human species for almost everything), reached its peak during
the opening day of the meeting, when German geophysicist Hartwig Volz
questioned climatic projections of the Inter Governmental Panel for Climatic
Change (www.ipcc.ch), depending of the United Nations, and trigger of scientific
grounds on which the Protocol of Kyoto is based (www.mediomabiente.gov.ar/
acuerdos/convenciones/unfccc/ccprokio.htm).
This agreement, with consensus from 178 countries, tends to combat the planet
overheating, mainly by reducing release of gases which cause the greenhouse
effect. But the United States, main world producer of these gases, oppose to it,
because they consider it a “hindrance” for economy. “Climate variations show
that many denounces made, are based on fairy tales,” Volz said. His position
was supported by other scientists, who uncovered “the lack of evidence
regarding forecasts of the Protocol of Kyoto as regards that it is advisable to
reduce release of these gases.” The atmospheric physicist of Virginia University,
Fred Singer, was adamant and he accused IPCC projections of being “completely
false.” “Forecasting is a difficult business, especially if it refers to the future,”
the scientist said. He accused IPCC of “assuming extreme positions as regards
population growth and fuel consumption” and he advised Bush administration
to organize “another team which, even using the report from IPCC and studying
the same facts, will surely reach a different summary.”
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as the aforementioned one, also showing that besides his multiple
natural talents, he has others more which allow him to travel 500
years into the past and be a land surveyor, nothing less than on the
immense United States territory, a country that has suffered the most
important forest destruction.

However, by magic, now it results–for him–that forests in that
vast country have exuberant vegetation (like a recent invitation for
new fells, to sell the valued lumber).

On his part, Dr. Ulrich Berner, geologist of the German Federal Institute of
Geosciences, said that during the history of the Earth, temperatures have
experienced significant variations, and none of them was a consequence of
activities of our species. “Climate has varied naturally, with no influence from
human beings,” pointed out Berner. He also revealed that a series of analysis
made on carbon dioxide (CO2) existing in Greenland low ice demonstrated that
their high concentration does not necessarily produce an increase in temperature.
Numerous changes in temperature exist and are not linked to concentration of
CO2. Carbon dioxide is not the only factor of climatic change; this is something
that has been always occurring and shall continue to occur in the future, added
the German scientist. Singer agreed with him and said that “making a balance
of evidences, no significant heating has been recorded since 1940; this would
indicate that the effects of man on the planet’s heating are really small.”
Who is then mainly guilty for the preoccupying climatic change? Singer has no
doubts: “The sun is responsible for most significant codifications and, maybe,
for all climatic changes we may observe on a short term.” Environmentalist
groups which attended the meeting opposed to skepticism from scientists and
also Ariana Silverman, spokeswoman of the Global Heating Program of the
conservationist NGO Sierra Club (www.sierraclub.org/energy/conservation/
index.asp), complained at the panel as regards the overbearing need to support
the argued protocol.
“They are against consensus of the scientific community,” Silverman told
dissidents. And he was telling the truth: the Internet web site www.oism.org/
pproject/s33p37.htm has already collected signatures from more than 10,000
scientists from all over the world, who stated their support to the Kyoto
agreement. The ecologist militant also informed that Sierra Club is actively
working on the reduction of fuel consumption, and she forecasted that if this
kind of actions are not faced with a certain speed, severe changes might
overcome, which may condemn many species to extinction.
Does the problem reside on the fact that man has an excessive egocentric vision
which makes him believe that he can change the trend of the planet? Or is it
that interests come first, and everything is reduced to maintain the necessary
status quo so that determined business continues to be profitable? Beyond the
reply, the dispute appeared within the high scientific society reaches even the
planet’s future health. And it brings us back to the one-million-dollar question:
Is man responsible of his own destiny? And its fearful derivative: Is our species
condemned to extinction?
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SERIOUS CRIME OF GREENPEACE AGAINST HEALTH

Let us allow Ferreyra, the drinkable water technician, to express
himself:

If you “cooperate” with Greenpeace on a grant, it is not uncertain to
say that you are paying for someone (or some millions) to die as a
consequence of regulations and prohibitions influenced by this
organization. Just remember that in 1991 the Peruvian government,
under the advice from ecologists, stopped chlorination of drinkable
water in Lima, capital of Peru. Two months thereafter, an epidemic of
cholera broke loose, which we all remember and which excuses me
from stating more arguments.

First lie. Cholera appeared in Peru in January 1991 (registered
by CDC [Center for Disease Control and Prevention]). Those who
doubt it may be also informed through official reports on Peru. If it
appeared in January, wherefrom does this good gentleman obtained
his calculations for two months?

Second lie. The origin of cholera in Peru was never at the city of
Lima, and it has nothing to do with suppressing chlorine from its
drinkable water. It has been attributed “to deterioration of environmental
conditions caused by the El Niño climatic phenomenon that affects
South American coasts” (Latin Data, Peru). The disease was spread
through fishery channel when people from that country, long into
fishery tradition, suffered the disease because of their habit of mainly
eating raw (or only with lemon) seafood (easy propagators of the
disease).

Third lie. With or without chlorination, the drinkable water in
urban Lima could not have had a good or bad incidence in rural
health (where such service from the capital does not exist),
particularly for indigents (who mostly suffered from the disease).
Even worse, when absolutely all health organizations gave
instructions to the whole country to ingest cooked food and drink
boiled water and were not heeded.

*****
Now, soldier-turned-health officer Ferreyra (with a noble

chlorinated soul) had only to demand Greenpeace to pay excuses
to Peruvian people for a nonexisting genocide.
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ECOLOGISM AND THE RUIN OF DOMESTIC ECONOMIES

Without mentioning the author, historian Ferreyra wants to
teach us that the past was worse, and that thanks to man, it is easier
to live better. He only lacks to say that we already live in the authentic
Garden of Eden:

It is interesting and productive to make a little halt on the road, and
remember some things about life conditions which prevailed at
farmlands until almost in the middle of the twentieth century. In an
essay wrote some years ago, it was said:
In order to maintain profitability of their undertakings and their life
status, Organizations want to take us back to the past century, to an
epoch wherein ALL people used to work from before daybreak until
after nightfall, under miserable conditions, to obtain a meager fruit
from a soil that was lean and impoverished by old crops, decimated
by plagues and exposed to rotting; an expensive, slow and inefficient
transportation caused important losses.
This may look like a paradise to ecologists, but it tells me a different
story: that from the bottom of History, men have seen how workmen
died extenuated in wheat fields, while their women died of
puerperal fever in solitary and miserable farmhouses. It tells me
stories which affirm that in places where today life is hard, in old
times it was unbearable. God never told us that things would be
easy in this world. However, man achieved making this world a
place gradually more pleasant, and making it easier for everybody
to live decorously.

This good gentleman, now historian, exaggerates his cheap
forms of mockery that betrays the absence of skill:

• The only “profitability” of ecologist organizations lies on obtaining
trustworthiness, sympathy and militant support from the public
for the purpose they carry on. In effect, human “profitability” is very
good and it is increasing (in spite of the impotent commentator).

• It is not true that organizations want to take (the embittered
protester) “to the past century.” They will take him much farther,
several millions of years ago, back to the golden age of mankind;
however, this is a subject to be analyzed subsequently.

• Labor conditions have been critical, not only during the past
century, but along all history of civilization. It is not the Earth
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that should be blamed for it, but man himself, who has imposed–
by force–social inequalities.

• Possibly present life might be more “decorous” for the commentator,
he may feel more comfortable and things may be more “pleasant”
for him (especially for the length his tongue has). What is evident
is that the so-called progress of mankind continues to be, and shall
continue to be the progress of a derisive as well as ridicule
minority.
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From Hatred of Ecologists to a Hater of Ecology

As a method for reasoning, dialectic–which may be found in
the ontology of nature itself–leads us to better understand many
evidences and manifestations thereof, in its operational dynamic.
One of those evidences is its own protection mechanism against
destruction; a situation that any analyst perceives: clear resistance to
numberless experiments man has made.

However, those who observe the Earth’s process as if they
would have just arrived from another world, without being a part
of this one, and understand it only as a means of profit and irrational
plunder–to satisfy their economic lewdness–have no inconvenience
in asserting that any protective means for the Earth is unnecessary,
since the Earth exists for such purpose.

In other words, species in human form denies that the planet
suffers damages; their visible enemies are those who state an opinion
contrary to the one they proclaim. Thus, originating from different
parts, the propagandistic chatterers we comment about in this book,
although their number is minuscule and they are certainly noisy
(not at all attractive for hearing), they have no followers and they
act as orphans, in the subworld of defamation.

One thing is socially certain as regards their existence and
actions: those para destroyers of the world have not been produced by

Anti-ecologist campaign by
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spontaneous generation. They have been stimulated by the organized
force from destroying syndicates.

Now we shall examine the characteristic evidence of a
hardhearted hater of ecologists who, in order to complete his
involution cycle, in the end hated ecology itself.

“Summarized Catalogue of Ecologist Nonsense” is the title of
a collection of sentences which outstanding ecologists and other
spontaneous ecologists have stated. They have been enclosed to a
prologue in favor of the already commented Eduardo Ferreyra, and
compiled by the Argentinean veterinarian and animal psychologist
Enrique Lerena de la Serna, whose curriculum vitae itself presents
him as a former fireman, graphic humorist and movie actor. As a
result thereof, the assembly of all these factors has produced a
provocative maniac symbiosis as regards the roles he describes.

His style is characterized by:

• A virulent wording which not only contains mockery, but is
deliberately wicked or which shows an antiecologist grudge,
symptomatic of some negative, or maybe painful experiences
suffered by him, provoking vengeance in his pen, at the impotence
of doing otherwise.

• The mixed influence of his former offices is symptomatic: as
fireman because he not only shows he wants to knock down, but
also make the opponent burst; as deformed humorist because his
intentions are not addressed to joking, but to mockery, to ridicule
(he believes he does so). As movie artist, his unconscious impulse
of introducing a scenic art in the role (exaggeration) is evident; as
veterinarian and animal psychologist because he presupposes that
readers are animals and that they may modify the ecological
instinctive behavior that any person has in favor of their home,
the environment.

• Impulses lodged in his mind may be easily appreciated; an
excessive psychical crisis of frustration, because of his unlimited
and open grudge as regards the adversary. His texts show their
fruits (advanced paranoia).

• He acts like the ostentatious, conceited owner of the truth, sole
proprietor of he who has hit the mark, while all the rest are
garbage. Some superiority complexes are evident, when he acts
like a know-it-all and bully.

• His intimate feeling that his sarcastic and exaggerated style shall
bring enjoyment to readers may be perceived.
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• His irony is neither subtle nor pedagogic, but maniacal, and his
mockery does not sound like refined humorous sayings from an
experienced writer, but like irritation and despisement from an
obsessively frustrated individual of no account, and who sets
adjectives and invents words which ridicule.

• This is a characteristic case of a person who writes with a pretension
of having a philosophic style. However, he does so full of collateral
materials that emerge and deviate from their own central approach
and which reading is not pleasant for common readers, since it is
dense.
Even though he calls himself a “philosopher,” although we don’t
know which books he may have written on this subject, he does
not have a minimum intellectual or ethical honesty. He also shows
himself like the characteristic owner of the truth, and all those
who are attacked by his pen are imbeciles.

• As prologue writer, he only expresses offensive vanities from his
subconscious, tormented by phantasmagoric specters that make
him unable to sleep. He shows persecution deliriums and he
accuses of crimes against his personal security, without self
evaluating that perhaps he is paying the price for his own foul-
mouthed behavior (he who says what he wants, hears and suffers what
he does not want to).

• By the style he uses to write, it looks like he does so to take delight
on himself, and not to be understood by those who must read him.
Such are the consequences of his intellectual vanity.

This person is the characteristic example of modern antiecologists
who are lonely, ambulate, misunderstood and despised by their own
environment. They cannot, and they will never deserve acceptance
precisely because they are identified–either as consciously or
unconsciously–as servile individuals of big capitalists that like them
and need them to state that two plus two make five, and that the
dangers that menace the orb are false.

Anywhere, if a confrontation occurs between opposing ideas,
it must keep a minimum of ethic limits. However, this person ignores
this in his materials, because of the nature they have, like an
avalanche: sickly destructive impulses that are supposed to demolish
everything without a minimum consideration for people.

Even in war, an honest military commander respects and
honors the adversary who shows in certain situations he is worthy
of being admired, such as courage.
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The good gentleman we comment about–and here we
appreciate his ethics–does not have good manners (if he ever had
them) and addresses himself without a minimum of respect to the
person of Ernest Haeckel (1834–1919) simply for being the organizer
of ecology, a discipline that he–evidently–hates to death, and he
reduces said scientist–with an extraordinary boldness produced by
a gossip–to the category of falsifier, with myths and frauds.

Moreover, he refers to him and quotes him as follows:

Haeckel who, in order to demonstrate his thesis of Spontaneous
Generation, falsified embryo (a fraud discovered by Heinz Brass) and
who asserted, scarcely scientifically, that: “Heat and rain spontaneously
generate a kind of primordial batrachian, according to what I have
observed.”

Fair reasoning, fruit of scientific experience, says that scientific
truths are not eternal or immutable, but rather have a relative value.
History has never given us examples of infallible scientists, because
they all work with determined supposed principles which
conclusions are enunciated in intellectual inferences (from special
to general) and they produce principles of universal acceptance.
Haeckel, like any other scientist, made mistakes, and–unlike others–
he acknowledged so himself; but also–and here is the keynote of the
problem–he had hormonal enemies, foul-mouthed in their
expressions (like the person we comment about) who made him
the object of all kinds of accusations… taking advantage of the fact
that he had died, and therefore he could not reply.

This same reasoning indicates that Haeckel, a colossal second
Darwin–for confirming the evolutionist theory–became unacceptable
and a headache for obedient believers of religious dogmas who
intrude in scientific subjects. Naturally the adequate reply was to
discredit him even with the most denigrating possible form: accusing
him of falsehood.

In all places, a liar as regards any discipline of human knowledge
is punished morally, and is expelled from academic halls. The
University of Jena, Germany, where he was a professor of biology,
would have expelled him pitilessly, and it would have even expelled
him post mortem in case falsehood would have been evidenced.
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Haeckel, within the increasing field and dynamics of science,
already belonged to the past. However, after almost one century
and a half, his investigations could not have produced results with
lifetime validity because science is a permanent arrangement.

Within ecology itself, his definition is somewhat antique, but it
does not deprive him even minimally of his condition as outstanding
scientist, and of his contribution to the discipline he cultivated, offering
his whole life to it. As the text of an encyclopedia says, many of his
deductions anticipated the development of modern biology.

Time had set things in their place, and Haeckel is now part of
history, most respectfully, and he is represented at the gallery of
outstanding biologists. His name may be seen at the site that
corresponds to him, also for his hard work, and it appears in
dictionaries, encyclopedias, and universities. He is also honored at
halls for debates and libraries.

And what happened to the cheap detractor in the case of batrachians?

Without assuming a party, either in favor or against spontaneous
generation, any person may evidence (independently from his
conclusions) the phenomenon verified by Haeckel. Batrachians have
a very easy generation; rainwater, a certain adequate natural heat
and a small hole in the ground (or even in the sand) suffice to form
a puddle. Nature adds its concealed part and cells evolve, which
develop and finally become toads, without having perceived
preexistence of others of the same species.

Does the Earth fertility have something to do with this result?

This does not form part of the subject. What is important is
that, in many places, at a certain period of time after rainfalls, this
species appear in puddles accidentally formed by accumulation of
water… and finally, toads begin to croak.

Analysis of “Ecologist Nonsense”

With these antecedents and without further comment as
regards the previously described conceited comment on the
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prologue (which is so distant from being a prologue), we now enter
the direct analysis regarding nonsense (which he says he has
compiled). We disregard some texts, because they coincide with
others.

1. Nonsense: “We already know that the pristine orb ‘was
fluorescent green’ like a suburb pizzeria. An ecological reason exists
to paint rivers in green: it is done in defense of waters” (Reply to
journalism of “ecological artist” Nicolás Garcia Uriburu, director of
Die Grünen, and the applause of Carl MainzBoni, head of the German
Green Party at Düsseldorf; ANSA and Reuter, October 16, 1981).

TEXT MEANING: The painter-artist, if he is really an artist, cannot
be limited to make simple copies of his models (photographs and
films are designed for that purpose). He has a creative nature;
otherwise he would not be an artist.

When the text makes reference to the fact of painting rivers in
green, the author’s intimate feeling is inspired in profound
motivations of his style and purpose; from the beauty produced in
the water by the reflex of the green color from forests, to the recondite
meaning of protecting waters by means of their unconscious
message addressed to people. Besides, the slime many rivers have
on their surface is, naturally, green.

2. Nonsense: “The world suffers cancer; man is such a cancer”
(The City as a System, Raul Montenegro, Author’s Ed., 1981. Reader
book at schools and official advising text [in Argentina]).

TEXT MEANING: Above comparison is not at all forced, and it
rather reflects the most absolute truth, an extreme one which may
be appreciated by double entry in relation to its biological and also
social aspects. Biologically, it is not at all different from a tumor that
grows and takes root all over an organism until, finally, it extinguished
life itself. Socially, it grows uncontrollably, and in a similar manner,
its own destructive, unconscious force gradually takes roots.

3. Nonsense: “In the future, only animals must exist on the
planet. We men are not wanted” (Maximilian Braunttrup, leader of
the Sacred Animals organization, with a seat at Berlin; EFE, January
5, 1978).

TEXT MEANING: If man would have not existed, the fate of
nature would have been quite different as regards all its beings and
forces, in a regulated spontaneous coordination. It looks like we
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men are not wanted because man has completely separated from
his mother-body.

Of course, the intention of the sentence–in which metaphoric
sense is evident–is not to liquidate mankind, but to acknowledge
the right animals have to be the majority, and that human beings
should not exist (for what they have done).

4. Nonsense: “Bears have a priority as regards man, according
to the approach of ecologist and writer Dario Paccino” (Antonio
Elio Brailosky, author of numerous ecologist books and professor
of the specialty; at Sueño de una Noche de Belgrano, Belgrano Radio,
July 14, 1984, and the magazine Primera Plana, No. 71 [Buenos Aires],
September 7, 1984).

“The aim is to attain a sort of Whalenocracy, with human beings
as servants” (Statement of the Danish ecologist group Marine Peace,
ANSA and United Press International or UPI, March 11, 1979).

“Wish to God that the arrival of the third millenium may find
an Earth almost deprived of men, and with abundant animals and
fruit trees” (New Agers? Yes! Marilyn Ferguson, Acuarian Books,
1983. Author of ”The Conspiracy of Aquarium, 1980, and The Turning
Point, 1982).

TEXT MEANING: The forementioned expressions are literary
derivations of the author’s anguish at the Earth’s destruction, and
an incitement for man to understand what he has done all over the
planet surface. The only manner of effectively educating is’by
force’(showing what is negative).

5. Nonsense: “Only man is to blame for extinction of species”
(Juan Carlos Chebes, technical director of Wild Life Foundation;
at”Revista Argentina de Ecología y Medio Ambiente, No. 1, July 1984).

“Not only man is the enemy, but all human activities.
“Agriculture is the fundamental cause for extinction of vegetal

species.
“Spreading thereof has affected and destroyed animal species.
“When mankind undertook the agricultural adventure, ten

thousand years ago, he initiated the slaughter of earth flora, which
continues today by plowing or domesticating herbivorous varieties”
(Extinction, causes and consequences of extermination of species,
Paul R. and Anne Ehrlich, Ed.”Fraterna, 1984, famous “scientists”
of World Ecology).
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TEXT MEANING: Probably nature itself has extinguished some
or many species. In a figurative language, we may say that it has
done so in its own right, as a mother, under its own dynamics to create
new species. But man, when he destroys, what does he create in
exchange, but desolation?

An evident truth is that agriculture has contributed to extinguish
species, because man sowed the land with no scientific knowledge,
and not knowing what he was destroying. Naturally at the beginning
of agricultural tillage, no knowledge could be demanded from him,
but–so we see–he has been a destroyer all the same, even though
unconsciously or believing he was doing what was best.

Distinguished English scientist James Lovelock, creator of the
Gaia64 holistic theory, also states that the most important unanticipated
illness from which the planet earth has suffered along its history is
precisely agriculture-based.

Possibly for a man in the street, or for those who look at things
with blinkers (only forward), all these statements are “nonsense.”

According to Sanjay Suri, from “Tierramérica” (his interviewer)
James Lovelock, who… “directed the creation of the microwave kiln
and invented a device to detect CFCs (chlorofluorocarbon) that cause
lessening of the ozone layer, is considered by many people as the father
of the green movement. But it is not a fatherhood that pleases him.”

6. Nonsense: “Agriculture harmfully modifies ecosystems”
(“Impact of Agriculture,” J. Pires, on the magazine Oecologie, No.
12, 1973).

64 Jorge Majfud, popular Uruguayan writer and journalist, complements the
subject:

A few decades ago, British scientist J. Lovelock conceived the theory of Gaia,
that is to say the theory according to which our planet was considered a living
being. In an essay I wrote in 1997 I wished to complement this idea as follows:
if the body of Gea is the biosphere, its mind must be the stratosphere–that new
thinking bark–and every inhabitant of the planet would be something like a
neuron connected to other neurons by entailing dentrites–radio waves, Internet,
etc. I immediately supposed that our planet suffered of autism or a chronic lack
of coordination, and that if ecologists had so far paid attention to its body, no
one had thought about its mind. If environmental contamination is its cancer,
geopolitics is its schizophrenia. However, today I believe that such a behavior
is not only the product of a phobia–like the Second World War has been–but it
is rather like the one of a newborn baby who moves his hands without yet
being conscious of his individuality.
And I believe that this is the next stage of globalization.
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“Israelis believe that their orange trees planted in the sand do
not cause an ecological unbalance, but they do, and with colossal
repercussions” (“Diabolic Israel,” Myra Denson, on the magazine
Eco-exult, No. 6, August 1971).

“Technocratic agriculture, with its demoniac experiments of
hybrid soybean and hybrid corn, for instance, alters ecological
balance when it demands from the earth more than what is reasonable”
(“Hybrids,” John T. Mamet, in Agriculture Natural Magazine, No. 108,
March 1972. The author is advisor for several North American and
European ecologist groups).

“Also fertilizers, even natural fertilizers, demand what must
not be, because some reason exists for some lands to be poor, maybe
like a protection against exploitation” (“Exhaustion and Fertility,”
Zen Oliver and Mutt Finlander Butler, in the journal The Ecofarmer,
No. 60, May 1973).

TEXT MEANING: The experiments man has made in agriculture
have produced atrocities that have altered ecosystems. For instance,
it has been demonstrated that vegetation transplants (most of them
forced) have damaged the new soil of the transplant, and besides, they
have deprived the original soil of its natural potentiality.

7. Nonsense: “Irrigation channels form mortal pitfalls wherein
birds, coyotes and serpents are drowned” (“Drowning Wildlife,”
G. Bonnivier, in the ecologist magazine”Defenders, February 1980).

TEXT MEANING: This is a hard truth for those who suppose
that irrigation suffices, without being concerned for environmental
conditions for irrigation infrastructure. That is why they form
channels, both with a considerable volume, as well as with a
dangerous speed wherein, of course, because survival of the animal
kingdom is of no interest for them.

Tough luck, especially for civil engineers: times have changed;
now they cannot perform their egotistic wonders anymore, without
first taking a look around and taking advice from ecology.

8. Nonsense: “We must fight against farmers” (“Crusade for
Wildlife,” M. Fromme, in the ecologist magazine Defenders, April
1980).

“No one has made a list of extinguished animals, thousands
of years ago, at the valleys of Euphrates and Tigris… because of
agriculture!
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“Because of agriculture, the Khmer and Maya civilizations have
disappeared.

“Through agriculture and pasturing, Greeks and Romans
created a biological desert at the Mediterranean basin” (Paul R. and
Anne Ehrlich, op. cit.).

TEXT MEANING: It should be made clear that the combat against
farmers is not the same as the combat against them as persons, but
against the agriculture they perform. Secondly, it should be made
clear that agriculture, although it has a noble function, does not
find things rosy colored just for being agriculture. Thirdly, it should
be made clear that the moment has arrived wherein agriculture must
adjust to the guidelines of ecology.

9. Nonsense: “Notoriously, butterflies have been decimated
in agricultural areas all over the world.

“In New Guinea, butterflies have been the price paid for
agriculture.

“The English have lost 1 from the 55 species of butterflies,
because of farmers” (“Extinction: Causes and Consequences of
Extermination of Species,” Paul R. and Anne Ehrlich, Ed. Fraterna,
1984, famous “scientists” of World Ecology).

“Agriculture has exterminated the blue English butterfly”
(“The End of the Large Blue Butterfly,” D. Ratcliffe, in the magazine
New Scientist, November 1979).

“In Trinidad, farmers have eliminated the Meliconius butterfly,
forever! What shall they do now?” (“Meliconiu ethilla,” Paul R.
Ehrlich and L. Gilbert, in the ecologist magazine Biotropic, No. 5,
1973).

TEXT MEANING: Where there is agriculture, butterflies
disappear, because their habitat is wildlife. As agriculture gradually
develops and increases, those species are reduced, precisely because
they live in areas that nature reserved for their existence.

Without further comment of such a reality that deserves to
be called an “ecologist nonsense,” in order to avoid such a fearless
adjective–which evidences the high cultural level of the person
who triggers it–one must also avoid saying that dinosaurs
gradually disappeared from the Earth, because their habitat was
reduced (although gradually because of the heat). However, it is
true.
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10. Nonsense: “We refuse the so-called technological agricultural
revolution which increases production instead of decreasing human
population” (Paul R. and Anne Ehrlich, op. cit.).

TEXT MEANING: An excellent interpretation of the reality, which
may be synthesized in the crude truth that the so-called modern
technology can increase production; augment even the volume of
what has been produced, but does not pay attention to subsequent
negative consequences that such an enterprising audacity brings
on man. On the other hand, modern technologists do not consider
that the real problem is not so much production increase, but
decrease and self-limitation of consumption, which shows starvation
and misery of most of the world population. Such is the final result
of demographic explosion.

Dangers of population increase and decrease of the loading
capacity of the Earth shall be analyzed further.

11. Nonsense: “In Australia, ecologists control farmers, for
them [not] to sow as many things as they want, but what is
convenient” (“The Decline of Plants,” J. S. Tuner, Heinemann, 1966).

TEXT MEANING: Another excellent example that justifies the
ecologist era, in which in the not-so-distant future nobody will do
as he likes or as much as he pleases in relation to others on Earth.

12. Nonsense: “Development and spreading of agriculture has
been, and continues to be, a destructive source more dramatic than
city planning.”

TEXT MEANING: This is a hard truth because, at least, cities
covered the Earth’s surface, while agricultural products circulated
numberless times all over the world carrying and conveying
diseases.

13. Nonsense: “Land should be plowed no more” (Paul R. and
Anne Ehrlich, op. cit.).

TEXT MEANING: This is a purely sentimental expression from
a patriot and inhabitant of the Earth who opposes adventure with
ignorance. Nobody should plow the land without control or without
a previous ecological education.

14. Nonsense: “Cattle raising, the main reason for wood
clearing in the Amazon and in Central America, destroys jungles.

“Pasturing is an assault to ecosystems.
“Goats, cattle, swine, dogs and cats are destroying nature.
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“No more prairies should be dedicated to pasturing.
“The madness of cattle raising should come to an end,

pasturing is a crime” (Paul R. and Anne Ehrlich, op. cit.).
“Cattle pasturing is a threaten against world vegetables”

(“Devastation, devastation…” Mary Julie Lopez, Wildlife Collection,
Esalen Institute, 1978).

“Cattle are to be blamed for ecological disasters” (Paul R. and
Anne Ehrlich, op. cit.).

“In Australia, sheep make flora disappear” (“The Decline of
Plants,” J. S. Turner, Heinemann, 1966. Muse of the mythology of
ecology in the legends of botanist “extinction” and climatic “change”
due to felling of trees. The cause is confused with the effect, since
the climate precedes the forest, which is its consequence. The same
as deserts follow the climate).

TEXT MEANING: In the coarsest physical expression, only
technicians have realized that cloven feet, not only of sheep, but of
goats, cows and other animals (for their capacity to hook) destroy
the land on which they trample, especially lands with an irregular
relief, particularly after rainfalls (or whenever the land is humid),
destroying pastures themselves and other small plants.

Let us quantify and take note, not only their daily action itself,
but their daily action in relation with the ever rising number of cattle,
and we shall realize the truth that these transcriptions contain.

(In the last transcription, the commentator adds that the cause
is confused with the effect because the climate precedes the forest.
Of course, he does not want to acknowledge that also the forest
precedes the climate–the new climate it establishes–because nature
determines dialectic relations–transformation of quantity into
quality and vice versa–which are most difficult and inaccessible for
the mentality he shows).

15. Nonsense: “Hunting and fishing are crimes made against
ecology and which are paid with death” (Ronnie Lee, leader of
animal rights organization Animal Liberation Front based in
Hammersmith, England, who was believed responsible for more
than one thousand crimes involving the illegal use of explosives,
fire, massive poisoning and the death of at least sixteen scientists
[ANSA and UPI], March 11, 1979).
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TEXT MEANING: Hunting and fishing, especially as sports, are
crimes committed against ecology because with no reason–not even
by necessity–beings that should have lived are instead slaughtered.

To sternly oppose to hunting, it becomes necessary to have
personally examined numberless cruelties committed during the
hunt; this is the sole expression of the instinct to kill and satisfy the
passion for shooting a movable target, or fishing, as an act of strange
nobleness from the fisherman, who puts back the injured fish to the
waters, so it may recover and be reproduced.

As regards the second part of the text–to be punishable with life–
it is a matter of conscience among those who have chosen such
behavior.

Anyway ecology, within its open institutions, has faith in the
change of mentality of mankind–and so it is happening–thanks to
its activity addressed to make people conscientious.

16. Nonsense: “If present plans to profit of krill are set into
practice, the life of penguins shall be endangered” (“Extinction:
Causes and Consequences of Extermination of Species,” Paul R.,
and Anne Ehrlich, Ed. Fraterna, 1984, Famous “scientists” of world
ecology).

Compiler’s comment: “The reader must remember the defeat
of Minode, a Japanese undertaking whose purpose was to slaughter
48,000 penguins every year (There are more than 12 million in our
country [Argentina]) for human feeding, elaboration of vitamins
and tannery…” (Clarin, February 14, 1982, February 18, 1982, and
March 6, 1982; La Razón, February 17, 1982, and March 4, 1982, and
others). The Minode Penguins undertaking gave up, perhaps
saturated with the ecological over sentimentality of birdman
philosopher Adelino Narosky.

TEXT MEANING: Let an expert speak. “Krill” (of the order
Euphausiaceas) is a small crustacean that looks like a shrimp; it has
from 3 to 5 centimeters’ length, and is most abundant in all waters
that surround the Australian continent. It is the main food for
numerous species in the Antarctic. A rupture in the food chain, of
which the Krill plays a crucial part, may have catastrophic
consequences in ecological terms. Thus, it is a strategic element in
Antarctic biology. Perhaps it constitutes one of the most important
links in the trophic chain.
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“Given the influence that its indiscriminate fishing in the
Antarctic may have on the Trophic Chain, an office has been created
in Australia, depending of the Antarctic Treaty, with special power
to limit those seizures” (Spanish Bulletin: Educational Nature,
Antarctic Ecology).

Besides the intention to take away from penguins their natural
food source, the commentator also approves eliminating them; it is
strange to slaughter penguins in order to feed humans at the expense
of the business trade and miserable plunder of a natural resource
that is the patrimony of mankind.

17. Nonsense: “The right whales have, is historic; we are the
usurpers of this Right” (From the media release of the antiwhaling
organization, North American Ecoterrorists, Associated Press,
October 11, 1979).

TEXT MEANING: Man, eager for wealth, has usurped the rights
whales have to life; it is true, even if an “ecoterrorist” says so. Of
course, for he who comments nonsense, those who slaughter
whales are no terrorists, and it does not matter how they are
slaughtered.

18. Nonsense: “Let us celebrate having made the Sierra
whaleboat sink” (Triumph, P. Watson, “The Greenpeace Chronicles,”
September 1979). The commentator adds: “In 1979, the whaleboat
was intentionally rushed by the ice plow boat“Sea Shepperd–from
Greenpeace–and one year later it was dynamited at Lisbon” (La
Razon, July 19, 1979, and April 2, 1980). Already in 1975, another
whale vessel, Cape Fisher, Japanese-owned, would learn the sort of
“Green Peace” that Greenpeace grants:”Barbanegra, an ecological
brigantine under the command of Captain Albert Seidl, a German
national, cannonaded it. (Crónica, June 13, 1975)

TEXT MEANING: Greenpeace became the only world marine
ecological police that adopted de facto measures in defense of the
right whales have to life; something no country had done before, or
dared to. The moral valuation of such behavior should be undertaken
individually as regards values and circumstances they prefer for
their corresponding qualification.

• Exploitation, plunder of natural resources, easily becoming rich,
the right to private enterprise and its profit, legality, becoming
rich at the expense of “Mare Nostrum,” a property of others.
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• Sacrifice of dreamers and idealists, the risks of both legal and
individual retaliations, the right to become a defendant of the
marine fauna.

The reader must determine who the authentic pirate is.
19. Nonsense: “We demonstrate in defense of crabs and marine

lobsters, and against perverse habits of ingesting meat” (Centro de
Educación Humana Institute, British ecologist organization and
publisher, also known as Eco Center; Reuter, Latin, September 26, 1975).

TEXT MEANING: Taking crabs and marine lobsters as food for
natives or villagers may not be considered plunder. If their
exploitation is indiscriminate and done as an industry, they run the
severe danger of extinction because such beings are the objects of
exportation and long journeys for sale at speculative prices.

Like we have already mentioned in former chapters, even their
exploitation in fish schools damages plantations of mangrove trees
and contaminates them.

20. Nonsense: “We debate if ingestion of meat–all of them–
corresponds to an ecological concept or not” (Statement given to
the press by the coordinator secretary of the Sixth Congress of
European Youth Organizations, under the auspices of the Club of
Rome and the adhesion of Die Grünen, French and Belgian Green
parties, and the International Green Network; UPI, May 5, 1975).

TEXT MEANING: The consciousness of mankind as regards meat
ingestion is not only a matter of personal liking or of ethical
valuation. Its meaning is much deeper:

• It shall raise the demand of any kind of meat for food and cause
its disappearance.

• As a consequence thereof, cattle activity will be paralyzed,
including minor breeding places.

• Animals shall not be maltreated and tortured anymore, and they
will be able to live in their natural environment, completely free,
away from their poultry yards and other kinds of prisons.

• Ecological agriculture will begin and the land shall be better
protected, changing habits and the economy.

• There will exist less risks and diseases for human health.

21. Nonsense: “An ecologist only eats vegetables and, of
course, being a vegetarian is not right, because plants are beings
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and have a right to life” (“What Should We Eat?” Juan Francisco
Ulloa, Salud y Nutrición de la Nueva Era magazine, Integral Ed., coll.
subjects, 1982).

TEXTO MEANING: The tendency imposed within the ecological
conviction becomes gradually stronger as regards noningestion of
products from the animal kingdom.

The lacerating truth within ecologist logic that everybody
should take into account is that plants are beings and have a right
to live. Since human beings cannot be starved to death, they have
no other resource but to eat them; however, the sentence is an
incitement for mankind to be conscious that it receives one more
gift from Mother Nature and is indebted thereto.

22. Nonsense: “The Ecological Food Promoting Commission,
COPRALEC, dedicated to the holistic sustenance which must replace
meat and other food of animal origin, such as eggs, milk, cheese,
yogurt and honey, yesterday held a session at Madrid. The delegate
for France stated ‘Honey is a sort of copra, and it has no incidence
in bees’ life’ while the German representative argued:’‘It is insects’
milk, and eating honey makes us robbers of their children’s food: it
is an ecological sin.’ Next Monday the Institute shall discuss the
problem of jelly fish and unbalances resulting from its consumption”
(EFE, November 17, 1979).

TEXT MEANING: Excellent moral thoughts that establish what
is right or wrong in future human feeding, despite final technical
agreements, have not been reached as yet.

23. Nonsense: “I am an undisputed defender of the planet, and
therefore I decide what mankind may or may not eat” (Paul R. Ehrlich,
mentioned [with praise!] by W. Lauffer, in ECO yearbook, 1981).

TEXT MEANING: If the physician decides what medicine is to
be taken in a concrete case, or if the engineer determines the quality
of materials to be chosen for a house, or the attorney establishes
how a defense shall be made, there is nothing strange in leaving the
ecologist (an Earth defendant) to perform his office. All is done in
favor of mankind.

24. Nonsense: “Hydroelectric dikes cause catastrophic effects
in ecosystems; river diking, in order to obtain electric power,
originates dramatic ecological unbalances” (Paul R. and Anne
Ehrlich, op. cit.).
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“In 1970, the Nasser lake made wild cereals disappear” (Fada
Morgana, O. Knüpp, Müller, 1971).

“The Hubbardia grass extinguished because of electricity dikes
in India” (“The Hubbardia,” J. Turner, in the ecologist magazine
Bio-tanic, 1966).

“No excuse is valid to build a dike” (Paul R. and Anne Ehrlich,
op. cit.).

TEXT MEANING: Numberless persons do not realize how
serious it is to build a dike, and the chain reactions of such works
would cause:

• They alter the way of the currents of river waters and prevent
them from performing their irrigation and humidifying function
all along the original way they had.

• They change the climate, and modify or alter flora and fauna.
Large amounts of vegetation perish, and important fish fauna
disappears; likewise, wading birds are exterminated and
numberless animals have no more water to drink.

• They attempt against agriculture itself, they deprive it of natural
waters from rivers and affect the quality of products.

• They negatively affect the villagers’ economy and they provoke
exodus.

For this reason, the ecologist opinion is not that “nonsensical”
when he states that the bigger civilization becomes, the more
extensive destruction of ecosystems continues; a clear contribution
to destruction of nature.

25. Nonsense: “By obtaining profit from the Environmental
Protection Law, ecological groups prevented the laying of the Alaska
oil pipeline” (“Alaska’s Oil,” R. Dawson, at Biological Conservation
Journal, No. 1, 1970).

TEXT MEANING: Who obtains a profit from an oil pipeline?
Naturally and mainly [it is] the producer because he seeks to expand
his market.

If a multimillion oil pipeline has been prevented in accordance
with an environmental protection law, probably the law and the
authorities have considered physical damages thereof.

26. Nonsense: “Antarctic penguins are threatened by future
mining and oil operations, but man is only interested in energy”
(Paul R., and Anne Ehrlich, op. cit.).
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TEXT MEANING: Wherever man has established a system to
obtain natural profit, he has only considered the economic benefits,
but not the harms he shall cause to the environment; even worse if
we deal with mining, which leaves residues on the surface and
contaminates nature with toxic substances they come into contact
with, and the subsequent water flow, poisoning flora and fauna.

Something similar occurs with oil, and even more serious
things may occur in the sole clean continent existing in the world
(the Antarctic).

27. Nonsense: “If one lives ecologically, one needs no medicines”
(Dino Miloni, president of the Italian Holistic Movement; Reuter and
Latin, December 1, 1980).

TEXT MEANING: It is no longer novelty, and it has been said
since past times, through Middle Ages and subsequent times, that
contact with nature protects man as if it would be a mantle of celestial
blessings. He who breathes clean air at the field, eats simple natural
food (without complicated processes), drinks fresh and healthy
water and not vitiated refreshments as cold drinks, lives longer and
healthier, and is stronger. Damages that originated from civilization
do not easily affect him (baldness, caries, allergies, insomnia or other
negative manifestations). He suffers few diseases; most of them air-
conveyed.

Medicine for the few ailments that a healthy man has, are
simple and more effective than the ones produced by pharmacists.

People who do not yet understand that civilization and nature
are gradually more antagonistic (the cement world faced with the
green world) still exist, and that diseases are characteristic of
civilization and urban conglomerates, full of contamination, noise,
fetid smells, toxic food, tobacco, nervous tension, plus all the evils
of modern society.

28. Nonsense: “Let us not heal man, he makes everything ill”
(From the journal Kreo, March 1998, and Clarin newspaper, August
30, 1998).

TEXT MEANING: In general, modern man takes landscapes and
makes bare regions thereof. He turns anything into garbage, he easily
brings contagion of his illnesses, also easily gets others, he eats and
drinks precisely what is harmful, he makes others eat and drink
what is harmful, he enjoys what is irregular, he develops the instinct
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of killing, he seeks what is easy. Society makes him more and more
ambitious and vicious; the more he has, more he wants. In economic
relations he enjoys competitions; he makes life complicated and
he tries to smash others. This is not a pessimistic or negative vision
of man within society. His defects are more important than his
virtues.

However, the meaning of the sentence “He makes everything
ill” is purely literary since it is not supposed to deserve full
credibility. With a certain degree of exaggeration, it makes man think
of the truth: how difficult his behavior is.

All wise human beings should acknowledge the deep meaning
of such aphorism.

29. Nonsense: “City planning itself is extremely destructive,
building houses and factories, construction of highways and railroads
demand total elimination or drastic modification of ecosystems”
(Paul R. and Anne Ehrlich, op. cit.).

“Every time a highway was paved, it has been in detriment of
animals and flora” (Herbert Murray, in the ecologist magazine
Firmness, second semester of 1979).

“In cities of the future, ecologists must coordinate their
domicile and the traffic” (German Green Deputy [at that time] Udo
Rolf Gerdes, officer of the German Association of Architects for the
Environment and Landscape Ecology [sic] at the”Argentinean
Magazine of Ecology and the Environment, No. 1, July 1984. [Quite the
Stalinist method and its Ministry of Social Engineering; not in vain
Trofim Lyssenko was his head-board ecologist]).

TEXT MEANING: Wherever cities have been established, animal
and vegetal species have been destroyed, as well as other important
ecosystems. Because time has changed, and this extreme is
acknowledged by all professionals, now the era of political organizers
has come to an end. The role of approving and supervising now
corresponds to professionals in ecology.

30. Nonsense: “Cars and trucks have made birds decrease”
(Adelino Narosky, at Radio Municipal, February 12, 1982).

“Vehicles cause damages and extinction of the species” (Paul
R. and Anne Ehrlich, op. cit.).

TEXT MEANING: Not only cars and trucks; all engines. Worst of
all is that birds, as well as other animal species, become impregnated
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with contamination and transmit it. Civilization has already
contaminated the animal world.

31. Nonsense: “We are collecting signatures to prevent
persecution and death of cockroaches, ants, mosquitoes and other
insects; we demand from European governments to prohibit the
use of insecticides because spiders, fleece, lice, etc., have rights in a
world where there is a place for everyone” (Manifest of the organization
Animals’ Friends, Spanish ecologists with direct action groups,
acknowledged by the Green International Movement; EFE, October
27, 1975).

“Ecology finds beauty in the delicate, scaly formed wings of
the malaria bearer mosquito, in the glaring spots of the African tick”
(Paul R. and Anne Ehrlich, op. cit.).

And look out, the High Priest of first-world ecological dogma
is preaching: “Any species of insects that people spray with
insecticides is an artistic wonder which we should keep in museums;
mere compassion demands their preservation” (Paul R. and Anne
Ehrlich, op. cit.).

TEXT MEANING: We must look at nature with natural eyes, with
familiar eyes. Those who look at it with blinkers of the so-called
civilization will never understand it, and will always feel they are
strangers as regards nature, with horrors and supposed threats.

Literary exaltations, which, at first sight, sound as extravagant,
exaggerated or crazy, are some samples (somewhat forced) or an
incentive for mankind to return to nature. More distant we are from
nature, with dangerous and audacious innovations, more disasters
occur, beginning from their health up to their destiny itself.

Finally, as regards ecologists, all sorts of them exist. However,
those who abuse the words–little or much–(no problem if they are
called extremists or verbal ecoterrorists) in the end inflict a certain
degree of damage to ecology as an international movement. They
deform it from its authentically acceptable objectives.

32. Nonsense: “Inspired in Ecology, the Republic of Papua
establishes in its National Constitution the defense of insects; this
constitutes an example to be imitated by all nations in the world” (R.
M. Pyle, in the ecologist magazine Defenders, January–February 1981).

TEXT MEANING: Persons who live in comfortable houses, use
suitable vehicles, consume refined canned products, use clothing
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made of fine materials and enjoy the artificial life of air conditioning,
television, video and other modern forms of communicative
enjoyment, have more fear of a mosquito than of a destructive and
expensive war tank. Nobody has taught to them the positive role
insects perform in nature’s life. However, for instance flies (which
cause repulsion because of the dirt they carry), turn garbage into
proteins.

Particularly urban inhabitants prefer to breathe toxic air from
an insecticide instead of using other ways to prevent flies
proliferating inside their homes.

However, butterflies, fireflies, dragonflies and other insects do
not inspire such a fear and, if we study history, we will see that
Saint John the Baptist was fed with insects (like many people in
Africa do, and even in elegant restaurants in the United States, they
serve dishes derived from ants). If we study entomology, we shall
observe that insects that are most useful for man’s life exist, and
they are even a vaccine against certain diseases. One of such is the
characteristic case of leeches which, although they hurt the person
alive, they cure the sick. This is one example from the many others
we may give attention to.

Therefore, there is no nonsense if a Constitution in any country
establishes ecological protections in favor of certain beings from nature.
Nonsense is the amazement that the political measure produced in the
paranoid mind of someone who was taken by surprise.

33. Nonsense: “I demand the Government of Bonn to put an
end to campaigns against rodents, and appoint my rat Walter as
advisor” (Josehka Fisher, director and star at the radio program”Man
Is Guilty [broadcast at Bonn, Germany] and a militant of the
fundamentalist wing of the German Ecological Movement [DEM],
EFE June 11, 1979).

TEXT MEANING: When rodents and insects proliferate, or a
plague appears in man’s detriment, it is because he has caused an
ecological unbalance (oftentimes without knowing it) and he
pretends to put a remedy on things by physically eliminating beings
procreated in excess with chemical products that also impair man,
although nature itself gradually reinstates balance.

The demand made by radio speaker Fisher to have her rat
appointed as minister is only a humorous and ironical decoration
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of her broadcast campaign or, if you prefer, a mockery against the
measures of the government in West Germany at that time.

34. Nonsense: “At the Antarctic, Argentinean tourists play
football with penguins instead of a ball” (Paul R. and Anne Ehrlich,
op. cit.).

TEXT MEANING: It is not strange that, in view of the lack of
knowledge on ethical treatment as regards animals, Argentinean
tourists have such a behavior. It shows to what extent indolence
exists as regards the animal world. In the chapter corresponding to
destruction of the Animal Kingdom, the reader shall find that
Argentineans also play a sort of basketball on horseback, with a
ball that is… a duck alive.

We do not understand how the above statement may be
considered nonsense.

35. Nonsense: “We wish you to stop the practice of mountain
climbing because, as far as we know, when people climb the northern
ramparts of the Alps, they remove from its root the small plant
Saxifraga” (International Union for Conservation of Nature bulletin,
February 1979).

“Frog-men, with rubber fins on their feet, destroy corals” (G.
Davis, on the Biological Conservation journal, No. 1, 1970).

“And the anchors of sports yachts continue to damage corals”
(M. Patrick, on the”Biological Conservation journal, No. 1, 1970).

“When during low tide people walk on them, reefs are
destroyed” (D. Woodland and J. Hooper, on the Biological Conservation
journal, No. 11, 1977).

“In England, a study evidenced that people’s treading has
severe effects on living plants” (E. Duffey, at the Biological Conservation
journal No. 7, 1975).

“Reservations and parks could be an educational factor, but if
they are open to the public, the risk would exist of damaging their
flora and fauna” (Paul R. and Anne Ehrlich, op. cit.).

“The Rocky Mountain Ecological Laboratory of Colorado
declared that the reservation would prohibit the stay of skiers, those
who carry knapsacks, students and swimmers, because they scare
derricks with their screams” (W. Mitchell, in the ecologist magazine
Omni, June 1979).
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TEXT MEANING: The seven preceding texts are expressions of
true real situations perceived; other incitements for man to know
that every moment, and wherever he can, somehow he damages
the Earth. Is it not possible to take preventive protection measures?

36. Nonsense: “We strive for an ecological return to Medieval
Europe, when men lived together with rats and bats and other
animals whose number has been reduced by dogs and cats” (Agustin
Valdepeña, president of the Spanish organization Madre Tierra
Geoeko, one of the entities that spread the worship of Gaia at the
peninsula; EFE, July 15, 1979).

TEXT MEANING: People’s affection for dogs and cats all over
the world has made them proliferate considerably and by millions.
Naturally this proliferation has altered other ecological balances
because especially cats eat mice and bats.

The ecological return to medieval Europe means simply a
return to nature, where no being must be considered with fear or
repulsion.

37. Nonsense: “We propitiate the return to a natural society,
without electricity or pharmaceutical medicine, where cars or planes
are not used; a society that only consumes fruits and vegetables
without fertilizers or genetic manipulations, and in ecological
villages whereof, man uses candles. The scarce diseases he suffers
are cured with mud baths and fasting. A society wherein man may
be in harmony through Flowers of Bach and conducting stones or
crystals, where he rides bicycles, flies in gliders and air balloons,
uses the wind to sail… Ecology is going back to Man romantic
essence; we go thereto” (Dino Miloni, ANSA, October 9, 1980).

TEXT MEANING: Deeper than the immediately preceding text,
this one is only intent, a rapid sketch, and an ideally romantic
principle that shows how far man’s imagination can reach in its
effort to depict a new and happier world based on paying respect
to nature’s laws. It may be called a myth or its equivalent, but…
nonsense? Only in the mind of an unbalanced person.

*****
And here the repertory of the defamer comes to an end. Since

he does not have the intellectual honesty to acknowledge that he
has no more material, he just says “etcetera!” (I’m fed up.)
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Great Need of a Worldwide Constitution

Throughout the centuries, the growth of different conglomerates
of the orb as regards their population and economy had determined
–as a fact, and as a real necessity–the effective entailing of mankind,
first due to trade and then because of political and cultural reasons.
Invasions and war history inform us, in spite of their negative aspect,
and have contributed to increase man’s knowledge on the different
latitudes of the world. By all means, the result of said entailing–either
natural or forced–has been culturally positive because experiences
were adopted and conscience was made as regards different degrees
of human development.

However, such needs of interrelation were becoming larger.
Contacts were being formed, based on certain forms and minimum
treatment conditions from one government to another, from one
person to another. These conditions, imposed by rationality and
habit, along time became a regulation of the so-called Law of Nations
(or International Law).

International Law appeared, and more regulations took place,
based on treaties between governments; however, there was yet much
to do. An effective (physical) international authority was lacking.

Reality imposed the creation of a new organization. The dream
romantic people, like jurist Pierre Dubois, had had several centuries
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ago would come true. His intention was not only to unify Europe,
but the whole world.

The juncture of two world wars of the twentieth century led
to the formation of the League of Nations, and the present United
Nations, respectively. The latter organization has been normally
performing in its more than fifty years of existence, and its importance
and force have gradually increased to such an extent that all States
acknowledged its existence as a sort of world superpower.

We owe to the United Nations the elaboration of numberless
intellectual documents for international guidance, especially as
regards sustainable development, ecology and the environment. Its
duly established organizations (regarding health, education, labor,
infancy and other matters) have become respectable and, except for
some deviations, gradually they are better known and become more
important.

However, something was lacking: the organization existed, but
there was not a constitutive instrument to delimit principles as
regards man’s reason to exist in the planet, and minimum grounds
of its existence in the light of juridical reason.

In 1987, the instrument was launched as an initiative from the
United Nations World Commission for the Environment and
Development, which made an appeal to create a constitution in favor
of the earth, containing fundamental principles for sustainable
development. Ten years later, a commission was formed to survey
the project; the secretariat thereof was established at Costa Rica,
and was called “Earth Council.”

The Editing Committee cooperated in producing an
international consultation process and, as it has been reported, drafts
thereof internationally circulated, until its final version was
approved at the office of UNESCO (Paris, March 2000). The most
important aspects as regards its content were science, International
Law, principles of scientific knowledge, statements made at the U.N.
conferences, and other minor aspects.

The objectives of the initiative were:

• To spread the constitutive instrument for persons and organizations
in all sectors of society, at a worldwide level.
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• To promote its educational use in schools, universities, worship
communities and other different fields, as well as to develop and
distribute the necessary support materials therefore.

• To enhance and promote their use, implementation and adhesion
from civil society, undertakings and government at all levels.

• To seek its approval by the United Nations General Assembly
meeting in the year 2002, tenth anniversary of the first Earth
Summit (Rio de Janeiro).

The work contains sixteen fundamental principles regarding
Reverence and Care for Community of Life, Ecological Integrity,
Social and Economic Justice and Democracy, Nonviolence and Peace.
It was processed by an international commission formed by
Leonardo Boff, Mercedes Sosa, Steven Rockefeller, Princess Basma
Bint Talal, and Mikhail Gorbachev.

The background of the aforementioned production is nature
itself (wherein mankind is settled), plus some social relations.

From the beginning of the initiative, the materials thereof,
which were distributed all over the world, announced that the work
was being done to promulgate the Constitution of the Earth.

The Instrument Has Another Name: The Earth Chart

Due to reasons regarding method, the analysis concerning this
subject shall be made below, in separate parts.

THE EARTH CHART
March 2000

Foreword

We are going through a critical moment of the Earth’s history
in which mankind must choose its future. As the world gradually
becomes more interdependent and fragile, at the same time the
future presents great risks and important promises. To continue
forward, we must acknowledge that, within a magnificent diversity
of cultures and forms of life, we are one single human family and
one sole earth community, with a common destiny. We must be
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united in order to create a sustainable global society based on respect
towards nature, universal human rights, economic justice and a
culture for peace. Regarding this purpose, it becomes imperative
that we, people of the Earth, declare our mutual responsibility
towards others, and for the immense community of life, as well as
towards future generations.

Comment: It becomes clear that we are going through a critical
moment; centuries ago, mankind could have chosen its future, but
private interests prevented it. If the world becomes gradually more
interdependent and fragile, we must not consider this as a promise
but as a risk, because everything leads to such undesirable situation.
Evidently, we are one single human family, one earth community and
(increasingly) we have a common destiny. However, a realistic analysis
of the situation is not in agreement with the fact that we should be
united–in a literary romantic union–to create the cherished global
sustainable society, simply because most of the human conglomerate
does not have sufficient power or force; even less, real and effective
voice or vote.
No one can deny that the fundamental lyric, based on respect towards
nature, universal human rights, economic justice and a culture for
peace deserves all consideration and sincere acceptance. For that
reason, a mild breathe of respite (not of complete hope) is given to
mankind, to combat within the legal field in search of materializing
those principles. It looks like, and so it seems- that making them effective
will only be achieved after a hard combat against those who could
do so willingly.

The Earth, our home

Mankind is part of a vast evolutionary universe. The Earth,
our home, is alive, with a unique community of life. Forces from
nature promote the existence of a demanding and uncertain
adventure, but the Earth has offered essential conditions for evolving
life. The capacity to recover a community of life and mankind’s
welfare depends on the preservation of a healthy biosphere, with
all its ecological systems, a rich variety of plants and animals, fertile
soils, pure waters and clean air. The global environment, with its
finite resources, is a common concern for all people. The protection
of the Earth’s vitality, diversity and beauty is a sacred duty.
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Comment: The elegant aforementioned text contains a sour truth
because the forces and fruit Mother Nature gives, both noble and
generous, are not as sweet as they used to be, due to ill exploitation
of the Earth. Such is the result of world contamination, to which we
all contribute either voluntarily or involuntarily, an extreme to which
–in an elegant manner–the analysis makes no reference (possibly in
order to focus on its positive aspect, and not the negative).
An ever existing truth is that global environment is a common concern
for all people; it has not always been an affair to be dealt with by
governments, even though now it shall also be a sacred duty for them.
Wish to God it be not reduced to declaration documents.

Global situation

Dominant production and consumption standards are causing
an environmental devastation, exhausting resources and massively
extinguishing species. Communities are being destroyed. Benefits
from development are not being equitably shared, and the gap
between rich and poor is being widened. Injustice, poverty, ignorance,
and violent conflicts manifest everywhere, and they are the causes
of great suffering. An unprecedented increase in human population
has overloaded ecological and social systems. The fundamental
principles of global security are being threatened. These trends are
dangerous, but not inevitable.

Comment: Evidently, dominant standards in production and
consumption are exhausting resources and massively extinguishing
species, at a much higher speed than in other former epochs, and
benefits thereof are not for everyone. In a universal (nonmathematical)
language, the relation between rich and poor fluctuates from 80%
and 20%, respectively, making it clear that from such 80% of poverty,
the proportion of people undergoing extreme poverty is desperately
higher. Wealth tends to move to a slow increase; while poverty and
misery tend to accelerate.
In spite of the assertive statement that trends threatening global
security, even though they are dangerous, are not inevitable, they
will become inevitable if things continue without change, or with
palliatives like social aspirins. The best historic evidence that supports
what has been mentioned above, may be found in the social and
political movements of the twentieth century, and no reason exists to
believe that history may not repeat itself.
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Forthcoming challenges

The choice is ours: either to establish a global society to look
after the Earth, and take care of each other, or to expose ourselves
to our self-destruction and destroy also the diversity of life.

Fundamental changes are needed as regards our values,
institutions and forms of life. We must realize that, once basic needs
have been satisfied, human development is essentially referred to
become better, not to possess more. We have the necessary
technology and knowledge to provide everyone and to reduce our
impacts on the environment. The uprising of a global civil society is
creating new opportunities to build a democratic and humanitarian
world. Our environmental, economic, political, social and spiritual
challenges are interrelated; together we may propose and achieve
comprising solutions.

Comment: For global society not to constitute an utopia, changes must
originate from high levels, but not as programs that take a long term
for execution; on the contrary, they shall be originated from minor levels,
and with unexpected and unsuspected forms.
It does not matter if we have the necessary knowledge and
technology to reduce our impacts on the environment; what matters
is to immediately execute them under the strictest control, with no
more delays or stops, provided the United Nations impose their
environmental authority on governments of powerful countries for
their execution.

Universal Responsibility

In order to achieve these aspirations, we must take the decision
to live in agreement with a universal sense of responsibility, being
identified with all the earth community, as well as with our local
communities. We are citizens from different nations and from one
sole world at the same time, wherein local and global scopes are
closely entailed. We all share a responsibility as regards the present
and future well-being of the human family and the whole living
world. The spirit of human solidarity and affinity with life as a whole
is strengthened when we live with reverence at the mystery of being,
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with gratitude for the gift of life, and humbly as regards the site
human being has within nature.

We urgently need an equally shared vision regarding basic
values that offer ethical principles for the emerging world
community. Therefore, together and with great hope, we state the
following interdependent principles for a sustainable way of life,
like a common foundation whereby the behavior of persons,
transnational organizations, undertakings, governments and
institutions must be guided and valued.

Comment: Regrettably, not all of us share responsibility in the same
manner, and even though it results a paradox, a large majority of
mankind is awaiting what the minority shall decide (at least regarding
environmental material); this decision may not take a long time either,
because this once the real explosion shall not be generated in the action
from masses. It shall be the planet Earth itself that shall impose its
own ineluctable hard weight.

PRINCIPLES

I. RESPECT AND CARE OF THE COMMUNITY OF LIFE

1. Respect the Earth and life in all their diversity

a) Acknowledge that all beings are interdependent, and that all
forms of life, independently from their usefulness, have a value
for human beings.

b) Affirm faith on dignity, inherent to all human beings, and on
the intellectual, artistic, ethical and spiritual potential of
mankind.

Comment: The written incorporation of the principle–respect the Earth
and life emerging therefrom, in all the forms it has–is an important
achievement of all times. At last, now the juridical weapon exists to
combat, on legal grounds, all kinds of depredation.
The following was missing in the text: a provision stating that all
human beings–or any of them–may and must constitute their own
surveillance police.
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2. Look after the community of life with understanding, compassion
and love

a) Accept that the right to own, administrate and use natural
resources leads towards the obligation to prevent environmental
damages and to protect the rights of persons.

b) Affirm that, for a greater freedom, knowledge and power, the
corresponding responsibility exists to promote public well-being.

Comment: If the right to own natural resources is opposed to the
right to prevent environmental damages and to protect the right of
persons, then, as a corrective entry, rationality determines that he who
does not fulfill his duty loses his right; this situation must be essentially
taken into account.
Those who have more knowledge, more power and who enjoy more
freedom in their life, have an equivalent responsibility to promote
public well-being. If they do not, and are limited to exclusive profitable
activities, they renounce themselves to being part of the human
conglomerate and being part of the planet. They leave this role free
for others to play it.
This is the only form of interpreting the article, so that it does not
become a lyric statement.

3. Build democratic societies that are fair, participating, sustainable
and peaceful

a) Acknowledge that liberty of action for each generation is
conditioned by the needs of future generations.

b) Promote social and economic justice, making it possible for
everybody to achieve a secure and dignified way of life, but
ecologically responsible.

Comment: Ecology and economy contradict each other, especially the
latter, which is amoral within its context. Fatally, it must be
subordinated to the first one, so as to ensure man’s survival as well
as life as a whole.

4. Ensure that the Earth’s fruits and beauty be preserved for present
and future generations.

a) Acknowledge that liberty of action for each generation is
conditioned by the needs of future generations.
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b) Transmit to future generations the values, traditions and
institutions that support long-term prosperity of human and
ecological communities of the Earth.

Comment: In order to execute these general duties, a minimum of
rational education and persistent discipline are necessary. Otherwise
it is only a lyric statement.

II. ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY

5. Protect and restore the integrity of the Earth’s ecological systems,
with a special concern as regards biological diversity and natural
processes that sustain life.

Comment: The pretension of restoring everything is praiseworthy,
but too optimistic. The super-astronomic cost thereof prevents it, as
well as the prolonged time of the tasks (to be done virtually at all
places of the Earth) and the problem of starvation in the world, which
is number-one priority).

a) At all levels, adopt sustainable development plans and
regulations that allow the inclusion of environmental conservation
and rehabilitation, as an integral part of initiatives for
development.

Comment: Sustainable development plans exist in excess, and each
country knows its reality. The guarantee of their (duly programmed)
execution is lacking, as well as ensuring morality from governments,
so they may not be subject to, or sell themselves when faced with
pressure exerted by depredating persons and entities.
The existence of a specialized and autonomous world-organization
(and this is most important) is also lacking. It should use international
pressure to evaluate their fulfillment, to prosecute (and sanction, if
the case may be) actions from governments as regards ecology and
the environment.

b) Establish and safeguard viable reserves for nature and the
biosphere, including wild soils and marine areas, so they may
tend to protect support systems of life on the Earth, in order to
maintain biodiversity and preserve our natural inheritance.
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Comment: This principle has deserved to be executed in all parts of
the world as a result of the task from advising organizations. The
severe problem it originates is how to maintain it intact and under
surveillance. That is to say: without denaturalizing those areas,
allowing villages to be settled or paved highways laid out.

c) Promote recovery of endangered species and ecosystems.

Comment: Rather than promoting, it is important to ensure that
resources exist for such purposes. At least ecosystems of worldwide
importance (like the Amazon Basin) should receive a stern treatment.

d) Control and eradicate exogenous or genetically modified
organisms that are harmful for aboriginal species and for the
environment; and also, prevent the introduction of such
harmful organisms.

Comment: A brilliant determination. However, for its execution, the
United Nations Fund for Agriculture and Food (FAO) should be the
organization in charge of the strict technical control, in order to prevent
the recurrence of harms that have previously occurred and have been
denounced.

e) Administrate the use of renewable resources such as water,
soil, forest products and marine life, so regeneration possibilities
are not exceeded and the health of ecosystems be protected.

Comment: Regrettably, the contrary occurs, and there is no legislation
regarding what the world organization should do against governments
that do not comply with regulations as regards such treatment towards
the Earth.

f) Administrate the extraction and use of nonrenewable
resources, such as minerals and fossil fuels, so their exhaustion
is minimized and no dramatic environmental damages are
caused.

Comment: This determination means an act of legal, unacceptable
contraband in favor of those who, because of their profitability, prefer
to continue using fuels that constitute a crime as regards the Earth,
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like oil and carbon, which must be suppressed in view that, chemically,
they are enemies of the environment.
It neither has a relation with the context of all the other articles.

6. Avoiding harms as the best method of environmental protection,
and, whenever knowledge is limited, act with precaution.

Comment: This is another provision of unacceptable tolerance.
Whenever knowledge is limited, action must not take place.

a) Take measures to prevent the possibility of severe or irreversible
environmental harm, even though scientific knowledge is
incomplete or unfinished.

Comment: The same as above.

b) Impose the respective evidences, and make responsible parties
assume the consequences of repairing the environmental
damage, mainly for those who argue that a proposed activity
shall not cause a significant damage.

Comment: Environmental repairs must not comprise only those which
require prior legal authorization. With no delay, all countries must
carry out total environmental audits to impose, not only environmental
repairs, but a change in technology or in their cause.

c) Ensure that decision making contemplates long-term, indirect,
long-distance and global cumulative consequences of human
activities.

Comment: A wise provision; however, intelligent and consequent
prosecutors are required therefore.

d) Prevent contamination in all parts of the environment, and
disallow the accumulation of radioactive, toxic substances or
other dangerous substances.

Comment: It was about time to establish the above-mentioned
provisions. Now, strict compliance thereof is of utmost importance,
especially as regards nuclear debris.
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e) Prevent military activities that damage the environment.

Comment: The same as above, which implies definitive suppression
of wars; the greatest utopia of all times.

7. Adopt production, consumption and reproduction standards to
safeguard the regeneration capacity of the Earth, human rights and
community well-being.

a) Reduce, reuse and recycle materials used in production and
consumption systems, and ensure that residues and debris may
be assimilated by ecological systems.

b) Act moderately and efficiently when using energy, and
gradually try to depend more on renewable energy resources,
such as solar and aeolian energies.

c) Promote equitable development and transfer of healthful
environmental technologies, and adopt them.

d) Internalize total environmental and social costs of goods and
services in their sale price, and make it possible for consumers
to identify products which comply with the highest social and
environmental regulations.

e) Ensure universal access to health care that promotes
reproductive health and responsible reproduction.

f) Adopt forms of life that emphasize the quality of life and
material sufficiency in a finite world.

General comment: People’s distrust exists towards governments and
state organizations as regards the application of above cited
regulations; their application can only be guaranteed by the presence
of ecologist professionals at all levels for their application, including
planning. The contrary means to trust on improvisation.

8. Enhance the study of ecological sustenance, and promote an open
exchange as well as an extensive application of the knowledge that
has been obtained.

a) Support scientific and technical international cooperation as
regards sustenance, with special attention on the needs of
developing countries.
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b) Acknowledge and preserve traditional knowledge and
spiritual wisdom of all cultures that contribute to environmental
protection and human well-being.

c) Ensure that information that is essentially important for human
health and environmental protection, including all genetic
information, is available for the public.

General comment: Experiences from developing countries, and
especially from scientific organizations as regards ecology and the
environment, must be spread in third-world countries. Also, all
cultural and local information that is useful or illustrative should also
be assimilated by the third world.

III. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC JUSTICE

9. Eradicate poverty as an ethical, social and environmental
imperative

a) Guarantee the right to drinkable water, clean air, safe food,
noncontaminated soil, the right to have a dwelling and safe
drainage, assigning the required national and international
resources therefore.

b) Qualify all human beings with education and the required
resources so they may achieve a sustainable way of life, and
provide social security and support networks as required, for
those who cannot support themselves.

c) Acknowledge those who are ignored, protect those who are
vulnerable, serve those who suffer, render possible the
development of their talents, as well as to pursue their
aspirations.

General comment: We cannot understand how a constitutive piece
that means a legal instrument, and pretends to have universal validity,
may guarantee what it can never guarantee (pure air, water and soil);
this means the effective repair of the planet, and (like we already
said) the essential need existing to combat starvation. The same thing
occurs with the rights to have a dwelling, safety, education and
protection against helplessness.
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10. Ensure that economic activities and institutions, at all levels,
promote an equitable and sustainable human development

a) Promote an equitable distribution of wealth within nations and
amongst them.

b) Intensify intellectual, financial, technical and social resources
of developing nations, and release them from burdensome
international debts.

c) Ensure that all kinds of trade support the sustainable use of
resources, environmental protection and progressive labor
regulations.

d) Involve and inform multinational corporations and financial
organizations to act transparently for the public well-being,
and demand from them responsibility as regards the
consequences of their activities.

General comment: As regards the environment, good wishes
contained in the initiatives of the above-mentioned precepts may
dilute and vanish if governments do not settle accounts with
multinational corporations that operate within the areas of their
concern, and if no superpower exists to settle accounts with those
governments that continue to grant generous and strange tolerances.
As regards foreign debt, good wishes remain only as such, because
no force exists that may compel them to pay their debts–except on
their own determination or negotiation.

11. Affirm equality and equitableness of gender as pre requisites for
sustainable development, and ensure universal access to education,
health care and economic opportunity

a) Ensure human rights for women and little girls, and put an end to
all kinds of violence against them.

b) Promote an active participation of women in aspects regarding
economic, political, civil, social and cultural life, as full and equal
partners in decision making, both as leaders and as beneficiaries.

c) Strengthen families and guarantee their safety, and the affectionate
raising of all their members.

General comment: It is ideal that the equality of gender be a prerequisite
for sustainable development; however, this does not occur, and
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universal access to education, health care and economic opportunity
are and shall be a myth, if the effective reality is limited to mere
statements made on documents.

12. Without discrimination, defend the right that everybody has,
to a natural and social environment that supports human dignity,
physical health and spiritual well-being, with special attention as
regards the rights of indigenous people, and minorities.

a) Eliminate discrimination in all its forms, such as those based
on race, color, gender, sexual preference, religion, language and
national, ethnic or social origin.

b) Affirm the right that indigenous people have to their spirituality,
knowledge, lands and resources, and to their practices linked
to a sustainable way of life.

c) Honor and support young people in our communities, making
them qualified to perform their essential role in the creation of
sustainable societies.

d) Protect and restore important places that have a cultural and
spiritual significance.

General comment: Both natural and social environments should have
the following equal significance: balance. Regrettably none of them
do; both of them are hostile towards personal individuality; the first
one because all that is natural becomes ingrate: water, climate, food,
health; the second one because society is divided into groups with
different interests each.

IV. DEMOCRACY, NONVIOLENCE AND PEACE

13. Strengthen democratic institutions at all levels, and provide
transparency; accounts duly settled as regards governing, and
inclusive participation in decision making and access to justice.

a) Sustain the right everybody has to receive clear and opportune
information regarding environmental matters, the same as
referred to all development plans and activities that may affect
them, or wherein they may have an interest.
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b) Support local, regional and global civil society, and promote a
meaningful participation of all individuals and organizations
interested in decision making.

c) Protect the right to freedom of opinion, expression, peaceful
meeting, association and dissent.

d) Institute an effective and efficient access to independent
administrative and judicial proceedings, including solutions
and compensations for environmental damages and for the
threat of such damages.

e) Eliminate corruption in all public and private institutions.
f) Strengthen local communities, making them qualified to look

after their own environments, and assign environmental
responsibility at those government levels wherein they may
be carried out in the most effective manner.

General comment: It is very difficult to suppose that a large majority
of mankind may believe that certain institutions called democratic
(Parliament, electoral institutions, governments) will not leave aside
their objective, to defend their own and special interests. Neither does
it believe in a transparent settling of accounts, or people’s participation
in decision making, or in their broad access to justice.

14. As regards formal education and learning throughout life, integrate
the necessary skills, knowledge and values for a sustainable way of
life.

a) Offer to everybody, especially children and young people,
educational opportunities that may qualify them to actively
contribute to sustainable development.

b) Promote the contribution to arts and humanities, the same as
to all sciences, for education regarding sustenance.

c) Intensify the role of mass communication media in making
people conscientious as regards ecological and social challenges.

d) Acknowledge the importance of moral and spiritual education
for a sustainable life.

General comment: What human beings need more is to have available
and be provided with knowledge–from his birth until its death–for his
environmental education. All the rest comes in addition.
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This may seem a result of imagination or a fantasy; however, those
who respectfully treat nature receive, like a baptism thereof, esthetic
sensibility, feelings of nobleness towards their fellowmen,
understanding skills and more virtues than the ones generated from
city environment or, even worse, from metropolitan environment.

15. Treat all living beings with respect and consideration.

a) Prevent cruelty towards animals that are being kept in human
societies, and protect them from suffering.

b) Protect wild animals from hunting, snares and fishing methods
that cause them an extreme, prolonged or avoidable suffering.

c) As far as possible, avoid or eliminate stealing or destruction
of species for mere entertainment, negligence or ignorance.

General comment: The editing of such an important as lacerating
chapter only shows a whole of preventive and protective activities in
favor of all organisms alive, especially from the Animal Kingdom.
However, no repressive and punitive measures are shown against
destroyers and criminals of species.

16. Promote a culture of tolerance, nonviolence and peace

a) Encourage and support mutual comprehension, solidarity and
cooperation amongst all people, both inside as well as amongst
nations.

Comment: It is very difficult to suppose that in a world with different
interests, an overt cooperation may exist amongst all people and
nations.

b) Implement extensive and comprehensive strategies to prevent
violent conflicts, and use cooperation to solve problems, to
manage and resolve environmental conflicts and other
disputes.

Comment: Violent conflicts, beyond persons and countries, also
damage the Earth. This situation must be avoided through the
strategies mentioned in the above text.
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c) Demilitarize national security systems at the level of a
nonprovoking position, and use military resources for pacifist
purposes, including ecological restoration.

Comment: Wherever an army exists in the whole world, there is the
potentiality to use weapons, consequently, to cause destruction. The
idea of using military resources for ecological restoration is excellent
and smart; even better if not only economic resources are used, but
their own human resources.

d) Eliminate nuclear, biological and toxic weapons, and other
weapons used for massive destruction.

Comment: During decades, ecologists have fought, not only for
abolition of nuclear tests and other biological tests, but to achieve
removal and nonproliferation of weapons themselves. Now that this
has been formalized in a legal document, the only guarantee for
stability of the Earth does not reside in reaffirming the principle of
elimination (verb to eliminate), but on the physical fact of their being
effectively eliminated, under complete and supervised control. No
one can enjoy privileges, and all those who have that kind of weapons
must destroy them.

e) Ensure that the use of orbital and outer space should support
and be committed towards environmental protection and peace.

Comment: The orbital space has already satellites destined for war
service. Therefore, they should be eliminated under equal conditions.

f) Acknowledge that peace is the integrity created by correct
relations towards oneself, with the others, with other cultures,
with other forms of life, with the Earth and with the wholeness,
a part whereof we are.

Comment: A wise statement that all of us should practice, although
not everyone has done so, along the lapse of times.

THE ROAD ONWARDS

Like never before in history, common fate is making an appeal
for us to seek a new beginning. Such renewal is the promise we make
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to fulfill these principles that are consistent with,” the Earth Chart. In
order to comply with this promise, we must commit ourselves to
adopt and promote the values and objectives therein exposed.

The process shall require a change of mentality and of heart; it
also requires a new sense of global interdependence and of universal
responsibility. We must develop and imaginatively apply the vision
of a sustainable way of life at local, national, regional and global
levels. Our cultural diversity is a precious inheritance and the
different cultures shall find their own forms to bring to concretion
what has been established. We must deepen and enlarge the global
dialogue generated by the Earth Chart, since we have much to learn
in the cooperating search for truth and wisdom.

Life often leads us to tension between important values. This
may imply difficult decisions; however, we must seek how to
harmonize diversity with unity; the exercise of freedom with
common well-being; short term objectives with long term goals.
Every individual, family, organization and community has a vital
role to perform. The arts and sciences, religions, educational
institutions, communication media, undertakings, nongovernment
organizations and governments are called to offer a creative
leadership. The alliance amongst governments, civil society and
undertakings becomes essential to effective governance.

With the purpose of building a sustainable global community,
the nations of the world must renew their compromise with the
United Nations, comply with their obligations as per existing
international agreements, and support implementation of the
principles that are consistent with,” the Earth Chart, through a
legally linking international instrument as regards the environment
and development.

Let our time be remembered for the awakening of a new
reverence towards life; for the firm resolution to achieve sustenance;
for an accelerated combat for justice and peace, and for the joyful
praise of life.

Comment: Not to exterminate life on the planet: the most important and
first obligation of mankind, which is now killing everything that surrounds it.
If people and governments really love life–not with a mere romantic
love, but through concrete and effective facts–subsequent relations between
humans might be easier.
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Overpopulation

Notoriously, the Earth Chart has foreseen or incorporated
absolutely nothing regarding the accelerated phenomenon of
population increase–demographic explosion–even though the
United Nations Organization, N.U., has had sponsored pronouncements
on this subject. The following interrogations exist as regards this
particular negligence:

• Maybe the subject did not occur to the Editing, or to the Reviewing
Commissions? This situation is difficult to believe and to accept.

• Maybe the subject was considered, although they refused to deal
with it, because it was piercing? Most probably.

• Maybe opposed opinions existed, and in view thereof, they preferred
to keep silent, in order not to brake off unity? Similar probability.

Nonetheless, it is evident that such instrument suffers from
such weakness, and it should have never been overlooked (or
eluded), since the problem has a deep meaning and it constitutes
an urging worldwide reality.

The absence thereof may be perfectly interpreted as a weakness
to face the subject, a virtual red hot-ball pass to governments, with
great harm for mankind, for the large empty space left at a worldwide
level, without deciding, or even enlightening at all.

Planetary problems aggravate
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Having clarified the existence of such empty space, let us
continue forward. We overlook the concept of English economist
Thomas Robert Malthus (1766–1834), who anticipated the problems
that the world might suffer, due to an excess in population, and the
lack of food to assist thereto, as well as his statement that satisfaction
of needs increases in an arithmetical proportion (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.)
while population grows in a geometrical proportion (1, 2, 4, 8, 16,
etc.) making this situation unsustainable.

We also overlook the criticisms made to this theory, for its
defects and its oversights, and even the socialist vision that
everything depends on the organization that society has to eliminate
starvation, create conditions for the progress of mankind, and
especially for the progress of science, in order to produce more and
better.

Even though natural laws are tough and inexorable, it seems
that social analogy is inspired in the law of nature since, as we said
before in this book, it has its own growth balance. However, this
social growth balance (a tendency to quantitative decrease) results
truculent, because human species has suffered two kinds of
decreases: due to natural causes (earthquakes, tidal waves, floods,
draughts, plagues, epidemics and illnesses) or due to human-social
causes (wars, fires, explosions, other accidents, and inanition due to
starvation).

Some situations appear with the highest certitude, and result
irrefutable; they are forced laws of human lapse of time on Earth. It
is not known if to date someone has enunciated them in the order
and form as follows:

First. More population, higher tendency to its multiplication.
Second. More population, higher tendency to its expansion speed.
Third. More population, larger spaces occupied in the planet.
Fourth. More population, gradually less space remaining available.
Fifth. More population, larger need of food, garments, dwelling

and goods.
Sixth. More population, more demand of labor sources.

These are not abstract laws. They are concrete laws that
demand to be applied. However, they have nothing to see with old
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Malthus, and they are not his property; even less the property of
World Bank or of defenders at all costs of the social economic system
wherein we live.

Upon exerting pressure to apply these laws, the nonexistence
of favorable conditions triggers social conflicts (unemployment,
poverty, misery, delinquency); also, some sorts of crisis appear in
nature, and nature is not prepared as such to provide what is sufficient
for everyone. The effects have also a rebound in health (tuberculosis,
avitaminosis, etc.) and they may generate infection cores and
epidemics, as well as water and soil contamination. That is to say:
an increase in population has a negative incidence in nature itself.

Generally, all defenders of birth control have been characterized
for warning that demographic explosion is a danger for the
worldwide situation, and have understood it as such from the
comfortable optic of the status quo (of the established order). Really
it was, and it is, an evasive strategic refuge, permanently denounced
by reformers of society who have always stated that the problem
consists not only of the ascending birth rate, but of the correct
distribution of wealth, which means a radical reform of society,
together with its vast potentialities in favor of mankind, supported
by science.

However, this situation–dangerous for the world, as per official
and public defenders of birth control–was being considered long ago,
and almost everywhere. In countries with a high economic
development–consumption and market societies–it has been done
through the physical offer of the use of a diverse variety of contraceptives,
plus advertising enhancement (even abortion), and a certain degree
of instruction at schools and other learning media. Thus, population
was gradually self-regulated in said countries, plus people’s
personal conviction that anyway, having more children results in a
complicated economic cost in detriment of the existing children
themselves. On the other hand, people are convinced that salaries
earned by parents–in general–are not wonderful. Life is equally
tough and with different kinds of troubles (especially in first-world
countries).

Enhanced by other more important governments (the United
States or Germany) and with their financial support, several
governments from third-world countries, in application of an official
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policy, received numberless groups of young people with the name
of “Peace Corps.” Simultaneously with different forms of assistance,
they taught poor and ignorant people–by the millions in developing
countries–many forms and techniques for birth control.

In these countries, results were not as expected. Population
increase could not be stopped and a large majority of mankind now
lives in poverty and misery in Asia, Africa and Latin America (the
so-called third world).

To achieve a better result or method, we may classify defenders
of free birth in three characteristic types. The first one is occupied
by those who oppose to birth control with ethical and religious
fundaments: what is God’s will–grow and multiply–cannot be
undone. The Catholic Church has been the first one to issue a
pronouncement, the same as other religions, also Christian.

The second one corresponds to two types of a political order,
though antagonistic, which may be understood as right and left.

The left insists that it is the economic-political system of
capitalism that causes the crisis, and demands a change in the system
towards socialism, which shall organize society anew, generating
conditions for a better life and a fair distribution of wealth. On its
part, the right sets as an example that powerful countries have a
significant and considerable population (there is a right which
believes so). They state that the capitalist development system, by
gradually developing, may contribute to make all evils of mankind
disappear, develop science and provide sufficient food and labor.

However, the adverse position–birth control–is too powerful
and several true Malthusians, like Robert McNamara, have been its
leaders. Overtly he stated his position against population growth,
especially in Asia, Africa and Latin America, suggesting people
sterilization. Why precisely the third world? Precisely because there,
less development exists, but more population expansion. He received
support from several North American entities of social
communication (National Broadcasting Co., New York Times, Life, etc.).

Years went by, and reality surpassed the latter’s forecasts.
Although the technological capacity to produce more food increased,
the expected demand for purchase did not increase, because poor
people did not have the necessary resources to abandon their
minimum and basic consumption need for survival (empty pockets).
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In wealthy countries like the United States, the case also occurred
that in order to keep prices stable, the government itself had to
stimulate agriculture, granting subsidies. In other countries, food
was dumped into the sea, or was disposed of in several ways.

It is easy to understand that the food problem may be solved
with the aid of man’s intelligence (science),65 but the real problem
that the defenders of birth control have had, and have, especially
apologists of worldwide capitalism as a development system, is the
fear for a social revolution. Still, in spite of so many effective foresights
they have taken and do take, they cannot stop such demographic
explosion.

Even though something remains of Malthus, which makes him
unforgettable, it seems that he is still repelled. One century after his
existence, his theory is not useful anymore to justify birth control
nowadays.

Independent from political convictions as regards which may
be the best development system (either capitalism or socialism), the
problem of overpopulation is completely different. The issue has
been raised in its original form, perceived only by a few.

Socialist governments, such as the People’s Republic of China,
Korea and Vietnam, know that anyway, in spite of their authentically

65 Mexican writer Eduardo del Rio reports about different forms regarding how
to obtain proteins (op. cit.):

Proteins may be obtained from the leaves of trees (it has been already done in
England during the Second World War); from grass or from the leaves of red
beet. Or even cheaper: soybean oil cake, peanuts, sunflower, saffron or cotton
seed, which are disposed of, after taking oil therefrom… In Central America
and in South America, the “incaparina” is largely sold. This is a product rich in
proteins, made of rice, millet and oil cake from cotton seed… Another sensational
discovery is obtaining of proteins from oil…
This is a proceeding to ferment–with the help of mushrooms–oil intermediate
products, which are thus released of noxious paraffin… and are ready for a
cake… The 700 refineries existing worldwide could produce about 20 million
tons of proteins… that is to say, more than all the cattle in the world… And
there still remains the sea, so rich in proteins. Leaving fishery aside, profit may
be obtained from algae, plankton itself… or from establishing artificial breeding
places for mollusks…
In Germany, green algae are already raised at fresh water ponds (although the
climate is cold over there). Every week, they are harvested at a very low cost,
and they are processed to be eaten… And fish flour? It is obtained from fish
residues and it may be added to the soup or stew, thus increasing proteins by
80%. But this is extraordinary food.
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commonalty social organization, they must look after the considerable
increase in their population, regulating growth through measures
planned and encouraged by the State. In Chinese society itself, and
even within its own borders, independently of what the state may
do, people are too conscious of their own expansion and they do not
favorably appreciate families having more than one child. Neighbors
know it, and they adopt the necessary care and warnings.

Governments from the ancient USSR–Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics–and from Eastern Europe also used to adopt foresight
measures on this subject.

The authentic, real problem of overpopulation has other
implications, based on the physical reality of nature (on geometry
or on geography, if you prefer) and on the potential danger against
it. It may be stated as laws of an antagonistic effect: population
enlargement VERSUS the Earth reduction, as follows:

First. Larger population equals a higher degree of effective
possession of physical areas formerly occupied by vegetation (for
use of highways, bridges, tunnels, sports areas, houses, schools,
factories, quarters and numberless other needs more).

Second. Larger population equals more destruction in the
animals’ natural habitat, and consequent expulsion thereof, which
ends by their death.

Third. More destruction in animals’ natural habitat (also a
natural habitat for certain plants) equals larger ecological unbalances.

Fourth. Larger population equals more destruction of forests
(so population may be settled therein).

Fifth. More destruction of forests equals a higher degree of
earth heating (or global warming).

Sixth. Larger population equals more contamination.
Conclusion: Larger population equals more destruction of the

earth’s life.

Forced by this demographic explosion, cities being built
become virtual deserts within the planet’s cosmic panorama, and
they do not contribute to maintain a safe and sound planet. The
ecological city should have superabundant vegetation at least in its
remaining 50%; also, a vegetation geometrically distributed and
technically chosen. However, business and profit as regards
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constructions are not interested in admitting this truth, or in
decreasing their privileges.

A stern and strict birth control should be imposed to restrain
demographic explosion. Otherwise, nature itself shall be the one to
defend its own growth balance, destroying–as it already does–what
man has built. And it will continue to do so.

A scientific basis exists to state that floods, droughts and other
forms of catastrophes are merely responses from nature to a
phenomenon it cannot accept It looks like it is using its forces to
reestablish balance in growth.

The danger now resides on the fact that, to date, a tremendous
magnitude of separation exists between what is unbalanced, and
balance. Eclosion is the natural reply to it.

Here, no catastrophisms or fatalisms exist, or wicked illnesses
augur maniacs with sickly hatred for mankind, to destroy it. If a
conscientious action policy is not used in that sense, the adequate
reaction from nature will be produced. Then, it shall be too late.

Crisis in the Support Capacity of the Earth

Some decades ago, the communication media quite widely
spread the position of biologist Paul Herlich of Stanford University.
In his book, The Population Bomb, he stated that the earth’s population
is already three times higher than the planet’s loading capacity. One
of his censurers states that the book was inspired by the critical
demographic situation of India and the starvation that prevailed at
that time in that country.

His confrontation with another scientist, who stated an
opposite position, was famous. With amenity, Ruy Diaz, from La
Prensa, Honduras, tells us:

The confrontation between biologists Paul Ehrlich and Barry
Commoner, along 1971 and 1972, defined the main subjects of the
environmentalist movement at its beginning (in the United States), such
as economic growth and scarcity, demographic control and the role of
the political authority as regards resolution of environmental problems.
Paul Ehrlich, a biologist from Stanford University, proposes a zero
demographic growth, while Barry Commoner, a biologist at Washington
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University, follower of the Malthusian thesis that population grows
much faster than the volume of food produced by mankind, raises
the issue that the environmental problem has its roots in the fact that
the political system has chosen erroneous environmental technologies.
While Ehrlich and his followers raise the problem that “too many
cars, too many pesticides, water scarcity, too much carbon dioxide,
are in summary nothing but the reflex that too many people exist,”
Commoner states that degradation of the environment is not the mere
result of a general process of expansion, of population growth, or of
the need of economic goods, but it is rather the result of certain specific
changes in the ways to produce said goods, which are in accordance
with powerful political and economic considerations.
Policies to be used in order to eliminate the problem reside in ascertaining
the root of the environmental problem; identifying overpopulation with
the cause thereof inspires draconian solutions, such as rationing the
number of births; whereas identifying that root with the way to produce,
implies searching reduction of the contaminating effect of technological
production with all the economic costs it comprises.
In accordance with the aforementioned, it is not surprising that those who
are most interested in the problem of exhaustion of resources (due to
overpopulation) are wealthy nations, and prosperous social layers of “poor”
countries that consume disproportionate amounts of resources.
Survival of homo sapiens is a political matter which is of interest for all
of us, but not in a similar manner: “Some people tend to deal with the
crisis of the environment as if it would be a matter wherein we all win:
rich and poor; workmen and businessmen. Is this opinion reinforced
by data available in the United States? The answer is no. Normally,
there is no way to imagine an impartial distribution of the costs originated
by an improvement in the environment; someone has to pay more,”
wrote B. Commoner in “The interest of labor in the environment” in 1972.
In Stockholm 1972, where 200 countries met at the First World Summit
on the Environment, the Ehrlich-Commoner controversy was the
subject of central discussion (both of them attended). Developing
countries were concerned, because the Summit could be used to
condemn their aspirations of economic growth, and to impose on
them policies that would restrict population growth. Developing
countries insisted that poverty is the cause for overpopulation
(Commoner), while representatives of wealthy nations denounced
overpopulation as a causal for poverty (Ehrlich) and raised solutions
which were extremely coactive as regards demography.
In accordance with Paul Ehrlich’s viewpoint, the environmentalist
movement suffered a defeat at the Summit, while Barry Commoner
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commented, quite satisfied, that after Stockholm “new steps would
be taken to achieve peace amongst men (requiring therefore, we
believe, elimination of the exploitation of man by man) which must
precede peace with nature.”
However, if after the Summit at Stockholm, the ideological frame that
supported the environmental position of Barry Commoner was in force
at an international level (which prevented an open introduction of birth
control policies in developing countries) now, after the conference at
Rio de Janeiro, the Soviet Union having disappeared, as well as the
socialist scope, apologists of neo-liberalism (opponents of Commoner)
have inferred the disappearance of ideologies and the perpetuity of
the political system in force in a single pole world; this comprises the
fact that the force with which an overt and indiscriminate claim against
birth control, brought by our people, shall gradually increase.

Another famous debate was one held also between Paul Ehrlich
and the professor from Maryland University, Julian Simon, as well
as the bet that Ehrlich lost when the latter demonstrated to him that
prices of raw materials had a tendency to decrease, which showed
that sufficient resources exist in the planet for population supply.

However, none of them had taken into account that, in order
to achieve a complete truth, and not only half a truth, a foreign
factor butt in, making the bet useless–which Ehrlich may have
perfectly won–due to simple ignorance of the dynamics of minerals
in the world market. Both of them bet on the basis of five minerals:
chromium, copper, nickel, tin and tungsten.

A truth that only needs logic is that there is a tendency to
exhaustion, since those are nonrenewable, unreproducible natural
products.

The background problem stemmed from the understanding
that any decrease in their price, at a time when curiously the
international market demanded much more raw materials, in order
to produce much more goods for consumption, in many more
countries all over the world, and produce much more profit, was
based on something simple: Manufacturers with mineral raw
material were beginning to produce using substitute products for
the most important minerals in ordinary production, in order to
spare paying prices in force. The above-mentioned proposition is a
clear evidence of reality (which is analyzed only in passing, since it
is not the subject of this book).
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In the past, Bolivia was number 1 worldwide in tin production,
and it had made a string of high-class millionaires (competitive as
regards world millionaires). However, its huge mining industry
dramatically dropped over the following reasons:

Tin–as it has been evidenced–lost its world importance due to
substitutes that are now being used in its stead. Formerly it was
needed the most in the prosperous automotive industry that now
uses plastic and other mineral matters as replacement thereof.
Presently, tin consumption in the world is at the lowest.

Tungsten (better known as wolfram) was also used for strategic
purposes; presently its consumption is unknown. Consequently, its
prices had dropped catastrophically.

Copper, at one time the most desired by the world industry,
was gradually replaced by other cheap minerals (such as those used
in the manufacture of car radiators, which traditionally required
tin), to such an extreme that Bolivia was totally paralyzed in its
exploitation because costs were too expensive in economic as well
as in human aspects. This metallic element shall continue to have a
value as long as it serves, particularly, in the power industry, and
only time will tell when and how its price shall be brought down.

Chromium, which is not a metal, is artificially produced. There
is no world stock market for chromium.

We would like to make it clear that Bolivia’s economy, rendered
itself totally depended on the mining industry, does not have such
income anymore. Producers thereof had to close operations; few
survivors remain from ancient exploitation. Bolivia did not produce
nickel due to low world demand thereof.

Nickel, mainly used in the manufacture of coins, was replaced
by paper money and other cheaper products.

Even though the optimistic economist Julian Simon had
already died, we cannot and must not be silent on the fact that he
made a mistake–categorically–in other things. Especially as regards
his optimism for world progress.

One of his defenders, Father Robert A. Sirico, when rendering
a homage to this university professor (at the Instituto Action Catholic
bulletin) states: “He was famous for the defense he made of free
society–and its capacity to release creative force from human beings–
his argumentation was based on principles, and at the same time
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guided by facts and realities. Oppositely to neo-Malthusians and
antinatalists, who monopolized discussions as regards population
growth and the use of resources, Simon pointed out that, in accordance
with data obtained, in fact the condition of human families was
improving year after year, especially in countries with political
freedom and market institutions.”

All antiecologist optimists almost always attain a strange
accumulation of goodness (or candor) because they always appreciate
goodness where goodness does not exist, and they want us to believe
that the world is improving, and that we must rely on man’s capacity
to solve everything. For that economist, there is no problem in the
fact that power, wealth, culture, science and all that exists can be
held by a minority (which is the only one to obtain benefits
therefrom).

Followers of the deceased professor, winner of the useless bet,
state that it does not matter if population growth goes on and one
more mouth is to be fed in this world because, together with it, also
two arms and a brain arrive. Sickly optimism for those who do not
understand that arms and brain are not interesting nowadays, and
that they are rather insignificant in a market world; particularly in
the twenty-first century, in which the prevailing industrial policy is
to use gradually’less workmanship’and enhance robotics.

The brain (which Simonists talk about) may be dangerous now,
because it wants to transform the world, and apply the brake on
the established order…

To believe that the world is improving is a mistake, from
beginning to end. That a minority integrating such world improves
is a miserable and truculent truth because, as an entry, its improvement
produces a worsening somewhere else. The only improvement (if
it may be so called) has occurred in first-world countries a planet
minority. As a corrective entry, in the third-world things have
worsened precisely due to the increase in population and poverty.

It is regrettable that a good believer like Julian Simon died
without visiting Bolivia.66 All along the country, he would have seen
dreadful ant nests of mines (formerly rich, but plundered), awful
galleries underground–because Bolivian mines are underground–and

66 Bolivia is the country where the author of this book was born.
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also some survivors thereof, in the most absolute misery, with their
lungs perforated by advanced tuberculosis.

Millions of miners have died… for the price of tin having now
fallen to the ground, and life improvement… in favor of some parts
of the world. From the beyond, optimist Simon may evidence his
truths, stated with the assurance of statistical documents (that do
not always state everything, but rather dissimulate things).

Let us go back to the defeated Paul Ehrlich, even though he
was right in his conclusions, although he was not always in his
reasoning. His first defect–a human defect –was to debate (being a
biologist) on an economic subject with a man versed in economic
documents, without assessment from an equal one. His second
defect resulted from his being a Malthusian, in an epoch wherein
Malthusians are easily defeated in any confrontation, especially by
economists who submit all kinds of statistics to demonstrate
anything–on paper–pretending to be owners of the truth–with figures–
and stop the mouth of any opponent.

A characteristic symptom of having a complex is that many
economists refuse to admit the truths from ecology, especially in this
epoch when they are compelled to be subordinated thereto, if they
wish to be more objective in their convictions as regards the Earth.

Let us return to the right track of the subject, and let us not
turn off from it. Left and right, though antagonists as regards those
opposed social economic systems, they both coincide in the creative
capacity of human wit to overcome adversities. They will always
be winners when confronted with neo-Malthusianism because their
arguments have an overweight of optimism. The left, because the
necessary reform of social order towards a superior society, without
exploitation of man, shall distribute wealth in a better way; the right,
because it relies on the productivity of capitalism, based on abundance
of money to produce more, even if it has to maintain an expensive
science that creates original and endless technologies.

However, it is not difficult to demonstrate both to the left and
right that an indisputable matter is that an overpopulated Earth
shall aggravate the evils of nature itself, even though they strive to
show that the possibilities of the planet are inexhaustible.

It is irrational to suppose that some day the Earth’s resources
will not be exhausted.
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Let us make a mental effort, and return to utopians for some
minutes. Let us participate–only for a moment–of the hypothesis
(although unrealizable and absurd) that the social economic system
called capitalism decides to use its unearned increment to put an
end to starvation in all poor countries of the world. In this case, it is
rational to suppose that the use of science may make the soil produce
more, wherefrom all food would originate, as well as garments and
other goods to satisfy needs. There would also exist labor
opportunities, necessarily generated by such an activity but, which
collateral physical effects would occur on the planet’s soil?

• Deforestation would not be avoided in any attempt to increase
agriculture and cattle production. It would be an essential need,
forced by circumstances.

• Since starving people would become consumers, they would
pretend they have the same rights to purchase consumption goods.
Taking only the present population, which exceeds six billion
inhabitants, let us imagine the same number of vehicles, also more
highways (which kill vegetation) so they may circulate, more
gasoline to be consumed, and many other carburetors that increase
air poisoning.

• And collateral effects? (More garbage, larger use of pesticides and
toxic chemical products, more generation of electric power,
breaking up the ecosystems of river basins.)

• And reproduction? All that population incorporated to “civilization”
would have that right that cannot be denied thereto (to further
increase population).

• There is still more because the chain reaction effect continues. If it
is closed, it has a point wherefrom it reopens.

Here comes the end to the candid and utopian dream that only
demonstrate, without the need to have resort to old Malthusianism,
that population in excess is a danger that must not be provoked or
stimulated.

Going countercurrent with the times, going in the reverse
current of the natural history of the earth can be done, but must not
be done.

Making the Earth produce more (in a figurative language) may
be understood as pressing out more from it. In the pertinent chapter,
we have already mentioned, when referring what people do with
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birds, creating an artificial sun for them to produce more eggs every
day (exhausting their frail organism at the expense of vitamins and
hormones).

Let us not forget that formerly the earth used to produce without
fertilizers.

Beware! The soil also becomes exhausted, even with the aid of
fertilizers and insecticides. Let us not exhaust the capacity of the
Earth, even though we are sure of being inoffensive.

This means we should not provoke or attempt against the
support capacity of the planet. This has been exposed in a different
manner by Paul Ehrlich in his theory as regards loading capacity.

Let us not increase deserts on Earth. The enemies of ecologists
do not want them either.

If not, cities shall have to be settled on deserts, and people
shall have to occupy them. Thus, they would not destroy nature.

It looks like the Earth still has a loading capacity, but–again–
beware! It is a mother with too many children, and its effort may
exhaust its capacity, if it continues to bear more children.

Helping the already existing children is fine, but we must think
that one more child, in its mother’s womb, may attempt against it.

Universal Decisive Measures Become Necessary

An executive from the United Nations organization has had
said so, several years ago: Under normal present conditions, we need
another planet more to supply food for the population of the Earth.

If it would be possible to live in other latitudes of the cosmos,
probably most populations would leave the planet, for the simple
reason that–it becomes difficult to deny it–a deep environmental
discontent exists, which is also parallel to immense social discontent.

Some countries, such as Japan, have become far seeing as
regards their excess or rapid increase in population in relation to its
reduced territorial space. Japan has purchased lands in other parts
of the world, whereto migration of its farmers take place, thus
helping to relieve the congestion existing in their own country. But
others have not done so; other countries–without purchasing lands–
have encouraged migrations; other countries have merely stimulated
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policies of habit in their citizens, although they have not obtained
the expected result.

However, that statement from a United Nations executive,
published in a unnamed newspaper means–although it was not his
direct purpose–a warning as regards the extent the population crisis
may reach.

Enemies of birth control may wish it or not, but it looks like
such a control will be imposed either by force or willingly. By force,
through social pressure from groups, and stern action from the State,
with certain adequate measures for each concrete case (for instance,
as regards family multiplication in more than two persons); willingly,
through self-measures of planning, a result of education and other
encouragement from the state itself (for instance those who wish to
be sterilized after having one or two children).

Critically, some forced measures may result in a deep, meaningful
degree of offense for the innermost part of human personality. For
instance, forced sterilization, review on water consumption and so
many others that may be created and established.

The importance of the United Nations (U.N.) as regards this
subject is essential: It must design and strengthen a world population
policy, controlled in accordance with parameters of action programs.
For instance, the latter may be based on the proportion: individual/
soil in accordance with geography, available soil and rational
growth.

It is not a utopia–and so it has been said–that a certain period
of pause in birth (twenty years for instance), based only in conception
care, would be quite useful for mankind. Thus the expecting
population, when their existence comes to an end, would leave a
significant free space for future purposes.
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Introduction to Concurrent Actions

This chapter is not fiction, but rather the reflex of a hard truth.
There is not a minimum tendency to exaggeration or to an unjustified
alarm; even less, to detach intellectual games. Its only pretension is
to show the objectivity of situations, based on insights and findings
from scientific investigations and discoveries.

As in an organized conflagration, the battle fronts already exist
for a strange world war, where the attack originates from weapons
of nonhuman phenomenon. These fronts have a tendency to multiply,
because their final objective is not a determined country, but the
population of the entire planet Earth.

We are not making grotesque comparisons, but the forces that
will attack, or negative factors, have already taken roots, and have
stabilized all over the earth. They have their own air, land and water
forces (fluvial, lacustrine and marine).

Unlikely a conventional war case, the requisite of Declaration
of War shall not exist or expected, and hostilities may start in any
side or get started by any of such forces at hand. In fact, important
skirmishes have already started a long time ago.

Their warlike preparations can be noted already, and it looks
like the Air Force will be the one to initiate warlike operations.
However, it is wise to examine the adversarial contingents.

Multiple ways for destruction
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Air Force

Unlike all armies of the countries in the planet, wherein air forces
have a blue (or light blue) uniform, the enemy is clad with a strange
obscure, virtually black color, and its basis is at the ionosphere. From
our solid surface, the spies of mankind (scientists) indicate that the
enemy is gradually strengthening its structure, and it seems that it
is not interested in camouflage, because it shows off as it is, maybe
to demonstrate the magnitude of its force. And it does so in all
amplitude. However, an important area exists, towards the south,
over the Antarctic, where a sort of black hole may be observed, which
looks like an entrance abyss, with a tendency to open even much
more. Thereby, dangerous solar rays have begun to enter,
announcing their intention to attack; formerly they were prevented
from doing so because of the protection from the ozone layer.

From the Earth’s surface, our spies have stated that the aerial
enemy has a well-known name: it is called chlorofluorocarbons, and it
continues to receive recruits that have climbed from the Earth’s surface
itself. They do so as smokes and gases, and they easily absorbed
themselves into the great attack force, even without training at all.

This war force is perfectly well informed as regards the
activities below, thanks to the silent activity of the allied undertakings
it has had. Besides, it coordinates its operations with similar forces
from water and surface.

Surface Force

This is the regular field army. It is formed by a series of chemical
and biological elements generated by earth contamination. There
also exist beings that are alien to Earth organisms; they are called
virus. Each one of them has specific colors and shapes. The
conveyance force of these viruses resides in different animals
(carriers) and some plants.

There are several “land divisions,” but they are camouflaged
and their location is not easy to detect; however, the area wherein
they operate is known. Among them we have the Heat Division,
the Cold Division, and Winds and Hurricanes Divisions. Other
additional Divisions are being organized, but as yet, it is not possible
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to identify them or their base of operations, because they are
everywhere and some kinds of insects are carriers thereof.

Water Scarcity

This army has divisions at rivers, lakes and seas. Its capacity
to be set in motion is most agile, according to currents, and virtually
it has invaded all the waters in the planet, taking possession of a
large part of the fauna in those boundaries. It has a noxious chemical
nature, and it is biologically negative. Within the first one, plaguecides
have been detected, which survive even in water.

Initiation of Hostilities?

According to several sources in the international press, the
world is already on its way towards its self-destruction due to
climatic tragedies: centennial droughts in Africa, floods in Europe,
torrential rains causing floods in America, immense tornadoes in
the United States and hurricanes in the Caribbean area. If we are
living destruction, the only thing left is for us to witness the
continuation of the process.

This destruction has been fundamentally initiated against the
animal and vegetal kingdoms, which are the ones to suffer from the
consequences thereof, because they are frail. It has been initiated
with the earth heating, which is rising, and a danger whereof is the
aggravation of the situation. Forecasts indicate that in this century
alone, the rise in temperatures will vary from 1.4 and 5.8 degrees,
and the ocean level will increase from 8 to 88 centimeters, virtually
condemning to death several regions of the globe.

If this situation worsens, and demands of ecologists are not
satisfied, the following consequences will result:

1. The first one of them is melting of polar ice and high snow
peaks (snows that were considered eternal) without possibility
of freezing again. This situation, gradually in advance, produces
–as a logic physical consequence–an increase in waters from
oceans, seas, lakes and rivers.
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2. Then, as a by-product of the rise in water level, floods will
occur in the coastlines of many countries, with the consequent
impairment for important cities such as Venice, Amsterdam,
Marseilles, Lisbon and so many others in Europe, as well as
Miami, San Francisco, New York in the United States; Lima,
Buenos Aires, Santiago in South America, and numberless
other seashore towns and villages in Africa, Asia and Oceania.

3. If the attack by earth heating is slow, it will harm agriculture:
Species will change and degenerate and others will disappear
because simply they will dry out. Especially in high latitudes,
trees will also die. When the latter rot, they release CO2 (carbon
anhydride), thereby increasing this negative element in the
environment.

4. If trees die, naturally forests will disappear, and the remaining
climate will become cold because its vegetal protecting cover
exists no more. Lands will be hostile and they will only be
cultivated on conditions imposed by the rain factor, provided it
falls, because deserts increase dryness and no rains fall on them.
The reason why no rainfalls exist is because light is reflected on
them from the Earth, which drives away the clouds.

5. If heat increases, there will be a larger need to use water, and a
danger of water scarcity. Let us not forget that most cities in
mountainous countries take water, and process it to make it
drinkable, precisely from eternal snows that are being dissolved.

6. Necessarily, a decrease will occur in vegetal species; only the
ones that resist new conditions in temperature will survive.

7. Fauna will suffer the effects of a climatic change as follows:

• Birds, which easily displace, will migrate to other more favorable
latitudes, if they find the adequate climate they need, and also if
they find their nourishment. Otherwise, they will massively
extinguish. If this extinction is produced, ecological imbalances
will occur; for instance: uncontrolled increase in insects’ species.
In fact, some birds have anticipated the time for breeding and the
time for the first twittering during the spring; migratory birds
have already advanced their journeys.

• Wild beasts, upon lack of protection from jungles and forests, will
definitively lose their natural environment, nourishment and
water. They will suffer death by inanition.
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The remaining jungles and forests will be crowded with different
species that, in order to survive, will have to struggle among
themselves. The law of Darwin (natural selection) being produced,
not only a quantitative decrease, but also a qualitative decrease
(extinction of species) shall be evidenced.

• Tamed animals will require more care and urban comfort
(refrigeration, heating) in order to survive, thus increasing their
economic cost, provided the substitutive nourishment has been
found (to be solved before the agricultural crisis).

• Insects will probably have a vast space to multiply in hot climates
because hotter temperatures favor the activity of microbes. The
aforementioned possibility means that, particularly, mosquitoes
will multiply infectious plagues by expanding areas due to the
climatic change. Sooner or later, malaria-bearing mosquitoes will
go north. According to The Ecologist, this change will “annul the
benefits of medical progress in the twentieth century; we will see
that illnesses that have been considered as “completely
eliminated” will appear once more.” This publication also foresees
fevers and illnesses such as malaria, schistosomiasis, sleeping
sickness, yellow fever, among others, that some way or another
will show an increase or change in their geographical scope. It is
supposed that even cholera may be transmitted by plankton from
seas and oceans that might have been contaminated and altered
due to climatic change.

8. Hot temperatures will produce a higher speed in the effect of
biological contamination, facilitating expansion of illnesses.
There will be an increase in infectious diseases.

9. Effects in agriculture will tend to be chaotic and will lead to
money losses because new experiments will have to be
conducted as regards potentialities of the soil, aggravated by
the fact that there will be droughts, on the one hand, and floods,
on the other. The latter, together with excessive rainfalls, will
have the ill inclination to excessively dampen the soil and
developing seeds will rot.

10. As a result of a raise in the temperature, agricultural production
will suffer a dramatic reduction in most parts of the world.

11. Soil problems are added to the aforementioned. They have been
already considered in the conclusions of the Carter Report in
1979 that regrettably has come true in most parts of the world:
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Towards the year 2000, one of the most serious environmental
phenomenon shall be the accelerated deterioration and loss of
resources which are essential for agriculture. This phenomenon
comprises soils erosion, loss of nutriments and lands’ compactness,
an increasing salinity of waters used for irrigation, loss of agricultural
surfaces for industrial and urban growth, damages in farming due to
water and air contamination, extinction of local and wild varieties
necessary for improvement by phytogenetists, scarcity of water in
some regions, especially in deforested areas . . . when these changes
become clearly perceived, they shall be very difficult to revert.

12. The danger of heating not only lay on the fact that mountain
snows will liquefy, but how dangerous it may be that enormous
surfaces of the Antarctic may fall. The immediate effect thereof
shall be a displacement of an immense volume of Antarctic ice
on the sea, spreading an equal volume of water on continents.
Let us make it clear that scientists have demonstrated that
Greenland suffered such a destiny, and that an immense glacier
moved southwards.67

This threat of separation was raised by Barrameda (January 15,
2003) stating that a group of Chilean scientists, in cooperation
with the United States National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the Chilean Army, have carried
out the first expedition to western Antarctic glaciers in order
to obtain information as regards ice existing in said region.
For this purpose, they used a long-range aircraft and had no
alternative landing strip. It took flight from the city of Punta
Arenas (southern end of Chile).

67 The Bolivian newspaper Los Tiempos transcribed an article from Widow and
Future (end of 2002):

ALASKA IS MELTING. Glaciers at Alaska are melting more rapidly than as
expected, according to United States scientists. Investigators point out that this
melting may cause an increase of one centimeter in sea level every 60 years.
Glaciers at Alaska and the Canadian bordering territory occupy an extension of
approximately 90,000 square kilometers. They represent an eighth part of the
planet’s glaciers. The study, which had been published by Science magazine,
used a technique called “laser telemetry.” This technique allows scientists to
measure changes in the volume of ice mass in remote regions.
Investigators discovered that the glaciers in Alaska are the ones that mostly
contribute to the increase of sea level. In their conclusions, scientists point out
that the study is an important evidence of climatic change, which may cause an
increase of about one meter on sea level in the next century.
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Mr. Claudio Teitelboim, the expedition leader, who was
interviewed, later said: “Our idea was to use a long-range
aircraft taking off from Punta Arenas which, in a five hours
and a half flight, would reach the western Antarctic, flying
over glaciers therein during two hours, and returning to Punta
Arenas five hours and a half later.
“This is the first time that with aerial sensors set up on board
at a special long-range aircraft of the Chilean Army, flights
took place over Patagonian glaciers, as well as over glaciers at
the Antarctic Peninsula. We also carried out a successful
expedition to the western Antarctic. This was the most
revolutionary part of the expedition.
“Nobody had ever taken measures there, because it was
considered that a large logistic deployment was needed in
order to reach that site, building camps to refuel small aircraft
and be able to reach that site. This meant using this aircraft to
the maximum of its autonomy, with no alternative landing
strip; that is to say, it was an idea which involved a certain
risk. Also, as an idea regarding Antarctic air exploration, it was
something new. We left aside what was traditional, and we
achieved success, because our measuring was successful.
“We carried out five flights over western Antarctic during ten
hours; we have data never obtained before, and which the
scientific community anxiously wished to know for several
decades.
“Preliminary conclusions sufficiently support, or focalize the
idea that western Antarctic is unstable. For instance, we used
radar, developed by NASA to operate in the Arctic, which can
penetrate ice. It has been used for the first time in the Antarctic.
Ice depths it detected are about one kilometer more than as
expected, and that leads towards instability; therefore, the
group is most excited by the preliminary conclusions obtained,
but naturally we are evaluating them most rigorously.”
Question: Does such a thing mean that part of the glacier may
collapse before what was expected? Exactly. A probability would
exist for a large part of the Antarctic, which is ice on rock, to separate
and fall into the sea, and it would produce a most dramatic effect on
the climate, it would raise sea level by several meters . . .
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Question: And how long would it take? Time is not mentioned,
but the speed in glaciers recession might be easily ten times higher
than what we have calculated so far.

13. Severe problems will occur as regards electric power supply.
If water frozen at the mountains no longer exists due to sliding,
we cannot explain how waterfalls could be activated in order
to set electric generation turbines in motion. Maybe on oil? So
much worse for the earth heating.

14. Total alteration in fishery and unexpected displacement of
species seeking safer places have been foreseen.

15. The action of sun beams shall be more even more harmful,
intensively increasing skin cancer, and limiting the time for
workmen whose activities are outdoors (construction, gardening,
police work).

16. Drinkable water will be clearly drained off; conflicts already
exist as regards sources of freshwater. Expensive proceedings
will have to be used for treatment of ocean waters and make
them drinkable. Danger is seen in irrigation of crops with
waters from a doubtful nature.

17. Multiplication of illnesses and sick persons. Physical impossibility
to heal all illnesses. Crisis in the production of medicines.
Increase of death rate in general.

18. Dramatic effects on the economy in general. Uncertainty over
insecure, high-risk investments. Natural raise in prices as
decrease in productions begin, social problems caused by
demands of salary increase.

19. Starvation, as a consequence thereof. Increase of anemia,
tuberculosis and other signs of massive diseases.

20. Massive human environmental migrations. Refugees everywhere,
under critical conditions.

21. Complete ecological disorganization: displacement of water,
air and land species. Loss of wildlife. Barrameda, in a transcription
from the Argentinean newspaper Clarin, indicates that “earth
heating is obligating species in all the world, from starfish in
California, to grass existing at the Alps, to seek new places, or
to modify their habits.”
During the last few decades, in some cases, the habitat of
species moved 100 kilometers or more, generally towards the
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Poles. In other cases, the moment for egg laying and migration
has been anticipated several weeks, giving rise to the possibility
for species to be separated from their sources of nourishment.

22. Earth heating may aggravate contamination of mercury. As
reported by CNN on February 3, 2003, a meeting held at Nairobi,
Kenya, sponsored by the United Nations Program for the
Environment (PNUMA) discussed that activities of gold mining,
up to coal combustion at energy plants “have trebled levels of
mercury in the air since preindustrial times.”
“Mercury is introduced in the food chain, and women and
children undergo the highest risk of being poisoned, which
may cause brain damage and harms to the nervous system,
such as lack of coordination, blurred vision, shaking, irritability
and loss of memory.”68

23. Mental illnesses, as a result of the foreseeable chaos, are
considered.

24. Accelerated death of animal and vegetal species.69

*****

68 The first report from PNUMA as regards the global impact of mercury
contamination shows that energy plants, mainly in Asia and Africa, emit into
the atmosphere more than 1,500 tons per year of this dangerous metal. Small-
scale mining, wherein mercury is used as a help to extract gold and silver, is
another contamination source that releases from 400 to 500 tons of mercury
every year.
The PNUMA report said that according to a study made in the United States,
about one of every 12 women had in their organism levels of mercury that were
higher than the ones considered safe by national authorities. Scientists predict
that, as a consequence thereof, more than 300,000 babies in the United States might
risk suffering brain damages, with impacts going from difficulties in learning to
disability of nervous system. Poisoning by mercury also threatens animals such
as otters, osprey, eagles and some whales that are fed with fish which, according
to scientists, are already contaminated with mercury. (Reuters Limited).

69 In Spain, a conference produced the following quotation: “Even though it
may be difficult to accept, mass extinction has already started, and the world
is definitively on its way to witness many other losses. O. Wilson, a biologist
from Harvard University, estimates that at least 50,000 species are condemned
to extinction every year, due to destruction of their habitat, pluvial forests
(almost 140 per tropical day). Big and small creatures equally disappear:
deforestation condemns to extinction at least one species of bird, mammal or
plant” (Jon Erickson, “Conservancy of Biological Diversity”).
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There is no fantasy, science fiction, provoked lie, exaggeration or
immoral alarmism in what has been stated before. Scientists have not
yet explained the schedule of disasters. However, they will soon do.

Earth Heating: Its Impact on Worldwide Markets

For further objectivity as regards this subject, we quote the
pertinent business technical report drawn up by Reuters Ltd., from
London carried by CNN (February 17, 2003), without adding or
deleting anything:

The phenomenon regarding Earth heating shall probably have a large
impact on financial world markets, since investors shall revalue
companies based on their exposure to the risk of climate change, a
report said.
Undertakings might face important additional costs derived from
natural disasters, gradually more frequent, and new laws destined to
reduce release of gases which provoke said heating, according to a
report from the Carbon Spreading Program. Some companies may even
suffer a reduction in their value, of up to 40% for the ones which release
large volumes of carbon, the report outlined. This report was requested
by a group of institutional investors who supervise assets for about 4.5
billion dollars. Undertakings which identify risks and apply policies
to reduce them shall have a competitive advantage; this will produce a
raise in the price of their shares. “Almost surely next years, several

Extinction, which occurred in the past, had been provoked by natural
phenomenon, such as climatic change or changes in environmental conditions.
The present extinction rate is 10,000 times higher than the one existing before
humans appeared. Presently extinction, which occurs at a rhythm of four
species per hour, is a forced extinction due to destructive activities by humans.
If the present spiral of demographic growth and environmental degradation
continues to be uncontrolled, possibly before the middle of the next century,
50% or more of species that presently live on Earth will have been extinguished.
Like a probable prelude to global extinction, frogs and other amphibians,
animals that have existed for more than 300 million years, are disappearing in
the entire world. Maybe these creatures are announcing in advance the severe
danger existing for the planet.
The human species is the only animal of all times that may provoke extinction
of a large number of other species. (Jon Erickson, “Contamination in our
Planet”)
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trends shall continue to enlarge financial impacts originated by climate
change,” said Tessa Tennant, President of the Carbon Spreading Project.
“This is referred to the security of financial yield, as well as to protection
of the world environment,” she pointed out.
However, in spite of the enormous risks and compensations, many
people from big companies in the world are not paying attention to
climate change. If it is true that 80% of those companies which replied
to said inquiry made among 500 of the most important undertakings
worldwide, acknowledged that the climate change represents a
financial risk, only from 35 to 40% have undertaken actions to mitigate
dangers thereof.

A tough climate

In several fronts, the business world faces threats due to climate
change. Industries such as agriculture and tourism are vulnerable to
increasingly extreme meteorological conditions. However, in most
sectors, the effects thereof shall not become evident, the report stated.
An example thereof is banks and insurance companies, which are at
risk, since economic losses for natural disasters duplicate every 10
years. Likewise, governments increasingly study proposals to regulate
carbon release. Industries such as oil, gas and manufacturing are
obvious targets for regulating action; therefore, the European Union,
some areas in the United States and Japan are already designing new
laws. Probable rise in taxes shall lead to an increase in the cost of
energy, which will affect all industries.
Even though the panorama is not very encouraging, the possibility
to achieve profits is not being discarded. By reducing carbon release,
companies may become more efficient. Also new industries and
sectors will develop, which shall bring large compensations for
undertakings which wish to exploit them. For instance, the energy
market will grow to about 1.9 billion dollars for the year 2020, from
234,000 and 625,000 million dollars the year 2010, the report asserted.
As the financial impact of the climate change becomes clear, investors
are exerting pressure on companies for them to carry out changes.
More and more companies for funds investments are conveying
money to companies that adopt high levels as regards the environment,
and social as well as ethical subjects. The idea is that companies which
may manage these risks shall probably provide better long-term yield
for shareholders.
In Great Britain, as well as in some parts of Europe and Australia,
laws are also impelling large investors, such as pension funds, to take
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measures. This is exerting more pressure on companies. “This report
is an obligated reading for directors, executives and investors
everywhere,” said Tennant. “Companies which are not seriously
considering the statements of this report shall probably receive news
from their shareholders,” he added.

Death of Life or Its Salvation

The world suffers disasters that are not the result of a novelistic
imagination from sick ecologists, or signs of a magnified boasting
from irresponsible prophets of disaster, but they are rather objective,
real situations not within the will of people that any rational mind
has the duty to understand. A minimum solidarity with the life of
human species impels towards the duty of sharing concerns, even
though mankind well deserves its destruction.

One has to be blind at the reality, so as not to perceive its crisis,
as well as the special aggravation of the situation. If all the conditions
above stated are given, the unraveling of the crisis shall end in the
death of a large part of mankind, besides dramatic health problems
and many unforeseeable social problems, because hunger does not
wait, and its sequels of misery shall accelerate all kinds of illnesses,
with no remedy for the situation.

Life itself, as such, is in danger. The serious involution process
wherein we are, at least so far, is an evidence that the necessary
measures that the Earth requires in order to save its existence, and
not be left like a inert (lifeless) planet, with ruins of civilizations in
all its length and width, have not been taken.

Ecologist thought and action increase with the crisis, but their
strength has not yet been able to submit forces of retrograde and
status quo. Desperation that is being perceived everywhere is a clear
evidence that a race against time must be undertaken, and that there
is much to do, in the little time left. It is an agony that demands a
deep conscientiousness and, most of all, action.
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The Future of Ecologism

The ecologist ideal for the world, independent from social
economic systems in conflict (either capitalism or socialism), lies
on the fact that production means and instruments must agree with
the process of nature, not contradict it, and not evade its laws. As
history tells us, since those means have always been negative along
centuries when nature has been neglected, no reason exists to believe
that they will change by magic.

Due to this underlying reason, any new act that stimulates a
change in the productive structure of society must be considered
with optimism, as well as changes in the form of life man has within
nature, that is to say, a revolution that transforms all that has been
built, from its foundation. Naturally, special designs are required
for the numberless transformations to be operated, both for the
treatment of raw materials as well as for food production and
disposal of debris. All of it are in overt combat against production
of lethal gases and other forms of contamination.

Even though some efforts are being made, although with
dropper, they must also be taken into account. One of them, as an
example, is the work performed by famous designer William
McDonough, who was awarded the Presidential Prize for Sustainable
Development. With his Architects’ undertaking, this professional
has anticipated the subject, designing:
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• Business-connected groups for Nike Europe and The Gap Incorporated,
as well as a plant for Herman Miller, a company that manufactures
furniture.

• At the Oberlin College, Ohio State, McDonough & Partners have
created a center for environmental studies that purifies its own
water; its principle is that a building can produce more energy
than the one it consumes.

• In 1999, McDonough reached an agreement with Ford Motor
Company to redesign its large production plant at River Rouge,
Dearborn, Michigan, which was built eighty years ago. The object
of said project comprises its industrial/environmental restoration;
they calculate that it will take twenty years to finish the works.

• In 1995, together with German chemist Michael Braungart, he
organized the McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry Company,
which produces manufacturing materials that are harmless for
the environment.

His viewpoints are quite significant, for he intends to achieve
growth free of contamination. At the alternative that the business
system is interested in population growth, because their market is
secured, and at opposition from ecologists for him to stop population
growth, because it is destroying the world, he adopts the position
that growth should be equal to the economy and to laws of nature.
He also rejects the concept of squander for being noxious.

In an interview published in April 2002, Jim Fuller, from
“World Subjects,” states new interesting valuations of McDonough’s
ideas:

The River Rouge plant of Ford Motor Company was the first vertically
integrated long-range industrial installation. It was considered as the
most modern at the time when, in 1927, Henry Ford presented thereat,
the automatic production technology of chain assembly. It was like
an explosion center of industrial revolution. Through one door, iron
mineral and carbon came in, and terminated cars went out through
another door. Raw material came in, and went out as terminated
products. With its 440 hectares, it was one of the most important
industrial plants at the beginning of the twentieth century in the
United States. By the end of the decade of 1980, a large part of the
complex was obsolete and contaminated, and today it contains all
the residues of eighty years of production. You may imagine the aspect
that the soil has.
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Even though reconstruction of all the site is a 20-year project, the first
part of the redesigning plan–building a new, modern assembly plant–
shall be completed by 2003. New factories shall be most flexible,
allowing displacement of interchangeable platforms so they may
produce cars with a different pattern, and may have a quicker reply
as regards market demand. New buildings shall have lots of open
spaces, and with daylight in abundance, they will not be dark, as
they are now.
But further, on the long term, we want the plant to be sustainable. So
everything returns to the landscape. We shall try to restore healthy soil
and water. This is an act of restoration, an act of health. We want a
place where oxygen is produced. At this moment, all that it produces
are contaminated dust particles. Thus, the new Ford assembly plant
shall have a “green” roof of 135,000 square meters, known as the “habitat”
roof, maybe the biggest “living” roof in the world. It shall consist of
thin layers formed by absorbent materials, nutrients and plants, and it
shall absorb rainwater, it will catch particles floating in the air, and it
shall isolate the factory; birds shall like it too. So instead of rainwater
hitting on a hard surface, it shall fall on something smooth. Water is
filtered and purified, and it takes three days for it to be filtered up to
the Rouge River. Presently it takes less than 10 minutes for the water to
reach the river, carrying plenty of chemical and toxic compounds.
Plants also produce oxygen, and they absorb the release of carbon
anhydride, as well as particles to make air better. Thus, plants clean
the air. So if a building can act as a tree, imagine a whole city which is
like a tree. Which would be the quality of the air? Which would be
the temperature in a city with gardens on top of all roofs, instead of
black asphalt? In the summer, the city temperature would vary by
two degrees and it would offer cool breeze.
Ford parking areas have also been redesigned to be porous. They are
built of stones with a very similar size, so water is absorbed and is filtered
through them. They look like a sponge, but they are perfectly flexible
and long-lasting. So parking areas absorb water –like an enormous
deposit–and release it slowly into artificial swamps which shall encircle
the industrial complex, being purified along the process. Drainage
furrows and retention reservoirs shall also regulate water flow.

Question: How much shall this cost to the company?

McDonough: In fact, redesigned installations shall save money
for Ford as regards energy, disposal of debris and compliance with
environmental regulations. The habitat roof, porous pavement and
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habitat swamps will cost about 13 million dollars. However, they
save Ford from having up to 48 million dollars in underground water
piping and installations for chemical treatment, which are necessary
to comply with regulations established by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) of the United States. So Ford might save
as much as 35 million dollars, and at the same time create a beautiful
landscape.

Question: Will there be other companies ready to invest millions of dollars
for similar intangible assets and long-term profits?

McDonough: I believe that any intelligent president of a
company admits that health, safety and productivity of their
employees are the most important asset in the company’s books.
Keeping people happy and productive may constitute a significant
change.

The Herman Miller furniture factory in Holland, Michigan,
which we finished in 1995, has daylight and fresh air in abundance.
It was awarded the first annual prize “A good design is a good
business,” under the auspices of Business Week magazine and the
United States Architects’ Institute. Roof monitors canalize light
beams towards the factory’s halls; artificial swamps created around
the installation keep back and purify sewerage water. It also uses
less energy than an ordinary factory, due to daylight. The company’s
productivity increased by 25% after the employees moved to the
new building. This increase in productivity represents 60 million
dollars in production per year for Herman Miller. The new building
costs 15 million dollars and they obtain significant higher profits
with more production, and the same number of happy personnel.
You may ask the president of any company if he would like an
increase above 100% of annual profit in an investment. Every year.
It’s amazing.

We also designed the Gap business complex at San Bruno,
California. Its structure is covered by an undulating grass roof and
full of daylight. The grass roof catches and filters rainwater and
provides thermal and acoustic isolation. The roof deviates solar light
beams directly to the inner spaces. It also presents the new use of
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elevated floors for computers in the whole building. All night, a
ventilation system moves the air under the floors, taking in cool air.
Next day, the concrete tiles of the building are cold, from the night
before, and they freshen the air breathed by people. Thus we cool
the mass of the building from the bottom, as if it would be an old
farm. We did not have to supply energy or use electricity for air
conditioning. But we created the same effect by using so much
equipment at a third part of its cost. The Gap project was awarded
the special prize from Pacific Gas & Energy for being one of the
most efficient new office buildings as regards the use of energy in
California. Other buildings that were awarded prizes for low use of
energy, had scarce daylight or fresh air. We provided 100% of fresh
air and daylight for each person at the Gap installation. We delivered
a vastly superior product for the same price; we simply distributed
our resources in a different manner.

Question: May your ideas be applied to the developing world?

McDonough: Fully.
In fact, I am co-president of the China–United States Center for

Sustainable Development. The ideas for the developing world are the
same as these ones: they involve different technologies for different
circumstances. So we are not saying that we should take our
technologies, per se, to other cultures. We are simply saying that
laws of nature apply to all of us, and that we need to find the ways
how to use those laws within the local context.

One of the things we have been trying to encourage is micro
solar privileges. We are developing new solar technologies that may
be produced on site by local people. We may offer to some young
businessmen 500 solar collectors to generate energy. They may use
energy to create a small factory which makes solar collectors. It will
be required from them that the first collectors they produce, be given
to someone else, the same as we gave them their first collectors.
Thus, there is a multiplying effect. People may build their own solar
collectors and initiate small companies, and then help creating new
companies which shall rapidly expand. So in fact we are working
from the base itself.
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Question: Will you please tell us about your idea of changing the way how
we do things, and designing materials with a subsequent productive life
from their beginning?

McDonough: As long as human activity is so destructive, we
all believe that we must try to be more efficient, or try to be less
wicked. But let us take the cherry tree as an example: it is not
“efficient.” It produces thousands of flowers so only one tree may
germinate. The abundance of the tree is useful and harmless. After
they fall to the ground, flowers go back to the earth and become
nutrients for the surrounding environment. Even the last particle
somehow contributes to the health of a prosperous ecosystem. This
is the reason why we prefer being “effective” rather than efficient.
We would like to do right what is correct, instead of doing right
what is incorrect. The first principle of our next industrial revolution
is “debris are equivalent to food.” But at this moment, human industry
is severely limited because it typically follows a unidirectional, direct
line for manufacturing, from birth to death, wherein things are
created and eventually disposed of, generally in an incinerator or
in a garbage can. Opposed to residues from nature’s task, debris
from human industry are not food at all. In effect, frequently they
are poison.

Some few years ago, I was associated with a German chemist
called Michael Braungart and we organized a studies undertaking
called McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry. We believe that there
are two fundamental metabolisms in the world. One of them is
biological, the other one is chemical. So we believe that things
should be designed in order to return to the soil, harmlessly, or
return to the industry. And nothing else should be done. For
instance, organic nutrients should be elaborated to go back to the
organic cycle, and to be literally consumed by microorganisms and
other soil creatures.

Most containers, which represent about 50% of the volume of
our solid residues, should be formed by biological nutrients,
materials which could be thrown on the ground, to be degraded by
a biological action. No need exists for things such as shampoo
bottles, juice containers and other packing that last for decades and
even centuries, much more than what they contain.
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Thus we are working with the German chemical company BASF
on a new nylon fiber which, in fact, is truly recyclable. After the
fiber is spun in products such as carpets, it may be returned to the
manufacturer so it may be reused. Your carpet may reincarnate every
time you decorate your house anew.

We have also helped a Swiss company, Rohner Textile, to create
such a harmless cloth for tapestry that one can literally eat it. The
cloth is made of ramie patch and wool, a mixture of harmless vegetal
and animal fibers, free of pesticides. In order to find harmless dyeing
for the cloth, we have considered more than 8,000 chemical products
used in the textile industry, and we eliminated 7,962. The cloth was
prepared using only 38 chemical products. When they are
withdrawn from their frame, after the useful life of a chair for instance,
the cloth and its trimming will naturally decompose, and they will
serve as garden fertilizer. It has been determined that the water
running out from the Rohner Textile factory after being filtrated
through the cloth during the production process is as clean as the
Swiss drinkable water flowing into the factory.

Question: In the light of the next World Summit on Sustainable Development
to be held at Johannesburg, South Africa, what do you believe the world
should do to achieve progress as regards sustainable development?

McDonough:

• We have to learn to praise the abundance existing in the world,
instead of merely complaining about its limitations. There is
abundance of sunlight, water and children. So why should we
not celebrate that? And let us search more intelligent manners to
do so. As long as we only think that we are infecting the world,
we shall only be worried for the limits of a conventional growth.
Let us forget that.

• Let us celebrate the increase of good things, such as solar energy
and healthy food.

• Let us celebrate human intelligence. From an environmental
perspective, it means that we shall never look at a child born in
India and say that “there is a population problem.” Because the
moment we decide it, human rights cease to exist. So ecologists,
governments and businessmen should not simply stand up and
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say that we have a population problem and that we lack sufficient
resources. They should stand up and also say “how do we love
each one of those children?”

• And that is not the only question we should ask ourselves, because
if we start respecting laws of nature, we also wish to respect
women as equal partners. Like we have seen case after case, when
women are respected in a society, when women are treated the
same as men, and when they have equal opportunities for
education, population levels stabilize and the matter regarding
population becomes something we can all live with.

*****
The useful information provided by the above interview goes

in parallel with other efforts made worldwide, in different areas
such as agriculture. In Spain, a Round Table of the Spanish Society
for Ecological Agriculture (SEAE) shows the efforts made for agro-
ecological alternative to substitute traditional production. Its
executive, José Luis Porcuna, tells us that “Ecological agriculture is
noted as an alternative to be taken into account, but one of the main
objections raised thereto, is its low capacity to produce food for a
mankind which grows at an extraordinarily accelerated rhythm.
Shall the ecological agriculture be able to take away farmers–both
of the First as of the third world–from the crisis provoked by
industrialized modern agriculture? And, shall it be able to produce
food for the 10 billion inhabitants who shall exist on the planet the
year 2025?

“In fact, the first ones to evidence the nature of the crisis in
industrial agriculture have been farmers, who have seen how profits
obtained from their activity were progressively reduced in the last
few years, at the same time that they observed how income in
remaining sectors increased. All that, even though their number has
drastically decreased (thus, in Spain during the last 20 years we
reduced from more than 2,000,000 farmers at the beginning of the
’80s, to present scarcely 900,000 farmers).”

Aforementioned examples must be taken most seriously and
with deep interest. They are evidences that producers are conscientious
that the world has to change, and for that purpose, they themselves
apply said change in their sector. That means looking forward; an
unmistakable evidence of being positive.
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Does the Ecologist Ideology Exist or Not?

The natural instinct to look for the surrounding environment
is what has produced an ecologist conscience, at least in receptive
persons. The conviction of intellect, added to minimum ethical
principles, has produced an ecologist reaction, always spontaneously.
Persistent destruction observed has produced primary reactions of
indignation in these minds, followed by spontaneous and risky self
willed combat, isolated and dangerous towards itself.

When the critical condition of nature finally showed its real
condition (as if it was a warning) and received replies materialized
in acts of retaliation–informed by the communication media–the
latter indirectly informed that persons already exist who are willing
to offer their life in order to protect and defend Earth. An ecologist
solidarity was being born.

This solidarity was the result of a spontaneous understanding in
favor of those who worked individually and in a personal manner,
secretly and/or clandestine, manifesting their protest by facts and
deeds that caused material damages to those considered responsible
thereof. All this was achieved with the sacrifice of their families,
property and the future itself, risking their own personal freedom.

This situation was strengthened when collective organizations
appeared, and they offered an overt combat, like Greenpeace and
others more; but their acts were founded on a protective action in
favor of the Earth. There was nothing structured within the limits
of thought that meant an ordained assembly of ideas to govern their
behavior; there only existed ideas in action, and ethical behaviors
to justify them.

On its turn, a simultaneous development of ecology as a science
allowed combatants to enrich their acts with new knowledge they
discovered; they strengthened even more their moral integrity. The
success of this science consolidated when it was incorporated to
universities worldwide, where said knowledge is conserved,
transmitted and developed.

Advanced for his time, Haeckel produced this definition of
the discipline:

By Ecology we understand the aggregate of knowledge referred to
the economy of nature, the investigation of all relations an animal
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has with its organic and inorganic environment, most of all including
its hostile and friendly relation towards animals and plants with which
it is connected either directly or indirectly. In summary, ecology is
the study of the complex interrelationships Darwin referred to as
conditions of the combat for the existence.

Knowledge has evolved since that time, and science has been
enriched. Today it comprises all the subjects regarding the reciprocal
relation nature-beings, it has become so important that nobody who
occupies a space in the world should act thereon, before first of all
understanding the soil he treads on, and the environment he has.
The influence of this discipline, plus the urgent need of its use, has
opened its way up to government levels themselves.

Maybe because they are snobs, many people like to be
considered ecologists, and they adopt and present themselves as
such. However, it does not matter who shows off, or who only
provides moral support. What matters is who is set in action, and
how they perform.

Of course, upon increase of the science, and increase in the
number of defenders it has–who adopted the name of ecologists–
natural discrepancies arose, because not everybody converge on the
same action line, and also because not everybody thinks exactly the
same. However, discrepancies are discussed at home, without
attendance of enemies or adversaries.

However, having established similarities, differences must also
be established. The situation makes it compulsory to be conscientious
that ecology and ecologism are not the same. The latter is the grouped
action from persons for their concrete objectives of combat in favor
of the protection and care for the Earth; this combat may occur based
on a simple moral ideal, materialized into action, or a sort of ideology
that rationally orientates activities.

The latter may be denominated ecologist ideology, even though
it does not exist as a real ideology, except for growing rudiments. A
true ideology will exist when said rudiments progress, develop and
grow, as the crisis may require, like the need of a complete structuring
of the ecologist thought.

As we have just said, rudiments already exist, and they
permanently enrich the ecologist ideal as well as ethics of their
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action. Just like now we are beginning to think how the future of
mankind will be, we are also searching in the historic past, the
existence of defenders who lived in former epochs.

We even seek support from ancient Greece. The oldest exponent
of concern who has been found–due to absence of other sources–is the
Ionian philosopher Anaximander70 (610–545 BC), who constitutes
–to date–the precursor, for his concern as regards certain situations
of nature which were of interest for him.

Any person may be an ecologist, as well as any politician, leftist
or rightist. What matters for this particular situation are merely and
simply the conviction of objective relations existing with the Earth. Of
course, the same result is not attained with social sciences, since,
because they deal with relations human beings have, they contain
antagonism and rivalry, given the multiplicity of convictions that exist.

For this reason, the ecologists’ thought is almost homogeneous
and tends to agglutinate. Their future shall be to continue to develop
even more, until they constitute a profound ideological movement.

Now ecologists manage masses, real multitudes, human
conglomerates with different thoughts and activities. Their enemies
manage nothing, except money and defamation.

The responsibility of orientating the ecologist’s current
impulses to drive all forces towards concrete objectives is clear. Here
are some bases, although incipient:

1. Coordinate worldwide the ecologist movement towards its
organization by countries and under collective, confederate
direction, with a worldwide centralization (similar to the United
Nations).

70 Anaximander, according to Spanish Professor José Maria Fouce, “was born
approximately in 610 BC; he died in 545 BC. Theophrastus describes
Anaximander as a disciple and companion of Thales (of Miletus), but fourteen
younger than the latter. Like Thales, he was concerned by practical matters
related with science, and a map drawn up of the Black Sea has been attributed
to him. This was probably used by Milesian navigators who used it to orient
themselves. Like other Greek philosophers, he actively participated in the
political life in his city, and the direction of a colonizing expedition to Apollonia
has been attributed to him. As regards his philosophical activity, he is supposed
to be the author of a work in prose, About Nature, wherein he states his
theories.”
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2. Strengthen the seizure of the bureaucratic power of ecology in
every State, based on moral force and penetration of conscience.

3. Face goals and actions for combat, in an integrated manner and
with the support of its own logistic.

4. Determine as an objective, a return to the “golden age” of mankind.
This does not mean to draw back as regards progress, but returning
to a naturalist conviction, adapting to a new form of life and
building a New World that does not damage the environment in
the least.

Let us enrich this work, mentioning what Colombian thinker
David Zuluaga stated, giving some ideological, ethical and even
literary basis to us, to distinguish the ecologist thought:

Ecologists possess a spirit that is sensible to all expressions of nature.
It may be even said that it has a direct communication therewith, and
that their spirit never acts alone; their mind is never occupied by things
which only favor vanity, because it is fully conscious that the world
has been made to be shared, not to take possession of it, exploit it, or
any other expression of a selfish soul. It is not attributed to ecologism
to endow men with the aforementioned sensible spirit, but it is rather
thanks to these men that it becomes possible to conceive the world
from an ecologist perspective; of course, those who do not have such
kind soul I am speaking about, cannot understand me.
Therefore, ecology is a relation with the world. It is simplistic to reduce
“ecology” to the definitions of that old school book which said that
ecology was “the science that studies relations between living
organisms and their environment.” Today ecology has acquired an
unexpected dimension. Today, thinking ecologically implies to
comprise the size of the universe; it may be contained in small
everyday things, represented as a new consumption model, or large
scale projects such as theories to lessen the unbalance existing in the
distribution of wealth in the world. However, they all form part of
the same principle.

The True Wealth of Ecology

“What an aberration, call“wealth an abundance wherein you starve!”
As Aristotle said, “Money has but a fictitious value. Its true value is
in law, not in nature.” Man has decided to disavow the source of all
his wealth, forget that nature has provided to him all the raw material
he needs, and he has preferred to love money rather than love nature.
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Humans insist on giving to the environment the same use as they
give to their machines or to their inventions. They forget that nature
is a finite resource if it is consumed faster than it is renewed; the Earth
is not only a means for production; animals are not only useful things,
they have a value, I cannot use them or treat them as if they were
only something useful. Protection granted to nature is a matter of
love and respect; it does not operate when individual interests prevail.
Nature has self-regulation mechanisms that man alters, that is to say,
nature cannot return to its condition, once raw material has been taken
away from it more rapidly than its self restoration. The technology
world ignores the irreparable damages it produces. Technology does
not seem to acknowledge any self-regulation principle or rather man,
who is the one to produce industry, does not seem to acknowledge
any self-regulation principle. Development has been expressed in clear
economic terms; what does not represent a profit is antieconomic.
Social investment, and investment made to protect natural resources
does not produce profit; therefore, nobody is interested in investing
therein.
In many cases humans, concentrated in production, only seek profit;
at the expense of what and whom… is a secondary matter. Behind
such “obtained profit,” exploitation or other denigrating practices
are hidden. A selfish man may become materially rich, but if his
workmen are exploited, if they lack education, if both they and their
families are suffering, his wealth is filthy, it is bloodstained; his spirit
is absolutely poor and his capital is worth nothing. Under no
circumstances humans should support economic development with
disproportionate exploitation of the environment and of subemployed
workmen. Neither me nor anybody can assure that a country has
achieved any degree of development, or try to justify it, if behind
development thousands of persons exist who are subemployed,
starving, with no natural resources, without education, etc.…
regrettably, today such seems to be the market logic.
For ecology, development has another character, it deals with people,
with the air we breathe, with the water we drink; if money and
technology are not used for people’s well-being, definitively they have
no value. Ecologism exalts people’s education to achieve development;
by no means government models that maintain people’s ignorance
to ensure their service have their survival assured. These governments
have roots and are more insistent in third-world countries. I trust
that people therefrom, even though they are starving and have weak
souls, having suffered for a long time the selfishness of their governors,
will raise, and in the last-ditch effort of heroism and rationality, will
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acknowledge love and respect for each other, achievements of the
aggregate, they will think as a group, and forces that lead to freedom
from slavery, to which they are subdued for money from selfish
persons. I trust people will demand from them to have the will and
courage to know that they do not live alone, that the world makes
part of their head, and thus be builders, in the name of their people,
of their country and… why not of their world?
Wealthy nations are sure that their economic aid is essential. We repeat
that said money is worthless if it is in the hands of corrupt powerful
ones, who are in charge of distributing and managing it, or if the only
thing they seek is to make servile nations from countries in default,
such as the Latin American elite who want to ensure servitude from
their people. They believe that what is good for wealthy nations, in
the same measure thereof is also good for poor countries; they forget
that they originate from different circumstances. Their aid is simple,
it has no feelings, it is even ill intentioned if it has other obscure
purposes. I believe that it is written in the Bible that you have to teach
how to fish, not give fish. Development is not the result of money or
goods, but the outcome of people, their education, organization and
discipline.
Ecologists do not share orthodoxy, they do not communicate with
radicals or with fundamentalists. They are not purchased for money,
and their decisions are guided only by their convictions and tacit
compromises with social harmony and towards nature. He who is
ready to show his displeasure does not have to remain silent at what
he deems an injustice, but his expressions are not warlike; they are
symbolic though stern, even stronger than a bomb or a murder, a war
or the use of physical force. Precisely the political value of ecologists
can be perceived in the most critical moments, because he who knows
how to listen is an acute critic not only as regards the fellowmen, but
also towards himself. His heart is terrified when at the Spanish shores,
gallons of crude are overflowed, and when Bush declares war on Iraq,
that is to say, he fights and settles with firmness his own decisions,
defending them with opportune clarifications.
We have forgotten that nature sends messages to us, or we are so
distant from it, that we do not perceive them anymore. I do not want
to be an apologist of natives, but there are things they know, and that
they can tell us with more realism and conviction; also, they can be
more fluent than myself; that is why I would like to quote José Maria
Arguedas, a Peruvian writer who wrote in one of his tales this small
piece regarding the relation existing between white men (mistis) and
natives (puquios), and nature:
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From the peaks, four rivers descend and pass nearby the village; at
the waterfalls, white water cries out, but mistis do not hear it. At the
hills, at the plains, at the peaks, with a very mild wind, yellow flowers
dance, but mistis almost ignore them. At daybreak, with the cold sky,
behind the mountains edge, the sun appears; then thuyas and wild
pigeons sing, flapping their small wings; sheep and colts rove across
the grass, while mistis sleep, or they look at them, calculating the
meat steer have. At dawn taita inti (the sun) illumes the sun, illumes
the earth, but they sneeze, spur their horses on the roads or drink
coffee, or they drink hot pisco (local brandy).
But in the heart of puquios, the gorge cries and laughs; in their eyes
the sky and the sun are alive; in their innermost, the gorge is singing,
with its morning voice, its voice at noon, its afternoon voice, its voice
at dawn… (“Rebellion,” February 28, 2003)

Finally, let me finish this book, reading what Enrique Ortega,
from Brazil, tells us about his own concerns regarding the ecological
problematic, as follows:

GAIA: SELF-ORGANIZATION

THE HYPOTHESIS OF GAIA AND AN EXTRAPOLATION

The hypothesis of Gaia is nothing else but a hypothesis. It has not
been evidenced! However, it may serve as a reference to discuss THE
ECOLOGOGIC WORK… It is supposed that elements which form the
system of life on Earth have interacted (and continue to interact) to
gestate and maintain adequate life conditions in our planet. It is
supposed that life itself is the result of a self-organization of the system.
We may suppose that the system itself may develop a self-organization
to resolve its present problems. But, does that also suppose a work to
be consciously developed? It is on this matter that we wish to talk,
study, propose and act.

TO MEDITATE ABOUT THE CHAOTIC PRESENT AND A NEW ECOLOGIC ERA

All over the world, we are enduring the consequences of a forced
adoption of the paradigms contained in the so-called American Dream
(the philosophy of North American lifestyle) that, for many people,
is not a dream but a nightmare. I have nothing personal against North
Americans; hardly against the continuing imposition of their
catastrophic values towards nature and mankind.
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What is good for them may be applied to other groups that have
economic power, the capacity to create images for consuming masses,
the dominion of how to generate technology and administration
techniques, and control of diffusion media for news, ideas and values.
Since that dream is not convenient for us… should we think about
substituting or amending it (reviewing or reverting it)?
This means that–with many hands–we have to perform a creative
work destined to serve as a pattern for the “World Dream.” Maybe it
is not only one dream, but an assembly of dreams. Dreams of
communities that are open, free and reasonably happy, adjusted to
their environment (sustainable development), forming an
interdependent entirety of self-governed collectivities, with civilized
agreements for world convivial. I believe that a Latin-American dream
may exist, Spanish- and Portuguese-speaking, but wherein also
Quechua, Maya, Nahoa, English, French, etc., would be spoken.
We must change from a “world economic system.” (capitalism in its
present phase of globalization of the economy) to a “world ecological
system” (that some people are beginning to call “The Golden Age of
Mankind” or “sustainable development”). To that end, we must go
through a transition phase that has many alternative methods, some
of them terrible (to say something). The most interesting thereof is
the one that some people are beginning to call as “The Prosperous
Method of Gradual Adjustment to the Environment.”
It becomes essential to identify the paradigms related with these three
systems:

A. Capitalism in Its Globalization Stage.
B. The Prosperous Method of Gradual Adjustment to the Environment

(or other option which may be of interest)
C. The Golden Age of Mankind

We also have to identify the main social movements stuffed inside
those systems (within the frame of social action) in order to discover
the important elements of the cultural transformation being proposed.
We must discover their ideological or religious, technological, and
administration concepts, and the spread of their ideas. We must not
forget that capitalism has its own charms and some advantages as
regards the preceding forms of production.
But the new stage must be more attractive and it must show more,
larger advantages for mankind and nature. Some people are already
talking about a planet civilization and citizenship.
Whether being ecologists or utopian, we must remember how
essential our role is:
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Most politicians and businessmen hardly think about the present times
and the short term (like an extension of past times),… the various
social movements (we, among them) must think and raise for
discussion the subject regarding the long term, and starting therefrom
(the image of the future) make the pertinent link or connection with
the present time.

Within the list of subjects that I consider interesting to study and
discuss, I suggest to put emphasis on paradigms and projects of the
future, but most of all on the ones regarding transition because those
are the ones that will allow to establish links existing between the
economic past, and the ecological future.

LIST OF INTERESTING SUBJECTS TO THINK ABOUT THE FUTURE

We may start organizing the list of important subjects for discussion,
in order to exchange information (paper, bits, conversations, thoughts,
designs, etc.) as regards cultural systems that we are interested about.

A. CAPITALISM IN ITS GLOBALIZATION STAGE:

Identify its paradigms (northward steering values or principles of
such system, which is underway to its extinction, even though it does
not look like).
Identify its main movements (projects or organized action).
Identify the important elements of its cultural project (ideological,
religious, technological, administrative concepts and spreading of its
ideas).
Identify its charms and advantages versus rejection and disadvantages.

B. PROSPEROUS METHOD FOR GRADUAL ADJUSTMENT TO THE
ENVIRONMENT (TRANSITION):

Paradigms
Movements
Elements of the transition cultural project
Charms and advantages versus rejection and disadvantages of that
transition system

C. THE GOLDEN AGE OF MANKIND:

Paradigms
Movements
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Important elements of the desired multiphase cultural transformation
Charms and advantages versus rejection and disadvantages of that
dynamic balance system (Homeoreosis).

NECESSARY TOOLS FOR ANALYSIS AND ACTION:

Scientific tools to perform an energetic accounting of natural
ecosystems, with human intervention, in order to define:

productive vocation;
present and potential productivity as regards the use of natural
resources, and
degree of energetic and economic sustenance.

Spiritual or psychological tools that may help to integrate persons
with themselves, and make their integration viable towards their
fellowmen and with nature
Telecommunication tools for making feasible human contacts in
agreement with their specific interests of life and aspirations
Tools to create a model and simulate new production patterns and
human convivial for sustainable development
Study of various kinds of practical experiences and others regarding
human integration, at different sites. To identify their valuable aspects
and their weak points
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Preamble:

– Considering that Life is one, all living beings having a common
origin and having diversified in the course of the evolution of
the species,

– Considering that all living beings possess natural rights, and
that any animal with a nervous system has specific rights,

– Considering that the contempt for, and even the simple
ignorance of, these natural rights, cause serious damage to
Nature and lead men to commit crimes against animals,

– Considering that the coexistence of species implies a recognition
by the human species of the right of other animal species to
live,

– Considering that the respect of animals by humans is
inseparable from the respect of men for each other,

It is hereby proclaimed that:

Article 1

All animals have equal rights to exist within the context of
biological equilibrium. This equality of rights does not overshadow
the diversity of species and of individuals.

Universal declaration of animal
rights
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Article 2

All animal life has the right to be respected.

Article 3

1° Animals must not be subjected to bad treatments or to cruel
acts.

2° If it is necessary to kill an animal, it must be instantaneous,
painless and cause no apprehension.

3° A dead animal must be treated with decency.

Article 4

1° Wild animals have the right to live and to reproduce in freedom
in their own natural environment.

2° The prolonged deprivation of the freedom of wild animals,
hunting and fishing practised as a pastime, as well as any use
of wild animals for reasons that are not vital, are contrary to
this fundamental right.

Article 5

1° Any animal which is dependent on man has the right to proper
sustenance and care.

2° It must under no circumstances be abandoned or killed
unjustifiably.

3° All forms of breeding and uses of the animal must respect the
physiology and behaviour specific to the species.

4° Exhibitions, shows and films involving animals must also
respect their dignity and must not include any violence
whatsoever.

Article 6

1° Experiments on animals entailing physical or psychological
suffering violate the rights of animals.

2° Replacement methods must be developed and systematically
implemented.
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Article 7

Any act unnecessary involving the death of an animal, and
any decision leading to such an act, constitute a crime against life.

Article 8

1° Any act compromising the survival of a wild species and any
decision leading to such an act are tantamount to genocide,
that is to say, a crime against the species.

2° The massacre of wild animals, and the pollution and destruction
of biotopes are acts of genocide.

Article 9

1° The specific legal status of animals and their rights must be
recognised by law.

2° The protection and safety of animals must be represented at
the level of Governmental organizations.

Article 10

Educational and schooling authorities must ensure that citizens
learn from childhood to observe, understand and respect animals.

The Universal Declaration of Animal Rights was solemnly proclaimed in Paris on 15
October 1978 at the UNESCO headquarters.
The text, revised by the International League of Animal Rights in 1989, was submitted
to the UNESCO Director General in 1990 and made public that same year.

UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF ANIMAL RIGHTS
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The FAO is cheating at a game of solitaire. And pretends that
nobody notices it. All over the world we are watching the alarming
destruction and degradation of forests and in this process the rights
of indigenous peoples are being violated, watersheds are being
affected, whole regions are being altered, the climate is being
destabilized and species of flora and fauna are disappearing.

However, the FAO (United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization), considered by many international bodies and by the
forestry profession as the maximum authority on the subject of forests,
is manipulating data on the true situation in such a way as to cover
up the seriousness of the destruction process. Thus, in its report
“Global Forest Resources Assessment 2000” (FRA 2000), it introduces
changes into its previous definition of forests, not to update it from
its obvious obsolescence but to make it worse. Thus, FAO manages to
reach the conclusion that, in comparison with former assessments,
an increase has taken place of the world forest cover. Nobody–not
even themselves–believed it, but at least they are trying.

This conclusion is reached through the manipulation of its
definitions, which, inter alia, state that “Forest includes natural
forests and forest plantations. It is used to refer to land with a tree
canopy cover of more than 10% and area of more than 0.5 hectare.”

Fao’s forests
How to Cheat at solitaire71

71 Card game for only one person.
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This definition has been justifiably ridiculed on an international
level, as it implies that a major part of the city of Asuncion (capital
of Paraguay) should then be considered as a “forest.”

With a stroke of the pen, applying this definition of forests,
the FAO has managed to lower deforestation rates and thus today
there are 400 million hectares more of forests than the world figures
for 1995. According to FAO itself: “Despite the high losses of the
world’s natural forests at the global level, new forest plantation areas
are being established at the reported rate of 4.5 million hectares per
year” and this results in a significantly lower net rate than that
recorded in the previous FAO report, corresponding to the period
1990–1995. Although it does not use the same words, it may be
inferred that insofar as plantations compensate for the loss of forests,
there is no cause for concern, and the–“forest cover” would have
been maintained. So, the FAO goes on cheating at this game of
patience. Or is this its way of fulfilling its function in its capacity as
“sector coordinator” for Chapter 11 of Agenda 21 (of the Earth
Summit): “Combating deforestation”?

What is behind this game? In the first place, it should be noted
that the plantations included are only industrial tree plantations,
mostly aimed at wood production. Not included in this definition
are trees for other purposes, such as fruit trees or coconut plantations
or agro-forestry systems. And here we have an interesting case: Why
are the rubber tree plantations, formerly not considered as forests
by the FAO, now included as such? The reason is very simple: Now
rubber tree plantations have started to be increasingly used as wood
and therefore have acquired–for FAO–visibility as forests. But they
continue to be the same as before. Why can’t plantations of other
types of trees such as orange trees, banana trees or coconut trees be
considered as forests? The answer is clear: because they are not
intended for the production of wood. And this shows one of the
concepts at the root of this definition and all it implies: A forest is
not seen by the FAO as what it is–a complete ecosystem including
the human communities that depend on it–but exclusively as
producing wood.

Ten years after the Earth Summit, at the level of this “expert”
organization, not only has nothing changed for the better in this
respect, but things have gone worse. And this cannot be attributed
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to ignorance, as much has been said–and fully documented–on the
subject. Even when the FAO tries to open up the umbrella by stating
that it does not “intend to imply that plantations are equivalent to
natural forests,” and that “great care has been taken to keep the
statistics for natural and planted forests separate”–though only in
Southern countries–what is true is that for FAO both categories
continue to be just one and the same: forests.

It is illustrative to summarize here a written exchange that took
place recently between a FAO staff member and a South African
environmentalist regarding the area that–according to FAO statistics–
is covered by forests in that country. The FAO staff person finished
his argument by saying “Forest plantations are areas with trees, and
therefore a (kind of) forest.” And the environmentalist replied: “By
the same token, it could be claimed that locusts are a ‘kind of bird’
or that cornfields are a ‘kind of prairie.’

Placing tree plantations on the same level as forests implies
ignoring the various functions the latter fulfill: they are home to
millions of people, they provide them with food, medicines, fibers,
firewood, building materials, they regulate the local water regime
and the global climate, just to mention a few of them. It also implies
ignoring the long struggles taking place in many countries, both in
the South and in the North (from Australia to Chile, from Spain
and Portugal to South Africa and Brazil, from Thailand to India)
against the invasion of large-scale monoculture tree plantations, so
frequently carried out in detriment to forests. These struggles are
not against the forests, but against the plantations, precisely because
these do not have anything in common with forests and have a
serious impact on local communities and their environment.

It is important to point out that within the orientation given to
the approach towards forests, the promotion and legitimization of
industrial tree plantations are a perfect fit within the framework of
the Green Revolution, promoted since decades ago again by the FAO.
All this is joined, and the various ramifications and connections link
the deforestation process to cover industrial needs, with the invasion
of monoculture tree plantations to feed the paper industry, with those
who promote these processes–major transnational companies–
through an international web of organizations at their disposal, among
them the WTO, the IMF and various international instruments.

FAO’S FORESTS
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In this process, the latest biotechnology findings are integrated
into the technological package that has accompanied and continues
to accompany agro-industrial production–weed killers, pesticides,
fertilizers, etc.–first of all expressed in the already widespread
techniques of selection and cloning of the most suitable genotypes
for industrial purposes, with the intention of going on to use genetic
manipulation. Presently, the major companies are involved in this,
injecting money into academic research centers and attempting to
take their dangerous experiments out to the field. The FAO does not
say anything in this respect, but will surely include plantations of
transgenic trees–if we allow this to happen–as “planted forests”
helping to maintain the “forest cover” of the planet.

All this is serious. And even more serious coming from an
organization that has the mandate of monitoring how forests and
their resources are used to improve the population’s economic,
environmental, social and cultural conditions, guaranteeing the
conservation of resources to satisfy the needs of future generations.
And furthermore, the FAO is an active part of the World Summit on
Sustainable Development, preparing official documentation, part
of which is the assessment of progress made, including insufficiencies
and deficiencies.

Once again we stress the imperious need for the eradication,
once and for all, of productionist and reductionist conceptions of
one of the most biodiversity-rich ecosystems–the forest. In order to
analyze clearly what is happening with them, it is essential to
establish a clear differentiation between plantations and forests. A
plantation may be considered as positive or negative and it is good
that the necessary conditions for it to be positive for people and the
environment are discussed. But it can never be considered to be a
forest. It is time that the FAO’s definitions on forests are definitively
shelved–as part of the history of forest thinking–and that it be
explicitly recognized that a forest is much more than a collection of
trees aimed at producing wood and that a plantation is not a forest.
It would be an enormous contribution to the forthcoming
Johannesburg summit. (Source: World Rainforest Movement bulletin
Nº 61, August 2002)
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Verónica Vidal (Pueblos, Rebelión magazine, July 2, 2001)

Take oil and run. Such seems to be the device of large
multinationals in the third world. Behind them they leave razed
forests, misery and social divisions.

Many indigenous communities are on a (pacific) war footing
against the depredating activity of oil multinationals in their
territory. A dramatic example is the U’wa native community in
Colombia (with a population of about 6,000 inhabitants) whose
ancestral domain is being threatened by Occidental Petroleum (OXY),
and whose members were initiating activities in their sacred
territory. They threaten to stage mass suicide to dramatize their
resistance.

In August 1998 they released this public statement: “We are
looking for an explanation to this “progress” which is against life.
We are requesting to put an end to this kind of progress, we demand
that oil exploitation in the heart of the Earth be stopped, that this
deliberate bleeding terminate. Our words shall be an alert warning
that shall assemble us again like one sole family to secure our future
in harmony with all the universe, or it shall be one more voice to
prophesize destruction of life because of the absurd prepotency of
white man.”

Oil companies plunder the third
world
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Environmental impacts

Oil multinationals have environmental regulations that may
be rated as hypocritical: On the one hand, they responsibly appear
at situations and accidents that have occurred in the North, for
instance the massive oil overflow of the Exxon Valdez in Alaska; on
the other hand, in Southern countries they act with complete
indolence. The consequences of this second morality are massive
and unnecessary contamination of water, air and soil, alarming
deforestation rates, overexploitation of resources and their
exhaustion, overflows, dikes breakage, explosions and many other
kinds of accidents.

Companies distribute themselves domestic territories in
“blocks” wherein they can freely exploit the existing resources by
means of large concessions, independently of the places where they
are located: native territories, natural parks or ecological reservations.

Initiation of activities takes place through exploration. For this
purpose, hundreds of kilometers of seismic breaches are dug. They
are opened following a rigorous straight line, vegetation-free,
wherein explosions take place periodically, in order to obtain data
regarding beds through seismic waves. One sole explosion has the
capacity to kill 500 fishes in a lake near the opening. It also necessitates
the use of a large number of heliports for the arrivals of machinery;
pathways and exploration wells. Customarily, in these initial
activities, because the vegetal layer is destroyed, important erosive
processes are initiated, with a mud movement towards rivers,
provoking overflows.

Once beds have been detected, extraction begins. In the oil
industry, wells are drilled with the use of very dangerous chemicals
(coagulators, dispersers, biocides, paraffin control agents, fungicides)
that are placed in storage anyhow, and are later expulsed together
with “production waters” (mixed with oil, sulfates, cyanide, heavy
metals and frequently radioactive substances) and dumped into
large pools with no waterproof cover at all, or which are directly
dumped into the nearest rivers or lakes.

Contents of these pools infiltrating into soils are constant;
ordinarily rainfalls cause them to overflow. Subsequently, crude is
separated from the rest of the components and they are burnt in the
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middle of the jungle, without controlling releases, provoking the
so-called black rainfalls, that carry a large number of particles in
suspension from oil. These particles are highly toxic, the same as
emanations from the pools and from roads built with the
noncommercial part of the crude oil (mixed with other substances)
so there will be no dust when trucks crisscross the area.

The real trouble is that these companies neither commit
themselves to perform restoration works nor even to indemnify for
the damages caused. For instance, Shell reached an agreement with
the government of Curaçao (The Netherland Antilles) whereby it
was released from all liability for indemnifying those people who
were affected by its refining activities, and restoring the land.

Assured Exploitation

Therefore, what occurs in these companies as regards
impoverished countries is an absolute infringement of the right to
a “healthy environment.” Not only that the other fundamental rights
of a person are infringed upon, but also economic and social rights.
Communities watch how their way of life, their traditions, even
their basic needs are being affected, prejudiced or put into harm’s
way. People start consuming alcohol, and prostitution centers are
opened for workmen. Social relations are irrevocably affected. Even
values that communities have kept change due to the desire of
possessing what can be obtained with money. People sell their
properties to get money in exchange, and frequently they have to
emigrate to big cities in search of employment, in order to pay their
debts or to have more money.

Almost always, the result thereof is a condition of more poverty
and insecurity; they become beggars in large third-world cities. Such
a thing happened to the Guahibos, Cuiva, Macaguah, Hitnu and
Sikuano people ten years after oil exploitation was initiated at Cabo
Limon, Colombia.

Oil companies have the capacity to make high-risk (financial)
investments, and that is why they have gradually acquired certain
political rights. They demand guarantees from governments, as well
as all kinds of facilities and incentives. Besides, in third-world
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countries they also frequently demand guarantees for protection
and safety, and many times they also request armed forces to act,
beyond the mere defense to face violent action from armed groups.
A well-known example is the process of repression and murders
that takes place in Nigeria.

Thus, they succeeded to be over and above any control as
regards their activities: they influence countries’ environmental
legislation, and domestic extraction rates for oil resources. Finally,
through payments made, and corruption, they are granted
concessions, and their repeated nonfulfillment of obligations are
overlooked. In a recent statement issued by the president of the
Exxon Mobil Canada to the Financial Times, he urged developing
countries to avoid environmental controls, so as not to risk financial
investment.

How is it that they gain access into communities of third-world
countries? How are their relations? “These undertakings arrive in
the area making offers”–says Esperanza Martinez, representative
of Oilwatch International–“trying to establish a relationship with
the villagers, engaging anthropologists, sociologists and attorneys.
They locate their leaders and when they are weak, they finally follow
the company’s game; if a leader resists, his reputation is impaired
to such an extent that villagers divide themselves. Changes are
introduced in communities, sometimes surpassing the organization
of the community itself.” Thereon, the conflict is insolvable. Thus,
for instance, in April 1999, Shuar Indians from Ecuador kidnapped
other Shuar Indians because they had subscribed to an agreement
with Arco Oriente, an undertaking that was beginning to operate
south of Ecuador.

Shell Operation in Nigeria

The execution of writer Ken Sarowiwa in November 1995,
together with other eight opponents, nonviolent Ogonis, evidenced
brutal repression exerted by the dictatorial régime of Nigeria,
dominated by activities performed by oil industries. This scandal
caused the Commonwealth to threaten the country with sanctions,
even its exclusion, although threats did not materialize.
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This case constitutes “an example of the extreme measures that
a multinational corporation can use to protect its interests,” the
director of the campaign of the Sierra Club Fund for Human Rights
said. “In Nigeria, people are killed because of oil.”

In Nigeria, crude accounts for more than 90% of the country’s
exports. Shell is the most important company, with an extraction
capacity of 800,000 oil barrels per day, but there are also others: Elf,
Agip, Mobil and Chevron. The richest oil zone is in the Niger Delta,
where formerly protected littoral forests existed, basically plantations
of mangrove trees. But the Nigerian Delta is the poorest, most
forsaken zone in the country. Hilary Andersson, the BBC correspondent
in Lagos, says that “Inhabitants of the so densely populated Delta
can watch multimillion oil installations, but they have no electricity
or running water at their homes.”

An evidence of this poverty is the accident that occurred at the
end of October 1998, during which more than 500 persons were
calcined due to the explosion of an oil pipeline from which they were
trying to collect crude oil flowing from a leakage for home fuel use.

Extreme poverty is linked to ethnical discrimination and
exclusion of political power, and therefore it has become a combat
to rescue the identity and dignity of a population that cannot
approach an oil installation without the fear of being murdered.

REPSOL in Bolivia

The Spanish company Repsol has carried out the first exploitation
stage at the Bloque Securé concession, which comprises part of the
native territory located at the Isiboro Securé National Park, at the
Bolivian part of the Amazon Basin.

During the first stage, up to 960 kilometers of seismic pathways
have been opened, affecting the Yuracaré, Chumanes, Mosetenes,
Mojeños Ethnias, as well as the settlers who had arrived from other
areas of the country, according to a study conducted by the
Universidad Mayor de San Simón, and Bolivia’s Centro de Estudios
Superiores Universitarios.

In its second stage, the company planned to open additional
260 kilometers of seismic breaches. But when this operation started,
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it met active rebuff from 50 rural communities. The company was
compelled to subscribe an agreement and to carry out a study
regarding the environmental impact, so far nonexistent.

The Repsol Exploración Securé project is being carried out
despite the company’s noncompliance with Bolivian government
regulations for the environment: No public inquiry has taken place;
minimum diameters for the fellage of trees have not been respected,
minimum distances to current’s way were not met; neither measures
for restoration nor measures to correct impacts have been taken;
required reports have not been submitted, plus a long of other
violations. It must be taken into account that so far Repsol is only at
the first exploitation stage of oil beds in the area. For this reason,
since March 17, 1998, the company had to face intermittent blockades
from 50 rural communities.

The Concealed Face of Large Oil Companies

REPSOL: Since March 17, 1998, 50 Bolivian native communities
had boycotted the company.

BP (British Petroleum): It cooperated with the Colombian
government, assisting to finance a 5,000-man military unit in charge
of protecting the oil fields. Reports said the military killed,
kidnapped and tortured key persons who organized natives into
resisting BP’s activities. Village civilian groups that stood in the way
of the company’s operations were accused of being subversives,
providing information to opponents of the military. (The Ecologist,
May/June 1997)

ELF: It has been accused of drilling in a protected park in
Ecuador (according to Friends of the Earth International). It has
supported an armed group in an uprising against the democratic
government of the Republic of Congo (Monitor, December 1997).

EXXON/MOBIL: For the NGO Friends of the Earth, Exxon/Mobil
is the worst company in the world. We should only remember the
disaster at Alaska (42 million liters of oil were spilled on a virgin
soil). In January 1998, the coast of Nigeria suffered from an oil
leakage of 40,000 barrels from a Mobil vessel. Up to 500,000 persons
were affected.
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SHELL: According to Greenpeace, for twenty years Shell has
been pumping toxic water into the waterway that provides drinkable
water to the Turkish city of Diyarbakir. In Nigeria, it had allegedly
caused an average of 190 oil leakages per annum since 1989. Shell is
being boycotted for its support to dictatorial and corrupt governments.

TEXACO: It has been blamed for the overflow of a total of 65
million liters of oil into the sea, destruction of 2,600 hectares of jungle
and provoking social and cultural disintegration of native
communities in Ecuador (Crude Operator, Friends of the Earth). The
World Bank has described the social economic condition of the
affected region as “unfortunate.” (Monitor, January 1997) In Indonesia,
for 30 years Texaco has cooperated with Suharto’s dictatorial régime
(assisting him to increase his personal wealth).

TOTAL: A large part of the Myanmar’s (ancient Burma) oil and
gas infrastructure has been built with forced labor, under military
security, with repression and constant outrage of human rights, and
with accomplices such as Total, Unlocal and others.

OIL COMPANIES PLUNDER THE THIRD WORLD
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Nuclear weapons and explosions. Mankind in danger

(Part of the book with the same title, written by the physicist-doctor
Maria Esther Brandan, investigator and professor at Universidad
Nacional Autónoma de México [UNAM], 1996).

Biological Effects

Parallel with the study made by TTAPS, in which severe changes
are predicted to take place in the environment as a consequence of
a nuclear war and establishing a “winter season” that would last
for several months, a group of biologists has carried out an analysis
regarding the effects that such disturbance may have in the
atmosphere, the climate and the degree of radiation on the earth’s
ecosystem. These results were published together with previous
ones, and we summarize them below, particularly making reference
to the nuclear winter effect on the continental, aquatic and farming
ecosystems, and on all human societies, over the short, medium
and long terms.

During the first months subsequent to the war, independently
of the season of the year, the continental earth system shall suffer
extremely low temperatures that will cause severe damages to
vegetation, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere, where physical

Consequences of a nuclear
explosion
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effects will be larger, and in tropical zones, that are less resistant to a
decrease in the environmental temperature. A darkening caused by
particles suspended in the atmosphere will reduce the levels of
photosynthesis until practically plants’ productivity is eliminated.
Large quantities of animals will die due to cold weather, scarcity of
freshwater (all waters shall be frozen) and darkness. By the end of
the first year, vegetal productivity will continue to be reduced, even
though many perennial plants and especially resistant seeds will have
survived. As darkness disappears, high levels of ultraviolet radiation
will cause damages in the leaves of plants, making them even weaker,
and also damaging the cornea of the animals’ eyes, they will suffer
generalized blindness. Few food resources will exist for vertebrates,
with the consequent animals’ strife to get some food, and the possible
extinction of many species we know today. Vegetal productivity will
slowly recover within the following decade, but the vast damage
suffered by ecosystems will be irreversible. Massive loss of species,
most of all in tropical zones, will be the cause for a genetic and species
diversity much more reduced than the one being achieved nowadays.

After the war, the natural aquatic system will rapidly suffer
freezing in its surfaces, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere.
Aquatic fauna and flora will not perceive too low temperatures,
except for those species that live along coast areas and at shallow
tropical aquatic deposits. Reduction in luminous beams will
practically put an end to the life of photoplanktons, thus eliminating
the essential food of many marine and freshwater species. Surviving
fishes, which shall represent one of the few sources of food for
human beings, will be contaminated by radioactive substances that
had fallen into the water. The lack or decline of photoplankton will
cause the extinction of many species within the first year, and
although within said period, melting will begin, and losses will be
irreversible. Organisms that better adapt to natural fluctuations of
temperature will recover much better than tropical species. During
the next following years, the return to “normalcy” for surviving
aquatic species will be more accelerated than on the continents.
Coastal marine fauna will then be a viable source of nourishment
for human beings, though with still high contamination levels.

All over the planet, agriculture will be interrupted because of
extreme temperatures and low illumination levels during the first
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months after the war. Food reserves in places that have been
bombarded will be destroyed, contaminated, physically
unattainable, or be quickly exhausted. Of course, the countries that
import food and that have not suffered direct attacks will receive
no more products from the United States and from Europe. After
the first year, agricultural productivity will still be very low, and
there will be no help from fertilizers or from pesticides. Within the
next decade, restoration of agricultural activities on Earth will have
to face a severe reduction of human contribution as regards
irrigation, fertilizers and protection against plagues and illnesses.

Human beings who survive the immediate effect from
explosions will represent maybe 50 or 75% of present world
population. During the first months they will have to face extreme
temperatures, almost permanent darkness, violent climatic changes
and lack of dwelling, refuge and fuel. These adverse factors shall
produce a generalized death due to exposure to radioactive rain,
starvation, water scarcity, added to the absence of medical systems
and emotional as well as psychological stress. No social aid system
will exist, such as distribution and sale of food or energy, transportation
services, medical care or communications. After one year, the levels
of environmental radiation will still be a threat for human beings,
but in this stage, the lack of agricultural production will constitute
the most adverse factor. Epidemics will easily take root and spread
due to low immune resistance of irradiated survivors, thereby
causing a higher death rate because support systems, particularly
medical ones, would not have been restored yet. When solar light
comes back, general protection measures will have to be adopted
against ultraviolet radiation in order to prevent blindness. Psychological
tension for the deprivations they have gone through, will continue
to severely affect survivors. During the following decades, at best a
slow return to social conditions is expected, along with social
conditions and development that are as quite as inferior as the ones
that were known before the war.

To summarize the results obtained from the studies mentioned
in this chapter, we may outline that climatic effects subsequent to
an interchange of nuclear weapons limited to hundreds of megatons
on cities, are similar to the ones predicted for a long range war
(thousands of megatons). None of these results is equal to the most

CONSEQUENCES OF A NUCLEAR EXPLOSION
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dramatic scenario that may be imagined, given the size of present
arsenals. All ecosystems shall suffer strongly adverse situations.
Survivors shall have to face extreme cold weather, water scarcity,
lack of food and fuel, chemical and radioactive contamination,
illnesses and infections; all this in a permanent darkness or maybe
in semidarkness. Medium- and long-term effects, together with 1,000
million immediate deaths, suggest that there may be no human
survivors in the Northern Hemisphere. The effects in the rest of the
planet, particularly the extinction of many vegetal and animal
species that exist nowadays, represent a dramatic challenge for the
permanence of human beings on Earth.
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José Santamarta Florez, Director of Worldwatch (Rebelión/Ecologia,
February 24, 2003)

The Prestige, an old single hull vessel built in 1976, was loaded
with 76,973 tons of fuel of the M-100 type, originating from Russia
and Latvia, when on November 13, 2002, it began to prop 28 miles
distant from Finisterre. The Prestige, like so many other steamers,
had a convenience flag (the Bahamas), and an underpaid, not-so
well prepared crew, mostly from the Philippines. On November 19,
the vessel broke in two, and sunk when it was 250 kilometers from
Galicia. The remaining bulk of its cargo, with nearly 50,000 tons of
fuel, lay 3,600 meters under the sea.

The managing company was Universe Maritime (Greece), and
the cargo belonged to Switzerland-based Crown Resources, which
had been integrated into the Russian syndicate Alfa Group. This
firm belonged to a group of Russian oligarchs favored by the chaotic
process of privatization that followed the implosion of the Soviet
Union.

The ecological, social and economic catastrophe caused by the
vessel Prestige reminds the world about one that occurred to the
Greek oil vessel Aegean Sea on December 3, 1992, but this one is by
far the most dramatic of all, even larger than the that of the
shipwrecked Urquiola in 1976.

Lessons from the Prestige
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Irresponsibility and insensibility of the Popular Party of Spain
over the catastrophe that occurred to the Prestige become manifest
only by seeing how those main responsible persons acted during
the most culminating moments of the crisis. Instead of facing the
problem, they were first dedicated to hunting vacations, and then
insult the opposition and social movements such as Nunca Mais.
Unconventionally, Manuel Fraga, president of the Xunta, went
hunting on November 16 and 17. His advisor and dolphin, Xosé
Cuiña, was out selling costumes and shovels (he was later dismissed
when the affair was published by the press). Meanwhile, Jaume
Matas, the minister of the environment, had quiet days of rest at
Doñana and he spent the next few days running an electoral
campaign at Baleares; Francisco Alvarez-Cascos, who was responsible
for the fate of the oil vessel, was also hunting at Pirineo de Lleida,
and he spent the following weekend skiing at Sierra Nevada. Jose
Maria Aznar did not even go to Galicia during the first weeks, and
when he finally did, it was to pay a three- hour visit to a control
center at A Coruña. Miguel Arias Cañete, at that time the minister
of agriculture and fishery, downplayed the catastrophe.

According to the government, no black tide existed. Some
weeks later, Alvarez-Cascos compared the accident to Chernobil.
Mariano Rajoy, the first vice president, declared that only “some
trickles” were leaking from the sunken steamer’s cargo bay, and
that the government had acted in the best possible manner, in spite
of monumental errors such as moving the vessel away, evidences
of total incompetence, lack of resources and coordination and
confusion, all of which have finally caused one of the greatest
catastrophes our country has had suffered. The’“small trickles”
that he mentioned soon became one of the worst black tides of
history.

The government prevented all investigation, both at the
Congress of Deputies as well as at the Parliament of Galicia, and
launched a policy of harassment and demolition against the platform
of the Nunca Mais for its supposed connections with BNG (Initials
not indicated by the author). It set in operation all its propaganda
machinery and resources against the opposition, especially the PSOE
(Spanish Labor Socialist Party), forgetting their demagogical and
cajoling behavior when they were the main party of the opposition.
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Environmental Repercussions

If it is true that the Urquiola conveyed 100,000 tons, and the
Aegean Sea transported 80,000, the fuel dispersion and the black
tide caused by the Greek oil vessel Prestige have produced even
more severe damages along the Galician littoral, including Asturias,
Cantabria and Pais Vasco, and even in France, because of the kind
of fuel (heavy fuel oil with a high content of sulfur) and the largest
dispersion occurred. It is difficult to ascertain the quantity of
overflowed fuel because the estimated amounts vary from 20,000
to 40,000 tons, and the government only mentioned 11,000 tons. Each
ton of overflowed oil may extend on a surface of up to 12 square
kilometers, according to Greenpeace. The accident suffered by the
Prestige is one of the most dramatic marine ecological catastrophes,
if not the worst one in the history of Spain.

The black tide has affected fishery and shellfish gathering, and
several thousands of birds, such as seagulls, cormorants, crested, web-
footed gulls, araos, lime trees in general, and certain annato trees.
According to the Spanish Society of Ornithology (SEO/Birdlife), the
number of contaminated birds oscillates from 20,000 to 40,000. Among
marine mammals that could have suffered from the effect of the
overflow are blunt-headed whales and cetacean. Probably most oil-
besmeared birds will not survive, in spite of efforts made by volunteers.
This catastrophe has not been larger due to the exemplary action of
Galician fishermen and collectors of seafood, and efforts made by
thousands of volunteers who–even with their own hands–have
restrained the black tide at some of the most critical points thereof.

From the start, the oil layer prevents oxygenation of waters
and makes it impossible for underwater life to receive solar energy
through vegetal organisms that perform photosynthesis.
Phitoplankton, algae and phanerogamous prairies perish due to lack
of light or due to toxicity from the crude, affecting the entire trophic
chain. Fuel is toxic, and it can affect volunteers as well as the
environment in general, because it contains 46.4% of aromatic, toxic
and persistent hydrocarbons that tend to accumulate in fat tissues ;
some of them may be cancerigeneous (among others: benzoapirene,
benzofluorantene and indeno pyrene), about 19% of which are
saturated hydrocarbons, and about 34.7% of resins and asphaltenes.

LESSONS FROM THE PRESTIGE
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Once the volatile parts of the spill evaporate, the crude is
transformed into an emulsion, a mixture of oil and water, with a
density similar to water. Oil intoxicates the sea, it provokes genetic
alterations and even kills fish, mollusk and crustacean. Its effects
will last for several years, much more than the five years they
mention, causing an irreversible loss of biological diversity. On the
short- and medium terms, the shallow fishery will be severely
affected, the same as shellfish gathering and mussel production.

From a total of 1,064 shores communities that Galicia, Asturias,
Cantabria and Pais Vasco have, during the first weeks up to 526
shores were affected by the overflow from the Prestige, according to
the Ministry of the Environment. The province of A Coruña had the
most damages with 291 shores impaired. Besides, 21 shores on rocks
were affected at the Parque National de Islas Atlánticas; 31 shores
at the province of Pontevedra (from the 249 it has), 44 shores at
Lugo (from a total of 63 shores), 82 shores at Asturias, 48 at Cantabria
and 9 at Pais Vasco. However, the effect of the mineral tar on the
steeps and marine bottoms is much worse, because it is very difficult
to remove it therefrom. As regards the collected fuel, only during
the first weeks the total volume was of 27,117 tons, from which 22,039
tons have been recovered at Galicia. Another 2,626 tons were
recovered at the Parque Nacional de Islas Atlánticas.

Economic damages and impairment caused to fishery and
tourism, together with cleaning costs, will not be less than 2,000
million euros. As an example, we should remember that the
cleaning costs of the black tide caused by the Exxon Valdez on March
24, 1989, with a cargo of 36,000 tons of crude, half the volume of
the load carried by the Prestige, amounted to 2,000 million dollars,
in a less populated and less productive zone, both in terms of
fishery and tourism. The government has already allocated more
than 1,000 million euros from the State General Budgets for the
year 2003.

The worst remedy to combat tides is to use dissolvent, as the
experience of the Urquiola shows, because it only disperses oil,
making it even more toxic; for this reason the effects are worse and
more prolonged. The use of bacteria is not advised either; they
introduce a new element in the coast ecosystem. The only efficacious
manner to attack a black tide, without causing further damages, is
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to mechanically extract the largest possible quantity of overflowed
oil, and do so within the shortest period of time; this has been done
by thousands of persons on their own initiative and marginally from
the government, in what constitutes one of the most praiseworthy
and exemplary actions in our recent history.

Marine Safety

When the Cypriot vessel Haven sunk with 100,000 tons of oil
in front of the coast of Genoa in April 1991, administrations of
countries from the European Union adopted some measures that
were soon forgotten, the same as it had occurred after every
subsequent black tide, like the one produced by the Erika in front of
French coasts. As the Spanish saying is, governments only remember
Saint Barbara when it thunders

Probably in the same as the Prestige, the Aegean Sea was an
obsolete vessel built in Japan in 1973. It had had several accidents
along its history. After having waited for three days at the Ares
estuary, at 0200 Hours–daybreak–it received the order to go to the
port of A Coruña without the harbor pilot being present, and on a
dark, stormy night. One hour later, the oil vessel ran aground at the
shoals of Torre de Hércules. It was not only the responsibility of
Capt. Stavridis, or that of a not-so-dutiful harbor pilot as regards
regulations seldom complied with, in one way or the other. They
were mere scapegoats in a long history of controversial disasters.
At that time, like nowadays, the final responsibility was, and is, of
those who might have prevented it.

The Primer Minister Jose Maria Aznar decided to move the
steamer away from the coast (it had to be sent to the “fifth steep,”
according to the ineffable minister of development).This decision
was a tremendous error and had aggravated the catastrophe. The
oil vessel should have been taken to the San Ciprian port, at the
province of Lugo, which has sufficient draught and an adequate
narrow passage, with an entrance channel around 200 meters wide,
instead of forcing it to make a long journey of 243 miles (437
kilometers), leaving behind it a wake of fuel, until it broke in two
and sunk.

LESSONS FROM THE PRESTIGE
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What could have been a local, easy-to-contain catastrophe, with
effects on 5 kilometers of coasts, finally affected more than 500
kilometers of shores and steeps.

The government has done practically nothing to control the
marine traffic of toxic and dangerous products on our territorial
waters, and instead of facing its numerous responsibilities, it has
only made itself look and sound ridiculous, minimizing the black
tide, in a country that has thousands of kilometers of coastline and
where 15% of the GDP is generated from fishery and tourism. This
clearly shows what cannot be concealed by the demagogy of a
government that in insensitive to the environment.

In total, 7,230 oil vessels sail in the world’s waterways, with
350 million tons of gross records, transporting every year more
than 1,200 million tons of crude and refined products. From them,
only 2,077 have double hull, and the remaining 5,243 have single
hulls. From 1970 until 2002, more than 1,500 oil vessels have
suffered accidents; overflows have nearly amounted to five million
tons.

The only way to combat the problem is to prevent the use of
convenience flags from Liberia, Panama, the Bahamas and from
other countries, and make it compulsory for all oil vessels to have
double hull and for their insurance to cover all possible damages,
like the ones caused by black tides.

Crews that have been engaged to sailing without the necessary
training, most of them from the third world, and the use of obsolete
steamers are some of the means used to reduce costs and maximize
profits. It is not because they were fit for service that most sailors of
the Prestige were badly remunerated nationals from the Philippines,
the assemblers of the vessels were Greek and the flag was for
convenience.

The same story is told as in the many other previous sinking.
The catastrophe in the Prestige, although the most dramatic,

supposes only a small part of oil overflowed to the sea every year,
about three millions and a half tons per annum. Oil spills cause
black tides, contaminate the air we breathe, contribute to climatic
change and is a war factor and also a root of political instability in
many regions of the world, such as the Persian Gulf.
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Never More

Never more! shouted thousands of demonstrating people in
Santiago and at other Galician cities, after the fifth serious accident
of an oil vessel in front of Galician coasts. But for such a thing,
measures are required: Some of them are immediate and others on
the long term.

As regards marine security, no doubt exists: prohibit sailing of
single hull oil vessels, not only for fuel or tar; remove to a distance
the marine passageway from Galician coasts, and issue insurance
policies that cover all risks. But all the same, we must put an end to
convenience flags and to a freight system that, with a view to minimize
costs, promotes insecurity, with obsolete, badly maintained vessels,
and not-so well trained and badly remunerated crews.

Finally, the principle of “he who contaminates pays” must be
applied. This principle, reiterated so many times, has never been
applied with marine security regulations that assuredly will raise the
cost of freights and the prices of oil byproducts for all final consumers.

The principle of “He who contaminates, pays” implies to
internalize costs of”externalities such as black tides, acid rains, local
atmospheric contamination, tropospherical ozone, climatic change
and environmental and social impacts from survey and from oil
extraction. This supposes a drastic increase in fiscal methods to be
applied on energy, both to internalize costs as well as to reduce
consumption of oil products (such as gasoline, gas oil, kerosene, LPG,
naphtha or fuel oil) because finally the present black tide is only one
of the many consequences of an energetic model depending on fossil
fuels imported from producing countries, a model of oil dependency
that has already caused several wars, and has made of the Near East
and the Persian Gulf one of the most conflict-prone and unstable zones
in the world. The next war in Iraq would have no sense, but one for
oil that is what Bush’s government eagerly seeks.

The Bush government wants to invade Iraq, rather than using
weapons of massive destruction, taking possession of their oil, given
that reserves are minimal in the United States, and since they
represent 4.7% of the world population, they consume 25% of oil.
Bush does not want to promote another more sustainable energetic
model, based on renewable energy, and his plans are to continue
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depending on imported oil. To that end, the United States must
sternly control producing countries such as Iraq and Saudi Arabia.

If oil, like carbon and nuclear energy, would have to rebound
all externalities on final prices, it would lose competitiveness,
becoming more expensive; efficiency and savings would increase,
and alternative and renewable sources such as aeolian and solar
energies, and biomass would rapidly develop.

Would you like to see what an environmental impact is? There–
you have the black tide. However, still those people exist who oppose
development of eolian energy because of its supposed environmental
impacts, lowest when compared to the ones caused by carbon, oil
and nuclear energy. Aeolian energy is the less harmful energy source,
something that some well intentioned but narrow-minded
conservationists do not want to understand, or cannot understand.
Thanks to them, governments have the alibi not to develop eolian
energy, which would cover more than 20% of the electricity
production in a few years, provided there be political will, more
intelligence and common sense.

Is solar energy expensive?… How much shall this black tide
cost?… And how about climatic change, radioactive residues,
nuclear proliferation or oil wars?

We need another energetic model, based on efficiency and on
renewable energies, and also a deep ecological reform of fiscal
methods.

A sustainable energetic policy should be directed to produce
all energy in an efficient manner, based on renewable energies such
as aeolian and solar energies and biomass, and also based on
hydrogen as an energetic vector, within a term that should not exceed
50 years, for equitable reasons, of thermodynamics (the second
principle that we should remember: one day yes, and the next one
too) because we cannot go on like this, with black tides, a threaten
of climatic change that becomes more evident day after day, nuclear
proliferation (India, Pakistan, North Korea, etc.…) and the possible
war against Iraq, the second war in scarcely more than one decade.

What is cheap is expensive, like the black tide shows. Finally
this is only a metaphor of the present energetic model, as obsolete
and contaminant as the Prestige.
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(In honor of the ecological combatant ship Rainbow Warrior, at the
service of life in the planet, criminally sunk by destroyers of nature)

I
Charity in Combat

Greenpeace: an intransigent combatant
has no resources, but a high class morality
to be devoted to permanent combat.
In London it establishes its base-headquarters.

Although with drips, it establishes a modest office
wherein idealists of a meaningful cause
frame an idea that makes them persist:
A vessel! to combat in favor of the world.

Generous men, to do good dedicated,
for the health of nature;
heroic titans, to a cause devoted
they were certainly born to be winners!

Tenacious, unyielding spirits, accustomed to war,
they look for a vessel to protect whales.

An epic poem for a heroic vessel
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Keen, quixotic personages,
they fully attained their objective.

Assisted by English fishermen
they succeeded in getting an old craft;
every month, they paid each installment
with the aid from a Dutch organization.

Exhausted by work, the dismal warship
was doubtlessly eager for repairs
more and more expenses it caused;
how hard it was to pay them even with an aid!

The tenacity of this pioneer was exemplary;
the huge strength of its ideal was overpowering:
finally Greenpeace was owner of the whole ship
to combat evil without respite.

II
Beginning of its destiny

1978

In order to call the brand-new vessel
North Indian omens a name shall give:
“When the world shall fall ill and is in agony,
rainbow warriors shall raise”

April: the vessel is ready, no frontiers exist
for its clearly defined international crew;
United Nations and Greenpeace flags
flutter together: they announce the end.

However, legal problems arose:
technical matters: equipment to be improved,
costs of fuel, demanding expenses
but in spite of adversity, all was overcome!
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After its sacrificed campaigns
the vessel needed to recover
in order to sail once more:
and repeat its heroic deeds (expenses… more expenses!)

III
Campaign of the Warrior

1978

The vessel had rough combats
with whale boats from Iceland and Spain
that in the Atlantic North, skillfully
cunningly slaughtered cetaceans.

It also fought nuclear debris
that ships dumped wherever they could,
killing life… even in the polar area!
without care for the damage they caused.

The vessel was daring, governing, tenacious;
fearlessly it intercepted all signals,
though the result of its demanding devotion
was to dump such a dangerous matter.72

Within that anti-radioactive campaign,
islanders from the Pacific, harshly
offered resistance to Japanese ships, furiously!
They were eager to deliver their debris

Tasks always existed for the vessel;
now it had to fight against slaughter
of six thousand seals by greedy hunters:
Norwegian thieves at the North Sea.

AN EPIC POEM FOR A HEROIC VESSEL

72 Once it had to dump 5,000 barrels of radioactive debris, which caused technical
problems to the vessel.
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1979

Whale slaughterers feared loosing
profits they received from Iceland
and with danger for lives, darting harpoons
they provoked fires on the Warrior.

In order to stop the
Warrior’s dynamic action,
vessel and crew were captured;
the ship’s equipment is confiscated
and all the crew is prosecuted.

1980

In Cherbourg, France, the nuclear campaign
against ships carrying radioactive debris
was responded by a military ship
looking after the affair of those smart guys.

In Holland the Warrior was blockading
the two fronts of the “Bayer”: regrettably
on the one side, it manufactures medicines
but it dumps its chemical debris to the sea.

New contests in Spain have occurred:
the military is a shield for whale traders.
The Warrior is overtaken at a port,
parts are taken away from it, so it may not sail again.

After five months of the seizure-destruction,
because Greenpeace does not surrender to adversity,
other parts are secretly set up
and at night it escapes, in a brilliant display.

1981

In their greed for seals, hunters
are not satiated: they also want to slaughter whelps.
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Crew men, acting as dyers,
successfully destroy the affair.

For hunters’ grudge, a brush stroke
on seals’ back produced such an intense stain
that (luckily) with this result
whelps had no commercial value.

Greenpeace saves their lives; however
Canadian authorities determine that this
(so wisely done) is offensive
and order the crew to be under arrest.

1982

Looking after seals, the Warrior returns to Canada
and at the San Lorenzo Gulf, unwisely
once more they are under arrest for petty reasons.
The crew endures its fate.

Gradually the result is appreciated:
imports are prohibited, the notice
sounds like a bell ringing for the deceased
trade industry of assailants

It is now the turn to protect dolphins
persecuted by tuna fish dealers
at the boundaries of the Panama Canal
(immediate action was required to stop those adventurers).

In Peru, a campaign in favor of whales
is largely accepted and observed;
however, governors hardly restrain hunting,
without resolving its prohibition.

1983

The Warrior now combats in California
against oil and gas overflows

AN EPIC POEM FOR A HEROIC VESSEL
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that contaminated the whole sea:
fauna, flora and all the rest.

It rebukes the United States marine
for its plan of founding nuclear submarines
old, dangerous artifacts, slowly undermining
a radioactive cemetery at the seas!

In a new crusade, now against fiendish individuals
who, for their annual fishery of salmon
killed mammalians by the thousands,
 the Warrior goes to Bering, nearby the North Pole.

It goes to Siberia, where it evidences a despicable act:
hundreds of green whales are slaughtered!
At the USSR, the crew is arrested
but they are released upon world pressure.

1984

The Warrior’s stress is made evident
in many countries, from Panama to the Gulf of Mexico.
Its combat took place at the ocean,
against incineration of chemical toxic matter.

The strategic effect was notorious:
Given the pressure produced,
the U.S. government quickly resolves
to leave without effect what has been done.

1985

From nuclear pacific: a necessary journey
(from Hawaii to the Marshall islands), memories
of natives who endured a Calvary
of other criminal tests without agreement.

Islanders suffer plagues of cancer, leukemia
and other illnesses; they want no more misfortunes;
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they demand to be taken far away, for powerful men
called French, shall carry out strange tests.

Other islanders welcome the vessel,
New Zealand receives it with affection;
they know that the Warrior is preparing
a good sense small fleet to go to Mururoa.

Frenchmen were preparing other tests;
it was about time for someone to oppose
in protest for the deaths the caused.
The Warrior would face them.

At the port of Auckland, enemies
were waiting for the dolphin vessel;
in the darkness of the night, cunningly,
with their precise shots it is sunk and destroyed.

IV
Judicial strife

1987

The trial lasted for two years
of harsh strife, an example of courage;
the French government had to pay
for the damages caused by its mischief.

Since Greenpeace had no profit
and it must recover its combatant base,
it guarantees to use resources obtained
in the same, well known cause it has.

What happened with the Warrior they sunk?
—A burial at sea, in due homage paid to it;
a public, most respectful farewell.
an honorable end by the clear waters of the Pacific.

AN EPIC POEM FOR A HEROIC VESSEL
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V
Resurrection

1989

In Hamburg, Germany, a new Warrior
is launched to the sea, to continue
the fierce strife of his predecessor
in a fearless combat without respite.

THE END
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